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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Backaround

“The Red Hill Underground Bulk Fuel Storage Tank Facilty (the Faciity) s located on the Island
of Oahu, Hawaii. The Facility is partofthe broader Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam JBPHH)

Defense Fuel Support Point (DFSP),which supports military operations in the Pacific. The

Facility consists of twenty steel-lined concrete tanks encased in concrete and but into cavities
mined inside Red Hill Each of the twenty tanks at Red Hill generally measures 100 ftin
diameter and is approximately 250ft in height.Thecavityin which the tanks are built lies under

a minimum 100 ftof rock. Each tank can storeupto 12.5 million gallonsoffuel. Presently,

eighteen tanks are operational, and two are not in service (since 2007). The tanks are
connected to three pipelines thatrunQR trough a tunnel to an underground pump house
that distributes fuel via pipelines to above-ground storage tanks, fuelingpiersat Pearl Harbor,
the flight line on Hickam Airfield, and receives fuel from a transferpointto PAR Hawaii

Refinery.

Fuel releases from the Facility, following a series of related events starting 6 May 2021 through

28 November 2021, led to contamination of the water supply to JBPHH. Afterward, the Hawaii

DepartmentofHealth (DOH) issued an Executive Order (EO). To comply with Orders 3 and 5,

the Navy engaged Simpson Gumpertz &Heger Inc. (SGH) to perform an independentreviewof

‘the Facility and JBPHH fueling systems which include Hotel Pier, Kilo Pier, Sierra Pier, Mike

Pier, and Bravo Pier. Our objectives in this regard were to assess the design and integrity of the

fuel system and the operations at JBPHH, including the Red Hill underground storage tanks, in

order to safely defuel the Red Hill underground storage tanks and to safely operate the balance

of JBPHH.

Our independent assessment includedthefollowing tasks: 1) Facility Walk Down; 2) Document

Review; 3) Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) and Operational Readiness Assessment (performed

by our subcontractor and teaming partner, Risktec); 4) Structural Integrity Assessment; 5)
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Mechanical Integrity Assessment; and 6) Development of Conceptual Repair Schemes and Cost

Estimates.

Recommendations - Process Safety Management and Operational Readiness

A Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) Study was performed to assess the operational risks.

associated with both defueling Red Hill and ongoing operations at Red Hill and JBPHH.The
reviews resulted in evaluations of systems integrity and potential impacts on the environment,

health and safety, the public, and mission readiness. The HAZOP report documentsa PHA for

the facity. The PHA team identified 120 recommendationsfor reducing the likelihood and/or

severity of potential consequences associated with the Pearl Harbor and Red Hill Fuel Facility.
‘The HAZOP report was created by our subcontractor and teaming partner, Risktec. Table 8-1

contains thirteen recommendations and thei associated risk rankings made during the PHA

(HAZOP) to be specifically considered by Navy leadership prior to commencing defueling the

Red Hill Tanks. Table 8-2 contains those recommendations and associated risk rankings to be
considered for ongoing operations specific to the Pearl Harbor DFSP, and Table 8-3 contains,

those recommendations and associated risk rankings to be considered if operations at Red Hill
are resumed in the future.

Itis not expected that all recommendations made as a resultofthe PHA or Operational
Readiness Assessment will be implemented. Priority should be established by Navy leadership,

taking into consideration, among other things, the assigned risk ranking associated with the

recommendation, the anticipated schedulefordefueling Red Hill, the expected future useofthe

Facility, the technical feasibility of the recommendation, the financial impactofthe
recommendation and other efforts underwayor planned to address the risk. Apreliminary

implementation plan (Table 8-4) is provided for those recommendations considered critical.

Our recommendations are provided in detail in Appendix A and its five sub-appendices as

follows:
+ Appendix A1-Site Visit Observations and Recommendations (Sorted by Location)

sl
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+ Appendix A2 - Site Visit Observations and Recommendations (Sorted by Priority)
+ Appendix A3 -Conceptual Retrofit Drawings in Lower Access Tunnel
+ Appendix Ad Repair Sketches and Photographs inLowerAccess Tunnel
+ Appendix AS -Valve Equalization By-Pass Line Concept

Our most significant recommendations (and which are all required prior to defueling) are in the

lower access tunnel (LAT) adjacent to the Red Hill tanks. Our structural and mechanical

integrity and design improvement recommendations are summarized as follows:

1. Performance of a surge analysis forthethree fuel pipelines to determine whether a larger load
than we evaluated could occur during defueling, considering the existing piping configurations.
‘and the expected sequenceofvalve openings associated with defueling. Based on the computed
surge loads, any Dresser couplings subject to tension should be evaluated to determine whether
they have sufficient capacity, with consideration to replace or strengthen theDressercouplings.

2. Protection ofDressercouplings by ensuring cross-tunnel lateral piping is connected at tanks or
provision of axial restraints at tank piping laterals.If cross-tunnel piping cannot be connected or
supported with axial restraints, we recommend that any in-lineDressercouplings that could be
subject to tension (e.g..if the adjacent lateral i disconnected). be evaluated to determine
‘Whether the coupling has sufficient strength to resist the tensile loads from a detailed surge
analysis.

3. Provision of lateral restraint to all three main pipelines ata select numberof pipe supports in the.
LAT and re-establishmentofeffective, integral cross-tunnel lateral pipingat odd-numbered
tanks. This includes reconnection of piping laterals to Tanks 1 and 19, This recommendation will
help restrain the pipes from significant lateral movement (and the resulting damage to the piping
laterals and Dresser couplings) in the event ofa high-pressure surge event, similarto that which
happened in May 2021. We understand that reconnection of Tank 19 was in process during this.
study. but our pipe stress analysis indicates that the work that is being currently performed may
still not be adequate and that additional system strengthening (axial and lateral restraints) may
also be required in order to resist transient surge loads.

4. Permanent connections of the lateral piping between the odd-numbered tanks and main
pipelines.Ifthis condition changes and odd-numbered tanks are disconnected, then additional
‘axial and/or lateral restraints and line stops are required to restrain the pipeline movement due to
the disconnected piping. The proposed lateral restraints and stops shown in Appendix A.3 are
based on the assumption that piping lateralsat Tanks 1 and 19 are being reinstated and that no.
‘odd-numbered tanks will be disconnected from the system while there is fuel inanyofthe tanks.

5. Provision of lateral restraints (guides) at approximately 20 locations in theLATthat can ensure
the stabilityof the F-24 pipeline. The F-24 pipeline is presently inadequately supported and
could fall from its pipe supports in theeventof a high-pressure surge event or an earthquake.

6. Consideration for providing pressure equalization across both the inboard (skin) valve and the
outboard valve at tanks. This recommendation canreduce the risk of future high-pressure surge
events in the event that vacuum conditions in the three main fuel pipelines occur. In terms of
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defueling, not all of the tanks will require pressure equalization across the valves if the Navy can

ian he ardr wichhark defueid
We rave many ter recommendations, aching host of malterance les and agai of
corroded piping. damaged coating, damagedireconfgured pipe supports, missing bracing,
corroded pipe supports, overconstrained piping and stairways at several aboveground storage

rte) eared arseslow en sma ereviousyidertiad as bobalnneutil
repair from past inspection reports, and others. See Appendices A.1 and A.2 for a complete

description. Our recommendations (over 200) are sorted by location and priority in Table 8-5. A

number of these will require repair prior to defueling (designated as priority D1) whereas some

wikontybe eformaten tatona EPH personsLEToereB
(high), P2 (lower), and P3 (maintenance).

Tio titenin Arpeniic Al provkiceunecormentatios ordered oy bation wissen
ArperiARprite same forationartersd iy recommendation potty, Bot
appendices provide our cost estimates for performing repairs, broken down by priorities for the

‘same items. Costs are further broken down into our recommendations that we believe are not

part of existing planned/funded projects (the first column of numbers in Table 8-7) and those

that are portof suc rafts the soca colummot mises i Tatle :7. The sedtionsl
projects that we are entiying are the frst column of rumbers i the able and add to

approximately(EJ.

Seversleommentsregeringtincontastineissthouldbe nated
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In terms of completion schedule, the tables in Appendices A.1 and A.2 nominally assign the.

following implementation schedules:

«  D1-assoonas practicable.
«© Pl-twelve to twenty-four months.
*  P2-twenty-four to forty-eight months.
+ P3-ongoing as part of maintenance activities.

Finally, our recommendations related to maintenance of coatings and corrosion control are also.

provided in Section 8.2.

General

Our general recommendations for safe defueling also include the following:

+ Any modifications that affect the loading or structural response of tanks, structures or
piping systems should be engineered in a coordinated manner.

© Independent third-party verification of design changes, repairs and modifications
currently being planned and implemented should be employed.

«Amore robust facility specific integrity management program and anomaly tracking
system should be implemented.

© Arisk-based process safety management system should be adopted.
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% INTRODUCTION

The Red Hill Underground Bulk Fuel Storage Tank Facility (the Facility) is located on the Island

of Oahu, Hawaii. The Facility ispartof the broader Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam (JBPHH)

Defense Fuel Support Point (DFSP), which supports military operations in the Pacific. The.

Facility consists of twenty steel-lined concrete tanks encased in concrete and built into cavities

mined inside Red Hill. Each of the twenty tanks at Red Hill generally measures 100 ftin

diameter and is approximately 250 ft in height. The cavity in which the tanks are built lies under

a minimum 100 ft of rock. Each tank can store up to 12.5 million gallons of fuel. Presently.

eighteen tanks are operational, and two are not in service (since 2007). The tanks are

connected to three pipelines that run 2.5 mi through a tunnel to an underground pump house

that distributes fuel via pipelines to above-ground storage tanks, fueling piers at Pearl Harbor,

the flight line on Hickam Airfield, and receives fuel from a transfer point to PAR Hawaii

Refinery. See Figure 1-1 to Figure 1-3 for the Pearl Harbor fuel facility layout and product

storage locations. The Facility tanks are represented in the lower right with a black color

denotingtanks that are out of service (Figure 1-3).

Figure 1-1 - Aerial Schematicof JBPHH Fuel Facilities (NAVSUP, 2022)
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Figure 1-2 - Schematic of Red Hill Tanks and Tunnels to Pumphouse (Pond, 2018)

Figure 1-3 - Pearl Harbor Fuel Facility (Hickam Air Force Base not shown), Tank Status.
19 January 2022 (picture from operator's screen)

Fuel releases from the Facility following a series of events starting 6 May 2021 through

28 November 2021 led to contamination of the water supply to JBPHH. Afterward, the Hawail

Department of Health (DOH) issued an emergency order (EO):
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1. Immediately suspend operations including, but not limited to, fuel transfers at the Bulk Fuel
Storage Tanks at the Facilty. Respondent shall however, maintain environmental controls,
release detection and release response protocols, and compliance with applicable

regulations.

2. Take immediate steps to instal a drinking water treatment system or systems at Red Hil
‘Shaft to ensure the distribution of drinking water conforms to the standards prescribed by
the Safe Drinking WaterAct and applicable regulations and to minimize the movementof
the contaminant plume(s). The treatment system(s) shall be reviewed and approved by the
Department (of Health)priorto installation and shallbeinstalled as expeditiously as
practicable

3. Within thirty days of receipt of this EO, submit a work plan and implementation schedule,
preparedbya qualified independent third party approved by the Department (of Health, to
assess the Facility operations and system integrity to safely defuel the Bulk Fuel Storage
Tanks. Upon the Department's (of Health) approvalofthe assessment, work plan, and
implementation schedule, conduct necessary repairs and make necessary changes in

‘operations to address any deficiencies identified in the assessment and work plan.
Corrective actions shall be performed as expeditiously as possible.

4. Within thirty daysofcompletion of required corrective actions under Item 3, defuel the Bulk

Fuel Storage Tanks at the Facility. Any refueling shall be subject to a determination by the
Department (of Health) that it is protective of human health and the environment.

5. Within thirty days of receipt of this EO, submit a work plan and implementation schedule

prepared by a qualified independent third party approved by the Department (of Health) to
assess operations and system integrity of the Faciity to determine design and operational
deficiencies that may impact the environment and develop recommendations for corrective
action. Submit the assessment, proposed work, and recommendations for corrective action
tothe Department (of Health) with an implementation schedule. Upon the Department's (of
Health) approval, perform work and implement corrective actions. Corrective actions shall
be performedasexpeditiously as possible.

To comply with Orders 3 and 5, the Navy engaged Simpson Gumpertz & Heger Inc. (SGH) to

perform an independent reviewofthe Facility and JBPHH fueling systems which include Hotel

Pier Kilo Pir, Sierra Pie, Mike Pir, and Bravo Pier.

Stated concisely, our objectives were to assess the design, integrity, and operations of the fuel

systemat JBPHH, including the Red Hill Underground Bulk Fuel Storage (UBFS) tanks, in order
to safely defuel the Red Hill UBFS tanks and to safely operate the balanceof JBPHH.
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Our independent assessment includes the following tasks 1) Facility Walk Down, 2) Document.

Review, 3) Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) and Operational Readiness Assessment (performed

by our subcontractor and teaming partner, Risktec), 4) Structural Integrity Assessment.

5) Mechanical Integrity Assessment, and 6) Development of Conceptual Repair Schemes and
Cost Estimates. Our PlanofActions and Milestones (POAM,) lists these principal tasks.

During our walk downs and interviews with the Facility personnel, we identified operational,

mechanical and structural vuinerabilties. We reviewed past inspections, remedial work plans,
and work orders that historically impacted the Facility. We also analyzed pipelines, pipe

supports and components, above-ground storage tanks, and the Red Hill UBFS tanks to

ascertain margins, residual capacities, and sensitivitiesto potential damage mechanisms and

deterioration.

“Though not currently used for fueling and defueling operations, Kilo and Sierra Piers and Mike

and Bravo Pierswererecently used for such operations; therefore, SGH also performed topside

and below deck inspections of the associated and accessible fueling and defueling systems to
inform our structural and mechanical integrity assessments.

11 Background

Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), as the Department of Defense Executive Agent for Bulk
Petroleum, is responsible for funding centrally managed programs, sustainment, restoration,

modernization, maintenance, and operations of the JBPHH DFSP. Naval Supply Systems

Command (NAVSUP) Fleet Logistics Center Pearl Harbor (FLCPH) is responsible for the

day-to-day operationsofthe fuel facilities. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers provides for the

‘executionof preventative maintenance and minor repairs. The Naval Facilities Engineering

Systems Command (NAVFAC) Hawaii is responsible for Red Hill's execution of sustainment,

repairs, and modernization, the water well, and environmental compliance onbehalfof
Commander, Navy Installation Command Region Hawaii.

i
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Additional background information canbe found in the 2017 U.S. Environmental Protection
‘Agency. Underground Storage Tank System Evaluation Report for the Red Hill Bulk Fuel
Storage Facility Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam.

On 21 December 2021. the Commanding Officer of NAVSUP Fleet Logistics Center, Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii, Captain Albert Homyak. issued Standing Ordersfor no fuel to be moved to,
from,orbetween Red Hill Tanks 1-20 (Hornyak. 21 December 2021).

The Departmentofthe Navy contracted SGH as a qualified independent third party to assess
‘operations and system integrity of theFacilityto determine design and operational deficiencies.
Our assessment aims to deliver a framework to inform the Navy about necessary repairs and
recommended changes in the operations of the Facility.

12 Facility Description

The Facility was built by contractor Pacific Naval Air Bases in the early 1940s to relocate and
make safe fuel stored in above-ground storage tanks at Pearl Harbor. Its formally owned and

‘operated by the Department of The Navy, locally operated by the Navy Supply Systems
Command Fleet Logistics Center, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. The Facilty is comprised of eighteen
‘operational and two out-of-service, 12.5-million-gallon underground fuel storage tanks, every
100 ftin diameter and 250 ft tall. The JBPHH fuel facility additionally comprises 1) six

above-ground storage tanks that pre-date the Facilty. 2) four above-ground storage tanks at
HickamAirForce Base, 3) truck fill stands at Pearl Harbor and Hickam Air Force Base.
4) pumphouses at Pear Harbor and Hickam Air Force Base, 5) four underground surge tanks,
6) five piers. and 7) a networkof piping systems, valve stations, and valve chambers. The
Facility and JBPHH also have afuel oi reclamation (FOR) system within the Facility and on
HotelPierto process waste fuel and contaminated water.

‘The Facility is the primary bulk fuel storage facility for JBPHH. The lower dome of each
underground fuel storage tank is approximately 100 ~ 130 ft above the basal aquifer
[approximately 20ftMSL (AECOM, 2019)] that supplies waterto JBPHH and the surrounding
‘community. An upper and lower tunnel connects each tank attwo elevations. Fueling and

—
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defueling piping enter the tanks only at the lower dome. Three fuel types are stored in the
Facility: Tanks 15 and 16 nominally hold Marine Diesel F-76 (transferredthrough[QR
pipeline). Tanks 7 — 14, 17, 18, and 20 nominally hold Jet Fuel Propellent JP-5 (transferred
through RII pipeline). and Tanks 2 - 6 nominally hold NATO Grade Jet Fuel F-24 (transferred

trough pipeline). Tanks 1 and 19 have been out of service for several years and hold no
fuel. The head at the Facility feedsfue![IIEIEIGYNEE +n facilitates pushing fuel

throughout JBPHH and to PAR Hawaii, although fuel might be rarely transferred to PAR.

Access to the tanks is provided by an upper access tunnel (UAT)[QI above the tank bottoms

anda lower access tunnel (LAT)Jf below the tank bottoms. Both upper and lower access
tunnels are located between thetwo rowsoften tanks. The lower tunnel extends[CEG
Icotains three distinct fuel lines (JP-5, F-24, and F-76). The

main fuel piping inthe LAT tank gallery runsapproximatelyECE
from Tank20to Tank 1 (Y&D Drawing No. 294196). Piping from Tank 1ISNCGGYE
I

Within the LAT at the tank gallery. fuel piping is elevated and is typically supported on
wide-flange beam and column pipe supports that vary in height. span, and lateral connectivity.
This pipe also supports conduit, cable trays, HVAC ducting, other piping and electrical

equipment, and fire suppression system piping. Downstream of the tank gallery,(EIGN
Ith fue! pipelines transition to a stacked configuration, with theJl F-76 line
supported on concretecradletype supportsonthe tunnel floor, while the [1P-5 tne is
offset above the F-76 line and supportedon double angle pipe supports andtheJIN F-24

line s offset above the JP-5 line and supported on dual angle pipe supports.

ICICIvino extends to 1) Hotel Pir, Kio Pier, Sierra Pier, Mike Pier,
and Bravo Pier 2) Hickam Air Force Base via above and below-ground piping. 3) PAR Hawa,
41 four urstergroune surge tertSAEEMEMEMIN 5 5 shove-groun storage tanks st the
Upper Tank Farm (UTF). or 6) other Red Hil tanks.
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Hotel Pir is currenty usedto receive and sendNGI vi vessels
"than Hotel Per, the only other pier in use is

Sierra Pier or the FOR transfertoand rom vessels. However, unt recent:

+ Kio Pier was used as a backup for Hotel Pier foroT—

+ Mike Pier was used to transfer

+ Bravo Pier was used to transi]

NATO Grade Jet Fuel F-24 i pushed to Hickam Al Force Base from the underground
pumphouse trou viveston I OIC
[Il Alternately. the pumphouse pushes NATO Grade Jet Fuel F-24 to the UTF Tanks 46

and 53 for storage, and then Hickam Air Force Base can receive fuel from these tanks through

PAR Hawai can issue and receive all fue typesviaQR multi-purpose pipe which is
directed through valvestations[ENCCIGYN before the fuel is pushed
throughout JBPHH.

Four underground surge tanks[NEEIGYI are used as “atmospheric buffer tanks during
receipt pumping operations” (Enterprise Engineering, Inc., 2019) and temporary storage.

The UTF is the legacy bulk fuel storage facility that predates the Red Hill Underground Bulk

Fuel Storage Tanks, The tanks are nearing 100 years old, having been constructed inthe
1920s. Each of the six tanks holds 6.3 million gallons of fuel. Tanks 46 and 53 store NATO

Grade Jot Fuel F-24. Tanks 47, 48, and 54 store Marine Grade Diesel Fuel F-76, Tank 55 stores
Jot Fuel Propellent JP-5. Al tanks, except Tank 55, were once riveted, single bottom tanks.
These were retrofitted by welding around each individual rivet, as well as around the rivets

along the tank shell plate seams and by adding a double bottom to the tank to prevent leakage.

Tork 5515a rfatively rower, flly=weldod tank, a5 are te four tanks at Hickam, These UTE
tanks can be filled by the Facility tanks, PAR Hawaii, or issuing vessels at Hotel Pier.
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13 Scope of Work

The Departmentofthe Navy requested SGH to perform an assessmentofthe operations and

system integrity of the Facilty to allow hydrocarbons within theFacilty to be contained in tanks
and pipelines to eliminate a potential future release of hydrocarbons into the environment. This
assessment recommended safeguards for hardware and human actions to prevent or mitigate
incidents and provided the the Navy with an assessment of Red Hill operations and system
integrity identifying design and operational deficiencies.

SGH and our subcontractors evaluated and determined design and operational deficiencies to
meet the project objectives. Design deficiencies were determined through a structural integrity
assessmentofthe critical components at the Facilty. Our study aims to provide the Navy with
an understandingofthe system integrityofthe Faciity. The operations and safety evaluation
identified the deficiencies in process safety management, risk management, and integrity of the
‘operations. We also developed recommendations to mitigate deficiencies in operations of the
Facilty and integrity of equipment and structures. The overall objective of this project was to
improve the safetyofthe Facilty and reduce process safety risks.

We performed structural and mechanical integrity evaluations to ensure that the degradation of
critical components or design deficiencies will likely not cause failures. This effort involved the
assessment of the hydrocarbon-containing systems during normal operations to ensure that
hydrocarbons are contained and future hydrocarbon releases are likely prevented.

The assessment of operations and system integrity of the Faciity is to determine design and
‘operational deficiencies that may impact the environment focused on the major components of
the DFSP. These components include the underground storage tanks and piping in the tunnels,
the pumphouse and surge tanks, the aboveground storage tanks, the fuel piers, and the piping
that connects these components up to the custody transfer point for the pipeline to the PAR
Hawaii Refinery.

After completing the assessment, we developed recommendations for critcal components to
mitigate the identified structural integrity deficiencies. Conceptual structural mitigation
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recommendations were prepared to develop Class 4 cost estimates [as per the Association for

the AdvancementofCost Engineering (AACE) Recommended Practice No. 18R-97 cost

estimate classification system]. Cost estimates for recommendations were provided. as
necessary, to the extent that those repairs do not fall under the recurring maintenance and

minor repair (RMMR) program currently utilized at the Facility. Correction of identified

deficiencies is expected to increase the safety of the Facility, i.e. reduce the risk at the facility.

14 Project Team

Our project team, organization chart (Figure 1-4), and roles and responsibilities of our team

members are presented in this section.
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Figure 1-4 - Project Organization Chart
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141 Roles and Responsibilities.

+ Project Director - The project director has ultimate responsibilty for the quality, conduct,
contractual obligations, staffing. scheduling, and client relationships. The project director
identifies the staff assigned to the project as appropriate, coordinates staff scheduling
within the firm, and establishes the overall project quality program with the project
manager. The project director is responsible for overall performance, delivery excellence,
and quality of the work.

+ Project Manager—Working with the projectdirector,the project manager is responsible
for the day-to-day conduct of the project, establishing and controlling budgets,
controling schedules, and meeting deadiines. The project manager directs staff and
maintains the project files. The project manager may assign certain tasks to additional
Staff members as needed. No technical staff may be assigned to the project without the
approvalofthe project manager. The project manager maintains principal client contact
and answers directly to the project director.

+ Independent Reviewer - Provides technical assurance to the project team through
quality reviews of reports, other work products, coaching and consultation, and a
general overviewofthe work progress.

«Safety Officer - The project safety officer provides guidance on overall company safety
policy and execution for safe day-to-day project execution. This includes briefing staff
on safety protocols for site visits and confirming staff has obtained the necessary
project-specific safety training.

+ Security Officer - Ensures that the work is executed in compliance with applicable
project security and export control requirements.

«Project Engineer - Project Engineer has the on-site liaison responsibilities and
represents the project manager at the Facility. The project engineer is responsible for
on-site coordination with the client, coordination with the home office, data review and
transmittals, preparing requests for information (RFI). responding to client questions and
comments, attending on-site project meetings with the client team, and communicating
project progress and concerns.

+ Operations SME - Responsible for identifying operational deficiencies and developing
improvement plans.

+ Process Safety and Risk SME - Responsible for identifying hazards, gaps. and
deficiencies that may affect the safetyofthe Facility and developing improvement plans
to mitigate safety risks.

© Health, Safety, and Environmental (HSE) Manager - Responsible for evaluating
regulatory requirements and assessment of environmental impacts.
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+ Geotechnical SME Responsible for reviewing geotechnical reports and interpretation
of data to provide inputs for foundation evaluations that are part of the structural
assessments.

+ Materials/Metallurgical Engineering SME - Identification of the material damage
mechanisms, establishment of corrosion/ erosion rates, determination of material
properties including strength parameters and cracklike flaw growth parameters,
developmentof suitable remediation methods and monitoring programs, and
documentation. Also, this SME will support the analysis and interpretation of inspection
data.

+ Mechanical and Structural Engineers — Analysis and evaluation of structures and
components, development of loading criteia, computations of the minimum required
thickness for a component. performance of any required thermal and stress analysis.
and knowledge in the design of and the practices relating to the pressure containing
equipment including pressure vessel, piping. and tankage codes and standards.

142 Biographies of Key Team Members.

+ IEQICE FE. SE. CPEng, FASCE, Senior Principal, SGH. NEEM has
forty years of experience in the analysis and design of industrial structures, buildings,
tanks. and pipelines subjected to both static and dynamic loads, including those from
extreme events such as blasts, explosions, earthquakes, high wind. ire, and flood. He is
a registered professional and structural engineer. He has served on several committees
charged with developing design and evaluation criteria for both new and existing
industrial facites, including being the present Chairman of the American Society of
Civil Engineers (ASCE) committees responsible for developing the guidelines, “Wind
Loads for Petrochemical and Other Industrial Facilities” and "Seismic Evaluation and
DesignofPetrochemical and Other Industria Facilites.” co-authoring the section on
tanks inthe latter document ENGIN is an ASCE Fellow and is SGH's Structural
Engineering Division Head and Office Manager in Houston. He has been the structural
engineer of record for the designof more than 150 buildings at petrochemical and
industrial faiites throughout the U.S. and overseas.INEGI ted th seismic
hazard assessment and mitigation project at Chevron USA's major petrochemical
facilities in seismically active areas, including the Richmond and EI Segundo, California
ol refineries, during which over 1.500 tanks and all major pipe racks and process
equipment in the refineries wereassessed.[JEG has provided expert witness
services in disputes and litigation related to construction, leakage, collapse, settlement,
wind, blast, fire, hail, and earthquake loadings.

+ IEEE PhO. PE. Staff Consultant, SGH. [IEE specializes in the design and
assessment of structures, piping. and equipment at oi and gas facilities against internal
and external loads. He previously worked as the owner's engineer for several onshore
LNG and offshore projects. He has experience in structural integrity managementof
production and storage facilties. He performed inspections and led fitness for service
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(FFS) studies for plant structures, foundations, tanks, piping, and equipment at oil and
gas facilities. He is an expert in advanced analytics applications and has a qualification
in safety-critical elements against extreme loads due to hydrocarbon accidents and
naturalhazards.[JEJE recent work includes the management of a PHMSA
research project where the SGH team is developing performance criteria for external
loading factors on external steel shel tanks. He is currently chairing the ASCE Energy
Division - Task Force on Performance-Based Structural Fire Design for Petrochemical
Facilties. He has published research and presented papers on a rangeoftopics.
including fie integrity analysis and passive fire protection (PFP) optimization, design of
rotating equipment foundations, seismic design of offshore platforms, soil-pipeline
interaction, impact load analysis of nuclear power plant structures and load distribution
characteristics of highway bridges.

+ IEQISEE PE. Senior Principal, SGH.JIEIEI has more than forty years of
experience as a project engineer, project manager, and engineering manager with
strong expertise in seismic engineering, especially in the oil and gas and marine
industries. In addition to project experience, he is active in code writing activities and
criteria development and was the Committee Chairman and primary editor for the first
editionofASCE's “Guidelines for Seismic Evaluation and Design of Petrochemical
Facilties.” and is current Chairman of ASCE 61, the Standards Committee on Seismic
Design of Pies and Wharves.JEG i ao the USS. delegate to PIANC Working
Group 153onthe Design of Marine Oil Terminals. He has investigated the performance
of industrial facilities in more than twenty earthquakes and other events throughout the
world.

+ IEEQICEEN ~h.0. PE. Senior Consulting Engineer, SGH. isa
licensed professional engineer with experience in structural engineering analysis,
investigation, and design. She has industrial, commercial, and marine expertise,
governedbydomestic and international codes. She was recently the SGH on-site liaison

forthe assessmentofthe New Zealand International Convention Center, a $400M
structure in Auckland, New Zealand, that was heavily damaged during a significant fire.

has collaborated on new design, investigation, and rehabilitation projects
of structures subjected to natural hazards, high winds, blast loads, fire events, and
operating loading conditions. She also has experience in fragility modeling. cost-benefit
analysis, and component testing and modeling for material characterizationJIE} s the
incoming 2022 Presidentofthe Structural Engineers Association of Texas (SEAGT),
having served as ts local Houston chapter president for 2019-2020. She was born in
Hawaii and has lived in Oahu

+ QIAN PhO. PE. SE. PEng. Senior Project Engineer,SGH.(BI) is a licensed
professional and structural engineer with more than twenty years of experience in
structural engineering analysis, design, investigation, and rehabilitation, as well as
project management.He is a licensed Structural Engineer in Hawaii JIE]experience
highlights include serving as the responsible structural engineer for steel and concrete
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design in petrochemical and refinery facilties. Having worked for Bechtel in the past. he
has extensive expertise associated with the design. analysis. and evaluation of both
new and existing industrial structures, tanks, pipe racks, and piping systems in
petrochemical facilites. He is familiar with current building codes and the specifications.
of API, AISC, ACI, ASCE, IBC, AASHTO, and State requirements.

+ IEQISEE Americas Regional Director,Risktec.[IEICE is the Americas
Regional Director for Risktec. He is a chemical engineer registered in the UK. Europe.
Australia, and Canada, with thirty years of varied safety engineering, isk. reliability. and
availability analysis experience in a range of industries, including oil and gas, process,
and transport sectors. Thework has entailed hazard analysis, identification of
safety-critical elements and development of performance standards, reliability analysis,
quantitative risk analysis, safety case production, safety reviews/Hazard and Operabilty
(HAZOP) studies, and hazard identification (HAZID), fire protection, and safety.
engineering.

+ IEQIEM PE. Technical Director,Risktec.[IE is a licensed professional
engineer (chemical) with more thanfortyyears of practical experience in chemical plants
and refineries’ process safety. process optimization, and technical support. Shejoined
Risktec Solutions after working for nine years in process safety consulting and nineteen
vears directly in the petrochemical industry, including process engineering, operations,
maintenance, and marine terminal site management. She has extensive experience in
many aspects of process safety and risk management, but of particularnote,NEIGH
has conducted more than 200 qualitative hazard assessments, such as Hazard and
Operability (HAZOP) studies, hazard identification (HAZID)s, What-ifs, and LOPAs, has
led or participated in numerous process safety compliance audits, and trained new, and
current facilitators and scribes for PHALLOPA.

+ EEQIGEE Consultant.Risktec JIE is a chemical and environmental
engineer with more than thirty years of broad EHS experience for global chemical
companies. She has managed environmental, personal safety, process safety
compliance, training, and management system development and implementation. This
has included the integration of a new EHS Management System, programs, standards,
and systems within a large chemical corporation.[ICI is skilled in environmental
and process safety management (PSM) compliance auditing.

+ EGIEE PE. Consutant, RisktecJEIEH isa chemical and environmental
engineer with over thirty years of experience in process safety, environmental safety.
tisk assessment. and risk management within refining and chemical manufacturing
companies is a skied Lead Auditor for PSM and environmental audits.

+ ECIGEE Principal Consultant. Risktec is a chemical engineer with
more than thirty years of experience in the ail and gas industry. JEJE experience
includes various managerial positions within multiple refinery facities across the USS.
and Europe, with the majority of her career being with an oil and gas company as
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Health, Environment, Safety, and Operations Manager. With certifications in Process
Safety and Management System Audits, Source Incident Investigation Qualified Leader,
and Hazard and Operability Studies Leader, she has led training on Hazard
Identification (HAZID) and Hazard and Operabilty (HAZOP) studies; developed lfe-
critical standards and training, implemented learning management systems for chemical
companies; and led efforts to write ife-critical standards, process safety standards, and
training for a major oil company.

+ IQIEM Cena. independentConsultant (Subcontractor).NIE is a Chartered
Engineer with more than thirty-eight years of experience in the oil and gas industry and
currently is an independent consultant providing services on an international basis to
the industry, specializing in operations, audit, assurance, an reviews [QI] worked for
BG Group, latterly Shell, for thirty-four years. His experience included maintenance.
operations, projects, and commissioning for gas and liquids production, processing, and
storage. both on and offshore. His most recent position was LNG Operations Manager,
and as Operations Group Technical Authority (GTA) and Subject Matter Expert (SME)
for BG's global LNG assets, he had the responsibilty for the operational assurance of all
BG operatedandjoint venture LNG assets and projects. During this time,{Ql
performed a rangeoffunctional and peer reviews as wel+I as operational audits and
shared best practicesacrossthe group.JQlll s a proficient incident investigator and has
led significant investigations to the conclusion.

+ EGGPho. independent Consuitant (Subcontractor) JEGi the
Principal at Walter Consulting Services with more than twenty years of experience
specializing in static and rotating equipment risk assessment, equipment selection.
testing evaluation, installation. commissioning, and operations. Prior to starting his
consulting company in 2011,[EE was a Senior Associate at ExxonMobil and was.
partofa team that developed the mechanical technology for the world's largest LNG
plants located in Qatar and specific technologiesto optimize onshore, offshore, and
subsea faciities.JG has provided mechanical expertise to multiple onshore and
offshore facilities where safety and integrity are foremost in equipment selection and
implementation to meet operational requirements. He is currently providing
commissioning expertise for gas turbines, steam turbines, generators, steam systems,
and fuel gas systems for a 300 MW Combined Cycle Power Plant that provides
electricity for the Ichthys LNG plant in Australia. ‘experience has proven effective
in mature facility equipment assessments to develop maintenance and operational
recommendations.[Gl is a Hawai resident and lives on ah, not far from the Red Hill
facilty. Walter Consulting Services i registered as an LLC in Hawai.

+ EEG,dependent Consultant(Subcontractor). NCIC =
‘mechanical engineer with over forty years of experience as an engineering specialist in
industrial facilities in the U.S. and internationally. His experience has included working
for Chevron Philips Chemical Company, Caltex Petroleum Company, and Sun
Refining & Marketing Company (Sunoco). He has had overall responsibiltyforsolving
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technical and operational problems inan operating petroleum refinery. including
addressing environmental issues to be corrected to meat new governmental regulations
at petroleum storage tank and transfer facilites such as storage tank farms, marine
custody transfer, and tank truck loading. During his first twenty years, he worked as
Manager of Engineering at the Sunoco Philadelphia Refinery, a 10-year-old facilty
with many historical design and quality issues.

+ EEEQOEEE FO. PE. CWI. Staff Consultant. SGH.IIEis »
metallurgist, corrosion specialist, and certified weld inspector with over twenty years of
experience in materials engineering. He specializes in the failure analysis and structural
assessment of materials systems that have been degraded by mechanisms such as
corrosion, fractureffatgue. or wear. JI] has an extensive technical background in
laboratory testing and analysis of ASTMINACE/API standards, including the design of
fitness for purpose experimentation. He has investigated petroleurn storage tank
leakage due to coating failure and subsequent corrosion.

+ IEQIGEE Pho. staff Consultant, SGH. [EIEN i= a chemist with over
twenty-five years of experience in polymers, chemical formulations, product
development, laboratory management, and problem-solving in the chemical and
construction industries. His diverse background includesthedesign of chemical
admixtures for concrete, managementof a quality-control laboratory. and oversightof
commercial testing laboratories in construction, metallurgy. and microbiology. His
laboratory skills include chemical analysis, optical and electron microscopy. thermal
analysis, and physical testing. He has investigated paint and coating failures at
petroleum storage tanks, floor finish failures, trace contaminant analysis, thermal
modeling, mechanical failures, concrete mix designs, metal corrosion, and moisture
ingress.

. EEEECCEE . Ascocte Princp, sG+INGTON H+:
been with SGH since 2003. She is experienced in geotechnical engineering. providing
planning, design, and construction support services in shallow and deep foundation
systems, earth retention systems. seepage and stability issues, and groundwater
monitoring for buildings, dams, industria facilites, power stations, and substations. She
has also participated in several investigations into causes of structural settlement,
seepage. and stability issues, retaining wall failures, earth embankment and slope
failures, and adjacent construction claims and has provided litigation support for various
projects.

+ IEQIGEE PE. Senior Consulting Engineer, SGH.[IEE has more than
twenty years of experience as a mechanical engineer, with the last sixteen years being
primarily for marine oil terminals while employed with SGH, Halcrow. and the Port of
Oakland. His engineering experience includes design. pipe stress analysis and
inspection of process piping and fire protection systems, fire water protection system
analysis and design. fire plan and fire hazard risk assessments for marine oil terminals,
and hydraulic analysis of piping systems.
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. PhD. PE. SE. Staff Consultant, SGH. [Il is registered civil and
structural engineer with over twenty-five years of experience in structural analysis and
design. He has been involved in the analysis, design, and evaluationofboth new and
existing blast-resistant structures in petrochemical facilities and the design and
evaluation of onshore and offshore structures subjected to wind. wave, current.
earthquake, and blast loads.JIE] has recently served on the American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE) Task Committees for Wind Load Design at Petrochemical Facilties
and Blast-Resistant Design at Petrochemical Facilities.[GJ has expert knowledge
about structural design code and design specifications such as AP[REIN AISC 360.
AISC341, ACI 318, IBC. ASCE 7, NFPA 59A, Eurocode, etc.

+ EOIPhO. PE. SE. Senior Consulting Engincer, SGH. isa
registered professional and structural engineer with experience in structural engineering
analysis and design.[JEJE has collaborated on new design. investigation, and
rehabilitation projects of structures subjectedtonatural hazards, high winds, seismic,
fie, blast loads, and typical loadingconditions JEG] serves on the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Task Committees of the Energy Division on
Wind-Induced Forces, Blast-Resistant Design, Structural Fire Engineering, and Onshore
Heavy Industrial Modularization Guidelines.

+ IEQIGEM FE. Consulting Engineer, SGH. [EIEN is a licensed professional civil
engineer with eight years of structural engineering experience. He has worked on
several domestic as wel as international oil and gas EPCprojectsJEG has
designed various steel and concrete structures, including pipe racks, cableracks, process.
structures, heater structures, reformer structures, and steel-clad buildings for plant
modifications and new facilties, including high wind and high seismic regions. In recent
years, he has worked on wind and seismic evaluation of existing structures,
rehabilitation and repair design of the structures, and investigation and failure analysis
of elements and connections.

+ EDIE Project Consultant, SH. is a Project Consultant n our
Structural Engineering division. He has over nine yearsofexperience providing
structural analysis, planning. design, detailing. inspection, and construction support of
buildings, steel structures, concrete structures, and waterfront structures.

. EEGIGEE rE. Proect Consutant, 56H EIENjoined SGH in 2016. He is a
registered Professional Engineer with six years of experience aiding in the design.
assessments, and retrofits of marine, refinery. and buildingstructures.[EEE also
has several years of experience performing operational and seismic pipe stress analysis
in accordance with ASME B31.4 and ASME B31 for pipelines at marine oil terminals in
California as required by California Building Code Chapter 31F and abroad in Panama.

© EEOCAssociate Project Consuitant, SG. INEGI oined SGH in
2022 after graduating from The University of Texas Austin with her Master's in Civil
Engineering. She has experience managing the construction administration process of
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civil and structural engineering projects while working with contractors, architects, and
ather engineers overseeing the construction and engineeringprocesses.IENTIGII
performs pipe stress analysis using Triflex for fuel terminals, considering operating and
hydrostatic test pressures, thermal effects, seismic demands, dead loads, and variable
geometries and valve configurations. She has experience using structural analysis
platforms and other programs, including[JEJE]SPColumn, RAM Structural
Systems, and Revit.

. | PE. SE. Senior Project Manager, SGH.[NEEjoined SGH in 2008.
Since then, has focused on using structural mechanics and computational
modeling to serve the energy. defense, water resources, rail transportation, and
aerospaceindustriesJEN speciazes in nonlinear dynamic finite clment analysis
and has extensive experience with impact loading: seismic design: fatigue and fracture
mechanics: and design/analysis of concrete, steel, aluminum, and advanced composite
structures.

15 Report Organization

The report is organized as follows:
«Sections 2, 3, and 4 contain summariesofinformation we rely upon, providedtousfrom

avarietyof sources. Section 2 containstheresutsofour review of documents on the.
JBPHH fuel system. Over 3,600 documents were provided to us by the Navy within
120 transmittals in response to our requests for information (RFs). These documents
include drawings, specifications, reports, calculations, letters and photographs, and
other material. The information we have relied upon is summarized in Section 2.
Section 3 contains summaries of information we received in conversation or directly
from others, and Section 4 contains the results of our literature review of industry
standards and other publicly available material.

«Section 5 contains the findings from our more than seventy walk downsofthe JBPHH
facility fuel systems. Photographs and field observations are provided for critcal items,
and Appendix A contains details in tables.

«In Section 6, we introduce the Process Safety Management (PSM) activities performed

byour subcontractor, Risktec. Key documents that contain the results of the Process
Hazards Analysis (PHA) Report and Operational Readiness Assessment Report are

provided in Appendices B and C. respectively.
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+ Our structural and mechanical integrity assessmentis presented in Section 7 for the.

various components of the JBPHH fuel system. This section contains the details of the

various analytical assessments thatwe undertook.
«Finally, recommendations are provided in Section 8, along with cost estimates and an

implementation schedule. Additional details are given in Appendices A, B, and C.
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2) DOCUMENT REVIEW

For our independent assessment, it is critical to understand the design premise for integrity.
management studies and process hazard studies. To that end, we requested the design

‘documentsofthe Facility. including design bases, specifications, drawings, data sheets,
process and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs), process flow diagrams, piping isometrics, and

material certification reports from the Navy. Our requests for information (RFls) additionally

included inspection, repair, and operation documentation authored by NAVSUP, the.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), NAVFAC, the

Engineering and Expeditionary Warfare Center (EXWC), the DepartmentofHealth (DOH),

State of Hawaii, other stakeholders, or engineering and inspection companies employed

throughout the life of the Facility. All these documents improve our understanding and

independent assessment of the Facility.

Documents pertaining to previous repairs, inspection reports, and desktop studies evaluating
the as-is conditionofthe Facility contain information used as inputs for our studies. In the
absence of critical data or inconsistencies, we issued additional requests for information (RFs).

If the requested data was unavailable, we made assumptions based on our experience and
‘engineering judgment. These assumptions are documented in this report.

The Navy engaged a third-party contractor, Pond Company, to facilitate data gathering and
respondtoour requests for information (RFs). We issued over 120 requests for documents

and received over 3,660 files for review. Ifthe information existed, SGH was provided with

‘documentation that allowed us to understand and evaluate the Facilty.

Pertinent documents that provide relied-upon information for our structural and mechanical
integrity assessments are grouped and listed in this section, and the key inputs obtained from

these documents are presented.

21 Red Hill Underground Bulk Fuel Storage Tanks

‘The Red Hill Underground Bulk Fuel Storage Tanks were constructed by Contractor, Pacific

Naval Air Bases, between 1940 and 1943. When in operation, they are subject to clean,
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inspect, and repair (CIR) periodicallytomaintain defense readiness and structural and

mechanical integrity and to prevent leakage to the environment. Since the original construction,

multiple instances of fuel leakage at the steel liner and stakeholders’ concerns have motivated

evolutions in the CR process

Physical stamps on the upper access tunnel tank entrances show the following CIR dates for

each Red Hill tank, along with a contractor name (Tanks 3, 4, and 11 do not have completion

stamps on the tanks

Table 2-1.Yearof Last CIR Completion at Red Hill Underground Bulk Fuel Storage Tanks
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In action, we were informed abouta release at the FOR line to Tank 14 on 1 April 2022. At
‘that time Tank 14 was under CIR, and the incident happened during the dewatering of

Tank 15. This incident was under review during this study, and the details were not known.

Historical records for the Red Hill tanks show that concerns about tank leakage of varying

‘quantitiesgobacktothelate 1940s. The followingis a broad, though not exhaustive, history of

tank repair and cleaning from our literature review.

Mid Atlantic Environmental, Inc. records that in 1948 Tank 16 was suspectedofa leak which

resulted in the contractor and the Navy progressing through multiple iterations of emptying and

vefiling thetankfo inspection and repair. Tank 16 was recommissioned in January 1951
(Mid Atlantic Environmental, Inc., 1998a).

tn 1940,ICICI (NAVSUP, 1972- 1986),who was an observer throughout the
original constuction, sent a memorandum to the District Public Works Office noting
construction deficiencies in some tank upper domes leading to a concern that leaks could ensue

without appropriate mitigation. He provided suggestions on accurately determining leakage

from the Red Hill tanks.

Mid Atlantic Environmental, Inc. records that Tanks 6, 7, and 8were first cleaned and repaired

in 1952 (Mid Atlantic Environmental, Inc., 1998b), while Tank 10 was first cleaned and repaired

in 1963 (Mid Atlantic Environmental, Inc., 1998c) and then again in 1972.

Between 1960 and 1964, fourofthe Red Hill storage tanks (Tanks 17 to 20) were modified to

accommodate volatie fuel. Mosifcations included tank repairs, ining alterations, and fre
protection variations. The Navy required a proprietary urethane coating for these tanks, which
was discovered to blister when immersed in water (a condition that is possible at the bottom of

‘each tank when water settles). To mitigate coating blistering. aluminizing the bottom of the

tanks was recommended

In 1966, the Navy initiated rehabilitation planning(tovarying degrees)of the remaining sixteen

tanks. Tanks 5, 6, and 12 were ultimately selected for repair and rehabilitation in 1970.
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A follow-up design project was established to address potential deficiencies in the remaining
thirteen tanks. This project included weld repairs and the applicationof a coating to the steel
lining, which aimed to mitigate the potential for leaks. Tanks 5, 6, and 12 (previously CIR in
1970) would have a new coating applied within this new work scope as their welds were
repaired during the 1970s.

Repairs on the first three tanks of the 1976 contract, which included the application ofa tank
liner coating, were successful to varying degrees.

In September 1980 NAVSUP emptied Tank 11 to faciitate repair work, with the direction that
following completionof Tank 11 repairs, Tank 7. and then 9 and 10 would undergo follow up
‘work. At the same time as repair work was ongoing on Tank 11, Tanks 12, 13, 14, and 15 were

also undergoing CIR work: while Tanks 16. 8, 6.5. 4. 3, 2, and 1 were scheduledfor CIR
through October 1983.

In 1984, Naval Supply Center Pearl Harbor tracked variations in product elevations in Tanks 2.
5.6. and 8, allof which were accepted as serviceable after repairs in the early 1980s (NAVSUP.
1979 - 1985). Volumetric changes of less than 5 gal a day were considered acceptable and
‘were attributed to potential thermal changes, which both Tanks 2 and 8 demonstrated in their

steady-state. Tanks 5 and 6 exhibited volumetric changes greater than 5 gal per day.
necessitating further investigation to ascertain ifthe changes indicated leakage. The product
fluctuations stabilized to acceptable levels, except for Tanks 5 and 6.

From March 1982to December 1984, multiplerepair efforts were perormedonTank 6. After
the fourth entry and repair effort, Tank 6 was considered fuel tight. Tank 5 was not re-entered;
rather, it was monitored through June 1984; volume changes stabilized to 5.5 gal per day.
which was acceptable.

‘Throughout this first major repair regime for the Red Hil fuel storage tanks, multiple instances
of repeat repair work were demonstrated, necessitating iterations of defueling and refueling
tanks over several years (NAVSUP, 1979 - 1985) before acceptable tank tightness was
achieved.

—
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For repairs in the 1970s and 1980s, Red Hill Tank Repair specifications (Section 15007)

required conformance to API 650 for Welded Steel Tanks for Oil Storage (NAVFAC, 1978).

Tank piping required 1-hr 250 psig testing according to ANSI B31.3 (1975) Para. 337 and
modified by Testing of Tank Piping specification Section 15009 (NAVFAC, 1978).

In January 1977 (NFC, 1977) Naval Facilties Engineering Command noted that since
‘construction, no inspections of the external surfaceofthe tank liners were undertaken. ie. the.
face against the cast concrete. Following this, Tank 10 underwent CIR with destructive testing
atthelower tank dome and around the tank barrel to evaluate the extentofcorrosionon the
‘concrete-facing steel liner. In April 1977. the documentation states that the three coupon
samples revealed no backside steel corrosion.

In 1996 Mid Atlantic Environmental. Inc. performed emergency repairs on Tanks 6,7. 8, 10,
and 16. Theyreferto 1) API 653 for Tank Inspection, Repair, Alteration, and Reconstruction

(API. 2014), 2) API 650 for Welded Steel Tanks for Oil Storage, and 3) National Associationof
Corrosion Engineers (NACE) Recommended Practice, PR0288-94, Inspection of Linings on

Steel and Concrete, as controlling documents for their Red Hill tank inspection and repair work.

After the December 2013/January 2014 Tank 5 JP-8 fuel release, The Navy investigated the

causeofthe release. They directed Willbros Government Services, LLC, the contractor who.

performed the clean, inspect, and repair work for Tank 5 from 2010 to 2013, to re-enter the
tank and assess leakage points. The investigation revealedthatthe contractors’ quality control

procedures did not discover defective welds in the tank liner, leadingto JP-8 fuel release.
Further,theinvestigation determined the clean, inspect. and repair procedures (modified API
653) were not at fault, nor was corrosion a contributorto the fuel leakage. Human error was.
attributed to being the sole source of leakage for this event. This report summarizes 1) the
events leading to the Tank 5 release, 2) the work performed to mitigate the Tank 5release and
recommission the tank, 3) the lessons learned, and 4) planned improvements to the TIRM
process (NAVFAC, 2016).

—
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211 Leak Detection

In 2009, the Defense Logistics Agency implemented a leak detection process in all operational
underground storage tanks at Red Hil. This was subsequently updated in 2014 following the.
Tank 5 JP-8 fuel release. Current tank tightness testing is performed bi-annually on all tanks
‘with the product The results of these tests, from 2016 through 2021. show that during the
tests, product elevation fluctuated less than 0.5 gal per hour (Michael Baker International, 2017;
Michael Baker International, 2018; Michael Baker International, 2019; Michael Baker
International, 2020a; Michael Baker International, 2020b; Michael Baker International, 2021).

In summary,we understand that since the 2014 Tank 5 JP-8 fuel release, the Navy has.
recorded only two leaks in the vicinityofthe Red Hill tanks, both of which were related to the
same surge event and were from the piping and not from the tanks themselves.

212 CIR Reports

We reviewed numerous CIR reports and related documents. These include the details for
out-of-service inspections and repairs conducted according to API 653.

API 653 inspections are typically conducted on a tank every twenty years. Since approximately.
2000, Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) of each tank has been conducted by TesTex, covering
100% of the floor, lower dome, barrel, and upper dome steel surfaces, using a Low-Frequency
Electromagnetic Technique (LFET). This scan was then backed up by ultrasonic testing (UT)
inspectionsto verify the location and depth of locally thinned areas.

‘The inspection reports calculate corrosion rates based on the minimum detected wall thickness

‘extrapolated through the service life of the tank. This corrosion rate is then used to determine
the minimum acceptable current wall thickness to prevent any thinning of the tank wall to less
than 0.1 in. thickness (minimum wall thickness permittingby API 653) over the timeto the next
API inspection (twenty years).

The key reports for each tank are summarized below:
+ Tanks 1 and 19: These tanks have been decommissioned, so we have not reviewed the

CIR reports for these tanks.

———
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+ Tank 2: Clean Inspect, and Repair Red Hil Storage, Shaw Environmental Inc.
November 2009. The API 653 evaluation in the Appendixofthis report statedthatthe
tankis suitable for service after repairs to weld defects discovered in the lower dome
and barrel, localized corrosion pitting onthe topsideofthe lower dome, and a bulge in
the lower dome. The report confirmed that these repairs had been conducted, and the
lower dome was recoated.

«Tanks 3,4,and 11: We have not been provided with API 653 Inspection Reports for
these tanks. Wenotethat CIR completion stamps were not present at the upper access.
tunnel entrance of Tanks 3,4, and 11.

+ Tank’5:API 653 Outof Service Inspection Report, Enterprise Engineering Inc.
January 2018. This API 653 evaluation lists mandatory repairs, including weld and
patch platerepairto weld defects and backside corrosion in the barrel and upper dome
and local repairtothe lower dome coatings. We have not been provided with the repair
completion report for this tank.

+ Tank: Final API 653 Inspection Report, Weston Solutions, January 2007. This API 653
Evaluation lists requirements for weld and patch plate repairs in the lower dome, upper
dome, and barrel. The report states that these repairs were completed.

+ Tank7:Emergency Repairs for Red Hills Tanks, Mid Atlantic Environmental Inc. 1998,
This report documented the inspection and repairs of Tank 7 in 1998. Although the
report is signed by an API 653-certified inspection, the report does not mention that the.
tank was inspected according to this standard. Recommended repairs were for weld
defects and locally thinned areas throughout the tank. Repair reports are included in the
CIR final report.

+ Tank8:Emergency Repairs for Red Hills Tanks, Mid Atlantic Environmental Inc. 1998,
This report, whichis similar to thatofTank 7, documents the inspection and repairs of
Tank 8 in 1998. Although thereportis signedby an API 653-certified inspection, the
report does not mention that the tank was inspected according to this standard.
Recommended repairs included weld defects and locally thinned areas throughout the
tank Repair reports are includedinthe CIR final report.

«Tank 9:Inspection reports have not been provided for this tank.Detailsof patch plate
and weld repairs dated 1995 are provided, as well as documentationof a fluoropolymer
coating. There is a detailed discussion regarding contamination and sludge
accumulation at the bottom of several tanks.

+ Tank 10: Emergency Repairs for Red Hills Tanks, Mid Atlantic Environmental Inc. 1998,
This report, whichis similar to that of Tank 7, documents the inspection and repairs of
Tank 10 in 1998. Although the report is signed by an API 653-certified inspection, the
report does not mention that the tank was inspected according to this standard.
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Recommended repairs included weld defects and locally thinned areas throughout the
tank. Repair reports are included in the CIR final report.

+ Tank 12: No CIR documents for this tank have been provided.

+ Tank 13:API653 Out of Service Inspection and Suitability for Service Evaluation
Pre-Repair Report, Enterprise Engineering Inc. May 2020. This API 653 Inspection
discovered weld defects in the lower dome, barrel. and shell and localized external
pitting corrosion in the top shell. We have not been provided with the repair
confirmationreportfor this tank.

+ Tanks 14 and 18: CIR process is ongoing in these tanks, sowe did not review CIR
reports.

+ Tank 15: Final API 653 Inspection Report, Weston January 2007. Weld defects and
localized corrosion were discovered throughout the tank. Weld and patch plate repairs
were conducted.

+ Tank 16: Final API 653 Inspection Report, Weston January 2007. Weld defects and
localized corrosion were discovered throughout the tank. Weld and patch plate repairs
were conducted.

+ Tank17: Clean. Inspect. and Repair Red Hill Tank 17, Enterprise Engineering Inc.
April 2018. This report stated that the majority of weld defects were in the upper dome
and extension ring plates. Localized backside corrosion was discovered in the upper
dome, extension ring. and barrel, and patch plate repairs were conducted based on API
653 thickness requirements.

+ Tank 20:Engineering Review and Suitability for Service Evaluation, Shaw
Environmental Inc. January 2009. Weld defects and localized backside corrosion were
discovered throughout the tank and repaired appropriately. Several voids were detected
inthe grout behind the lower dome, and these were repairedbygroutinjection.The
Tower dome was re-coated.

213 Structural Drawings

We reviewed a seriesoforiginal structural and mechanical drawings titled Underground Fuel
Storage with various dates (from 1941 to 1943) and multiple revisions. Fortheevaluation of
the underground storage tanks, we obtained the pertinent data (such as tank dimensions, steel
liner plate, and reinforced concrete details) from the drawings listed below:
+ Drawing No. 293965 - General Plan & Profile of Pipe Line Tunnel.
+ Drawing No. 294296-Special Horizontal Steel for Upper Dome #1to#4.
+ Drawing No. 294297 ~ Dome Steel - Liner Plate Details.
+ Drawing No. 294298 - Special Horizontal Steel for Upper Dome #5 to #20.
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+ Drawing No. 204302 - Reinforcement Steln Tanks Lower Dome and Barrel
+ Drawing No. 204303 - Prestressing Grout Detail
> Drawing No 294305-General Design an Consicton Det,
* Drawing No 204307 Bottom Domes Typical Section and lan
«+ Drawing No. 294300 - Typical Liner Plates in Lower Dome.
. Drawing No. 294318- Gen Plan & Gauging Platform.

. Drawing No. 294321 - Upper and Lower Dome Details.
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150 fttall, while the upper and lower domes are approximately 50fttall. The barrel section for

Tanks 1 to 4, which were built before the other tanks, is 12 ft shorter than that for Tanks 5

10.20, resulting in an overall nei eight of about 235 for Tanks 1.t 4. The elevations of
the tanks (extracted from Drawing No. 294318) are shown in Figure 2-1. The top of the tanks

{top of the upper dome) is a minimum 100 ft below ground, as shown in Figure 2-2 (extracted

from Drawing No. 203965).
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Figure 2-1 - Elevations for the Red Hill Tanks (Extracted from Drawing No. 294318)
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Figure 2-2 - The Top of the Tanks is a Minimum 100 ft below Ground
(Extracted from Drawing No. 293965)

The construction of each tank consists of minimum 2.5 ft thick reinforced concrete (2.5 ft

minimum at the top of a barrel section and 4 ft minimum at the bottom of a barrel section) with

U4 in. thick interior steel liner plate (1/2 in. thick steel plate at the floorof the bottom dome).

Each tank was constructed by excavating the lava rock formation of Red Hill. Therefore, the

reinforced concrete shell of each tank was surrounded and laterally supported either by basalt

(sound rock) or clinker (a softer, less stiff layer), as shown in Figure 2-3. The clinker layer was

pretreated with gunite (dry-gun concrete) before reinforced concrete was placed. Figure 2-4

shows the gunite plug detail



Figure 2-3 - Partial Section of UST (Extracted from Drawing No. 294305)
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Figure 2-4 - Typical Detail Through Soft Strata for Barrel Section of UST
(Extracted from Drawing No. 294305)

The reinforcement details for the barrel section concrete (extracted from Drawing No. 294302)

are shown in Figure 2-5. The steel liner plates on the barrel section are arranged as 5 ft tall

horizontal courses. The liner plates are connected by 3 in. x 2-1/2 in. x 5/16 in. horizontal steel

angles welded to the backside of the steel liner plates at the top and bottom of the plates, and

the angles are embedded or anchored into the reinforced concrete using 3/4 in. diameter steel



a

rods. Figure 2-6 showsatypical section of barrel liner plate anchorage details (extracted from
Drawing No. 294321).

Figure 2-5 - Typical UST Barrel Section Reinforcement Details
(Extracted from Drawing No. 294302)
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Figure 2-6 - Typical Liner Plate Anchorage Details of UST Barrel Section
(Extracted from Drawing No. 294321)

Afterthe constructionof the tank wall, prestressing grout was injected through the grout pipes

between the tank wall and the surrounding strata (basaltor gunite plug at softer soil layers). This

prestressing grout puts concrete in the tank wall under compression. The minimum thickness of
this grout or gunite lining specified in the drawings is 6 in for the upper portion of the barrel.

Figure 2-7 shows the vertical section through the tank with locations of the grout grooves along

tank height. A typical horizontal section through the tank barrel at a grout groove is shown in

Figure 2-8. Eight grout pipes and four strain gauges are used along the perimeter of each grout
groove. Figure 2-9 shows a typical grout groove detail in the cross section.
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Figure 2-7 - Typical Vertical Section Through UST with Grout Grooves
(Extracted from Drawing No. 294303)
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Figure2:8-Typical Horizontal Section Though UST Barrel at Grout Groove
(Extracted from Drawing No. 294303)
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Figure 2-9 - UST Grout Groove DetailofInstallation (Extracted from Drawing No. 294303)
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214 Borehole Information andLogofFormation in TankExcavationAreas

‘We reviewed the following drawingscontainingthe borehole information andlogofformation

observed during tank excavation:

. Drawing No. 293906-Pearl Harbor Fuel Storage Logof Diamond Drill Holes 1940.
* Drawing No.293962to Drawing No. 293979-LogofFormations in Tank Excavation

from Tank 1to Tank 18.
. Drawing No. 293981 -Logof FormationsinTank ExcavationforTank 20.

BoreholeNo. 2B contained in Drawing No. 293906 is located adjacentto Tanks 9 and 10, and

‘this borehole shown in Drawing No. 293906 is relevant for theevaluationofunderground

storage tanks. However, Bole Hole No. 28onlycontainsthe informationfrom EL 244.5ft,while
‘the base elevationofthe bottomdomesofTanks9and 10 is 131.45ft.

‘As an example, Figure 2-10 shows the logofformation recorded during Tank 6 excavation

(extractedfrom Drawing No. 293967),
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Figure 2-10-Tank6 Log of Formation During Excavation for ConstructionofUSTs
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215 Other Documents Reviewed

We reviewed the following document to determine the steel liner plate material properties and
current conditions:
+ RedHill Bulk Fuel Storage Facilty Destructive Testing Report, AOC/SOW 5.3.3,

SSR-NAVFAC EXWC-CI-1941. July 7. 2019.

This report presents data on ten steel liner coupon samples from Tank 14. Eightof these
samples were taken from the tank barrel, one was taken from the lower part of the upper dome,
andtheother was taken from the upper partofthe lower domeofTank 14. This report
indicated that the steel tank liner was made from steel that generally conformed to

ASTM A36 specifications based on testingtheten coupons (with dimensions of 12 in. x

12 in. for each coupon) in 2018. This report also indicated that the remaining liner plate

thickness at the thinnest location for Coupon 3 (top courseofsteel liner in the barrel) was

about53%ofthe original liner plate thicknessof 1/4 in. Figure 2-11 shows a cross section
of Coupon 3 at the location of maximum wall loss.

eCa ate

Figure 2-11 - Cross Section of Coupon 3at Area of Maximum Wall Loss (Tank 14)
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22 Piping Systems

We reviewed the following documents as part of our piping assessment

221 Underground Fuel Storage - 1941 As-Built Structural and
Mechanical Drawings

These aretheoriginalas-built drawings ofthe Red Hill facilty. These drawingsdetail the
physical layout of the primary fuel pipelines in the Facilty. The drawings also detail typical
support conditions throughout the lower tank gallery and underground harbor tunnel. Pipeline

properties such as wall thickness and diameter are specified. The nominal strengthof the pipe
material was not found in the reviewed documents.

The drawings indicate that typically the supports forthe[Elli JP-5 header includes a cradle

that is welded to the support after installing the pipeline. As shown in Figure 2-12, the detail
does not indicate a weld size, length, or grade.
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Figure 2-12 - Cradle Support Detailsfor[Ql Pipeline
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222 Dresser Manufacturing Division Test Report No. C2613 - 23 August 1966
This test report details the test of a Style 38 Dresser coupling on a 48-3/4-in. outside diameter
pipe. The report also explains the procedure under which the Dresser coupling was tested for
vacuum and provides te results from th test The coupling wes tested toa Temperature of
130°F and a vacuum of 20in. of mercury. The dresser was moved axially inward and outward
3/16-in. and the vacuum of 20-in. of mercury was maintained. The test reports showin in
Figure 2-13.

Figure 2-13 -Dresser Manufacturing-REGENIRCGEIE
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223 Seismic PipeStressAnalysis CR NO 00537 - 21 April 1994

“This analysis detailed a seismic assessment performed in 1994 for thecross:tunnel lateral

piping from the main headertothe tanks. The report determined thatthecross-tunnel piping is
adequate for the required operational loads in combination with seismic loading, This report
corroborated established parameters such as pipeline wall thicknesses and diameters. The
report also established the following criteria and parameters for checking the pipe stresses:

+ ASMEB314isthe applicable code for evaluating pipeline stresses.

+ Afuel-specific gravity of approximately 0.76.

+ Material Strength S, = 35,000 psi for the cross-tunnel pipelines.

224 DFSP Pearl Harbor Hydraulic Surge AnalysisStudy[jijDFM
(SPAWAR, 2000)

We reviewed the 2000 Hydraulic Surge Analysis Study, which determined that the safe
Maximum Allowable Working Pressure for the different pipe sizes should be reduced due to

pipeline deterioration and mismatched ratings between the pipe and fitting elements.
‘Additionally. this report noted that the flow within the pipe is controlled not by the capacity of
the pipe within the LAT and HT but rather at the transfer points, i... the Jjjff hosesto and from

the ships at Hotel Pier.

225 Surge Engineering Study (SPAWAR, 2002)

We reviewed the 2002 Surge Engineering Study, which evaluated the effect of installing

automatic control valves, as recommended by the DFSP Pearl Harbor Hydraulic Surge Analysis
study,JillDFM. Report (SPAWAR. 2000).to eliminate or reduce overpressure hammer events.
and thus minimize the risk of physical damage and protect the safety of personnel. The surge
‘events described as the result of a pump trip and subsequent check valve slamming shut. The
report notes that the greater the valve closure velocity and the greater the product velocity, the
greater the surge pressure. They note that “there are no other active elements in the piping
system that would produce the observed results.”
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“This report additionally documents that in 1998 the nearly sixty-year-old pumps, with 600 hp
motors, were replaced with 500 hp motors based on information by Winzler& Kelly, who noted
500 hpmotorswere sufficienttomeet the pump performance curves. The 2002 Surge
Engineering Study highlights, however, that due to the downgrade. special procedures are
followed by operators to prevent the pumps from tripping their circuits.

‘They state that the valves are highly sensitive to valve opening and closing rates,
mismanagement of which could lead to piping failures.

‘They also conclude that the surge can be avoided by replacing the simple swing check valves
‘with no-slam check valves that close ata controlled speed.

226 Final Project Summary Report- Emergent Ball Valve and Dresser Coupling
Repair - February 2005

This report summarized repairs performed at the Red Hill facility, which included verification of
Dresser coupling gaps and repairstothe Dresser couplings, which exceeded the specified gap
of 05 in. page 10ofthe report states that “The Dresser coupling is a frction-fit sleeve and

gasket..” and goes on to state, “MIL-HDBK-1022 (Para. 9.2.3) prohibits the use of friction-fits
and other non-fire resistant expansion devices.” The report also states that “NFPA 30 prohibits
the indoor use of friction joints or joints that rely on a resilient or combustible material to seal.”
‘The excerptfrom the report is shown in Figure 2-14.

“This document reports that Dresser couplings installed between 2000 and 2003 for
even-numbered Tanks 1 to Tank 16 were not built and installed to the original design
specifications (Figure 2-15) and were in need of rehabilitation.A total of sixteen Dresser
couplings (eightJl andeight[Icomponents) were repaired.

Appendix A of the document includes a drawing with the Dresser coupling details for Tanks 1
to Tank 16. The drawing is marked as *As-Buitt Conditions 18DEC04.” The drawing calls out
three 3/4 in. diameter round bars for each 12 in. Style 38 Dresser coupling, and eight 3/4 in.
diameter bars foreachQl Style 38 Dresser coupling (Note: we refer to these round bars as
“retention rods” throughout this report). The retention rods are held in placebyharness lugs.

sda
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The harness lug plate thickness is 3/4 in. with 1/2 in. thick stiffeners. Figure 2-15 shows.

excerpts from that drawing.

cctions of staight pipe. Primary applications ar underground(ve, pipe tnwher of sew

+ MILNDBK-1022 (Par. 923) probibishe use of fiction. its and other non fee resistant
Apaaion device
NFPA30 (Par. 34.3) pobibisthe indoor use of friction ons or Joos tht rlyona resilient
orcbustible material los

Figure 2-14 - Excerpt from Final Project Summary Report (February 2005) - Emergent Ball
Valve and Dresser Coupling Repair Addressing Fire Safety, Codes, and Criteria

Figure 2-15— Excerpt from As-Built Drawing Showing Dresser Coupling Details
(Even-Numbered Tanks 1 to 16) (February 2005)

Section 4 of this report also indicates that the terminal can receive cargo from colder climates

and at lower temperatures than the pipeline ambient temperatures inside the tunnel. The cargo
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‘was reported to be as much as 20° colder than the ambient pipeline installation temperature,
Figure 2-16.

Thermal expansion and contraction is the primary cause of pipe movement and stresses at the Red Ill
Facility. The ambient temperature within (he mountain stays relatively constant, however product receipt
from mainland facilis located in colder climates can introduce product int the piping system that i as
much as 20 degrees colder than the pipe system's ambient. temperature. To determine if the pipe has
sufficient flexibility 10 withstand such events, a flexibility and stress analysis was conducted. The
analysis uses the Caesar I software program and data gathered during the ste investigation.

Figure 2-16 - Excerpt from Final Project Summary Report (February 2005) - Addressing
Thermal Loads on Piping and Flexibility Analysis

227 Hydraulic Analysis and Dynamic Transient Surge Evaluation (NAVFAC, 2009)

Enterprise Engineering, Inc. performed a hydraulic studyofthe Faciitypiping to determine the
tisk of physical damage and harm to personnel due to steady-state and dynamic transient
surge events. They aimed to establish a safe operatingpressureto limitthese risks. They
concluded that operating at the full flow potential posed a substantia isk of surges which
could damage the system. They note that operators limit the flow rate, generally based on the
receiptiransfer point capacity, which reduces the risk of damaging surge events.

Thereport highlights that potential surge pressures exceed code-allowable pressures in nearly
all cases analyzed, which they state is due to a lack of records demonstrating the piping was
qualified for pressures above the static/operational pressures. In their assessment, they qualify
the pipe using the static headoffull Red Hill tanksasthebasis forthe pressure rating.

To mitigate future surge events, they recommend continuing to control maximum operational
flow rates and upgrading operational procedures and control system safety features. They
additionally recommend using “the butterfly valves inthe underground pumphouse as the
primary means of throttling and stopping flow during issue and transfer operations in order to

greatly reduce the risk of surges during normal operations.” Enterprise Engineering stated that
the use of the butterfly valve in the underground pumphouse eliminated surge pressures in al
their analyses. Previous to this report, Enterprise Engineering notes that the operators used to
control the low rate at the pier riser valves.

1
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‘Theyadditionally state that the maximum allowable operating pressure (MAOP) should be no

‘greater than 285 psig for al piping in FISC Pearl Harbor. MAOP represents the maximum code
based allowablepressurethat the pipeline may be subjected to. MAP is established by.
hydrostatic testingofthe pipeline in question.

Within their report, Enterprise Engincering notes that the F-76 product pumps at the
underground pumphouse are rated at S00hp, whilethe JP-8 (no longer in use) and JP-5 pumps
are rated at 300 hp.

This report also lists limited mechanical test data conducted by EDG Inc. and Drmitrjev&
‘Associates in August 2001 to determine the yield strength of the fuel pipes. The locations of
these pipes are not stated. This test data is presented in Figure 2-17.

Pipeline Yield Suength
£76 30420 psi
Ps 40090 psi
pps 38940 psi

Figure 2-17 - Tensile Test Results for Red Hil Fuel Pipes (NAVFAC, 2009)

228 Final 2015 Annual Pressure Testing Report of Seven Sections (36,626 ft) of
Petroleum Pier Pipelines - 5 May 2015

“This report discusses the procedures utiized duringthetesting of seven sections of pier
pipelines at JBPHH in 2015 and the results of the testing. It also establishes a Maximum
Allowable Working Pressure (MAWP) of 200 psi and hydrotest pressureof300 psi
(1.5 x MAWP) for the petroleum pier pipelines. MAWisthe maximum pressure, as
establishedbycalculations andcodesthat the pipeline may be subjected to during normal
operations. The Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure (MAOP) cannot exceed MAWP.

229 Quantitative Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (Phase 1) Report —
12 November 2018

This report documentsa risk assessmentofthe Red Hill faciity performedby ABS Consulting
(ABS). ABS evaluated the level of risk the Facility might pose to the surrounding groundwater
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due to internal events, excluding internal fire and flooding. This includes but is not limited to

‘equipment or structural failures in both frontline and support systems, human errors, etc.

twas noted that “potential fuel releases from the tank nozzles (the main fuel flow piping
leading into and outofthe main storage tanks upto the upstream flange connections for the
tank skin valves) are importantto risk.”

2210 Root Cause Analysisofthe JP-5 Pipeline Damage - 7 September 2021

‘This report discusses the root cause of the piping failure on the JP-5 pipeline during the 6 May
2021 incident. The report used field data and discussions with personnel at the Red Hill faciity
to determine that atransient surge had occurred due to a vacuum in the JP-5 pipeline. The
report detailed a hydraulic and surge analysis that calculated a surge pressure of 357 psi at the
end of the JP-5 main header. Thereport corroborated this surge pressure by performing a pipe
stress analysis. A force was applied at the end of the JP-5 lateral towards Tank 19 unti the
lateral displacement at the endofthe JP-5 header matched the 16 in. displacement observed in
the field by the contractor. This force was determined to be 78,000 Ibf which back-calculated
toa surge pressure of 320 psi based on the area ofan[Ql] pipe blind flange. Figure 2-18

shows an excerpt from the root cause report, which depicts the supports assumed and
boundary conditions used for the model to determine the force necessary to move the pipe.
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Figure 2-18- Root Cause Analysis Report Showing Model and Support Conditions

‘The mode from the root cause report specified a full fixity restraintatthe pipe penetration
through the firewall (Node 10) and sliding supports at Pipe Supports 1 and 2 (Nodes 20
and 50, respectively).

2211 Pipeline In-line Inspections

Pipeline inspections are based on API 570 and were performed by certified inspectors
employed by third-party contractors. We reviewed the in-line inspection (IL) reports to gather
information aboutthe current condition of the pipelines and observed defects.

During the 2004 mult-product construction project (NAVFAC, 2004), valvestationJERR was
builtto provide an above-ground pigging station for parts of the JBPHH fuel pipe. Piping[ill
Ich=the distribution valve station between PAR and
JBPHH.
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2212 Inspection and RepairofRed Hil Pipelines (Enterprise Engineering, Inc.,
2016)

Between October 2014 and January 2016, Enterprise Engineering, Inc. (EE) performed
API 570 inspections on each of the three pipelines in the Red Hill bulk fuel storage facility
RR BR +n URRY 1 tists 350 repair locations, seventeen of which are considered

“urgent.” They note that alterations to assessment methodologies, such as using a lower
maximum operating pressure (MOP) and Level lll API 579 assessmentsofmarginal defects,
‘could reduce the overall number of repairs and the economic and operational impact of the
repairs. They recommend that “urgent” repairs be conducted within three months and that the
Navy monitor the repair locations until the repairs are completed. They also suggest follow-up.
reinspection once the repairs are completed and an assessment of the MOPs.

Urgent repairsarethose defined as failing an ASME API 579 Levell Fitness-for-service
‘evaluation. EI considers these critical to the hydraulic and structural integrity of the piping.

Further to the three-month “urgent” repairs, EE lists 203 short-term repairs to be completed
within six months.

Given the observed conditions, EEI performed calculations evaluating the pipe capacity under
internal operating pressures to determine safe MOPS for eachofthe three pipelines: 202 psig

forRR pipe. 111 psigforRR pipe. and 168 pei forRE pipe. Each of these calculated
MOPs isless than the required MOP (275 psig). The report statesthattherequired MOP can be
reestablished through the implementation of the mandatory repairs (urgent and short term).

MOP is defined asthehighest pressurethat a pipeline system maybe normally operated and
‘cannot exceed the Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure (MAOP).

EE employed a variety of inspection techniques to assess the piping. including in-line
inspection (IL) long-range ultrasonic testing (LRT), external visual examinations, and
hands-on API 570 inspections.

1
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‘This report contains an appendix presenting data from the tests conducted by Finlay in
May 2001. They took ten coupons from each pipe size to determine the tensile properties and

ten weld coupons from each pipe size for flattening tests:
+ [BR Pive - Average Yield Strength 48.7ksi, Average Tensile Strength 69.4ksi

+ RI Pive - Average Yield Strength 50.1ksi, Average Tensile Strength 74.3ksi.

+ [Rl Pive - Average Yield Strength 38.Oksi, Average Tensile Strength 58.9ks.
The locations from which these test samples were retrieved are not known, but all weld
‘couponspassedthe flattening test.

2213 Inspection and RepairofRed Hill Pipelines (APTIM, 2019)

APTIM carried out forty-nine repairs, sevenofwhich represent the “urgent” repairs listed in the
EEI 2016 engineering report. The scope of work (SOW) for the NAVFAC contract included
twenty-three repairs, which were expanded to forty-nine repairs based on the findings of the
engineering assessment.

They report that the 2014-2016 Red Hill pipeline inspections were as follows:
+ Alithree fuel pipelines from the Tank Gallery to the underground pumphouse were

externally visually inspected.

+ Within the Tank Gallery. onythell ipe received a hands-on API 570 inspection.
+ From ADIT 3 to the Tank Gallery. boththe[iil and [RN pipelines were in-line

inspected via smart pigging. In this same length. al three pipelines received hands-on
API 570 inspection, whik thelRiRl pipeline additionally received long-range ultrasonic
testing.

+ From ADIT2 ADIT 3, theQR and[QRS pipelines were in-line inspected via smart
pigging and received follow-up hands-on API 570 inspections.

+ From the underground pumphouse to ADIT 2, theRlandJR pipelines received
fong-range ultrasonic testing and follow-up hands-on API 570 inspection.

The report states that alternate assessment methods were used to reduce the number of
required repairs, such as through the reduction of the MOP. Thus, the 350 total repair count
was reduced; the report does not expand on other alternate methods nor what the final repair
‘count was after the reductionof the MOP.
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APTIM notes that al welds are 100% visually and radiography inspected in accordance with
ASME B313. Successful radiography inspection meant the repaired pipeline sections did not
require hydrostatic testing, in accordance with ASME B31.3 Clause 345.2.3.

2214 FY21 Emergent Design-Build Repair Red Hill Piping (NAVSUP FLC Pearl
Harbor, 2021)

“This project program describes the design for the JP-5 repairs in the Red Hil fuel storage
faciity. NAVSUP states the design-build project should “project services to design restraint
sufficient to withstand the effects of dead load, seismic forces, and hydraulic operations of the

piping system. At Tank 1 for F-24 and F-76 piping, design restraint which wil imit movement
due to cross-tunnel spools which have been removed. Design in accordance with
UFC 3-460-01, UFC 3-301-01. and ASCE 7-16. Intentis to restore structural stability which
was present in the original design.”

“This design-build project additionally stipulates those predictive repairs shall be validated
during the design phase.

Grouped with this scope of work s resetting pipe supports wherethepipe is not supported at
the cradies or adding low friction sliding pads where the pipe is inappropriately supported
directly on the pipe supports.

2215 FY21 Emergent Pipeline Repair Red Hill January 2022)

This document serves as the basis of design for repairs to the fuel pipelines at the Red Hill
facilty. The report contains drawings that detail anticipated repairs and support conditions for
the JP-5 pipelines near Tanks 19 and 20. We used information from these drawings to model
boundary conditions for our piping evaluation as part of defueling operations. Pipeline material
and schedule are specified for the repairs in the technical specifications, and the layout is:
shown in the drawing isometrics. However, we were unable to find dimensions for the piping
repairs at Tanks 19 and 20, nor were surge loads discussed inthe document. See Figure 2-19

is
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and Figure 2-20 for isometric drawings showing bends in the lateral JP-5 pipe to Tanks 19 and

20, respectively.

Figure 2-19 - Enterprise Engineering Isometric Drawings Reconnecting Tank 19 Lateral Pipe

Figure 2-20 - Enterprise Engineering Isometric Drawings Reconnecting Tank 20 Lateral Pipe
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We reviewed the available structural drawings to gather technical information for the modeling

and analysis of the pipe supports in the harbor and lower access tunnels. The drawings detail

‘critical information for our analyses. We supplemented this information with observations made

during our site visits (Section 5.3).

SanscnaA TAS
ofthepipe supports in the harbor and the lower access tunnels.

Table 2-2 - List ofLowerAccess Tunnel and the Harbor Tunnel Pipe Support Drawings

Ci .. ....WOa
Tanks 1,2,3,and 4 typical pipe support configurations.ett
am

be eenranameantll searstarenJase
em ————

I raPion
{iTTI

hr
Supports15to 17 and 55 to 96 (Figure 2-21), Pipe Supports 97 and 98 (Figure 2-22),
and details for longitudinal braces (Figure 2-23).
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Figure 2-21 - Typical Configuration for Pipe Supports 70 to 96
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Figure 2-23 - Details for Longitudinal Braces
+ From Drawing 204161,we extracted the typical configuration fr the pipe supports in

the harbor tunnel (Figure 2-24).
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Figure 2-24 - Typical Pipe Supports in the Harbor Tunnel

. From Drawing 294162, we extracted a table (Figure 2-25) with geometry, spacing, and

meme size nfrmaton for Pipe Supports 3 to 73. We also extracted the ical
configuration for Pipe Supports 1 to 54 (Figure 2-26) and details for the longitudinal

fry
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Figure 2-27 - Details for Longitudinal Braces

. In the drawings,we observed some pipe supports that consistoftwo columns having
one column embedded in the tunnel wall. Additionally, the same section shows an angle.
tie (strut) running longitudinally connecting the pipe supports.
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«+ From Drawing 294263,we extracted the typical configuration for the Pipe
Supports 99 to 103 in the lower access tunnel (Figure 2-28).

+ We could not find any information in the drawings regarding the steel material
properties
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Figure 2-28 - Typical Configuration for Pipe Supports 99 to 103

232 Inspection and Repair of Red Hill Pipelines (2016)

During the October 2014 to January 2016 pipeline inspection, in which El documented
350 repair locations, they additionally made observations about daficient pipe support
conditions. They specifically noted four locations of pipe support failure, although they note
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there are numerous deficient pipe supports. These instances include corroded pipe support
column bases (Pipe Supports 47/48), missing cradles between the pipe and the pipe support

EE Te
coating damage (Pipe Support 75/76), as well asa one-sided pipe support cradle (Pipe Support
6).

Comma croogeboes t wet irra TMEV 9st Pe Cueshe Tank
fortive theB PRY (0)(3)(A)

Corrosion on the pipe support jie Missing guide on the pipe support on thRlelY
in the Tank Gallery linc in the Tank Gallers [DEI]

Figure 2-29 - Deficient Pipe Supports in Tank Gallery from EEI 2016 Report
(Enterprise Engineering, Inc., 2016)

233 Other Documents
We reviewed the report “Conceptual Ste Model, Investigation and Remediation of Releases
and Groundwater Protection and Evaluation, Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facity Joint Base Pearl
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Harbor Hickam, Oahu, Hawai,” dated 30 June 2019, to extract a table with fuel densities,

specifically those values shown in Attachment B.7.1. to the document.

24 Pumphouse

Hardcopies of pumphouse drawings were reviewed during a visit to the document library at the

Facility.

25 Surge Tanks

We reviewed the original structural drawings dated 1941 for the four surge tanks located

adjacent to the pumphouse, as listed below:

© Drawing No. 294125-General Layout.

+ Drawing No. 294127 - Steel Bottoms.

+ Drawing No. 294128 - Steel Details.

+ Drawing Nos. 294130 and 294131- Concrete Shell & Access Shaft.

+ Drawing No. 204132 -Top Slab Concrete & Reinforcing Steel.

+ Drawing No. 294133 -Top Slab Reinforcing Steel Bottom Layers.

+ Drawing No. 294134 -Top Slab Reinforcing Steel Top Layers.

‘The interior dimensions for each surge tank are 60 ft in diameter by 21 ft in height, as shown in

Figure 2-30 (extracted from Drawing No. 294125).Theconstruction of each surge tank.

consistsof a minimum 12 in. thick reinforced concrete shell with a 1/4in.thick interior steel

liner plate. Similar to the underground storage tanks, each surge tank was constructed by
excavating the volcanic rock formation. The four surge tanks share one integral reinforced

concrete roof slab with a minimum slab thickness of 6 ft.
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Figure 2-30- Surge Tank Layout and Dimensions.

In addition, we reviewed the following CIR and AP! 653 inspection reports for the four surge
tanks:

«Weston Solutions, Inc, Clean, Inspect, and Repair Surge Tank 1, Final Project Summary
Report, November 2006.

«Weston Solutions, Inc, Clean, Inspect, and Repair Surge Tank 2, Final Project Summary
Report, December 2006.

«Weston Solutions, Inc, Clean, Inspect, and Repair Surge Tank 3, Final Project Summary
Report, December 2006.

«NAVSUP FLC Pearl Harbor, Surge Tank 4 - Return to Service Closeout Documents
(including Suitability for Service Evaluation and Inspection Reports by EEI), July 2019.

26 Aboveground Storage Tanks

261 CIR and API 653 Inspection Reports.

We reviewed the CIR and API 653 inspection reports and tank drawings for the following

above-ground storage tanks:

+ Tanks 46,47,58,53,54, and 55.

+ TanksB1andB2

© Tanks301and311

«Tanks 11-1,11-2,11-3, and 11-4 (at Hickam Field).
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Specifically,we reviewedthe following CIR and API 653 inspection reports or other evaluation

reports to gather information about the tanks:

* Weston Solutions, Inc. Clean, Inspect, and Repair Storage Tank Facility S754 (Tank 46).
Draft Repair Certification Report, October 2016.

+ Enterprise Engineering, Inc, Tank 47 API 653 Out-of-Service Inspection and Suitability
for Service Evaluation, Final Report, March 2015.

+ Pond and Company, Tank 48 (Facility S-756) INSPECTION REPORT/API 653 In-Service
(External) Inspection, August 2015.

«Technical Scanning System, API 653 Out-of-Service Inspection of Aboveground
Storage Tank 48 (1403), 8 August 2007.

+ Austin Brockenbrough & Associates, LLP, Tank Facility UTF 53 API 653 In-Service
Inspection Report, October 2018.

+ Weston Solutions, Inc, Clean, Inspect, and Repair Storage Tank Facility S761 (Tank 53).
Draft Repair Certification Report, September 2013.

* Powers Engineering and Inspection, Inc. (PEI). API 653Out-of-Service Inspection
Report (Tank 54), Inspection date of 28 June 2018.

+ Enterprise Engineering, Inc, Tank 54 (Facility No. S762) API 653 In-Service Inspection
and SuitabilityforService Evaluation, May 2015.

+ Enterprise Engineering, Inc, Tank 55 (Facility No. 1751) API 653 In-Service Inspection
and Suitability for Service Evaluation, January 2015.

+ Cape-Burns&McDonnell JV. Tank 55 API Standard 653 Inspection Report/
Out-of-Service Inspection, 15 February 2019.

+ Engineering & Inspections Hawaii, Inc, Tank No. B-1 Inspection, 25 September 2008.

+ Enterprise Engineering, Inc, Tank B-1 Engineering Review andSuitabilityfor Service
Evaluation, July 2008.

+ Engineering & Inspections Hawaii Inc, API 653 Out-of-Service Inspection (Tank B2).
22 January 2009.

+ Enterprise Engineering, Inc, Tank B-2 Engineering Review andSuitabilityfor Service
Evaluation, March 2009.

+ Pond and Company, TANK 301 API 653 Out-of-Service Inspection Report,
29 August 2018.
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+ Enterprise Engineering, Inc, Tank 301 (Facility No. S9251)API 653 In-Service Inspection
and Suitability for Service Evaluation, Draft Report, February 2015.

+ Enterprise Engineering, Inc, Tank 311 (Facility No. 311) API 653 In-Service Inspection
andSuitability for Service Evaluation, Draft Report, January 2015.

+ Enterprise Engineering, Inc, Tank 11-1 (Facility No. 41053) API 653 In-Service
Inspection andSuitabilityfor Service Evaluation, Pre-Final Report, December 2016.

+ Powers Engineering & Inspection, Inc, Tank 11-1 API Inspection Report/
Out-of-Service with External Checklist, 19 April 2011.

+ Enterprise Engineering, Inc, Tank 11-2 (Facility No. 41054) API 653 In-Service
Inspection and Suitability for Service Evaluation, Pre-Final Report, December 2016.

+ Powers Engineering & Inspection, Inc, Tank 11-2 API Inspection Report/
Out-of-Service with External Checklist, 19 April 2011.

+ Pond and Company, TANK 11-3 (25K BBL) Inspection Report/API 653 Out-of-Service
Inspection, September 2014.

+ Enterprise Engineering, Inc, Tank 11-4 (Facility No. 41056H) API 653 In-Service
Inspection and Suitability for Service Evaluation, Draft Report, February 2015.

+ Engineering & Inspections Hawaii, Inc, Tank 11-4 API 653 Out-of-Service Inspection,
August 2016.

262 ASCE Seismic Evaluation and Design of Petrochemical and Other Industrial
Facilities

We reviewed the ASCE Task Committee on Seismic Evaluation and Design of Petrochemical
Facilties, “Seismic Evaluation and Design of Petrochemical and Other Industral Facilties.” Third
Edition, 2020. The ASCE guidelines are intended to provide practical recommendations in
several areas that affect the safety of a petrochemical facilty during and following an
earthquake. The guidelines provide evaluation methodologies that rely heavily on experience
from past earthquakes, coupled with focused analyses of existing facilties. The guidelines
‘emphasize methods to address seismic vulnerabilities that building codes do not cover but that
‘experienced engineers can identify.

The following discussion regarding the evaluation of aboveground storage tanks is extracted
from Chapter 7 ofthe ASCE (2020) guidelines.
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Flat-bottomed vertical liquid storage tanks have sometimes failed with the loss of contents
during strong earthquake shaking. In some instances, the failure of storage tanks had
disastrous consequences. The response of unanchored tanks, in particular, during earthquakes
is highly nonlinear and much more complex than implied in available design standards. The

effectof seismic ground shaking is to generate an overturning force on the tank. This, in turn,
causes a portion of the tank baseplate to lift from the foundation. The weight of the fluid resting
on the uplifted portionofthe baseplate, together with the weight of the tank shell and roof,
provides the restraining moment against further uplift. While uplift, in and of itself, may not
cause serious damage,it can be accompanied by large deformations and major changes in the
tank wall stresses. This is especially apparent when the seismic loading reverses and the
(formerly) uplifted segment moves down, impacting the ground and introducing high
compression stresses into the tank shell

In general, tanks, especially unanchored tanks, are particularly susceptible to damage during
earthquakes. This is because al of the mass contributes to the overturning moment, but only a
small portion of the mass contributes to the overturning resistance (the reason for this is that
the contained fluid and the relatively flexible tank shell and bottom plate cannot transfer the
lateral shear induced by the earthquake to the foundation). Some examples of unanchored tank
‘damage that has occurred in past earthquakes include:
«Bucklingofthe tank wall. known as “elephant foot” buckling. Essentially, tis occurs

because the vertical compressive stresses in the portion of the tank wall remaining in
contact with the ground (i... diametrically opposite the uplifted portion) greatly increase.
when uplift occurs. More precisely, that portion of the tank shell is subjected to a biaxial
state of stress, consisting of hoop tension and axial compression. In addition, the
baseplate prevents the radial deformation that would normally occur under internal
pressure. As a result, bending stresses are introduced into the shell wall, further
increasing the tendencyto buckle. See Figure 2-31 as an example (reproduced from
Figure 7-1ofthe ASCE guidelines).
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Figure 2-31 - Elephant Foot Buckling arc Ftlure of igh Piping
+ Seismic shaking causes the surface of the tank fluid 0 slosh. f insufficient reaboard fs

greta mecpmmetae Hf chosi famings tothe tro Tieting root or ret out
followed by spillageoffluid over the tank walls, may result. This type of damage is

usually considered only minor but may be important for some stored products.

. Breakage of piping connected to the tank as aresultof relative movement between the

tank and the nearest pipe support. This is one of the most prevalent causes of loss of

contents from storage tanks during earthquakes. Failures of this type are typically due to

inadequate flexibility in the piping system (termed “overconstrained piping’) between
the nozzle location at the tank shell and the adjacent pipe support. See Figure 2-31 as.

pn
. Tearing of tank wall or tank bottom due to overconstrained stairways anchored at the

faarinonamg tt,
ortrvsovercorstrie walkways commacing ho ua tanks iurs)
2.32 adaptedfom Figure 7.7 of ASCE guidelines (ASCE, 2020)
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Figure 2-32 - Examples of Overconstrained Piping Stairway and Walkway Connections at

‘Aboveground Storage Tanks ERE
When performing walkthrough inspections, experienced engineers familar with the seismic
design and the effects of earthquakes should be consulted to answer questions regarding “how
much flexibility is sufficient.” The assumed value oftank uplift i critical to answering this
question. Velues of 478i. trave beer commen in the past The first version ofthese
guidelines recommended using values on the order of 0 12in. ofvertical displacement and
410 8in. of horizontal displacement inthe zones of highest seismic.

27 Valves and Pumps
The documents review related to the valves and pumps ae:

+ Operation, Maintenance, Environmental, And Safety Plan (OMES) (Trinity Bhate and
Pond, 2018):
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This document provides the overarching guidance for the operation and maintenance of
the facility.The aperabiity an maintainability intent within this document s guidance
to develop specific operating and maintenance procedures for the pumps and valves.

+ Commissioning Summary Report - P1551 Upgrade Fire Suppressionand entiation
Systems (Coffman Engineers, 25 January 2018).

This document provides an overview of the commissioning plan and resultofthe
commissioning verificationforthe Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) system. The
‘commissioning plan outlines the steps to ensure the AFFF components and the

complete system function as designed. The document also contains the results of the

component commissioning tests and any issues that require correction before the
systems put nto service

. RH Root Cause Analysis Memo andReport dated 7 September 2021 (Austin

Brockenbrough, September 7, 2021)
This document provided the analysisby Austin Brockenbrough regardingthe 6 May
2021 event.

. Equipment Information.

Thefollowing data are provided in spreadsheet form and are focused on providingthe location

ofthe equipment, sevice ype, manufacturer, model mumier, and CACHING.
+ PRLPumpdata
+ PRLMotor data.
. RHL Pump data.

. RHL Motor data.

. PRL Static Equipment data.

. RHL Static Equipment data.

«pumpCurves RISEN

An example ofthe type of pump data is lustrated in Figure 2-33. The main fuel pump curves
that were used are the original pump curves from the manufacturer, Byron Jackson, and are

dated 1941. The pump curves depict the performance of the pump for various flow rates. One

ofthepump curves is illustrated in Figure 2-34 andpredictsthepump head, power, and

ficiency for various flow rates of fuel
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+ Maintenance

1 ‘The following maintenance-related documents are specific equipment
maintenance procedures andrecordsof some recent recurring maintenance
activites.

2. Unified Facilties Criteria (UFC) - Petroleum Fuel Systems Maintenance
(Department of Defense, 2021).

3 RHL —Facility Maintenance Plan (Department of Defense, 2021).

4. 2020_03_16 N6_RHL_OY2_Q4 (Pond Recurring Maintenance and Minor
Repair).

5. 2020.06.10 N6_RHL_OY3_Q1_SA1 (Pond Recurring Maintenance and Minor
Repair.

6. 2020_09_04 N6_RHL_OY3_Q2 (Pond Recurring Maintenance and Minor
Repair).

7. 2020_12_10 N6_RHL_OY3_Q3_SA2_A (Pond Recurring Maintenance and
Minor Repair).

8. 2021_03_16 N6_RHL_OY3_Q4 (Pond Recurring Maintenance and Minor
Repair).

. Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) System

1 The following are operational and maintenance documents for the AFFF
system. These documents describe how the AFFF was designed to operate,
and the maintenance documents provide dataonthe recent statusof the sump.
pumps.

2. Fire Protection O8M (In Synergy Engincering, October 2014).
3 ADIT 1 21152 Semi-Annual Sump Pump.
4. ADIT 2 21152 Semi-Annual Sump Pump.
5. ADIT 3 21152 Semi-Annual Sump Pump.
6. Fire Alarm O&M (In Synergy Engineering, October 2014).

7. Fire Pumps O&M (In Synergy Engineering, October 2014).
8 Nitrogen O&M (In Synergy Engineering, October 2014).
9. Plumbing O&M (In Synergy Engineering, October 2014).
10. PRV O&M (In Synergy Engineering, October 2014).

11. Lower Tunnel OPD 21152 Semi-Annual Sump Pump.
12. Lower Tunnel Zone 121152 Semi-Annual Sump Pump.

13. Lower Tunnel Zone 2 21152 Semi-Annual Sump Pump.
14. Lower Tunnel Zone 3 21152 Semi-Annual Sump Pump.
15. Lower Tunnel Zone 4 21152 Semi-Annual Sump Pump.
16. Lower Tunnel Zone 5 21152 Semi-Annual Sump Pump.
17. P1551 Red Hill BOD -excerpt (In Synergy Engineering, October 2014).

18. P-1551 Retention Line Point Paper - final draft.
19. Red Hill Fire Suppression System Isometric Diagram_000D2160
20. Submersible Pump Testing.
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21. Sump Pump findings.

+ Process hazard analysis documents relating to pumps and valves are:

1 Pump Deadhead Findings (spreadsheet of the maximum pressure that a pump
can discharge and be used to verify pipe/hose rating).

2. Red Hill storagetank Venting (1964 to present) (drawing from 1964 of the RH
tank vents).

3. DFSP Pearl Harbor Specific Operations Order ~ F-76 Fuel Issue to Hotel Pier
(an example of the fuel movement operations order that provided the level of
detail in the typical operations orders).

4. Piping Diagrams/Drawings~HNCJV14.0019 M-001 to M-124 (diagrams did
not include instrumentation used during the PHA to identify pipe dimensions,
pipe connections, valve locations, pump locations, tank locations, and how fuel
is routed to the various locations within the fuel system).

‘The following documents relating to valves and pumps were requested, but were not available:
+ Pump data sheets.

+ Motor data sheets.

+ Valve data sheets.

+ Maintenance history of valves and pumps.

Data sheets are alistingofthe design and operational data from the manufacturer. The
manufacturers’ data include pump/valve material selection. pumplvalve casing pressure
limits, pump seal selection, valve internal design details, pump shaftimpeller design.
valve internal and stem design. pump fluid flow capacity. valve flow capacity. valve
pressure drop, and specific data for the pumped fluid.

The maintenance historyofthe pumps andvalvesfrom the time of installation to the
present could provide insight into the historical timing of major maintenance
interventions and what repairs were made. This data may also identify recurring issues
that may require further engineering review of the equipment and how itis operated.

28 Marine Facilities

281 Pier Inspection Report

Marine Solutions, Inc. performed an inspection of fueling and defueling piers in 2018
(kilo UE,Mike[EHR and Brave [QUEM assessing their structural condition above and

below water (Marine Solution, Inc, 2018). In their inspection report, they cite that the
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inspection and assessment were conducted in accordance with NAVFAC EXWC contract
requirements.

The report cites that through the Navy's Infrastructure Condition Assessment Program (CAP),
Engineering Management System (EMS) software was used to assess the general condition of

the piers and individual structural components. For the piers and components, the software

generatisa Condition nd (0) ase om amaysis at inspection dete, Merins Solutions,
notes that the EMS software is not offically deployed; therefore, they correlate thir
assessment rating with the Cl and provide definitions of each rating eve. The assessment
ratings range from “good” to “critical,” with the Cl rating of 84-100 associated with “good” and

the Cl rating of 0-25 associated with “crtical”

Bravo Pier[GIEIGN (Figure 2-35) is rate as “satisfactory.” having moderate to minor defects
and deterioration observed but no significant reduction in structural capacity. The associated

Ciratings range between 74 and 78, and repair costs are estimated atapproximately[BED
According tothe report, Bravo Pier was last modified in 2013.

Figure2:35 - Bravo Pier Berthing Locations
Mike Pier is comprisedofINOICTGYN (ore 2-36.
I< ic correspond to “fai” condition defined
a5 “al primary structural elements are sound, but minor to moderate defects and deterioration
observed. Localized areas of moderate to advanced deterioration may be present but do not

sgrifcanty reduce the siructursl capacity” Repair casts ave estimated at gprasimatsly
According to the report, Mike Pier was last modified in 2013.

a
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Figure 2-36 - Mike Pier Berthing Locations.

iloPier[IEIEIGYI (Fioure 2-37) are rated “satisfactory” (Cl rating67-78),[RMN are

rated “fair” (Cl rating 63),andJ] is rated “serious” (Cl rating 34) as defined by “advanced

deterioration, overstressing or breakage may have significantly affected the load-bearing
capacityof primary structural components. Local failures are possible.” Repair costs are
estimated atapproximately[EJ]According to the report. Kilo Pier was last modified in
2013.

Figure2-37 - Kilo Pier Berthing Locations.

282 Petroleum, Oil, Lubricant Integrity Management Plan

The 2019 Petroleum, Oil, Lubricant (POL) Integrity Management Plan (IMP) (Enterprise
Engineering, Inc., 2019) highlighted below Hotel Pier the use of a polyvinyl chioride (PVC) FOR
line, which is designed to hold up to 100% fuel. The report states that “the existing PVC drain-
pipe was installed with nitrile seals which the manufacturer stated are not ated for fuel
service”. Fuel concentration in waste stream can be 100% which may cause gaskets to break
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‘downovertime. Should the gasket fai, the waste stream will rain into the harbor and lead to

possible fines and impact to mission critical operations.”

29 Coatings and Corrosion Control

Coating and corrosion documents are summarized in this section.

291 UFGS-09 97 13.27 Unified Facilities Guide Specification ~ High-Performance
Coating for Steel Structures ~ December 2021

“This guide specification (Department of Defense, 2021) outlines the requirements for zinc-rich

‘epoxy. epoxy. and polyurethane coating systems for non-immersion environments where high

performance is required, such as those for piping and aboveground fuel tanks.Thespecification
is intended for both new construction and repairs. The document outlinesthe required quality
assurance procedure, such as test reports and qualification of contractors, the standards of the
coating products, and the execution of the coating process, including surface preparation,
environment, and product application. The required components of the coating system include
the following

+ Zinc-Rich Epoxy Primer Coat (Epoxy polyamide satisfying MIL-DTL-24441/19)

+ Epoxy Intermediate Coat (Epoxy polyamide satisfying MIL-DTL-24441/31)

+ Polyurethane Topcoat (Polyurethane satisfying MIL-PRF-85285).

292 UFGS-09 97 13.15 Epoxy/Fluoropolyurethane Interior Coatingof Welded
Steel Petroleum Fuel Tanks- February 2010

This guide specification (Department of Defense, 2010) covers the requirements for
‘epoxy/fluoropolyurethane coating systems for interiors of newly constructed bulk fuel storage

tanks. Guidelines for maintenance (repair) coatings are included to avoid degrading the original
coating. The quality assurance and coating execution sections are similarto thoseon the Steel
Structures Guide Specification (Department of Defense, 2021). The required components of the
coating systems includethefollowing:

«Epoxy Primer Coat (epoxy polyamide satisfying DTL-24441/29)

+ Epoxy Intermediate Coat (epoxy polyamide satisfying MIL-DTL-24441/31).
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«+ Fluoropolyurethane Topcoat (composition requirements for this component are.
provided).

293 UFGS-09 97 13.26 Coating of Steel Waterfront Structures, Zero VOC, Splash
Zone Coatings ~ February 2016

“This guide specification (Department of Defense, 2016) covers the requirements for coating
newor existing steel-sheet piling and other steel waterfront structures. This coating system

may also be used for repairing and coating agedsurfaces.The quality assurance and coating
‘execution sections are similar to those on the Steel Structures Guide Specification (Department
of Defense, 2021). The required components of the coating system include the following:
+ Self-Priming Splash Zone Coating (SZC) Material(twocoating layers).

+ Chevron Philips Chemical Co. TZ 904, PolySpec LPE 5100, or Premier Coating
Systems, Inc. PCS 1200 TA.

29.4 Coatings Guidance for Naval Facilities, Naval Facilities Engineering Service:
Center, July 2000

This document (NAVFAC, 2000) contains guidance for coatings usedbythe Navy for facilites.
including surface preparation, coating guidance specifications, maintenance painting, present
coating work, and Navy coating needs. We note that although the Guide Specifications from

the date of this document have changed, their substance appears to be similar.

‘The Steel Structures Guide Specification (Department of Defense, 2021) states that “With
routine spot repair(s) of corroded surfaces and reapplication of topcoat every five to eight years,

approximate service life is 20+ years.”

‘The Tank Interior Guide Specification (Department of Defense, 2010) states that “by utilizing
the Fluoropolyurethane topcoat, performance generally exceeds that of three-coat epoxy

system. With routine spot repairs) of corroded surfaces, approximate service lie is 25+ years.”
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205 Coating Inspection and Completion Report, Abhe and Svoboda,
November 2015

“This report outlined the surface preparation, coating application, and quality control for
recoating fuel pipes at Red Hil using two coats of Sherwin Willams Macropoxy 646 Fast Cure
Urethane. It references a project specification, but we were not provided with this document.

296 Cathodic Protection of POL Systems Annual Surveys 2012 - 2021

These reports summarize the annual surveys of Cathodic Protection (CP) at the Joint Base Pearl
Harbor-Hickam conducted by Corrpro. The infrastructure protected by impressed current CP
includes the ASTs, buried fuel pipe including fuel pier supply pipes and the transfer piping to
Hickam, hydrant systems, and loading stands. The report references standard NACE andAPI
standards for CP protection and testing. Annual testing includes inspection ofrectifiersfor
physical and electrical damage, measurements of structure to electrolyte potentials in both
‘energized and depolarized conditions, grounded performance sich as electrical resistance, and
electrical isolation from unprotected infrastructure. These reports provide annual
recommendations for maintenance and system upgrades, including a lst of outstanding items
from previous reports

207 Engineering Assessment of Fuel Pipelines at Hydrant Systems 1- 4 Anderson
Air Force Base, Guam, Enterprise Engineering May 2020 (Enterprise
Engineering, 2020)

“This report discusses stress corrosion cracking (SCC) discovered in hydrant fueling

pumphouses in Guam, which had caused numerous weepsoffuel through the stainless steel
pipe cracks. These cracks, which weredue to chloride contamination on the pipes, occurred
only within the pumphouse, probably due to rain washing preventing significant build-up of
contamination on external pipes. Stress corrosion cracking occurs when certain contaminants

(chlorides) are present on susceptible metal surfaces (stainless steel) in the presence of tensile
stresses. The observed cracks were located adjacent to circumferential pipe welds i areas of
elevated residual stress.
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‘The report notes that regular visual examinationofthe pipes is recommended to detect
cracking, and surfaces should be regularly washed topreventthe build-up of chlorides. It states
that several other Air Force installations have similar environmental conditions with the
Andersen Airforce Base in Guam. Therefore, SCC is possible at these other facilities as well

298 Coating Products

Pond provided us with two coatings systems that are used for repairs on fuel pipes by different
contractors:
+ Sherwin Williams Three Part Coating System

1 Zinc-Clad lil HS 100 Organic Zin Rich Epoxy Primer.
2. Macropoxy 646 Fast Cure Urethane.
3. Hi-Solids Polyurethane.

+ PPG Two Part Coating System

1 Amerlock 2 Fast drying surface tolerant VOC compliant epoxy.
2. PSX700 Two-component, engineered siloxane coating.

210 Facility-Wide Integrity Management

We understand that there are integrity management plans for specific elements of the Facility,
but no overarching facilty-wide integrity management plan was provided. and facility
personnel referred to UFC 3-460-03 (Department of Defense, 2021) for general maintenance

requirements. We were provided with API 570 and API 653 integrity management studies for

piping and tanks, respectively.

211 Operations and Process Safety Management

Operations and Process Safety Management (PSM) related documents are contained in
Appendices B and C. The reviewofdocumentation consisted of:
+ Organizing all procedures, plans, and evidence provided by the client.

+ Requesting additional procedures, plans, and documents.

+ Reviewing each procedure and document and recording concerns.

+ Generating recommendations.

=
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‘The assessment team reviewed information on each specific element against a standard

protocol. Additionally, Risktec personnel reviewed ergonomics, industrial hygiene, safety
culture, personal protective equipment, and other areas during the visit.
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3 INFORMATION BY OTHERS

Information providedby[JEJE (Supervisory General Engineer NAVSUP Fieet Logistics
Center Pearl Harbor, C701) includes:
«+ On 21 March 2022[EI] stated that Hotel Pier and Siera Pier currently have fuel in

the piping and that Hotel Pier transfers F-76, JP-5, F-24, FOR, and multi-purpose
products.

+ On23 March 2022 EI] stated that curing normal operations, the lower access
tunnel and harbor tunnel pipelines are fully packed and that operations do not regularly
drain lines or run partially full

Information providedby[EE (General Engineer NAVSUP Fleet Logistics Center Pearl
Harbor, C701) includes
+ on 29 March2022JI shored his understandingofthe last CIR on Tanks 3.4,

and 11. ie. tanks without a visual stamp on their upper access tunnel entrance, similar
to other tanks listed in Table 2-1. Tanks 3 and 4 were last inspected in 1982, Tank 11
was last inspected in 1983.

Information providedbyJEJE (Deputy Director, Fuel and Facilities Management NAVSUP.
Fleet Logistics Center Pearl Harbor) includes:
+ On 14 April 2022,JRE] stated that Hotel Pier and Sierra Pier currently have fuel in

the piping and that Hotel Pier transfers[ERCIOIC ME

+ On 14 Apri 2022,JEN stated that there arelfl faciity locations that house fuel
pumps:

1 (b)(3)(A)
2 [ORI]
3 (b)3)(A)
4 (b)(3)(A)
5. Sierra Pier for FOR line.
6 (b)(3)(A)
7. ADIT 3 pumps for water only, not fuel or firefighting related.

+ On 14 April2022,[EIEN stated that a few years ago, an API 570 certified inspector
noted that the 55304 pipe in the Ewa and Diamond Head pumphouses at Hickam
looked similar to conditions he observed during an inspection in Guam, where chloride
stress cracking occurred. After afollow-up inspectionofthe Hickam pipe. no chloride
stress cracking was observed.
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During our site inspection of the Underground Bulk Fuel Storage Tanks in February 2022. we
met with TesTex personnel to discuss their NDT scanning techniques and quality control
process to detect weld defects and locally thinned areas in the tank liner. They confirmed that

any thinned areas detected during the eddy current scan are then re-examined using UT
inspections to confirm the extent of section loss. They showed us th steel calibration plates
being used for these inspections (they were scanning Tank 18 whilst we were on site), and we

noted that these were representative of the defects that could be expected in the tank steel

liner

With respect to coatings, we had discussions with Pond (routine maintenance and minor repair
contractor) over the course of our assessment and were provided with the following
information related to the coatings:
. Contractor walks the facility quarterly to review pipe conditions, which includes

documenting coating and corrosion issues If coating damage i discovered during these
quarterly inspections, then local repairs are conducted. However, these repairs are
intended forthe short term, and typically no project specification fo this repair coating
process is used.

+ Long-term coating projects are conducted every five years according to areas identified
asa high priority. A coating inspector will review whole sections of the system and map
our lengths of pipe requiring repair an recoating. Project specifications are writen
based on the guide specications

«Thequality control process is the responsibity of the coating contractor
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© Wrap coatings on the fuel pipes along the piers were intended to be a temporary repair,
not a permanent solution.

+ Inthe past twenty years, there has been an effort to remove the bituminous wrap.
coatings on the fuel pipes along the tunnel and replace with a modern coating.
However, the wrap has been found to contain asbestos, and the original coating
contains lead, which complicatesthe removal process.

+ Pipe supports in the lower access tunnel require lead abatement forretrofit/remedial
works.
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a. INDUSTRY LITERATURE

Codes, standards, and industry guidelines applicable to structural and mechanical integrity
assessments and from which information was gathered are summarized in this section.

a1 United Facilities Criteria

United Facilites Criteria (UFC) documents are the main standards governing the design,

construction, maintenance, inspection, and repairs of the Navy facilities. The UFCrefers to

industry standards like those from API and provides additional provisions as requiredforthe
military facilities. In the hierarchy of codes and standards, UFC is regarded as a high-level

‘overarching document. Someof the applicable UFC and their provisions pertainingto our

studies are noted in this section.

411 UFC 3-460-01 - Design: Petroleum Fuel Facilities

“The guidance contained in this UFC is intended for use by facility planners, engineers, and
architects for individual project planning and for preparing engineering and construction

‘documentation for all real property facilities used for storing, distributing, and dispensing fuels.
for reciprocating andjetengine aircraft, automotive fuels, lubricating oils, and alternate fuels. In

addition, itis intended for useby operations and maintenance personnelas a guidance
‘document for facility design, modifications, and improvements.

This Unified Facilities Criteria, UFC 3-460-01 (Departmentof Defense, 2022), contains general
criteria and standard procedures forthedesign and construction of military land-based facilities

‘which receive, store, distribute, or dispenseliquidfuels.We reviewed Change 2 version dated

12 January 2022 during this study. We note that UFC 3-460-01 replaced MIL-HDBK-1022.

UFC 3-460-01 lists the physical properties of fuels (such as densities) in Section 2-3. These.
properties are used in self-weight and seismic inertial load calculations.

Section 2-13.7.1 of this UFC indicates that underground storage tanks are to be double wall

type, and single wall underground storage tanks are not allowed for environmental protection
purposes. This is consistent with modern standards applicable to new build projects.
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For the marine structures, such as berthing piers, its recognized that permanent fuel piping
and system components may be installed on berthing piers, which were not primarily designed
for handiing fuel (Section 5-3). This practice involves the additionoffuelpipesto existing piers,
‘which is considered to be the reason for vulnerable piping configurations for someofthe piers.
at JBPHH based on discussions with the Facility staff.

Section 9-3.2 provides pipe support requirements and typical configurations and notes that
rollers, hangers. and supports allowing the movement of pipe on a metal surface are not
acceptable fornew designs. These types of pipe support configurations were observed at the
Facility (Section 5).

UFC 3-460-01 recommends that design avoid a lackof restraint in high seismic regions that

can leadto excessive pipe motion and failure. The Facilty is not located in a high seismic region
buts in the area of moderate seismic risk, and its considered a good practiceto limit the
movement of piping due to transient loads in addition to seismic inertial loads. An arrangement
that provides in-line-restrained siding (guided slide) pipe supports or another method of

maintaining alignment on each sideof the expansion joint is recommended. It stated that
mitered bends for changes in direction shouldnotbe used. UFC 3-460-01 also states that for
‘complex systems, computerized code-compliantpipe stress analysis programs must be used to
assure proper pipe support selectionfor load conditions accordingto ASME 831.3 andor
ASMEB314.

Chapter 12 outlines the procedures for major rehabilitation projects. “It is recommended thata
Physical Condition Survey be conducted to surveythe conditionofthe Facility with the goal of
identifying major deficiencies and prioritizing the work required.” Furthermore,for the pipe
support upgrades, “any changes to support type must be accompanied by a seismic and
thermal flexibility analysis.” For pipeline repairs, complete seismic and thermal flexibility
analysis must be performed to verify support type and location. Plates 015 and 017 of
UFC 3-460-01 presents examples of the guided sliding pipe support and U-balt pipe supports.
respectively. These pipe support examples, which can be used for retrofitting purposes as well,
are shown in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2. Itis worthwhile noting that the pipe shoes should be
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‘welded to pipes, when provided, accordingtothese standard details. The pipeline and pipe

support configurations observed at the Facility (Section 5) are compared with the best practices.

and recommendations noted in UFC 3-460-01 to identify the deficiencies and required physical

changes to improve th design
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412 Other UFC Standards

There are several UFC and MIL standards applicable to fuel facilities. The following criteria

documents are other applicable documents that helped inform our assessment.

+ Unified Facilites Criteria (UFC 3-301-01), “Structural Engineering.”

+ UFC 1-200-01- DOD Building Code. This documentrepresentsthefoundational
document ofthe UFC program in providing general building requirements and
overarching criteria, establishing the use of consensus building codes and standards,
establishing criteria implementation rules and protocols (including core UFC). and
identifying unique military criteria. Itrefers to 2018 IBC and 2018 [EBC as consensus
standards and provides additional provisions (DepartmentofDefense, 2022).

+ UFC4-152-01 - Design. Piers and Wharves: This UFC contains descriptions and design
rteria for pier and wharf construction, including subsidiary. contiguous, and auxiliary
structures. Loading details, regulations, furnishings, appurtenances, and other
information are discussed when applicable (Department of Defense, 2017).

+ UFC 3-460-03 - Petroleum Facilities Maintenance. This manual emphasizes inspection
and preventive maintenance to avoid system shutdowns, prevent fuel contamination.
and decrease fire, safety, and health hazards. Itis not a design manual but provides the
Facility maintenance requirements (Department of Defense, 2021).

1 Section 2-10.3 states that available as-built information for petroleum fuel
systems must be preserved and protected, and as-built information must be
updated when there is a configuration change.

2. Itcovers pipe-visual inspections and API 570 inspections, stating that “each
petroleum fuel pipeline facility should have a Pipeline Integrity Management
Plan (PIMP) to assist with and guide pipeline integrity maintenance. PIMPs
improve the integrity managementofpiping systems and help prevent leaks or
pipeline failures.”

3. There are provisions for different valve types. UFC 3-460-01 does not allow.
butterfly valves to be used as isolation valves in the construction of new
petroleum fuel systems, as they are not considered positive shut-off valves.

4. Pressure and vacuum instrumentation requirements are covered in Section 6
and the coating repair provisions.

5. Appendix G provides general requirements pertaining to pipe testing. pipe
properties, maximum operating and test pressures, dynamic surge, and system
components. Its also stated that “special consideration must begivento
systems having non-standard fittings such as mitered elbows, orange peel
reducers, stab-in connections, and similar. Note that under ASME B31.3, some.
of these fittings are acceptable when operation pressure results in stress less
than 20% of SMYS."
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‘The provisions in these UFC documents were reviewed and used to identify the design
deficiencies for the assessed structures, equipment, and piping systems.

a2 Department of Defense Handbook - MIL-HDBK-1022 - 30 June 1997

“This document provides basic guidancefordesigning petroleur fuel facilities and systems.
Section 9 refers to the guidance and design of the piping systems in these facilites.
Section 9.2.3 specifically refers to the arrangement of pipes for expansion and contraction. tis
noted that “expansion devices which employ packings.sipjoints, fictionfit or other
non.fire-resistant arrangements” are prohibitedperthis section. Dresser couplings fal under
the categories mentioned above. Theexcerptfrom the handbookis shown in Figure 4-3.

923 Arrangement, Armange pipes to provide for expansion and contraction caused by
Changes in ambient temperature. Where possible, accormodate expansion and contraction by
changes in direction in piping runs. offsets. loop, or bed. Were tis method is mot practical,
se flexible bal it offet. Provide siding pie support or oer method of maining
sigmment on cach sid of the expansion fink

Use allay offct
Joints 0accommodate possible stiement of heavy snctures sch ss storage tanks. if piping
design cannot provi enough flexibility. Desig expansion bends, loops, nd ofts within sess
imitations in accordance with ANSUASME B31.3 nd ANSUASME B34.

Figure 4-3 - MIL-HDBK-1022 Section 9.2.3

a3 Hawaii Administrative Rules, Title 11, Chapter 280.1 (HAR 11.280.1)

Hawaii regulation for underground storage tanks and auxiliary systems.
+ Section 280.1-40 lists general requirements for all USTs. They state noncompliance

with this section requires facility updates to demonstrate compliance or closure. In
general, these requirements state that a leak detection method is in place to reliably.
detect leaks in a timely manner and that the leak detection method is calibrated and
maintained by competent persons. They reference subsequent sections of the rules for
specific allowable thresholds and state that each method must have a 95% confidence
of positively capturing a leak. This section also stipulates reporting the occurrenceofa
leak to the DOH.

+ Section 280.1-41 s related to petroleum USTs and requires leak detection testing at
least every thirty-one days for tanks installed before 2013.

+ Section 280.1-43 is related to methods of leak detection for tanks and states leak
detection must be capableofdetecting leaks of 19offlow-through plus 130 gal per
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‘month. For field-constructed tanks, one or a combinationofthe following leak detection
methods may be used:

1 Annual tank tightness tests must be performed to capture 0.5 gal per hour
leakage,

2. Automatic tank gauging with 1 gal per hour fidelity every thirty-one days must
be combined with tank tightness testing every three years that can capture.
0.2 gal per hour leakage,

3. Automatic tank gauging with 2 gal per hour fidelity every thirty-one days must
be combined with tank tightness testing every two years that can capture.
0.2 gal per hour leakage,

4. Vapor monitoring to detect 1 gal per hour fidelity every two years,
5. Inventory control to capture 0.5% flow-through loss must be combined with

tank tightnessteststo capture 0.5 galperhour leakage performed every two
years and vapor monitoring or groundwater testing, or

6. Another approved method.

+ Section 280.1-44 isrelatedto methodsofleak detection for piping and states:

1 Automaticline leak detection,
2. Semi-annual or annual line tightness testing per Table 4-1 combined with

Table 4-2 if the semiannual test cannot meet a maximum 3 gal per hour leak
rate, perform vapor monitoring, perform inventory control, and

3. Tightness methods per 2801-43.

+ Section 280.1-45 statesthatrecordsofmaintenance, testing, leakage occurrences, and
product specifications shall bekeptfor a minimum of three years.
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Table 4-1- HAR Title 11 Chapter 280 Maximum Leak Detection Rate per Test

Semannual| Annual tesi—
— flT jon rate enol foona | folio encems | “Second

{gellons per | (gallons perhour) hour
56,000 oo 10 08
250.000 to <75,000 15 075
275,000t0 <100000 20 10
£100,000 : 30 15

Table 4-2 -HAR Title 11 Chapter 280 Phaseinfor Piping Segments

Ffsttest............  Notlater than July 15, 2021 (may use up to 6.0
gph leak rate).

Second test ....... Between July 15, 2021 and July 15, 2024 (may
use up 10 6.0 gph leak rate).

Third est ........... Between July 15, 2024 and July 15, 2025 (must
use 3.0 gohforleak rate).

Subsequent tests . Not later than July 15, 2025 begin using
semiannual of annual ine testing accordingto
the Maximum Leak Detection Rate Per Test
Section Volume table above.

a4 Civil and Structural

Applicable industry codes and standards are listed below:
+ American Concrete Institute (ACI, 2019) - Building Code Requirements for Reinforced

Concrete.”

+ American Institute of Steel Construction:

AISC ANSI/AISC-360-10 Specification for Structural Steel Buildings
AISC Steel Construction Manual
AISC 341 Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings.

+ American Petroleum Institute (API 650) -Welded Tanks for Oil Storage.

+ American Society of Civil Engineers:

ASCE 7-16- Minimum DesignLoadsfor Buildings and Other Structures.
ASCE Task Committee on Seismic Evaluation and Design of Petrochemical Faciities
Seismic Evaluation and Design of Petrochemical and Other Industrial Faciites.
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+ American Welding Society (AWS D1.1) - Structural Welding Code Steel.

+ International Code Council (BC) ~ Intemational Building Code (IBC).

+ Process Industry Practices (PIP STCO1015) - Structural Design Criteria.

45 Piping

‘The following industry codes are applicable for the evaluation of the Red Hill facilty pipelines.
+ American Society of Mechanical Engineers:

ASME B31.4 - Pipeline Transportation Systems for Liquids and Slurries.
ASME B31E - Standard for the Seismic Design and RetrofitofAbove-Ground Piping
Systems.
ASME B16.5 - Pipe Flanges and Flanged Fittings.
ASME B16.9 - Factory-Made Wrought Buttwelding Fittings.

+ DNV-0S-F101 (DNV) -Offshore Standard - Submarine Pipeline Systems.

+ National Fire Protection Association:

NFPA 30 - Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code.

46 Marine Facilities

ASCE Manuals and Reports on Engineering Practice No. 130on Waterfront Facilties.
Inspection and Assessment:
+ The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Manuals and Reports on Engineering

Practice No. 130 on Waterfront Facilities Inspection and Assessment (ASCE, 2015)
provide guidance on the structural assessment of the reinforced concrete marine
structure. Thisindustry-standard verbally and pictorially categorizes reinforced concrete
damage from minor to severe to standardize the assessment of these structures. Severe
damage is described by structural cracks wider than 0.25 in. or complete concrete:
breakage or loss of coverage of reinforcing steel resulting inhigher than 30% cross
section loss of main reinforcing bars. An overall assessment of a pier is then determined
considering the aggregate of element ratings and their importance in the system.

a7 Integrity Management

+ American Petroleum Institute:

1 API570- Piping Inspection Code: In-service Inspection, Rating, Repair. and
Alteration of Piping Systems.

2. API579-1/ASME FFS-1-Fitnessfor Service.
3. API653-Tank Inspection, Repair, Alteration and Reconstruction.
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5. SITEVISITS

From 19 January 2022 through 18 April 2022, SGH performed multiple sitevisitsto the Facilty
and JBPHH fuel system. Our subcontractor Risktec also performed several site visits. These site
visits focus on understanding 1) the current as-is conditions, 2) histori release events, and
3) opportunities for retrofit to safely operate and defuel the Facilty. All our requests for access.
to the Facility and the JBPHH fuel system were granted in a timely manner, and when required,
knowledgeable escorts familia with the focus of our site walks provided real-time information
about the fuel systems. To date and cumulatively, SGH and Risktec personnel have performed
over seventy site walks of the Faciity and JBPHH.

Our site visit observations are tabulated in Appendix A. Tables in Appendix A include
photographs of the observation, location, component type, description, observation type.

severity. priority, recommendation, status, and some discussion. Descriptions of the terms and
symbols used to document the site visit observations are presented in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1- Site Visit Observation Terms and Categorization of Deficiencies

[coon [orem memepre
Brief description ofthe observed issue (corrosion loss, missing member, etc)
CD ~ coating damage: CR ~corrosion: DV~design variation: LI ~ ack of megrity:

lh MB -missing member PD —physicaldamage; WD -welddefect; LP ~ oad-path:
o on IR improper restraint (missing pipe supports, etc): IC - the interaction of
ype: ‘components (contact risk, over restrained pipes by the tanks, stress

concentration, etc): OT other
= igh, M —medium. L— low depending on the observed condition)

"DI defuel, PL — high. P2 lower, P3— maintenance (based on the importance
Priority of the component, severityothe condition, and its relevance to safe defueling

and operation of the Facility)
won | Actionable recommendations such as evaluate, ep, replace corroded member,[rome|Tere

51 Red Hill Underground Bulk Fuel Storage Tanks

511 Tank 14 Interior

On 21 January 2022, Certified Weld Inspector from SGH conducted an inspectionofa portion
of the interior of Tank 14 (undergoing CIR) using a crane-suspended basket. We visually
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inspected the welds and the surface condition ofthe coating and used an Ultrasonic Thickness
(UT) Gauge to verify the local plate thicknesses.

We inspected a vertical section ofthe tank at locations R2P13, R10P3, and R20P13 below the
central rim and A59, B58 above the rim (these location identifiers are writtenoneach plate by

‘the contractor).

The plates are al butt welded rather than lap welded. All welds appear smooth with no visible
undercut, surface porosity, or other defects (Figure 5-1). This is in agreement with the previous

tank inspection reports, which indicated that the main weld defects identified by the eddy

current inspection were sub-surface lackoffusion.

- i SS ,

' !

Figure 5-1- Tank 14 Liner Plate Welds

The surface coating is largely intact, with no cracks or delamination in the areas that we

inspected. There is some local blistering ofthe coating. indicating that ts starting to
deteriorate (Figure 5-2), but we were informed that the tank surface will be cleaned and

recoated during the ongoing CIR process.
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Figure 5-2 - Tank 14 Steel Liner Surface Coating

‘We ground localareasof the steel surface smooth using 120 grit silicon carbide paper and

measured the plate thickness using an Olympus 45MG Ultrasonic Thickness Gauge. The

toch prepared ust ams is Sosig ooestersioeSHE
thickness. Our measurements are listed in Table 5-2. Locations align with plate numbers

‘written on the plates by the CIR contractor (APTIM, 2018).

Table 5-2. Utrasonic Thickness Measurements rom Tank 14
‘Steel Liner Location Identifiers Thickness (in)
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512 Access Above the Upper Tank Dome
We conducteda site vit 0 observe the conditions inaccessible areas above the underground
storage tanks upper dome. From the upper access tunnel, at each tank entry hatch, a ladder

allows access to a portion of the top of the dome. We observed gauging ports and ventilation

TT
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and gunite surfaces aroundthe tunnel wall, ceiling, and floors. We looked for concrete

cracking. leakage, spalls, and delamination conditions. We visited the tops of all the tanks

except for Tanks 1, 14, and 18, which were blockedoffbycontractors working in those areas.

‘The ventilation shafts for the tanks extend along the ladder access to the top of the tanks. For

Tanks 13 to 20, these shafts are diverted down into the tanks, while for Tanks 2 to 12, the

ventilation shafts are diverted up (Figure 5-3). This configuration is consistent with the.
structural drawings Drawing No. 204322 (Contractors, Pacific Naval Air Bases, 1942). In some

instances, we observed gouges in the encasement around the ventilation pipe, which revealed
the underlying steel pipe (Figure 5-4). Occasionallywe observed dents in this pipe. The tanks

‘with recent CIR dates (13 and 17,forexample) had new ventilation piping without gunite
‘encasement (Figure 5-5).

We observed spider cracking and old indications of leakage through the cracks in the wall

around the access to the top of the upper tank dome at Tank 16. When hammer sounded, there
did not appear to be delaminated concrete or gunite around these cracks. There were no visible

signs of corrosion through the wall, nor were there signs of spalls or exposed reinforcing
(Figure 5-6). This wall is not the tank wall.

‘The top of the uppertank domes, notably for tanks not recently in CIR, have a gunite layer over
theconcrete dome that occasionally is delaminated (when hammer sounded). Sound concrete.

is inaccessible in these locations due to the presenceofthe gunite. The gunite layer over the

top of the upper tank domes has been removed for the tanks recently in CIR. No delaminated
areas were discovered when hammer sounding the revealed concrete tank dome (Figure 5-7).

‘We did not observe delaminations, spalls, cracking,orexposed reinforcing in anyof the

concrete we observed on the topofthe upper dome (i. all tanks except for 1, 14, and 18
which were inaccessible).

1
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Figure 5-5 -Ventilation Shaft after Clean, Inspect, Repair-Tank 13

Figure 5-6 - Spider Cracking in Wall above Tank Dome Access - Tank 16
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Figure 5-7-TopofTank Dome after Clean, Inspect, Repair~ Tank 13

52 Piping

Appendix A presents significant ste observations and deficiencies observed during our site
visit.

521 Ongoing Repairstothe JP-5 Pipeline in Red Hill

On 22 and 30 March 2022, we performed site visits to the tank gallery, specifically at Tanks 19
and 20, to observe the existing conditions and perform measurements for our pipe stress.
analysis and retrofit recommendations. While at Tank 19, we observed APTIM performing
repairs on the JP-5 lateral pipeline, reconnecting the pipe to the tank via a bent configuration
due to the nonalignment between the lateral T and the tank penetration (see isometric
drawing in Figure 2-19 and confirming site observations in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9).
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Figure 5-8 - 22 March 2022 Observation of JP-5 Lateral Pipe Reconnection at Tank 19

Figure 5-9 - 30 March 2022 Observation of JP-5 Completed Reconnection to Tank 19
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522 intemal Pipeline Condition
Starting in January 2022, APTIM was contracted to perform JP-5 emergent pipeline repairs in

the Red Hill fuel storage facility, according to the NAVSUP FY21 Design-Build Repair Red Hill

Piing project (NAVSUP FLC Pearl Harbor, 2021). These included reconnecting aera ns to
Tork 10,20 rv 1 Py scftion to raping unk ine segments, Will ese segments were
being repaired, SGH observed the interior steel surface of the JP-5 pipeline. We observed small

pits uniformly distributed throughout the pipeline lateral to Tank 19 (Figure 5-10) and the trunk

tne between Tanks 15. 16
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Figure 5-10 - JP-5 Lateral Pipeline to Tank 19 at Repair Location

523 Failed Dresser Couplings
Failed Dresser coupling components were in place and on the ground during our initial January

022 walk on Duta sign eveson 6 May 202, sore of tha Dressarcoupling
setontonlugs taedaTork 18 ard Terk 20, Tre ssposrenas ofthe compenarisidcstsdiug
plate tearing and weld failures. Figure 5-11 shows the retention lug failure at Tank 20 and our

ertaesmremerts:
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Figure 5-11 - Retention Lug Failure at Tank 20

Tank 19 was permanently out of service during our walk down, and the fuel pipe at Tank 19

was blind-flanged (Figure 5-12). This configuration does not provide lateral restraint to the

main JP-5 fuel line between Tanks 19 and 20, as was the case during the surge event. and no

other lateral restraints were observed. The maximum lateral displacement of the main JP-5 fuel

line towards Tank 19 was measured to be about 15 in. during the surge event, and the

permanent displacement was about 6 in. (Figure 5-13) based on the visible damage to nearby

ducting and the current position of the JP-5 pipeline.

dite
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During the surge event on 6 May 2021, lateral displacement of the main JP-5 fuel ine caused
significant tension in the Dresser coupling retention rods at Tank 20, potentially resulting in the

retention lug failure. A similar retention lug failure was observed in the Dresser coupling at
Tank 18. Tank 17 was under CIR on 6 May 2021, and the pipe to Tank 17 was blind-flanged
during the surge event.

Figure 5-12 - Blind Flange at JP-5 Pipe toward Tank 19
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Figure 5-13 -Lateral Displacementof J-5 Fuel Line (between Tanks 19 and 20)
s24 Intact Dresser Couplings
For comparison, Figure 5-14 showsthe Rl and[BRI Dresser couplings at Tank 16 were
replaced in the arly 20005. The[Rl Dresser coupling consists ofthree 3/4 in diameter
retention rods andeach[RI Dresser coupling consists of eight 3/4 in. diameter retention ros.
The retention lug pate thickness fs 3/8 in with 12 in. thick stiffeners (sve Figure 2-16 for
detail) Fire protection jackets tha are wrapped over calcium slate insulation blocks are also
visible in Figure 5-14. These passive fie protection elements are critical to maintaining the
integrity of Dresser couplings in case ofa fir. They have some components that are not heat
resistant ane can result in a fuel lak when subjected to high heat. During our vist, we
observed that a Dresser coupling at Tank 10 did io have the fire protection jacket installed
(Figure 5-15)

——
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Figure 5-14 - [NCEE Dresser Couplings by Tank 16 (Replaced in the Early 20005)

Figure 5-15 - Tank 10 Dresser Coupling without Fire Protection

Additionally, we noted the incorrect installation of Dresser coupling harness lugs and deflection
tings (Figure 2-15, Figure 5-16, and Figure 5-17).
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Figure 5-16 - Hamess Lugs a Dresser Coupling Installed Backward - F-76 Pipe
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Figure 517 - Apparent Washer at Location of Dresser Coupling Deflection Ring - Tank 2
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525 F-24 Pipeline at Concrete Anchors in Lower Access Tunnel

We performed a site walk in the lower access tunnel to ascertain if high point vents exist in the
F-24 line at the downstream end of the two concrete anchor walls adjacent to Pipe.

Supports 24 (Figure 5-18) and 62 (Figure 5-19). We did not observe any high point vents in

the F-24 line except at the end of the trunk line header adjacent to Tanks 15 and 16.

Figure 5-18 - F-24 Bend at Concrete Anchor Wall (left), NoVisible High Point Vent in F-24
Line Downstream of Concrete Anchor Wall (right) - Pipe Support 24

Figure 5-19 - F-24 Bend at Concrete Anchor Wall (left), No Visible High Point Vent in F-24
Line Downstream of Concrete Anchor Wall (right) - Pipe Support 62

526 Mislabeled Piping and Tank 2 Product Contents

At Tanks 1 and 2, the JP-5 and F-24 lines are not tied together at the trunk line via a

T-connection, as is the condition at laterals upstream; instead, they have individual laterals that
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extend to the Tank wall. Additionally, at Tanks 1 and 2, the F-76 line does not have a lateral

branch to the tanks. We observed that the painted naming convention indicates that the two

laterals to Tanks 1 and 2 are F-24 and F-76. We noted that the line named F-24 is tied to the.

JP-5 trunk line, while the line called F-76 is actually tied to the F-24 trunk line. In the OMES.

manual (Trinity Bhate and Pond, 2018), Tank 2 is documented as being full of F-24 (Figure

5-20). which would come via the pipe that is labeled F-76. From a site walk of the upper access

tunnel, we observed that the digital display on Tank 2notes the product as JP-8 (Figure 5-21).

Figure 5-20-Tank 2 Pipe Laterals Labeled F-76 and F-24 (left); Looking towards Tank 1
JP-5 and F-24 T-Connection (right)
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Figure 5-21 - Digital Display of Tank 2 Contents Note JP-8 Product

53 Pipe Supports and Pipe Racks

We performed numerous walkthroughs to visually inspect the componentsofthe pipe supports

locatedatthe harbor (HT) and the lower access tunnels (LAT). We lookedatdifferent.

components, including pipe supports, pipes, cradles, valves, etc. We summarized the observed
deficiencies and areas of concern in more detail in the tables that can be found in Appendix A.

We conducted multiple site visits to document consistency with supports and dimensions as

laid out onthe drawings and determine where site conditions and supports varied between

those originally present on the drawings and those in the current as-is condition.

531 Pipe Supports at Harbor Tunnel

We found a varietyofdifferent issues, such as the following:
. Improper vertical supports bearing on the pipe: Figure 5-22 shows an example at Pipe

Support 138 where we noticed vertical support under the JP-5 pipeline bearing on the

F-76 pipeline. This condition is repeated through Pipe Support 141. These vertical
Supports appear to replace the primary pipe supports as the horizontal leg of the
primary pipe supports does not align with the JP-5 pipeline elevation.
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Figure 5-23 - Corrosion of Column Base Plate at Pipe Supports 510 (left) and 600 (right)
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+ Ponding of water along several pipes supports potentially leads to corrosion problems.
We observed that water starts ponding near Pipe Support 550, andit stops near Pipe
Support 567. as shown in Figure 5-24.

Figure 5-24 - Water Ponding at Base of Pipe Support 550 (left) and Transition to Dry.
Region at Pipe Support 567 (right)

* Missing cradles and/or friction pads. Figure 5-25 shows an example in Pipe
Support 651 where we noticed that the three pipes are bearing on the steel support
without any layer of protection underneath, such as a cradle or a friction pad.

Figure 5-25— No Pipe Cradles at Pipe Support 651
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Figure 5-26 - Corrosion of Pipe support: Base Plate and Column at No. 16 (a),
Beam at No. 23 (b), Bottom of Column at No. 48 (c), and Bracing Member at No. 52 (d)

532 Pipe SupportsatLower Access Tune
We found avarietyofdifferent integrity and design issues, such as the following:

. Corrosion of base plates, beams, columns, and bracing members at numerous locations.

Examples for each component with defects are shown in Figure 5-26.

+ Missing braces at mumerous locations: We noticed this conition at several locaton,
especially at the start of the lower access tunnel, near the galleries of Tanks 17 to 20.

Figure 5-27 shows an example between Pipe Supports 3 and 8.
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Figure 5-27 - Missing Braces Between Pipe Supports 3 and 8

«  AtPipe Support 4, the pipe cradle for the JP-5 pipeline is present on one side only. This
condition appears similar to that documented in the 2016 EI report (Enterprise.
Engineering. Inc. 2016)

+ Damaged bracing members at different locations: We observed damage to bracing
members (excessive out-of-plane deformation) in some cases due to possible impacts.
Examples at two different locations are shown in Figure 5-28.

7
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Figure 5-28- Damaged Bracing Members: Between Pipe Supports 39 and 40 (left) and
between Pipe Supports 41 and 42 (right)
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+ Missing pipe cradles and supports: Examples ofthis condition are shown in Figure 5-20
and Figure 5-30. The unsupported pipe at Pipe Support 74, ie. gapbetweenthe F-24.
line and the pipe support beam in Figure 5-29, and the missing cradle condition at Pipe
Support6 shown in Figure 5-30) appear unchanged from the conditions documented
in the EEI 2016 inspection report (Enterprise Engineering, Inc., 2016) referenced in

Section 23.2

Figure 5-29 - Lack of Pipe and Support Contact Under JP-5 Pipeline at Pipe Support 11
(left) and Under F-24 Pipeline at Pipe Support 74 (right)

Figure 5-30 - Missing Cradic at JP-5 Pipeline at Pipe Support 6

+ Damage to existing ventiation ducts caused by the lateral movement of unrestrained
pipe dead-end is shown in Figure 5-31.

+ Changes to the original design such as modifications to typical support types. Figure
5-32 (a) and (b). removal or reconfiguration of braces, Figure 5-32 (c), and relocation of

columns, Figure 5-32 (d). Figure 5-32 (d) shows a clear example where we observed
that this reconfiguration left a heavy elevated valve for the[Rll pipe insufficiently
supported
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Figure 5-34 - Encasement around Columns, Cracking by Tank 17
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Figure 5-38 - Leakage Through Tunnel Wall Between Pipe Supports 78 and 79
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+ We conducteda site walkofthe lower access tunnel pipe supports where the pipe
Support beam penetrates the tunnelwallto ascertain the presenceof an embedded
steel column, as shown in Structural Drawing 294162 (Figure 2-26). We used ground
penetrating radar (GPR) and the NDT method to locate steel in the tunnel wall. GPR
‘sends a radar pulse through a substrate, in this case, a unite layer overcoating a
reinforced concrete wall. We used the GPR to validate the structural drawings where
we understood an embedded steel column might exist. The GPR scans in Figure 5-39
confirm the presence of an embedded steel column at Pipe Support 57. In the lft
image, the white horizontal portion of the scan represents the straight flange portion of
the exposed steel column; this scan was performedtoestablish a baseline reading for a
steel column flange. A similar resulting scan is seen in the right image, which was
scanned at the tunnel wall, i.e, no visible column.
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Figure 5-39—GPR Scan of Exposed (left) and Embedded (right) Steel Column Flange (Blue
Arrow Indicates Width of Steel)

533 Observations on Design Changes

We compared the existing drawings (Contractors, Pacific Naval Air Bases, 1942) to the current
as-is conditions we observed during our walk downs. We recorded the differences between
these conditionsto incorporate them into our analysis. A summaryof the inconsistencies is

listed below.
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. Drawings 294160 and 294163 do not show the pipe support configuration observed at

Pipe Supports 12,3, 4,8, and 10 to 13, where we observed that the span between
columns is considerably larger than those of the other supports.

«+ Drawings 204160 and 294163 donotshow the pipe support configuration observed
between Pipe Supports 46to 48, whereweobserved a heavy elevated valve that is
potentially inadequately supported and anchored.

. Drawings 294160 and 294162 specify the member size of the bracing members as.

L3 in. x4 in. x 1/4 in. for only two bays adjacent to each tank gallery. The as-is bracing
members are L2-1/2 in. x 2-1/2 in. x 5/16 in., andthey extend to more than just two
bays.

. Drawing 294162showsthe spacing between Pipe Supports 46 and 47 as 22 ft.

Measurement of the as-is condition indicates that this spacing is only 16 ft.

- Drawing 294162 shows the spacing between Pipe Supports 47 and 48 as 21 ft. Survey
of the as-is condition indicates that this spacing is only 5 ft.

. Drawing 294162 shows the member size for the column and beam components of the

pipe support as W8 or W10 for all locations. However, we observed that most of the

pipe supports were built with W8 sections, with the exception of the last pipe support

right before each tank gallery, which was built using W10 sections.

» We observed that the cross-bracing members are connected at the midpoint by means
of welds.

. We performed ultrasonic thickness measurements at several locations to spot-check the

pipe thicknesses. The[Ql pipe (F-76) is nominally 0.375 in thick.the[il pipe (P-5)
is nominally 0.25 in. thick, andthe[Rl (F-24) is nominally 0.25 in thick.

+ Angle struts, as indicated in the design drawings connecting Pipe Supports 1 to 54 to
each other, were not present; rather, pipe supports were typically connected by pairs of
braces.

54 Ventilation System in the Red Hill Tunnels

An electrical classification study was carried out by Austin Brockenbrough in 2014. Based on
several code requirements, electrical equipment does not need to be designed for hazardous

areas if a certain quantity of ventilation/air volume changes per minute occurs. The ventilation

fans at the Facility are backed up, per facility personnel, with emergency generators at various

locations on Red Hil.
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It was observed that a transformer and other “main” switchgear are located inside of the LAT.
This equipment is inside a "drywall" enclosed room with ventilation into the room. During our

walk down, it was noticed that the ventiation does not provide positive pressure, and therefore,
there can be ire and explosion hazards withinthe rooms. A recommendation to move this
equipment out of the tunnel was discussed during the HAZOP (Appendix B), during which it

was noted that a study may already be underway to accomplish this (Table 8-3 Item 30).

55 Pumphouse

We visited the pumphouse to visually inspectthecontrol room, pumps, valves, pipelines, pipe

supports, and other components. We summarized the important observations in the tabulated

format in Appendix A.

We observed a varietyofdiferent issues, such as the following

+ The existing interior window of the control room, whichis facing the pump gallery, is
not blast-resistant (Figure 5-40). Operators should be protected against a blast event.
Also, control room staff would be at risk in the case of 2 hydrocarbon release from the
pumps, valves, or flanges in this area. There can also be fire risks inthis area. Blast and
fireresistanceof the wall and door facing the pump gallery can also be critical to

protecting the control room occupants and the functionality of the equipment.
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Figure 5-40 Interior Window, Wall, andDoorat Control Room (Facing Pump Gallery)
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+ We founda cabinet with flammable materials that are unanchored (Figure 5-41). This
cabinet could overturn during an earthquake or if impacted. Cabinats throughout the
Facility storing flammable or toxic materials should be anchored or laterally restrained to
prevent overturning.
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Figure 5-41 - Unanchored and Unrestrained Cabinet in Pumphouse

+ We observed some flanges with bolts that were not fully engaged (Figure 5-42).

Figure 5-42 - Flange with Short Bolts
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. The diesel tank that is part of the backup generator for the pumphouse[ENN
Ji ely unanchored. I it is unanchored, the backup generator may nt function
following an earthquake due to a upture of the attached diesel piping (Figure 5-43)
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Figure 5-43 - Unanchored Diesel Tank for Emergency Generator
56 Surge Tanks
We conducteda site visit to the surge tank area adjacent to the pumphouse on 20 January
2022. The surge tanks were filed vith fuel during our ist Therefore, we were not able to see
the inside ofthe surge tanks. Figure 5-44 shows several photos taken from the surge tank
tunnel showing the outside of the tanks

Figure 5-44- Photos of the Surge Tank Tunnel
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57 Aboveground Storage Tanks

57.1 Site Visits

We conducted visited the following aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) on January 21 and

14 February 2022:

© Tanks 46,47, 58, 53, 54, and 55 located at the Upper Tank Farm.

+ Tanks Bland B2 located at Fuel Oil Reclamation Facility (FORFAC).

«Horizontal Tanks 1811 and 1812 located at Lube Oil Facility.

+ Tank 301 located near the Lube Oil Facility.

+ Tanks 311 and AFFF Storage Tank located near the entrance to Red Hill tunnels at
ADIT 3.

+ Tanks 11-1,11-2,11-3, and 11-4 located at Hickam Field.

© Horizontal Tanks 5-1. 5-2, 9-3, and 9-4 located at Hickam Field.

The locations of these aboveground storage tanks are shown in Figure 5-45, Figure 5-46,

and Figure 5-47.

Figure 5-45 — ASTs at Upper Tank Farm, FORFAC, Lube Oil Facility, and Tank 301

jell



Figure 5-46 - Tank 311 and AFFF Tanknear the Tunnel Entrance at ADIT 3

Figure 5-47 - ASTs Located at Hickam Field
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Table 5-4 - Aboveground Storage Tanks — Design Data Summary (cont'd)
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In the UTF, we notedthattheoriginal riveted Tank 55 was replaced with a welded steel tank
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now welded in place. We also observed a new double bottom was installed for these five tanks.
As an example, Figure 5-49 shows the riveted steel construction and new double bottom plate
for Tank 46. The new double bottom plate is about 14 in. from the grade level (see a close-up
view in Figure 5-49)

a

Figure 5-48-Original Riveted Tank 55 was Replaced with New Welded Steel Tank in 1978

Bib

Figure 5-49 ~ Riveted Steel Construction and New Double Bottom (Tank 46)
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We performed UT and DFT measurementsof Tanks 47 and 55 (Table 5-5). At Tank 47, we

evaluated the steel tank wall and coating thicknesses in the vicinity of observed corrosion at the

double bottom rim plate. We additionally measured pit depths at the corroded tank wall. At
Tank 5. we evaluated the steel tank wall and coating thicknesses at an elevation
approximately equal to that of the Tank 47 measurement There was no observed corrosion at
the Tank 55 steel tank wall.

Table 5-5 - UT and DFT Measurementsfrom Tanks 47 and 55atthe UTF

Tank DFT Measurement| Pit Depth
No. (mil) (in)
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In the Fuel Oi Reclamation Faciity Tank B1 has a new double bottom plate, while Tank B2
curently under CIR, and a new double bottom plate is under construction (Figure 5-50)
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Figure 5-50 — New Double Bottom Plate under Construction (Tank B2, FORFAC)
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above-ground storage tanks during a potential earthquake event. Several examples are

described below. See Appendix A for our detailed observations of all the above-ground storage
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bolted to the concrete (Figure 5-51). The overconstrained piping could cause potential
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Figure 5-51 - Overconstrained iping (Tank 55, Upper Tank Farm)
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5-52). Corrosion damage could lead to failure and loss of product if not addressed.
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Figure 5-52 - Corrosion of Shell at New Double Bottom (Tank 47, Upper Tank Farm)
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+ Tanks 11-1 and 11-2, Hickam Field - Potential concern due to overconstrained piping.
The first pipe support adjacent to the tank constrains the uplift of the attached piping.
The guide observed during our visit would allow for longitudinal (but not vertical
movement (Figure 5-53). The overconstrained piping could cause potential tank
damage and loss of product in the event of tank uplift during an earthquake event.

Figure 5-53 - Overconstrained Piping (Tanks 11-1 and 11-2, Hickam Field)

+ Allthe horizontal tanks (Tanks 1811 and 1812 at the Lube Oil Facility. and Tanks 5-1.
5-2,9-3,and 9-4 at Hickam Field) appeared to be adequately anchored, and there was.
no evidence of significant corrosion i the attached piping. Figure 5-54 shows adequate
anchorage for Horizontal Tanks 1811 and 1812.
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Figure5-54 - Anchorage for Horizontal Tanks 1811 and 1612
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58 Pumps and Valves.

581 Lower Access Tunnel Main Tank Valves

The critical valves on Red Hill are in the LAT adjacent to the tanks and are the main tank valves;

an inboard valve, sometimes referred to as the “skin” valve and an outboard valve. These valves

are in a double-block and bleed arrangement (Figure 5-55). The term “double block and bleed

refers to an arrangement when the two valves are closed, the space between the valves is

drained, andany“leak-by" of the valves, which is routed to a closed drain system, is an

indication that the in-board valve or “skin” valve is not sealing. Leak-by would trigger an

investigation to determine the best course of action to repair the valve.

As shown in Figure 5-55, the valves are mounted in the overhead piping that is painted black,

and the valve stems extend downward for access to the local valve actuator controls. These

valves are also operated remotely from the control room adjacent to the underground

pumphouse.

Figure 5-55 -Valves Mounted in Overhead Piping, MTV-1 (left) and MTV-2 (right)

During the visit to the LAT. it was observed that themaintank valves were not equipped with

pressure equalization lines. In general, high-energy valves are recommended to be pressure

equalized prior to the opening, which is a common practice in the oil and gas and chemicals

industries.
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indicate that a vacuum formed in the productline when line “sag” occurs may have been a

contributor to the 6 May 2021 event. Since the 6 May 2021 event, the Red Hill fuel team has

a a ntFSrR
the product line and the FOR-sump system (Figure 5-56). The high point vent valve is opened

to relieve the vacuum with ambient air. Once the vacuum is relieved, the outboard main tank
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Figure 5-56 — High Point Vent Connection (left) and Vent Connection to FOR Sump

System (right)

The main fuel valves (inboard and outboard) are not recommended to be used as throttling
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582 Lower Access Tunnel Sectional Valves

There are several “sectional” valves in the main product piping in the LAT and at the end of the
HT (Figure 5-57). Figure 5-57 shows a typical sectional valve, and all the sectional valves

appear to be in good condition as no visible leaks were observed during our visit. (Note: The

internal condition of these valves is not known.)

There are sectional valves for each product line, and there are three sectional valves in the F-76

product line, three sectional valves in the JP-5 product line, and two sectional valves in the F-24

product ine.

Figure 5-57 - Sectional Valve in Harbor Tunnel
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583 LowerAccessTunnelMain Sump
The main sump in the lower access tunnel is equipped with two parallel operated positive

displacement pumps that discharge to the FOR storage tank (Figure 5-58). These main sump

pumps have been operating satisfactorily, according to the fuel team personnel's comments

during the site visit.
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Figure 5-58 - Main Sump Pumps, MSP-1 (let) and MSP-2 (right)
584 Fire Suppression Systems
The LAT was retrofitted with an AFFF fire suppression system in 2019. There are five AFFF

riser stations in the LAT that supply the fire suppression foam in the event ofa fire. At each

riser station, there is an AFFF sump for a total of five AFFF sumps (Figure 5-59). Each AFFF

sump is equipped with five AFFF sump pumps and one groundwater pump.

At the time of the site visit, the fuel team personnel indicated that the AFFF fire suppression

system was active, but the AFFF sump pumps were “locked out” becauseof technical problems:

withthe sump pump operation.

The UAT is supplied with a networkof water sprinklers (no AFFF foam). The water supply for

the sprinkler system from the main fire suppression pumphouse located outside ofthe Red
Hill tunnel system, where the main water pumps and AFFF pumps are located (Figure 5-60).
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Figure 5-60 - AFFF Pumps in Main Fire Suppression Pumphouse

585 Underground Pumphouse Main Pumps

The underground pumphouse is the location for the main fuel pumps that are used to pump fuel

into the Red Hill storage tanks. Thereare[lS pumps intotal:CISC
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[DIEIGIM ioure 5-61. The first pump in Figure 5-61 (eft) is oneofthe F-76 main
pumps, and the first pump in Figure 5-61 (right) is one of the JP-5 main fuel pumps. The JP-5
main fuel pumps are between the F-76 and F-24 main fuel pumps.

The three products are delivered at different flow rates, and thus, the pumps are different for
each fuel product The pump data for each fuel type s provided in Table 5-6.

Table 5-6 - Main Fuel Pump Data

The main fuel pumps appear to be in good condition. The pumps are the original pumps but
were refurbished i the 1980s, and new electric motors were installed at that time.

These pumps are planned to be replaced with new centrifugal pumps and motors in the near
future based on the feedback rom facility personnel.

Figure 5-61 - Underground Pumphouse Pumps.
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The fuel team personnel added that the level in the surge tanks is monitored, and at times, a

noticeable increase in surge tank level occurs because of the T-valve leak-by.

The T-valves are butterfly valves, which are recommended for flow control or throttling but not

for holding pressure in the main product lines.

Figure 5-63 - Underground Pumphouse Butterfly Valve (T-Valve)

59 Marine Facilities

While performing observations of the fueling and the defusling systems at JBPHH piers, we.

observed structural conditions adjacent to the piping, pipe supports, and valves. These

observations do not constitute a 100% above-water inspection. Markings “By Others” on
structural elements, ie., measurement notations and spray paint around discrete structural

areas, indicate previous inspections noted these conditions as well.

59.1 Hotel Pier

Some examples at Hotel Pier include delaminated bent caps Figure 5-64. We also observed a

yellow PVC line at multiple penetrations above the deck. This pipe is part of the collection

system for spills and fluid within the trough that contains the fuel pipe.
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sez Kioier
Whi performing our below deck inspectionof Kil Per, we observed an active leak ata
potable water pipe. The pipe leak was at an apparent repair clamp. Adjacent to the leak is

corroded sections of the water pipe. The plastic-wrapped fuel pipe is outboardofthe potable

wate pipe and sin the spray one.

‘We additionally observed instances of concrete spalls and exposed reinforcing at square

concrete ples Figure 567).

We were informed thata section of the Kilo Pier pipe was repaired after a leak. The clamp at

‘the repair location was re-wrapped and, therefore, not accessible for observation.
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Figure 5-66 - Leaking Water Pipe - Kilo Pier
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Figure 5-67 - Spalled Concrete and Exposed Reinforcing at Pile - Kilo Pier

593 Sierra Pier

Sierra Pier is used as a FOR transferpier. The pier is supported on square piles and reinforced

‘concrete bent caps. The FOR pipe is below deck and wrapped in a black and white striped

‘wrap and supported via suspension hangers tiedbackto the reinforced concrete bents. We

observed afew locations of cracking and delamination at the corners of piles Figure 5-68.
Previous pile repairs encased and enlarged the original piles, with the formwork remaining

post-repair (Figure 5-69).
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Figure5-69 ~ Enlarged and Encased Square Pile - Serra Fier
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594 Mike Pier
There are repeated instances of exposed rebar on beams (Figure 5-70 and Figure 5-72) and

the underside deck (Figure 5-71) at Mike Pier. We performed observations between piles

where ladder access rom the topside ofthe deck allowed, where our kayak could enter
between the bents, and where topside penetrations faciltated below deck viewing. At multiple
locations, we noted spalled concrete and exposed reinforcing at the underside of the deck
(Figure 5-72). Delaminated concretelgunit at the underside of the deck has been
spray-painted around ts perimeter to highiight (by others) the deficiency; delaminated areas
appear to be locations of previous repairs (Figure 5-73).
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Figure 5-70 - Spalled Concrete and Exposed Reinforcing at Pipe Support Beam - Mike Pier
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Figure5-72 - Spalled Concrete and Exposed Reinforcing at Deck Underside - Mike Pier
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Figure 5-73 - M2 BelowDeck - Mike Pier

595 Bravo Pier

We performed a ste walk along the undersideofthe deck at Bravo Pir (approximately along
B22 to B24) via the catwalk access. We observed previous repairs to the underside of the deck.

Blue coating over strips running parallel to shore, i.e., spanning between bents and around the

perimeter of the exposed deck face (Figure 5-74). We observed the fuel pipe resting on the

flange of another pipe, withthefuel pipe wrap disturbed (Figure 5-75). We also observed

corrosion and deteriorationonthe sheet pile wall behind the interior rowofpiles (Figure 5-76).
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Figure 5:76- Deteriorated Sheet Pie Wall Behind Interior ies- Bravo Pier
s10 Corrosion and Coatings Maintenance
Between 19 January and 18 February 2022, a NACE certified Corosion Specialist from SGH
conductedavisual corrosion assessment ofthe exterior ofthe fuel pipes and associated
equipment between the lower tank gallery and the fuel piers, including the UTF. At areas of

significant coating degradation and localized pitting corrosion, we measured the section loss.

using a pit depth gauge and/or a UT (ultrasonic thickness) gauge.

5101 Above-Ground Storage Tanks
The coating of the above-ground storage tanks is generally in good condition with no

significant deterioration or corrosion oss. However, at Tank 47, the rim around the newly
install tank double tom sips towards the tank, resulting in standing wate against the
tankwall, This is causing deterioration of the costing an piting corosion of th tank wal at
discrete locations around the tank circumference (Figure 5-77).
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Figure 5-77 -Piting Corrosion above Tank Double Bottom Plate Rimat Tank 47

5102 Pipes and Supports

51021 LowerTank Gallery

Thepipes in the lower tank gallery appeartobe in good condition, with limited visible pitting on

the external surfaces or coating degradation. However,we noticed that severalofthe pipe
supports in this area were corroded, particularly Pipe Supports 47 and 48 (Figure 5-78),

together with attached diagonal braces. We suspect this was due to a leaking hose in the past

(there is an adjacent drain line hose outlet) asnoother supports in this area were corroded, and
there isnovisible water infiltrationatthe ceilingofthe tunnel.Thecorroded sections are
‘coated, suggesting that the corrosion has been mitigated in the past without renewing the

structural metal. This condition is similar to that documented in the EE| 2016 inspection report

(Enterprise Engineering, Inc. 2016) referenced in Section 2.3.2. This indicates that recent
corrosion has been suspended, although the pipe support remains unrepaired.
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Figure 5-78 - Corroded Section of Pipe Support and Diagonal Brace (Pipe Support 47)
51022 Harbor Tunnel
We conducted several inspections of th RRA ar[RR foe ns tht un fromfl

rm
of these pipes is wrapped ina bituminous cloth, but there are several sections of what appears
to be an older black epoxy coating and a more recent white repair coating.

the lower half ofthe Harbor Tunnel, we observed numerous locations of water nfitration
from the tunnel ceiling that drip water directly onto the pipes. Attempts have been made to

prevent the water from dripping onto the pipe using stainless steel sheets as water shields, but

it often appears that the water can bypass these shields. This water infiltration has resulted in

the complete loss of a section of several pipe wal rackets fe. Pipe Supports 304, 304,
and 310) and at the baseofPipe Supports 310, 313-317, 324, 326, 492, 493, 510, 560, 565,

and 600.

We abserved deterioration of the wrap coating, particularly at locations of water infitation to
‘the tunnel (Figure 5-79). We cleaned the corrosion products from the surface at these locations
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using a wire brush and observed the surface pitting of the steel (Figure 5-80). In general, the

depth of these pits is shallow, with a maximum pit depth of less than 0.0625 in.

Figure 5-79 - Failure of Pipe Wrap at Pipe Support 107
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We observedthata white coating had been applied to the pipes at areas of water infiltration.
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Figure 5-81 - Failure of Repair Coating at Pipe Support 277

Along the harbor tunnel, we observed approximately twenty dents in the fuel pipes. (e.g.

adjacent to Pipe Supports 166, 211, 229, 258, 370, 401, 414, and 533). These appear to have

been reported in the API inspection reports discussed in the literature review but not repaired.

We noted several instances of coating failure at pipelines and pipe flanges; see an example in

Figure 5-82.

Figure 5-82 - Coating Failure at Pipe Flange Between Pipe Supports 92 and 93
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Detaled information, including specific locations, can be found in Appendix A

We observed repetitive occurrences of leakage through the tunnel wall onto the fuel, oi,
reclamation (FOR) pipeline that runs close to the ground between Pipe Supports 102 to 200.

Wall brackets supporting conduit pipe ae heavily corroded and direct leakage onto the FOR
pipe. The FOR pipe coating is damaged, and surface corrosion is evident on the surface of

many sections of pipe. In one instance, there appeared to be lamellar corrosion from their crown
(Figure 5-83)
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Figure 5-83 - Coating Issues and Apparent Lamellar Corrosion at FOR Pipe
(Pipe Support 124)

We observed asimilar instance at Pipe Support 146 (Figure 5-84).
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Figure 5-84 Cracking in Extrior Surface of FOR Pipe - Pipe Support 146
We observed coating failure at different components, including pipes and pipe flanges.
Examples at two diferent locations ae shown in Figure 5-85. We also observed dents on
pipelines at numerous locations. Examples at two different locations are showninFigure 5-86.

Figure 5-85 - Coating Degradation on Pipeline at Pipe Supports 217 (left) and 543 (right)
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Figure 5-86 - Dents on Pipeline at Pipe Supports 221 (left) and 414 (right)

51023  Pumphouse

We did not observe any deterioration of pipe coatings or pipe corrosion within the pumphouse.

51024 Hickam Aboveground Pipes and Pumphouses (Ewa and Diamond Head)

The fuel pipes at the Hickam location are stainless steel, compared to the coated carbon steel
pipes at the rest of JBPHH. Manufacturers’ stamps on the pipe flanges indicated that the
material is Type 304L stainless steel. We did not observe a material stamp on the pipe sections.

We observed minor streaks of surface discoloration on the pipe surfaces both outdoors (Figure
5-87) and indoors (Figure 5-88) in the pumphouses. We note that this corrosion is more
advanced in the indoor environment. This discoloration is typical of Type 304 and 304L steel in
a marine environment, where local depassivation of the surface occurs due to the high chloride
environment from rainwater and dispersed aerosols from breaking waves. We observed that
this discoloration is particularly concentrated at weld locations (Figure 5-89). However, we did

not observe any of the deep pits or microcracks, which have been reported in stainless steel
fuel pipes in the Guam Anderson facility (reference), which is a similar marine environment.
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Figure 5-87 - Surface Corrosion on Outdoor Stainless Steel Pipe ~ Hickam

Figure 5-88 - Surface Corrosion on Indoor (Pumphouse) Stainless Steel Pipe - Hickam
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Figure 5-89 Corrosion Concentrated at Weld Seams on Outdoor Stainless Steel Pipe —
Hickam

51025  Above-Ground Pipes
We inspected the piping sections from the pumphouse to the fue piers. We note that much of
the piping in this downstream of the pumphouse i buried, whichis discussed in the lterature
review of the cathodic protection reports

In genera, the costing of the above-ground pipes is well maintained. There are occasional
areas difficult to reach where the coatingi deteriorating, such as the slope[NCEE
Iov5-90). There are several locations along the pipes
adjacentto[EEE] where corrosion pits ae present on the surface, but these have been
covered by a coating (Figure 5-91).

We observed numerous locations where crevice corrosion is occurring between the pipe and
pipe supports (Figure 5:92 and Figure 5-93).

The design of pipe supports i inconsistent across the Faciity. At some locations, the pipe
support i raise rom ts base and a curved plate seal welded around the pipe to eliminate
crevices, thus providing protection fom crevice corrosion. At other locations, however, the pipe
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Figure 5-92 - Crevice Corrosion and Pitting Between Pipe and Deteriorated Cradle
(Left Cradie Removed), EIEIGY]

At ADIT 3, the FOR line rises aboveground, runs uphill, and then downhill before reaching Tank

311. The pipe supports and surrounding vegetation facilitate the accumulation of debris around

the pipe which leads to significant crevice corrosion at multiple pipe supports. Previous

evidence of pitting is overcoated with a white coating. This coating failed at the bottom of FOR

pipes adjacent to many pipe supports (Figure 5-93).

In general, the pipe has a protective wrap applied at soil penetrations, providing physical

protection for the coating and additional corrosion protection. However, at many locations, this

wrap is either deteriorating or missing (Figure 5-94).
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51026 Valve Stations and Chambers
We conducted a site walk a [ENIEHIEMGR We observed significant coating faire and pipe
corrosion at the FORFAC yard adjacent to the B1/B2 tanks (Figure 5-95). The pipe coatings at

ther ativesgroun valve stations are a good condition

Figure 5-95 - Coating Failure and Pitting Corrosion of FOR Pipe.
However, significant corrosion is occuring in the crevice of flange connections at valves and
ctr tings Figure 5-38). This i particularly common on flanges for vertical sections, where
the horizontal surface ofthe flange does not allow rainwater to drain, At some valve stations,
stainless steel bands with grease ports are installed at these flanges to protect against crevice
corrosion. We note tha these protective bands are not uniformly instaled at flanges across the
Facity.
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Figure 5-96 - Crevice Corrosion at Vertically Oriented Flanges,fll
The below-ground valve chambers have pipes and valves with deteriorating coatings and pipe
pitting corrosion, with the worst conditions occurring in the low point drain ines in[RIN
IFigure 5-97).
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Figure 5-97  Pitting of Low Point Drain [QI
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Although the valve chamberatQR has recently been renovated. the ful pipe appears to be
corroding behind the wall penetration (Figure 5-98).

Figure 5-98 - Apparent Pipe Corrosion behind Wall Penetration[IRI
51027 FuelPiers
Hotel Per
Diesel and aviation fuel pipes ru along ether side of Hotel Peri a concrete rough, supported
on concrete plinths with an embedded stel fiction plate, Due to mited access, we were only
able to inspect one section of piping at the end of the pier

We bserved that the coating atthe tp ofthe pipes and valves appears tobe in good
condition. However, the coating on the underside of the pipes and flanges is deteriorating at
several locations, and crevice corrosion is occurring at several pipe supports (Figure 5-99).
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Figure 5-99 - Coating Failure and Corrosion at Pipe Support, F-76 - Hotel Pier

Kilo Pier

The diesel fuel pipe along Kilo Pier is supported by stainless steel hangers below the pier and is

located in the tidal zone. The pipe is wrapped along its length with a bituminous cloth in the.

first section and a PVC wrap towards the end (Figure 5-100). Multiple sections of this wrap are

deteriorating. We could not visually inspect the pipe due to the wrap.

We observed several locations where the hanger-type pipe support bolts had corroded and

fractured, resulting in unsupported local sections of pipe.
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Figure 5-100 ~ Wrapped Fuel Pipe within Tidal Zone, F-76 - il Pir
Sirra Pier
The diesel fuel pipe along Sierra Per is supported by sails stel hangers blow the pir and
is in the tidal zone. These hangers are larger than those under Kilo Pier and are generally intact.

ripe urapped serge huh s PYG wisi Malthe ecions ot ths wrap ars
deteriorating (Figure 5-101). We could not visually inspect the pipe due to the wrap.

i
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Figure 5-101 - Coating Failure, Multi-Purpose Fuel Pipe - Sierra Pier

Mike Pier

The diesel fuel pipe along Mike Pier is supported on rollers on top of pier beams and appears to

be above the high tide line. The pipe is coated along its length, but the coating is degrading at

multiple locations (Figure 5-102). There is also crevice corrosion at the pipe supports. There are

two low point drains along the pier, and the valves at these drains are severely corroded (Figure.

5-103).
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Bravo Pier

The diesel fuel pipe along Bravo Pier is supported on rollers hanging below the pier and

appears to be above the high tide line. The pipe is wrapped along its length with a bituminous

cloth. Multiple sections of this wrap are deteriorating (Figure 5-104). We could not visually

inspect the pipe due to the wrap. Some of the fuel risers and low point drain lines are coated,

and these coatings are deteriorating (Figure 5-105). Deep corrosion pits are present in the.

distressed areas (Figure 5-106).

Figure 5-104 - Bituminous Wrap Failure, F-76 - Bravo Pier
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Figure 5-105 - Coating Failure a Fuel Pipe Riser, F-76 - Bravo Pier
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Figure 5-106 - Corrosion and Pitting at Low Point Drain, F-76 - Brave Pier
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6 PROCESS SAFETY MANAGEMENT

‘The Risktec team conducted an operational readiness assessment and Hazard and Operabilty
Study (HAZOP) to identify facilty systems integrity risks that may impact the environment and
identify corrective actions to address any deficiencies. Recognizing the proximity of the
underlying aquifertothe Red Hill Underground Bulk Fuel Storage (UBFS) tanks and the
conveyance piping in the tunnels, the approach we took to mitigate environmental and cultural
impacts was to develop recommendations that would minimize the risk of significant releases;
impactstothe environment and the public were assessed using the Navy's risk matrix. Our

approach included the following:
«Assess the Facilty operations and system integrity to safely defuel the UBFS tanks.

Assess operations and system integrity of the Faciity to determine design and
operational deficiencies that may impact the environment and develop.
recommendations for corrective action.

‘The assessment was conducted on site. The methodology included completing the
Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) Process Safety Managementof Highly
Hazardous Chemicals (29 CFR 1910.19) Audit Checklist (OSHA, 1992) and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Spill Prevention Countermeasures and Controls.

(SPCC.40 CFR 112) Field Inspection and Plan Review Checklist. These checklists are used by
OSHA, EPA, and facilites to audit their PSM and SPCC programs against regulations and best

practices. The Operational Readiness Assessment is discussed further in Section 6.2 below.

PSM and SPCC are two U.S. regulatory programs commonly in placeatlarge marine
petrochemical terminals. Regardless of regulatory applicability, these programs represent good
industry practices and are also applied outside the United States through Risk-Based Process
Safety (RBPS) programs and strong spill management and containment programs.

A HAZOP was also performed to assess the operational risks associated with both defueling
Red Hill and ongoing operations at Red Hill and Pearl Harbor. The HAZOPisa baseline
‘operational risk assessment for the Facility and can be used to manage operational risks within
a management system for continual improvement.

—
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‘The reviews resulted in evaluations of systems integrity and potential impacts on the
‘environment, health and safety, the public. and mission readiness.

‘The recommendations from the HAZOP and the Operational Readiness Assessment are in
Section8.1.The Process Hazard Analysis is discussed further in Section 6.1 below, and

Operational Readiness is discussed in Section 6.2.

61 Process Hazards Analysis (PHA)

‘The HAZOP report documentsa Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) for Pearl Harbor and Red Hill
Fuel Terminal for NAVSUP FLCPH. The review was conducted using the Hazard and

Operability (HAZOP) and What-f methodologies. The methodologies employed in this study
meet the requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) rule,

ProcessSafety ManagementofHighly Hazardous Chemicals (29 CFR 1910.19)

(OSHA, 1992), and the Environmental Protection Agency's rule 40 CFR Part 68, Accidental
Release Prevention Requirements, Risk Management ProgramUnderthe Clean Air Act,
Section 112(1(7) (EPA, 1994).

‘The PHA was conducted in personondates 7 February 2022 through 11 and 21 February.
2022 through 25 February 2022. The PHA Team met for a total of ten days. The PHA was
facilitated and documented by Risktec with key participation from Navy Supply Fleet Logistics

Center Pearl Harbor personnel and support personnel. The multidisciplinary team identified

process hazards associated with the Pearl Harbor and Red Hill Fuel Terminal. The team
focused on those process hazards that could lead to a significant impact on mission readiness,
safety or health, public. and/or the environment during routine and non-routine operations.

‘The PHA team identified 120 recommendations for reducing the likelihood and/orseverity of

potential consequences associated with the Pearl Harbor and Red Hill Fuel Terminal. The
HAZOP report was created by our subcontractor and teaming partner, Risktec, with input from
Navy personnel who participated in the HAZOP. Please see Appendix B for process safety risks
and operational deficiencies.

—
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Table 8-1 contains those thirteen recommendations and their associated risk rankings made
during the PHA (HAZOP) to be specifically considered by Navy leadership prior to commencing
defueling the Red Hill Tanks.

Table 8-2 contains those recommendations and associated risk rankings made during the PHA

(HAZOP) to be considered for ongoing operations specific to the Pearl Harbor DFSP.

Table 8-3 contains those recommendations and associated risk rankings made during the PHA

(HAZOP)tobeconsidered if operations at Red Hil are resumed inthefuture.

All PHA recommendations are also shown in the Process Hazard Analysis Report in
Appendix B.

62 Operational Readiness Summary

Risktec reviewed operational practices to assess the state of ongoing operations at Red Hill and
Pearl Harbor. Facility systems integrity was evaluated to determine potential impacts on the
‘environment, personnel health and safety. the public, and mission readiness. Assessments
‘were conducted for defueling Red Hill and ongoing operations at Pearl Harbor and Red Hill

The assessment was conducted onsite. The methodology included completing the
Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) Process Safety Management of Highly
Hazardous Chemicals 29 CFR 1910.119 Audit Checkist (OSHA, 1992) and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Spill Prevention Countermeasures and Controls (SPCC, 40 CFR 112)
Field Inspection and Plan Review Checklist (EPA, 2002). These checklists are used by OSHA,
EPA, andfaciltiesto audit their Process Safety Management (PSM) and SPCC programs
against regulations and best practices.

PSM and SPCC are two U.S. regulatory programs commonly in placeat large marine bulk
terminals. Regardless of regulatory applicabilty. these programs represent good industry
practices and are also applied outside the United States through Risk-Based Process Safety

(RBPS) programs and through strong spill management and containment programs.
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In addition to general recommendations, Risktec made recommendations for:

+ Safely Defueling Red Hill (HAZOP).

«+ Ongoing Operationsat Red Hill (HAZOP).

+ Ongoing Operations (Not Including Red Hill at Pearl Harbor DFSP (HAZOP).

Recommendations for Operational Readiness are shown in Table 8-1 (Defueling). and Table 8-2

(Ongoing Operations) and are also shown in the JBPHH Operational Readiness Assessment
report contained in Appendix C.

A proposed high-level implementation plan is shown in Table 8-4 and also in Section 5 of the

Operational Readiness Assessment Report (Appendix C).
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7 STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT

Structural integrity is defined as the ability of a structure or equipment to perform its required
function effectively over a defined period while protecting health, safety, and the environment.
Itis an ongoing process throughout the lifecycleofthe Facilty. Structural integrity management
(SIM) ensures that the systems and operational procedures that deliver integrity are in place
and will perform when required. This is especially critical for components that have exceeded
the normal design lfe or have deficiencies. Our teamperformedthe following activities, as
needed, to put some of the HAZOP decisions into practice and develop effective actions to
mitigate future incidents:
+ Information Management. Collect and review relevant maintenance and operational

history. This review will also include design documents, inspection reports, and previous.
assessmentsto understand the current stateofthe Facility and its vulnerabilities.

+ SIM Program Evaluation. Review Facility SIM system to potentially identify gaps in the
inspection program and structural evaluations.

+ Structural Evaluation. Review the current condition of the structures and equipment
compared to when it was last assessed and changes in parameters that may affect
integrity and risk levels. Identify analysis, repair, and maintenance requirements for
structures and components to meet the acceptance criteria for structural integrity.

+ Repair. Develop repair schemes to proactively improvetheconditionof safety-critical
elements, including equipment and structures, based on the structural evaluation.

Inspection and fitness-for-service studies are the main pillars of a successful integrity
management program. Based on our inspections and document reviews, we evaluated the risks
based on data and prioritized the repairs to mitigate future failures. This integrity management
study is expected to enable the Navy to make better-informed decisions. Additionally, it helps
the stakeholders to better understand the Facility-wide conditions.

Piping, tanks, and structures were grouped based on similarities in design and defects.
Selected representative and critical cases are assessed in detail, as discussed in this section.
We developed analytical modelsofthe structures and performed structural assessments as

required to advise on planned modifications.
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“The load casesfor civil and structural elements, including dead, ive, and operating loads, are
based on ASCE 7 and other structural design codes, as noted in Section 0. For pipelines, we

followed ASME B31.3 and B31.4, as discussed in Section 4.5. API 650 and 653 are used for an
assessment of storage tanks.

We performed hand calculations andfiniteelement (FE) analyses. as necessary.tocheck the
response of structural elements for normal and abnormal loads. Static and dynamic (response.
spectrum) analyses were performed. We used SAP2000 and TRIFLEX software packages for
structural and piping analyses, respectively. The ABAQUS software package was used for
nonlinear capacity analysis of the failed Dresser couplings. Also, the underground storage tank
‘was modeled using ABAQUS software to check the response against internal and external

pressures. ABAQUS is a general-purpose, nonlinear finite element analysis method software
developed by Dassault Systems. ABAQUS is widely used to perform complex civil structural,
and mechanical systems analyses in critical applications, includingthe aerospace and nuclear
industries.

Analysis inputs were determined from reviewed documents and our measurements at the site.
Capacitiesof reinforced concrete and structural steel elements were determined using ACI 318
and AISC 360, respectively. Demand-to-capacity ratios (DCRS) were checked for the elements
to determine strengthening requirements.

‘The integrity of degrading pipe sections was evaluated using API 579. API 579 is widely used
to determine a component's fitness-for-service (FFS). FFS assessments are quantitative

engineering evaluations that are performed to demonstrate the structural integrity of an in-
service component that may contain a flaw or damage, or that may be operating under a
specific condition that might cause a failure. Thisstandard provides guidance for conducting
FFS assessments using methodologies specifically prepared for pressurized equipment.

These assessments allowed us to make run-repair-replace decisions to help determine if
‘components containing flaws identified by inspection can continue to operate safely for some
time and when it needs to be repaired to mitigate failures. This type of FFS assessment is

——
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recognized and referencedby the API codes and standards, including API Recommended

Practices (RPs) 510, 570, and 653, as suitable means for evaluating the structural integrity of

pressure vessels, piping systems, and storage tanks where inspection has revealed degradation
and flaws intheequipment. The FFS assessment procedures in API 579 cover the present

integrity of the component given a current state of damage.

‘The flaw types and damage conditions that were observed include general and localized
corrosion, widespread and localized pitting, laminations, dents, and gouges, and coating

failures. The FFS assessment involves the following steps:
+ Flaw and Damage Mechanism Identification. Identify the flaw type and cause of damage

based on the original design and fabrication practices, the material of construction, and
the service history and environmental conditions.

+ Data Requirements. Determine FFS analysis inputs from the original component design
data, maintenance and operational history. expected future service, flaw size, state of
stress in the component at the locationofthe flaw, and material properties.

+ Select Assessment Techniques and Acceptance Criteria: Based on the damage
mechanism, select the most suitable options.

71 Material Specifications

Detailed material properties were not shown in the available drawings. Based on the time of
construction (above storage tanks in the upper tank farminthe 1920s; the underground

storage tanks in the 1940s), we have assumed the following material specifications in our

assessment:
+ Concrete Compressive Strength and Steel Grades:

1 Concrete - Compressive strength at 28 days, fc'= 3,000 psi.
2. Reinforcing steel-ASTM A15 Gr. 40 (minimum yield stress = 40 ksi).
3. Steel liner (underground storage tanks) ~ ASTM A36 (minimum yield stress =

36 ksi).
4. Steel pipes-ASTM A53 Gr. B (minimum yield stress = 35 ksi).
5. Aboveground storage tank steel-ASTM A283 Gr. C (minimum yieldstress =

30ksi).
6. Structural steelforpipe racks (beams, columns, angles) - ASTM A36 (minimum

yield stress = 36 ksi).
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+ Modus of Elastic:
1 Reinforcing bars and steel, modulus elasticity elastic E, = 29,000 ksi.

2. For concrete with ¢= 3.000 psi per ACI 315, the modulus of clastic:
Eo=s57000[f;

. Material Density:

1 Reinforcing bars and steel: 490 Ibs/ft’.

2. Reinforced concrete: 150 Ibs/ft’.

In addition, we used the following specific gravity for fuels, extracted Tables 2-1 and 2-2 of

UFC 3-460-01 (Department of Defense, 2021):

+ PS Fuel Specific raviy = 0.788 t0 0845.
+ F-24Fuel - Specific gravity = 0.775 10 0840
+ F-76Fuel - Specific gravity =0.830to 0.860.

72 Red Hill Underground Bulk Fuel Storage Tanks

We developed three FEmodelsfor atypical underground tank: a local FE modelofthe barrel,a

local FE modelofa liner plate, and a global FE modelofthetank using ABAQUS. The purpose

oF our analyses fs to check adequacy against the Following postlated scenarios

. Liner plate and concrete wall spanning between two basalt (rock) layers above and

below the intermediate softer soil layer (Section 7.2.1).

. Liner plate spanning over potential (assumed) concrete voids (Section 7.2.2).

» Tank anditscomponents against seismic loads (Sections 7.2.3 and 7.2.3).

721 UST Bamel Section Local FE Model
The purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the adequacyofthe concrete wall spanning between

wolbasatifortYieverstave sidethe Hermanns sotorsallsver underamlfoe
pressure. Notethetypical detail through soft strata in Figure 2-4 shows a gunite plug for the

depth of the soft strata. We evaluated the concrete tank wall for a postulated scenario with this

gunite plug being deteriorated for certain assumed lengths resulting in no resistance or softer

sedtanc proved by tha safer wil ea betteeta orated Guitare

gue)
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Wedeveloped two FE models, one to evaluate the tank wall with assumed deteriorated gunite

plug (for an assumed length) nearthebaseofthe barrel section with no resistance provided by
Softer soil and the other model to evaluate the tank wall with assumed deteriorated gunite plug
(for the entire tank perimeter) near mid-heightofthe barrel section with lower resistance

provided by clinker layers. We selected representative areas with deteriorated gunite plugs.

based on the areas of clinker layers around the tank from the log of formations drawings.

7211 Local FE Model near Baseofthe Barrel

‘This section discusses our local FE model near the baseofthe barrel section in a typical

underground tank.

FE Model

In this local FE model, we represented a 30fttall portionof a typical underground tank located

nearthe baseofthe barrel section. Figure 7-1 shows our local FE model. We modeled the 4ft

thick concrete wall using solid elements and a 1/8 in. thick liner plate using shell elements. The
liner plate thickness specified is in. in the drawings. The Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility

Destructive Testing Results Report, AOC/SOW 5.3.3 (SSR-NAVFAC EXWC-CI01941) lists the
thinnest measured thickness of the coupon samples taken for the destructive testing from

Tank 14 in 2018. The thinnest thicknessfor coupons taken from the barrel section varies from

0.122n.t0 0.248 in., indicating the corrosion is nonuniform and scattered across the barrel

section. Conservatively,weassumed that halfoftheliner plate thickness is uniformly lost due
to corrosion in our analysis. We modeled the vertical reinforcement (1 in. diameter bars at
6 in.center to center) and inside hoop reinforcement (1in.diameterbarsat 12 in. center-to-

center spacing) per Drawing 294305 (Contractors, Pacific Naval Air Bases, 1942). Figure 7-2

shows a representation of reinforcementinour local FE model. We modeled the steel
reinforcement using beam elements and embedded them in concrete.

=
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Figure 7-2 - Reinforcement in UST Barrel Section Local FE Model (Partial Plan)

We assumed a characteristic compressive strength of 3,000 psi for concrete, yield strength of

36 ksi for liner plate, and 40 ksi for reinforcement. Our assumptions of the material properties

construction of the Facility per ASCE 41-17. We used nonlinear material properties for both

steel (elastic-perfectly plastic, see Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4) and concrete (damaged plasticity

(Lubliner, 1989) with modifications proposed by Lee and Fenves (Lee, 1998) to account for the

different behavior in tension and compression. This model is a continuum, plasticity-based
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‘damage model. We used mean material properties for concrete. Concrete stress-strain curves
used inour material modelare shown in Figure 7-5 and Figure 7-6.

Stress-Strain Curve for Liner Plate
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Figure 7-3- Liner Plate Stress-Strain Curve

Stress-Strain Curve for Reinforcement
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Figure 7-4 - Reinforcement Stress-Strain Curve
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Compressive res Strain Curve for 3000psi Concrete
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Figure 7-5 - Concrete Stress-Strain Curve in Compression

Tensile Stress-Strain Curve for 3000psi Concrete

Figure 7-6 -Concrete Strss-Strain Curve in Tension
Boundary Conditions and Loading
We used pinned boundary conditions in the radial direction on the exterior of the tank wall to

represent the resistance provided by the rock/soil sections and fixed boundary conditions at the

top and bottomofthe ring to representthecontinuityofthetank.Weassumed no lateral

Support to the tank wall for the (assumed) length of deteriorated gunite plug.
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We reviewed the log of formations drawings for USTs and considered the strata around

Tank 10 shown in Figure 7-7below.Theareaswith dots are clinker sections. As canbeseen,

‘the height of clinker sections varies along the tank perimeter. A gunite plug is constructed

across clinker sections spanning between sound rock vers
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Figure 7-7 - Partial LogofFormations, Tank #10 (Drawing 293971)

‘We assumed a case where the gunite plug is deteriorated or damaged for a 20 ft deep section

with alerts approximately equal 1 85 tf quarter of the perimeterofthe tank) inthe
red-colored box marked in Figure 7-8. We made a conservative assumption that the tank wall

is unsupported in the lateral direction overthisentire assumed deteriorated gunite plug area, as.

shown in Figure 7-8.

‘We applied internal fuel pressure on the tank. We calculated the pressure at the baseofthe

barrelsection (51.3 psi) using afuel densityof 0.845 kg/L and applied that calculated pressure

as a uniform pressure to the 30 ft tall tank walls, as shown in Figure 7-9.
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Figure 7-8 - Boundary Conditions in the Local FE Model, Highlighted (Red) Areas with Loss
of Lateral Support

Figura 7-9. Interal Ful Pressure on Tank (Pink Arrows)
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Analysis Results

Figure 7-10 shows a magnified deflected shape of the tank wall bulging out in the areas with

no lateral support (due to the assumed loss of and damage to the gunite plug). The maximum

displacement in the radial direction is on the order of 0.03 in.

Figure 7-10 - Deflected Shape of the Barrel Ring with Postulated Gunite Damage due to
Internal Pressure (Magnified by a Factor of 3,000)

The analysis predicted stresses in the reinforcement and the liner plate are well below the yield

stress. Figure 7-11 shows von Mises stresses in the liner plate; the maximum von Mises stress.
is approximately 3 ksi. Analysis indicates the steel reinforcement and the liner plate remain

elastic.

The minimum principal stressinthe concrete predicted by the analysis is well below the peak

compressive stress of the concrete material, so concrete elements in compression remain
elastic. Figure 7-12 the maximum principal stress in the concrete (positive values indicating
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tension). The maximum tensile stress is calculated as 334 psi. Some concrete elements on the
exteriorof the wall in tension begin to experience permanent deformation. Figure 7-13 shows
the equivalent plastic tensile strains (PEEQT) in concrete. Blue areas in the figure indicate areas
with zero PEEQT. Areas with any other color indicate the concrete elements experiencing some
minor cracking i tension. Note that the maximum PEEQT is 1.22x10°%, which is much smaller
than the value of the strain that corresponds to the onset of visible cracking (about 0.001 for
3,000 psi concrete, indicating only minor cracks. Note that the analysis predicts these minor
cracks just on the exterior surface of the tank wall and do not extend through the thickness of
the wall as shown in Figure 7-13. Also, note that we made a conservative assumption that the
tank wall areas with deteriorated gunite plugs are laterally unsupported, neglecting the
resistance provided by the clinker layers. The clinker layers provide significant lateral support,
as shown in Section 7.2.1.2.

=

Figure7-11 Von Mises Stress in Liner Plate (psi)
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Figure 7-12 — Maximum Principal Stress in Concrete (psi)
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Figure 7-13 - Equivalent Plastic Tensile Strains in Concrete

This FE analysis predicts that if the gunite plug has deteriorated in a local area such as

20 ft x 85 ft near the base of the barrel, which is very unlikely, would not cause any
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pressure. Since the fuel pressure is the maximum at the bottom of the barrel section, the

presence of the local deteriorated plug areas of similar size, if any. along the height of the barrel
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modeled the gunite plug. We considered the strata around Tank 2, shown in Figure 7-15. The
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Figure 7-15 — Partial Log of Formations, Tank #2 (Drawing 293963)

We modeled the 3.41 t thick concrete wall using sold elementst represent the average
thickness of the concrete wall in the barrel section under consideration (section in the.

red-coloredbox in Figure 7-15).Notethatourmodel extends15ft above and below the height

‘of the red box in Figure 7-15. We modeled the gunite plug for the uniform height of the clinker

section (45) using sold elements. We modeled a LS in, thick nr pate using shell elements,
assuming 1/8 in. of section loss (50%) due to corrosion. We also assumed that the

reinforcement lost 1/8in. ofthesection resulting in 7/8 in. diameterfor 1 in. diameter bars

‘specified in the drawings. We modeled the vertical reinforcement (7/8 in. diameter bars at

12 in centerto centr) and inside hoop reinforcement 7/8 in. diameter bars at 12in. center-to-
center spacing) specified near the mid-height of the barrel in Drawing 294305 (Contractors,

Pacific Naval Air Bases, 1942). We modeled the steel reinforcement using beam elements and

‘embedded them in concrete. We used a characteristic compressive strength of 3,000 psi for

concrete and gunite, yield strengthof 36ks fo liner plate, and 40 ksi or reinforcement.
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We assumed a case where the gunite plug is deteriorated or damaged in the red-colored box
marked in Figure 7-15. Its 45 ft deep and extends for the whole perimeter of the tank. Note:
that the clinker layer is not uniform in that 45 ft height, and we made a conservative
simplification to consider the clinker and gunite plug in the 45 ft height for the entire perimeter
of the tank wall. To represent the deterioration in the gunite plug. we used a modulus of
elasticity of cracked concrete (30% of nominal value) per ASCE 41-17 in the material model for
the plug. Instead of assuming no lateral support to this deteriorated gunite plug area, we used
soil springs to represent the resistance providedbythe clinker sections.

Lateral Modulus of Subgrade Reaction for Clinker Layers

Based on our review of published literature (H.G. Brandes, 2011). and the soil test boring logs
includedinthe30June 2019 AECOM report. the clinker layers encountered around the

underground tanks likely consist of rubble-like material which tends to be similar to a itty to
clayey gravel in the upper portions of the strata, becoming more indurated with depth.

For evaluation purposes, we assumed the clinker consists of a medium dense to dense gravel
‘with the following engineering parameters:

+ Unit Weight (g)- 125 pcf.

+ Soil Friction Angle (9) - 33°.

+ Cohesion (c)-Opsf.

‘The above parameters are likely conservative. For modeling purposes to determine the
contribution of the clinker layers to laterally support the underground tanks, we performed
calculations to estimate the lateral modulus of subgrade reaction (k) for the clinker. Our
calculation of ks generally follows the procedure outlined by Terzaghi (Terzaghi, 1955) for
vertical walls, as shown in Figure 7-16ofTerzaghi's paperbelow,where the curve C (sold line)
is the actual relationship between the horizontal displacement of the vertical wall with height
D buried in the sand. The coefficientofearth pressure K and straightlines 0-a-b are the
assumed relationship used in the analysis.

——
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Figure 7-16 - Hydrostatic Pressure Ratio vs. Horizontal Displacement Graph for Vertical

Walls, Recreated from Terzaghi (1955)
Where:

0=Vertical wall embeciment into the sil. Forpurposesofaurcalculation, is the thicknessof
the clinker stratum.
Ko=Cosfficentofarth pressureatres, calculted3 1-sinf= 05.
Ko=Coaffcientofearth pressure correspondingto lateral displacementofa wll vith
ambadment Dovera distance equalto0.00020, We used a valueofKo of 13 representative

of a mediumtodanse sand sol. Terzaghi recommendsaKovalusof0.8 for madium dense
Sand and avalueof1.2 for dense sand).
Kp =Coefficientofpasive earth pressure, calculatedas tan’ (4541/2) = 34.

For modeling purposes,weconservatively truncated the curve shown in Figure 7-16atpointa
since the lateral tank displacement is smallrthan0.00020, as shown intheanalysis results
section.
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Boundary Conditions and Loading

We used soil springs to represent the resistance provided by the clinker sections in this FE
model. We calculated the soil spring stiffness of 1.88 kip/in®in stiffness (stiffness.
K1=1.0%g2/0.0002D, where g=soil density=125pcf, z=depth of clinker layer from ground level
‘with Elevation of about 235 ft, D=thickness of clinker layer=45 ft), in the lateral direction. Figure
7-17 shows the soil springs in the deteriorated gunite plug area in FE model.

Figure7-17 - Soil Springs (Pink Elements) in the Deteriorated Gunite Plug Area,
Tank Elevation View

We used pinned boundary conditions in the radial direction on the exterior of the tank wall

(except for the areas supported by soil springs) to represent the resistance provided by the rock
and fixed boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the ring to represent the continuity of
the tanksimilarto our previous local FE model discussed in Section 7.2.1.1.

We applied internal fuel pressureonthe tank. We calculated the pressure (34.1 ps) at the

two-third of the height of the barrel considered (.c. pressure at the two-third of the height in

——
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the red box in Figure 7-15 (pressure at approximately 92.5 ft from the top of the barrel) and

applied that calculated pressure as a uniform pressure to the tank walls in the model.

Analysis Results

Figure 7-18 shows a magnified deflected shape of the tank wall uniformly bulging out in the

areaswith deteriorated gunite plugs supported by clinker layers. The maximum displacement in

the radial direction is on the order of 0.017 in.

Figure 7-18 - Deflected Shape of the Barrel Ring+Gunite Plug with Postulated Gunite
Damage near Barrel Mid-Height due to Internal Pressure (Magnified by a Factor of 3,000)

The analysis predicted stresses in the concrete are well below the compressive and tensile

strengths of the concrete material. Similarly, the stresses in the reinforcement and the liner

plate are well below the yield stress. Figure 7-19 shows von Mises stresses in the liner plate.

Analysis indicates that the concrete, steel reinforcement, and liner plate remain elastic.
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Figure 7-19 - Von Mises Stress in Liner Plate (psi)
“This FE analysis predicts that the clinker sections offer sufficient stiffness to limit the
displacements and the stresses in the tank for the internal fuel pressure condition. The liner
plate would remain elastic even if the gunite plug has deteriorated fora longer length and any
associated fuel leakage from the tank under internal fuel pressure is highly unlikely.

722 Liner Plate Local FE Model for Internal Fuel Pressure

The purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the adequacy of the liner plate spanning over an
assumed void (f any) in the concrete wall under internal fuel pressure. Note the Red Hill Bulk
Fuel Storage Facilty Destructive Testing Results Report, AOC/SOW 5.3.3 (SSR-NAVFAC
EXWC-CI01941) summarizes, “On-site testing and laboratory testing of concrete powder
samples indicated that the concrete behind the steel tank liner is in sound condition. No spalling
or cracks were detected in the concrete behind the coupons, and the concrete was found to be
in good condition regarding the destructive testing conducted in Tank 14 in 2018. We
understand that it is unlikely to have any large voids behind the liner plate. Conservatively, we
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are assuming a few concrete void sizes in our analysis to evaluate liner plate in case any voids.

are present (highly unlikely).

FE Model

We prepared a local FE model of a liner plate spanning over a concrete void, as shown in Figure
7-20. We modeled the liner plate using shell elements and elastic-perfectly plastic steel

material with a yield strength of 36 ksi. We considered the thickness specified in the drawing

1/4 in. and assumed reduced thickness due to corrosion, 1/8 in. We used fixed boundary
conditions at the edgeofthe plate to simulate continuityofthe liner plate and concrete wall in

verticalflongitudinal and tangential directions. We applied fuel pressure (51.3 psi)tothe liner

plate, assuming the void is located closer to the baseofthe barrel section, where the internal
fuel pressure is the largest. We varied the sizeofthe concrete void, i.e., unsupported lengths.

and widths of the liner plate, to evaluate its adequacy. The local liner plate model, loading, and
deformed shape are presented in Figure 7-21.

———
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Figure 7-20 - Postulated Void in Concrete Wall
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a b) o

Figure 7-21 - Local Liner Plate FE Model: a) Postulated Void in Concrete Wall, b) Internal
Fuel Pressure on Liner Plate, and ¢) Liner Plate Deformed Shape

(Magnified by a Factor of 25)

Analysis Results

Analysis results indicate that ¥4 in. thick plate remains elastic when the void size is
12in. x 12 in. Figure 7-22 shows von Mises stresses in the liner plate, and the maximum stress

(27.1 ksi) is below the yield stress. Maximum displacement is on the order of 0.033 in.
(1/32 in). Results for voids larger than 12 in. x 12 in. show initiationof yielding ofthe liner
plate.

Analysis results indicate that the 1/8 in. thick plate (assumed corroded plate) remains elastic
When the void size is 6 in. x 6 in. Figure 7-23 shows von Mises stresses in the (assumed
corroded) liner plate and the maximum stresses (26.2 ksi) are belowthe yield stress. Maximum
displacement is on the orderof 0.016in. (~1/64 in). Results for voids larger than 6 in. x 6 in.
show initiation of yielding of the iner plate.

This analysis predicts that the concrete voids (if any) of size 12 in. x12 in. or smaller for
uncorroded plate and 6 in. x 6 in. or smaller for heavily corroded plate located near the base of
the barrel would not cause yielding of the liner plate
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723 UST Global FE Model for Seismic Analysis.

The purpose of this global nonlinear analysis is to evaluate the structural response of the tank

due to seismic loads.

FE Model

In this FE model, we simulated a typical underground tank. Figure 7-24 shows our global FE

model. We modeled the concrete wall with varying thickness (4 ft at the base of the barrel

section and 2.5 ft at the top of the barrel section) and the 1/4 in. thick steel liner plate. We also

modeled the vertical and hoop reinforcement (both 1 in. diameter bars at 12 in.

center-to-center spacing) in the barrel section.

Concrete
Wall

Steel Liner

Fe

Figure 7-24- Global FE Modelof a Typical Underground Tank

We considered the strata around Tank 2, as shown in Figure 7-25. The areas with dots are

clinker sections. We conservatively assumed that all the soil layers around the tank perimeter

above the 20 ft.distancefrom the bottom of the barrel section (abovetheredline in Figure

7-25) are clinker layers. We modeled the gunite plug (2.5 ft. thick)atthese clinker layers.
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Figure 7-25 -Log of Formations, Tank 2
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plate using shell elements. We modeled the steel reinforcement using beam elements and

‘embedded them in concrete. We used a characteristic compressive strength of 3,000 psi for

‘concrete and gunite, yield strengthof 36ksifor liner plate, and 40 ksi for reinforcement.

Sesmtary Comins
We used compression-only soil springs to represent the resistance provided by the clinker

layers in the model. We calculated the soil spring stiffness of 0.63 kip/in%in (stiffness,

UOwheraAre eeehrsreesti)
‘with an elevation of about 210 ft, D=thickness of clinker layer=120 ft), in the lateral direction.

Note that our assumption of 120 ft deep clinker layer results in a softer spring stiffness than

eRSenTR ORGAR esUTFT
ianes teee WAmhrmseves
pass through the tank, and so the soil on the opposite side of the ground motion propagation

direction will resist the movement of the tank (modeled through compression-only springs).
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e.g. if theseismic waves propagate from north to south, we assume that the soil around the.
tank on the south side will resist the movementofthe tank based on the lateral stiffness

providedbythe clinkers.

Figure 7-26 - Compression only Soil Springs (Pink Elements) atClinker Layers,
Tank Elevation View

We used pinned boundary conditions in the radial direction on the exterior of the tank wall in

‘the bottom 20 ft of the barrel section to represent the resistance provided by the sound rock

layer and fixed boundary conditionsat the exteriorofthe bottom dome to represent the bottom
dome being encased in mass concrete in Figure 7-27.

Figure 7-27 - Boundary Conditions in the Model, Tank Elevation View
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Estimation of Seismic Loads and Application of Loads

We used the simplified method outlined in Section 8.2.2of ASCE 4-16to calculate the soil

pressure on the tank due to a design-level earthquake event. This method is generally used for
estimating dynamic soil pressures for rigid embedded wall retaining a homogeneous linear
elastic soil and connected on a rigid base with rockorfirm foundation. It is used when no
significant structure-to-structure interaction is present. Note that the tanks are relatively close
to each other at Red Hill (100 ftofthe clear distance betweenthe tanks), so there may be some
interaction betweenthetanks. Amore detailed approach (such as soil-structure interaction)
may be required to better estimate the upper bound seismic loads and tank's response. Also,
note that we made several conservative assumptions, such as 120 ft deep clinker layer,
corresponding to smaller sol spring stiffnesses. and neglecting friction between the soil and
the tank. In addition, we also assumed that the clinker layer is extended further from the top of
the barrel section to the ground level by adopting the simplified approach. Overall itis judged

to be a reasonable and conservative approach with the conservative assumptions we made.

We calculated the soil pressure using the graph showing the variation of normal dynamic soil

pressure as shown in Figure 7-28. The Y-axis shows the ratio Y/H, and the X-axis shows the
dimensionless normal stress, o%/gH, where Y=distance of the section under consideration from
the base of the barrel section (varies along the heightofthe barrel, we used20ftintervals),
H=embedment height= depthatthe baseofthe tank from ground level with an elevation of

340 ft. o%=lateral dynamic soil pressure against the tank for 1.0 g peak ground acceleration,
g=soil density=125 pe, and v=Poisson’s ratio (assumed 0.3 for dense gravelsand). The peak
ground acceleration for a design level earthquake was estimated based on a RiskCategory Il,
Soil Class C, and the location of RedHillECE

IE \-scaledthe soil pressure calculated from Figure 7-28 to 0.194g peak

‘ground acceleration presented in Table 7-1.
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Figure 7-28 - Soil Pressure Distribution for the Simplified Method, Recreated from
‘asce 416

Table 7-1 Calculated Soll Pressure across the Height ofthe Clinker Laer
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Weapplied the calculate sol pressures presented i Table 7-1 inthe horizontal direction
(across the height of the clinker layer) on one side of the tank (right half), as shown in Figure

7-29. We also applied the hydrostatic pressure of the fuel on the internal side, as discussed in

previous sections. We used a factor of 0.8 (i.e.. 80%) on the hydrostatic pressure to consider

20% of the ful acting out-of-phase withthe tak duringa selsmic event (assumed).
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Figure 7-29 - Seismic Load Application, Elevation (Left), and Plan (Right)

Analysis Results

Figure 7-30 shows the deflection contours of the tank. The tank deflects towards the left due to

soil pressure applied at clinker layers on the right half of the tank. The displacement at the top

of the barrel on the left side is on the order of 0.15 in. The upper dome goes along for the ride.

(no springs/boundary conditions modeled at the upper dome) with slightly larger
displacements. The vertical section cut shows the local bending of the tank on the right side of

the tank (blue areas) with a maximum displacementon the orderof 0.6in.
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Figure 7-30 - Deflection Contoursof the Tank for Applied Soil Pressure

‘The analysis predicted that the reinforcement and the liner plate remain elastic. Figure 7-31
shows the von Mises stresses in the liner plate. The maximum stress is approximately 23 ksi at
the interface of the rock and clinker layer on the loading side, indicating stress concentration at
the interface. The analysis also predicted the concrete at the interface of the rock and clinker
layer on the loading side cracks, but this cracking s limited in a local area near the interface and
not widespread. This local cracking wil not likely affect the tank performance after an
earthquake event

The results of the analysis indicate that since the liner plate is not overstressed, the fuel inside
will be contained in a design-level seismic event, and any leakage is highly unlikely.
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Figure 7-31 -Von Mises Stress in Liner Plate (psi)

724 Discussion

7.241 Clean, Inspect, Repair Program

We reviewed the CIR documents provided to us, including numerous API 653 inspection

reports and recommendations. The complete CIR process implemented for these tanks is
‘comprehensive and includes tank cleaning, scanning of 100% of the tank liner surface,

calculations of tolerable corrosion according to API 653, and mandatory repairs to the metal

plates, welds, and coatings, followed by a repair completion report.

The API 653 inspection program, which has a twenty-year inspection cycle, is the industry.
standard for ensuring that storage tanks are fit for service. As well as inspecting for defects and
corrosion loss and listing mandatory repairs, the inspection standard provides a conservative

corrosion allowance for the twenty-year interim based on the worst-case corrosionofthe tank

shell.
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As of our site inspections in April 2022, 13 tanks were in the current CIR inspection program,
two tanks were undergoing the CIR process, two tanks were permanently out of service, and
no documentation was provided for the remaining three tanks. We understand that prior to the
announcement of the defueling of the tanks, the remaining three tanks without inspection
status were due to undergo API 653 inspections once the current work on Tanks 14 and 18
‘was completed.

‘We note that the conditions observed in al tanks are similar. The scanning has revealed
numerous weld defects, including lack offusion. porosity. and occasional cracking. Stl, these
are not unusual on historical welds and are readily repaired during the CIR process. Occasional
localized internal corrosion pittingofthe tanks has occurred, but the most severe corrosion
appears to be external corrosion at the uppertank dome, where failure will not produce leaking
from these tanks.

Thecurrent CIR is suitable for these tanks. Assuming thatthe tanks are going to be defueled
within onetotwoyears, then no recommendations are necessaryforthese tanks. However, if
the tanks are to be used in the long term, the remaining three tanks should enter the CIR
processas soon as practicable, and all tanks should undergo API 653 inspections every twenty
years.

7.242 Finite Element Analysis

We performed nonlinear finite element analysis of the loca ring sections near the baseofthe
barrel and near mid-height of the barrel in a typical underground tank to evaluate the adequacy.
of the tank and its components to resist internal fuel pressure considering a postulated scenario
‘where the gunite plug is deteriorated for a certain length and is either laterally unsupported or
supportedbyclinker layers (softer than basalt layers). The primary objectiveisto check and
identify if these postulated scenarios would result in any environmental concerns, mainly fuel
leakage, under internal fuel pressure conditions. We made several conservative assumptionsto
simplify our analysis, as discussed in previous sections. The results show tha the finer pate
remains elastic (well below its yield stress) in both the cases (with unsupported tank wall case
and supported by clinker ayers case in the (postulated) deteriorated gunite plug areas).
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indicating the possibility of any leakage is highly unlikely under the internal fuel pressure
condition.

We also performed a nonlinear finite element analysis of the local liner plate spanning over
assumed concrete voids located near the base of the barrel. Note that the presence of large
voids in concrete is highly unlikely. We considered the uncorroded and highly corroded

(assumed only halfofthe design thickness is effective) conditions. The results show that the
presence of concrete voids (if any) of size 12 in. x12 in. or smaller for uncorroded plates and
6in. x 61in. or smaller for heavily corroded plate located near the baseof the barrel does not
cause yieldingofthe liner plate. Any associated fuel leakage from the tankforthe internal fuel
pressure condition is highly unlikely.

We performed a nonlinear finite element analysis of the entire tank to evaluate its adequacy for
a design-level seismic event. We conservatively assumed a 120ftdeep clinker layer. We
calculated the soil pressure due to earthquake using the simplified method for dynamic soil
pressure on embedded walls from ASCE 4-16 and used compression-only springs to represent

the restraints offered by the clinker layers. The analysis results demonstrate that when the soil

pressure from the clinker layers is applied to the tank. the displacements are small, and the
stresses in the liner plate remain well below the yield stress indicating the possibility of any fuel
leakagedueto a design level earthquake event is highly unlikely.

73 Piping

We developed several pipeline stress analysis models to analyze conditions in The Facilty. We
‘conducted all analyses in accordance with ASME B31.4, whichisfor pipeline transportation

systems. We used the commercially available pipe stress analysis software TRIFLEX by
PipingSolutions, Inc. toperformthe analysis. We createdthe following models to evaluate the
impact of surge forces in the pipelines due to defueling:
© RedHil- 6 May 2021 Event Models.

© RedHill-JP-5 Defueling Model Near Tanks 19 and 20.

+ RedHill-F-76 Defueling Model~ Near Tanks 15 and 16.

——
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+ RedHill-JP-5/F-24 Defueling Model ~ Near Tanks 15 and 16.

+ Red Hill - Defueling Model - Near Tanks 13 and 14.

Additionally, we created the following models to evaluate observations that were considered

potential deficiencies and typical conditions:
+ RedHill- Nozzle Tank Wall - Local Analysis.

+ Harbor Tunnel - Straight Segment.

+ Harbor Tunnel - Unsupported Valve Segment.

We considered the following material and section properties for the pipelines:
+ Piping Material - ASTM AS3 Gr. B (Fy = 35 ksi, all pipelines).

+ JP-5.F-24 Pipelines Wall Thickness ~0.25-in.

+ F-76 Pipeline Wall Thickness - 0.375-in.

+ Repair Piping Wall Thickness - 0.375-in.

We considered the following operational loads for all the pipeline models:
+ Operating Pressure of 200 psig (2015 Pressure Testing Report).

«Thermal Differential of +/-20°F (Emergent Ball Valve and Dresser Coupling Repairs).

+ Self-Weightof Pipelines and Product (S.G. dependent on service, See UFC 3-460-01
Tables 2-1 and 2-2 (Department of Defense, 2021).

‘The surge force analysis models also considered a point load equivalent to a pressure of
320 psi acting on an area that wouldstopthe momentumoffluid rushing into fill the vacuum

(e.g. blind flange, closed valve). We took this pressure from the 2021 Root Cause Analysis

Report. This pressure wasusedtocorroboratethe pressure determined using a hydraulic and
surge analysiswithinthesame report. Detailed analysis and resultsforeachofthe models is
provided in the following sections.

731 Red Hill - 6 May 2021 Event Models

We developed two separate models to recreate the effects of the transient surge that occurred
during the 6 May 2021 event resulting in pipe failure. The two models differed in terms of
restraints, and boundary conditions observed and are detailed in the following sections.

—
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7311 6 May 2021 Event Model- Root Cause Report Boundary Conditions

Thisisthe first model SGH developed to recreate the piping analysis performed in the 2021

Root Cause Report using their suggested boundary conditions and forces. Those assumptions

are detailed below and shown graphically in Figure 7-32:

+ Fullfixity restraint at the firewall between the Tank 19 - 20 area and the remainder of
the lower tank gallery.

+ Sliding support at Pipe Supports 1 and 2in the Tank 19- 20 area.

+ 78.000 Ibf surge force acting at the unrestrained blind flange towards Tank 19.

«Pipeline disconnected from Tank 20, representing the post-failure of the Dresser
coupling condition.

In thisanalysis,we wereableto validatethecalculated surge load and estimated

displacements for the assumptions described above. Using the boundary conditions from
the root cause report, we were able to calculate a lateral displacement of approximately.

146 in., which is within 10% of the calculated displacement from the Root Cause Report of
16in.

—
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Figure 7-32 - 6 May 2021 Event- Root Cause Report Boundary Condition Model
7312 6May 2021 Event Model - SGH Observed Boundary Conditions
Based on our abservatons in the ek curing site visits and fom ou review ofabulk
drawings. wo modified the model described above to reflect support condions that we believe
ar consistent wit the conditions present during the 6 May 2021 incident

in potiisr, worsted hosing pipe supports used inte Rot Cause Report ndef based
on ur observations of the presence of pipeline cade at mt pipe supports, a previously
erie in Tigre1A phetsreshicf he serertil ot Poe Support 2s trv

Figure 7-32
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Figure 7-33 -Cradle Support Photo at Pipe Support 2.

The cradle support is neither sliding supportnor a full lateral pipe restraint. SGH used TRIFLEX

to adjust the restraints to a 45° angle on both sides to model the restraint conditions more
accurately at the cradle (Figure 7-34).
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Figure 7-34 - Cradle Support Modeled in TRIFLEX Software

We then made additional modifications to the model to further reflect observations in th fied.
including the following
+ Modifying the full fixity restraint at the firewall to lateral and vertical gap restraints. This

is because the wall does not appear to restrain rotation based on-site observations and
measurements (Figure 7-35). The gap was measured to be 0.75 in. above the pipe. The
horizontal gap was then assumed to be 0.375 in. on sither side of the pipe. These gap
restraints were placed 6 in. apart to reflect the thickness of the firewall tse.

+ Modeling the pipelines past Tanks 17-18 to accountforthe additional pipeline flexibility
past the firewall

+ Including pipeline saddle restraints at Pipe Supports 4, 6, 7, and 8, as observed in the
field Figure 7-36)

+ Include siding supports at Pipe Supports 3 and 5 (Figure 7-37).
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Figure 7-35 - Pipe Penetration at Firewall After Tanks 19-20,
0.75 in Gap Allowing Rotation and Displacement

Figure 7-36 - Cradle Support at Pipe Support 4 (Pipe Supports 6, 7, and 8 Similar)
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Figure 7-37 - No Cradle Support at Pipe Support 3 (Pipe Support 5 Similar)

A model image showing the additional modifications to boundary conditions and restraints in

our final model is shown in Figure 7-38 and Figure 7-39. Like above, the model served to

capture the sensitivity of the surge force required to move the main header 16 in. when

accounting for the more refined boundary conditions.

sail
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Figure 7-39- 6 May 2021 Event-SGH Boundary Condition Mode - Tanks 19 and 20 View
Using these updated boundary conditions, we calculated the force required to move the main

JP-5 header to be approximately 60.000 bf. This reduced force required to move the
header i likely dus to the more flexible boundary conditions that we used as opposed tothe
rigid anchor restraint from the Root Cause Report model. We maintained these boundary

conditions moving forward, as we believe them to be more accurate when considering what
was observed in the field. However, we conservatively used the 78,000 bf surge force and
associated pressure when considering surge conditions for the pipeline defusling models, given
the degree of uncertainty associated with potential future surge events.
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732 Red Hill - JP-5 Defucling Models- Tanks 19-20

We created several models to determine the impact of surge loads at the end of the JP-5
header near Tanks 19-20 during defueling operations. These models considered the
anticipated repairs near the Tank 19 and 20 connections. We analyzed the following surge.
conditions for eachofthe models.
+ Surge Load -Acting at Tank 19 Spectacle Blind.

+ Surge Load -Actingattheendof JP-5 Header Blind Flange.

+ Surge Load -Acting at Tank 20 Bal Valve.

We developed a separate model considering an axial restraintnear the Tank 20 ball valve to
determine the impact of an axial restraint has in resisting the axial surge loads in the pipeline
laterals and protecting the pipe bends. Analysis details and results are described in the sections,
below.

7321 JP-5Defucling - Surge Load at Tank 19 Spectacle Blind

We modeled the piping at Tanks 19-20, considering the repairs shown in the January 2022
Enterprise Engineering drawings. These include the following modifications:
+ Additional Piping to Tank 19 Wall Nozzle.

+ Additional Piping from Endof JP-5Header to LAT Wall

+ Replacement Piping Between Tank 20 Ball and Double-Block and Bleed Valves.

While the general arrangement of the repairs at Tanks 19-20 was shown in the drawings. no
dimensions were provided. Because of this, we had to approximate dimensions from
measurements takeninthe field of the completed and in-progress repairs. Weappliedthe
surge force in this mode at the locationofthe spectacle blind on the Tank 19 lateral, as this is
wherefluid momentum would be halted in theeventof a surgedueto a vacuum in the pipe. An
imageofthe model arrangement is shown in Figure 7-40.

————
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Figure 7-40 - JP-5 Defueing Mode Surge at Tak 19 Spectacle Bind
We found that the stresses in the piping at Tanks 19-20 would slightly exceed ASME B31.4
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As with the evaluation at the end of the JP-5 header, all piping geometry is the same other than
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‘We found that the stresses in the piping at Tanks 19-20 would exceed ASME B31.4 code

allowable stresses by a reasonable margin in this support configuration. A diagram showing
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Figure 7-46 - 1-5 Detueing Model - Surge at Tank 20, Axil Restraint Modification
The surging force was maintained at the ame locaton 3s the spectacle bind, We found that
hen we added the axial restrint near the surge oad locaton, stress demands were
Significantly reduced the piping system near Tanks 19-20. Demand 0 code allowable stress
ratio as rece from 1.30 at the Tank 20 bento 0.13. Th peak sires ratio was 0.421
the pie segment between the apled force andi th axial support Thi s due tothe restraint
taking most of the oad and protecting the rest of th piping syst. A agra showing the
tess ato is shown in Figure 7-47.
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Figure 7-48 - F-76 — Tanks 15-16 Model Global View

For this analysis, we applied the surge loadat the closed ball valve outboard of Tank 15. Figure

a surge load in this configuration. The peak stresses occur at the midsection of the lateral pipe

‘segment connecting Tanks 15 and 16.
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7-50 shows the resultsof the analysis. The highest ratio of the demand longitudinal stress to
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load acts at the Tank 15 ball valve, the peak stresses do not exceed allowable code stress and
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Figure 7-51.- -76 Defucling Model - Surge at Tank 16 Ball Valve
7.34 Red Hill - JP-5/F-24 Defueling Models - Tanks 15-16

The F-24 line contains Jet Fuel and terminates at Tanks 15-16. The JP-5 and F-24 lines are

connected at theatrals nar Tanks 15-16, Like the JP-5 near Tanks 19-20 and F-76 near
Tonks 15-16 ines, the potential for surge loading at the end ofthe F-24 heodor sso exists,
whereas the JP-5 header continues onward to Tanks 17-20, We evaluate the J-5/F-24 ne
between Tanks 15 and 16 under the impact of a surge load during defueling operations in a

imilar manner otheJP and F-76 nes above. Modeling assumptions ae as follows:
+ TheIP-SiF-24 headers connected to Tanks 15-16with straight pipelateral.
+ Graton dong menPRadore sit pr SE stra
. JP-5 pipeline anchor after P.S. 25, F-24 pipeline anchor after P.S. 31 (bounding point for

‘model at next set of tanks).

. Surge force scaled using 320 psi value from Root Cause Report.

irrraves dwera ge tole
. Surge Load - Acting at Tank 15 Ball Valve.

+ Surge Load -ActingattheendofF-24 HeaderBind Flange

ia
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Figure 7-52 - JP-5/F-24 - Tanks 15-16 Model Global View

7.34.1 JP-5/F-24 Defueling - Surge Load at Tank 15 Ball Valve

a surge load. The peak ratio of 0.35 occurs at the bends along both JP-5 and F-24 lines.
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Figure 7-53 - JP-5/F-24 Defucling Model - Surge at Tank 15 Ball Valve

73.42 JP-5/F-24 Defucling - Surge Load Acting at the End of the F-24 Header Blind
Flange

For this analysis, we applied the surge load at the end of the F-24 header. Wefound that the
stresses in the piping atthe base of the tees connecting the JP-5 and F-24 headers to the
laterals would exceed ASME B31.4 code allowable stresses considerably. A diagram showing
the ratio of demand longitudinal stress n the pipsline to allowable code stress is shown in
Figure 7-54.
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To mitigate the overstresses at the tee joints, we added an axial restraint at the support closest

restraint configuration is similar to the recommendation to address the overstresses at the JP-5
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Figure 7-55-JP-5/F-24 Defucling Model - Surge at the End of F-24 Header with
Modification

7344 IP-5/F-24 Defucling - Surge Loadat Tank 16 Ball Valve
The final location we evaluated for surge loading forthe JP-5/F-24 ines near Tanks 15-16 was
at the Tank16ball valve. The model configuration is shown in Figure 7-56. Similar to the surge

load configuration acting at the Tank 15 ball valve, the peak stresses do not exceed allowable

code stress and occur at the bends along both the JP-5 and F-24 headers.
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Figure7-56-JP-5/F-24 Defueling Model - Surgeatthe Tank 16 Ball Valve

735 Red Hill - Tank 13-14 Defueling Models

The final surge load models we developed were at Tanks 13-14. At this location, the piping
laterals have been reconfigured at the Tank 13 side and are currently being reconfigured at the

Tank 14 side. At each side, the final configuration for the JP-5/F-24 piping lateral lines will tee

into the larger diameter piping lateral for the F-76 line near the tank wall. This configuration is.

depicted in Figure 7-57, which is Item Jfrom the January 2022 Enterprise Engineering
drawings. Once again, no dimensions were provided for the pipeline repairs. We approximated

dimensions from the typical values taken in field measurements. The associated pipe stress

model is shown in Figure 7-58.
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Figure 7-57 - Piping Lateral Repair Configuration at Tank 14
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Figure 7-58 - Defueling Model Near Tanks 13-14 - Overview
We evaluated this configuration for surge loads atthe folowing locations:

+ Surge Load - Acting at F-76 Bind Flange ~ Tank 14 Side.
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+ Surge Load - ActingatF-241P-5 Bind Flange-Tank 14 Side.
+ Surge Load - Acting at F-76 Bal Valve - Tank 13 Side.
+ Surge Load — Acting at F-24/-5 Ball Valve ~ Tank 13 Side

7351 Tank 13-14 Defueling - Surge at F-76 Blind Flange - Tank 14 Side
The model showing the surge force acting on the F-76 blind flange s shown in Figure 7-59.
The force was scale for the[QE diameter pipeline ateral
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Figure 7-59 - Tank 13-14 Defueling - Surge at F-76 Blind Flange, Tank 14 Side
We found no verstress inthe model when the surge load was applied at the F-76 lateral bind
flange. All the ratios of demand to ASME B31.4 allowable stress were les than 1.0, with a
peak rato of 0.24 at the tee between the F-76 header and laterals, Stress ratios are shown in

Figure 7-60.
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Figure 7-60 - Surge at F-76 Blind Flange, Tank 14 Side ~ Demand vs. Code Longitudinal
Stress Ratios

7352 Tank 13-14 Defueling - Surge at F-24/JP-5 Blind Flange - Tank 14 Side

The model showing the surge force acting on the F-24/JP-5 lateral blind flange is shown in
Figure 7-61. The force was scaled for the smallerUl diameter pipeline lateral.
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Figure 7-61 - Tank 13-14 Defucling - Surge at F-24JP-5 Blind Flange, Tank 14 Side

For the F-24/JP-5 laterals, when the surge load was applied at the lateral blind flange near
Tank 14, we observed overstress at the tee joint connection to the larger F-76 lateral. The peak
ratio of demand to allowable longitudinal stress as calculated per ASME B31.4 was 1.56.
indicating significant overstress at the tee joint. Elsewhere i the model, stress ratios were al
below 10. Stress ratios are shown in Figure 7-62.
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shown in Figure 7-63. The force was scaled for the[Rll diameter pipeline and applied
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Figure 7-63 - Tank 13-14 Defucling - Surge at F-76 Ball Valve, Tank 13 Side
Similar to the model with the surge force placed at the Tank 14 bin flange, we found no
overstress inthe model when the surge load was applied at the F76 lateral ball valve. All the
ratios of demand to ASME B31.4 allowable stress were less than 1.0, with a peak ratio of 0.24

atthe tog tatiwesn the F-75 heater and tera, Stress raion ave shown in Figure 7464.
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Figure 7-64 Surge at F-76 Ball Valve, Tank 13 Side - Demand vs. Code Longitudinal
Stress Ratios

7354 Tank 13-14 Defuciing - Surge at F-241P-5 Ball Valve - Tank 14 Side
The model stwing the surge force acting at the outboard F-241P-5 all valve near Tank 13 5
shown in Figure 7-65. The force was scale for theQl diameter pipeline and applied
similarly to the model with the surge at the bind flange
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Figure 7-65- Tank 13-14 Defuling - Surge at F-24/1P-5 Ball Valve, Tank 13 Side
Similar the mode wit the surge force placed atthe bind flange near Tank 14, we found
significant overstess at the te font inthe model when the surge load was applied at the
F-24115 lateral ball valve ear Tank 13, The peak rato of demand t allowable longitudinal
stress as calculated pr ASME B31.4 was 145, Elsewhere nthe model stress ratios were al
Selon 10. Stress ratios are shown n Figure 7-65
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Figure 7-66 — Surge at F-24JP-5 Ball Valve, Tank 13 Side ~ Demand vs. Code Longitudinal
Stress Ratios

738 Red Hill - Nozzle Local Analysis Modiel
The 2018 Quantitative Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (QRVA) Report highlighted the

failure of the tank nozzles a the Red Hil faciity 35 a potential isk for fuel leaks. The ower part
ofthe fuel storage tanks is encased in mass concrete with a pipe segment typical exiting the
mass concrete nto the lower tank gallery Figure 7-67 stows a typicsl pipe exiting the mass
concrete at Tank 17. This area is calle the nozzle in the QRVA Report

i
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Figure 7-67 - Piping Nozze Exiting Tank 17 Concrete Wall with Adjacent Inboard Valve
The double block and bleed (DBB) and ball valves are supported close to the nozzle adding

additonal weight lose to the nozzle penetration. We developed localized pipeline stress
models at these penetrations o check or potential overstrss of the nozzle reducers at the
Jocatons anchor nt concrete The mol forthe Tark £7 nazis shown Figure 468.
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Figure 7-70 - F-76 Harbor Tunnel Model - Straight Segment (Beginning and End)

We found no overstress in the harbor tunnel piping segments due to operational or seismic

loading. The ratio of peak demand longitudinal stress to ASME B31.4 allowable stress was 0.14.

at the beginning concrete anchor. This indicates low-stress demands throughout the piping

segment between piping anchors. Stress ratios are shown in Figure 7-71.

Figure 7-71 - F-76Harbor Tunnel Model - Demand vs. Code Longitudinal Stress Ratios
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Stress ratiosfo the 24 and JP-5 pipelines were also low, with peaks of 0.14 and 0.15,
respectively, for each pipeline.

738 Harbor Tunnel Unsupported Valve Segment Model
We denied concerns abut the sectional valves located ear Pipe Supports 203 and 204 in
he HT. The heavy sectional valves are no supported directly underneath an instead ely on
he pipeline sol o distribute the weight to the pipe supparts located several fea away: This
conditonis showin igure 7-72.

Figure 7-72 - Unsupported Valves on Main Ppalines
We develop a ioe tress model to valusts the segment of piping tthe sectoral valves
etween the two adacent anchor blocks to determine whether the welght ofthe valves caused
any overstess in the piping set A model image ofthe 76 pipeline segment is shown in
Figure 7-73, Model for the -5 and F-24 pipelines ar sia, with sde supports instead of
radio supports,

i
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Figure 7-73 -[QI F-76 Pipeline Harbor Tunnel Unsupported Valve Segment Model

of 0.34 near the anchor block after the bend. This indicates that stress demands near the valve
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Figure 7-74 - F-76 Unsupported Valve Analysis - Demand vs. Code Longitudinala

‘We developed a detailed finite element model using ABAQUS software package to simulate

Cer
58 ksi).
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7391 FEModel

Due to the symmetric geometry of the pipe and retention luglrod, we only modeled a quarter of
the pipe section initially and one retention rod and two corresponding lugs. as shown in Figure
7-75. We usedshellelementsforpipe,lug,andnut,andweusedthebeam elementforthe rod.

RBs: €
Figure 7-75 - FE Model ConsistingofQuarter Pipe Section and Retention Rod Assembly

‘While Figure 7-75 shows our representative model taking into account symmetric geometry.
i.e. a quarter Dresser coupling, Figure 7-76 shows our 3-D preliminary modelofthe 12 in.
Dresser coupling.
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Figure 7-76-Whole FE ModelofQl Dresser Coupling
For this preliminary FE model, we did not explicitly model the fillet weld between the retention

lug plate and the pipe. In adclton, we did no explicitly model the deflection ring atthe end of
‘the retention rod.

7392 steel Material Modeling
Figure 7-77 illustrates a typical engineering strain hardening material model used for ductile

steel in the finite element analysis. In Figure 7-77, oy is the yieldstress,ou is the ultimate

tress yi the stain at ye, est is the stainat intial strain hardening, Es the elastic
modulus, and Esti the strain hardening modulus. Thetypical value or Es is ES/S0, which is a
mean value from tests and has been used in the derivationofthe AISC compactness

requirements. A typical value of est is approximately equal to 12ey.

sal
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Figure 7-77 - Engineering Strain Hardening Material Model

For finite element analysis, the engineering stress-strain curve (based on the original
cross-sectional area) needs to be converted to a true stress-strain curve (based on actual
cross-sectional area). The true stress-strain curve was then used as one of the analysis input

parameters. As an example, Figure 7-78 shows the true stress-strain curve for ASTM A36
material together with the engineering stress-strain curve.

Figure 7-78 - Stress-strain Curves for ASTM A36 Material
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7393 Boundary Conditions and Loading Application

Apartfrom the symmetry boundary conditions shown in Figure 7-79, we restrained all nodes at
one end in three translational directions (X. Y, and Z) and released rotational degrees of
freedom for these nodes. On theother endofthe model, we applied monotonically increasing
uniform displacement-controlled loading in the axial direction (X direction in the model).

Applied symmetric
boundary condition

Applied symmetric
boundary condition

Figure 7-79 - Boundary Conditions of Preliminary Dresser Coupling FE Model

7.39.4 Preliminary Analysis Results

In our preliminary analysis model. we did not explicitly model thefiletweld between the
retention lug plate and the pipe. Our preliminary analysis results indicate that the lug bending
deformation (or lug plate tearing) is likely the weakest link assuming the weld strength is
sufficient. The lug plastic strain started at an early loading stage. When the axial displacement
reaches about 2 in., the lug plate is expected to fail. Figure 7-80 shows plastic strain (PEEQ)

‘contourwhenthe axial displacement reaches 2.1 in. in the model.Forlow carbon ductile steel
material like ASTM A36, steel rupture wouldstartto occur when the plastic strain reaches.
about 15% to 20%. Ata displacement of 2.1 in. in the model, the lug steel plate plastic strain
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immediately adjacenttothe rod has reached 15% to 20% or above, indicating the lug plate is
expected to fail.

reqWie section pons
(avg 75%)oa8%8y83

8%8%8%88&it8a86453

Plastic stain sbove 15%
to 20% indicates key
ruptureofbg steel plate

Figure 7-80-Plastic Strain (PEEQ) at Displacementof 2.1 in. in the Model

Figure 7-81 shows the lug plate bending from our FE analysis when the axial displacement
reaches 2.1 in. compared to the actual lug bending observed on site.
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Figure 7-81 - Lug Plate Bending ~ FE Analysis Result (left), Actual Bending (right)

Figure 7-82 shows the load-displacement curve fortheentire 12 in. dia. pipe considering the

modeling symmetry and lug/rod responses at different loading stages. When the load reaches

about 30 kips, the lug plate has already started to yield. When the load reaches about 45 kips.

the retention rod has startedtoyield. When the load reaches about 76 kips with a

corresponding displacement of 2.1 in., the lug plate is expected to fail.

Note that the load-displacement curve, as shown in Figure 7-82, did not take into account the

initial displacement, if any, accommodated by the deflection ring, which was not explicitly

modeled in the analysis.
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Figure 7-82 -Load-Displacement Curve for theEntireJil] Diameter Pipe
7.3.10 Local Buckling Evaluation Under Vacuum Condition

We assessed local pipe buckling under vacuum conditions per Offshore Standard
DNV-0S-F101 (DNV). Sections 5 D400, D600, and 13 D700 of the standard were used to

evalu the local bucking under external overpressure and combined loading conditions on
offshore pipelines (system collapse). Below are the calculation assumptions:

. External pressure of the system is equal to atmospheric pressure (14.7 psi), and the

minimum internal pressure is zero.

. Minimum yield strengthofthe pipe is 30,420 psi.

. Approximate corrosion allowance of 20% of nominal pipe thickness.

The local buckling calculation rested in a demandtocapacity rato (DCR) of 0.45, indicating
the pipe can withstand a vacuum condition under the assumptions listed above. Additonal.
we checked for local buckling under a combined loading condition. Section 5 D 607 in the DNV

states the criteria for local bucklingof a pipe under combined loading. We considered pipe
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members subjectedto a combination of bending moment, axial force, hoop stresses, and

external overpressure. The local buckling under the combined loading check resulted in a DCR

of 0.48, indicating the pipe can withstand a vacuum condition under combined loading.
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7311 Discussion

73111 Surge Loading

We performed a series of pipe stress analyses for the piping connecting the tanks, considering
the possibilty of a surge equal to the magnitude calculated for the 6 May 2021 event in the
Root Cause Analysis Report. The equivalent surge load was back-calculated through a pipe
stress model in both the Root Cause Report and SGH independently.The Root Cause Analysis
Report independently calculated a surge pressure using hydraulic analysis.

While we used the equivalent pressure of 320 psi from the Root Cause Analysis Report for our
calculations, we note that there is significant uncertainty associated with the surge loading. The

pressure in the Root Cause Analysis Report was calculated using the specific circumstances
relatedtothe piping configuration and valve opening sequenceatthe timeof the6May 2021
event,only inthe JP-5 pipeline. Because this pressure is based on a singlehistoricalevent in a
single pipeline, it is unclear if smaller or larger surge pressures could be encountered during
defueling operations based on vacuum conditions that may be present, differences in the
configuration of the F-24 or F-76 pipelines, or different valve operating sequences causing
different surge events.

We recommend that additional evaluationofthe potential surge for al three pipeline systems
be performed to establish a maximum surge event that could take place during defueling
‘operations considering piping configurations in place and likely operating procedures.

73112 Pipeline System Configuration

Regardlessoftheuncertainty relatedtothe magnitude of the surge loads, we made several
‘conclusions related to the responseofthe pipeline system to the surge forces that are valid
despite this uncertainty.

+ When piping to anyofthe tanks is disconnected, surge loads cause high stresses in the.
tee section connecting the header tothe lateral piping sections. Additional lateral
supports on the header and lateral piping do not effectively mitigate these high stresses.

«In addition to the high stressesinthe tee sections, should theblindflangeatthe
disconnected end of piping be on the tank side of a Dresser coupling, that Dresser
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coupling mayexperience tension loads in excessof its capacity.similarto what
happened duringthe 6 May 2021 event.

+ When the lateral piping goes directly into the tank without bends, the overall stresses
from the surge loads inthepiping system are low. However, bends in that piping may
introduce overstress conditions. This is due to code-specified Stress Intensification
Factors associated with bends, as well as additional bending in the pipeline caused by
eccentric axial loads.

«Surge loadsatthe endofthe main headerforthe F-24 line causeoverstressatthe tee
due to lack of axial restraint (as with the JP-5 pipeline) or insufficient section (as with
the F-76 pipeline).

Axial restraintofthe piping at pipe supports adjacenttobends and at the endofthe
F-24 header appears to mitigate these overstress conditions.

«Pipelines are adequate for loads resulting from typical operational pressures,
temperature differentials, and self-weight when not considering effects from surge.
loads.

We note that Enterprise Engineering used 30,420 psiforthe F-76 line based on limited

destructive testing performed on the pipeline. We used a standard yield stressof35,000 psi
associated with ASTM A53 Grade B material in our pipe stress analyses. The use of the less.

conservative yield stress used by Enterprise increases the peak DCR of 0.72 calculated in our

analysis to 0.83, which is still within ASME B31.4 limits. For the other pipelines, the assumed
yieldstressof 35,000 psi is conservative compared to values used by Enterprise based on

limited testing for both the JP-5 and F-24 lines.

73113 Dresser Couplings

Previous evaluations (Section 2.2.6) have stated that Dresser couplings are prohibited by
military specifications because they are classified as expansion devices. Our review of those.

specifications indicates that the intent is to prohibit non-fire-resistant installations. However,

the detailsofthese Dresser couplings (Section 2.2.6) show modifications froma standard

designto include insulated piping joints and insulating blankets on theinstallation.The previous
conclusionsbyothersthatthe non-standard Dresser couplings used here are prohibited may.

not be appropriate for this installation.
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Weevaluated the Dresser couplings that aed at Tark 20 uring the surge event on 6 May
2021 by performing a nonlinear finite element analysis of the couplings. Our analysis results

indicate that the lug bending deformation (or lug plate tearing) is likely the weakest link. This

‘conclusion is supported by observationsofthe actual failed couplings. To increase capacity in
the event ofa future surge event of similar magnitude, the strengths of both the lug plate and

retention rod need tobe increased. The lug plate strength can be increasedbyincreasing the

lug plate thickness. The retention rod strength can be increasedbyincreasing retention rod

drneter snc mata srengtth, Aeratvey,seifone lugs and restraining bolts canbe
provided.

‘Additionally, we reviewed Test Report No. C2613 provided, which was provided by Dresser

Utility. This test report provides empirical evidence of the Dresser coupling being able to

maintaina seal under vacuum pressures.Thevacuum pressure in the test report was 20-in. of

mercury which coresponds ts 252 pol. This 5 approximately 79 of atmospheric presrure,
whites ghlightad nthe PHA ar concern, Dresser ity ais indicated 1
correspondence that the seal of the Dresser coupling should be maintained so long as the

metallic coupling components and pipe do not deform. This is because the coupling seal is

“based on gasket pressure developed through tightening ofthe follower bolts” We
independently performed a calulaton emanating th adequacy of th piping or vacuum
conditions in Section 7.3.10. Based on the test report from Dresser Utility and the check we

performed for the piping for vacuum pressure, we believe the couplings do not pose a

significant isk of leaking ue to vacuum pressures.

74 Pipe Supports andPipeRacks
We performed our evaluation of pipe supports andpipe racks for dead loads, surge loads, and

earthquake loads using methods defined in ASCE 7-16. We obtained speciic cathauake
ground shaking acceleration values that are based on USGS mapped values for the Red Hill

areaofOahu using the ATC Hazards Map found onlineathttps:/hazardsatcouncil.org/#/ (ATC,

207).forESCM <<values csculated for the
sama evel of selmic hazard used for new design of structures throughout the United Sates.

ica
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‘These mapped values probabilistically consider nearby faults, the type of fault and historical
fault activity, their location and distance to the site, distribution of possible earthquake
magnitudes caused by each fault. and numerous other properties.

We used the following seismic design parameters:

«Risk Category~Ill (Table 2-2 of UFC 3-301-01 (Departmentof Defense, 2022)).

+ Importance Factor le = 1.25 (Table 2-2 of UFC 3-301-01 (Department of Defense,
2022).

+ Site Class ~C (very dense soil and soft rock, Table 203-1ofASCE 7-16 (ASCE, 2017).

+ Response modification factor (impulse). R = 3.0(Table C15.5-1ofASCE 7-16, and
‘Table 4.C.2ofASCE Guidelines for Seismic Evaluation and Design of Petrochemical
Facilities (ASCE, 2020)).55 = 0.575 (5% damping. risk-targeted maximum considered
earthquake, MCE, at 0.25).

+ S1=0.166g (5% damping, risk-targeted maximum considered earthquake, MCE, at
105).

+ Fu=127 (site amplification factor at 0.25).

+ Fu=150 (site amplification factor at 1.05).

+ Sw=073g=FSs

+ Su=024%=FS.

+ Sos=0.486g = (2/3)Sus (design earthquake spectral response acceleration at 0.25).

+ S0i=0.166g = (2/3)Sm (design earthquake spectral response acceleration at 1.05).

+ Tu=40s (long-period transition period).

+ SDC (Seismic Design Category) = C.

‘The 5% damping design horizontal response spectrum (also obtained from ATC Hazards
‘website (ATC, 2017)). as shown in Figure 7-83, was used in our modal response spectra
analysis.

——
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Figure 7-83- 5% Damping Design Horizontal Response Spectrum

We selected representative pipe support segments in different areas of the Harbor Tunnel (HT)

and Lower Access Tunnel (LAT) to evaluate them using a series of finite element models

developed using SAP2000. Our objective was to evaluate the pipe supports under operational

loads and other conditions. We modeled the pipe supports assuming they were as-designed,

ignoring any defects that were observed during our site visits, and reported in Appendix A on
the presumption that such significant defects would need to be repaired.

We do not know the actual material properties, but we assumed and modeled all steel

elements using ASTM A36 material as itis typical for structural steel members at the time of
construction. The geometryofthepipe supports was based on available drawings

supplemented by our field observations and measurements. We accounted for the base plates

and connactionsto the tunnelwallusing pin supports.

The weight of the fuel in the pipes was taken conservatively as the largest fuel density listed in

Attachment B.7.1ofthe report “Conceptual Site Model, Investigation and Remediation of
Releases and Groundwater Protection and Evaluation, Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility Joint

Base Pearl Harbor Hickam, Oahu, Hawaii.” Fuel density is taken as 0.893 kg/L.
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We developed the following finite element models:
The HT steel pipe supports between concrete anchors.

+ Segments of pipe supports in the LAT.

1. Model of Pipe Supports30 to38to evaluate typical pipe supports composed of
twocolumns and one beam.

2. Model of Pipe Supports 46to48to evaluate the stability and conditionsof this
area where we observed a heavy 20 in. valvewith potentially inadequate
support

3. Model of Pipe Supports 49to 57 to evaluate the transition between two
different types of supports, those with one column and those with two
columns.

4. Model of Pipe Supports 78 to 92 to evaluate typical pipe supports composed of
onecolumn with theotherend embeddedinthe tunnel wall.

5. Model of Pipe Support 97 to evaluate typical pipe support composed of one
Vertical bracket with the other end embedded in the tunnel wall.

6. Model of Pipe Support 100toevaluate typical pipe support with both ends
embedded in the tunnel wall

+ Pipe supports in the lateral tank galleries

1 Model of pipe support in Tank Gallery 10.
2. Model of pipe support in Tank Gallery 15.
3. Model of pipe support in Tank Gallery 20.

Pipe supports were modeled using frame elements to capture the interaction between different
structures and piping systems. The weight of the pipes were calculated with a wall thickness of
0.375 in. forthe [RIN pipe (F-76). 0.25 in forthe[RRM pipe (IP-5). 0.25 in. forthe[Rll pipe
(F-24) per measurements taken in the fied. Typical longitudinal bracing is made of L2-1/2 in. x
2-172 in. x SIGIR angles. and they are considered connectedatthe center intersectionof the
two cross braces), which was the condition seen in our field observations.

‘The weightofthe fuel inside the pipe was calculated and applied as point load on the frames at
the pipe support locations.

We evaluated the pipe support using the above-mentioned finite element models for
‘operational (gravity) loads and seismic loads. For operational loads,weincluded the self-weight
ofthe structure and the pipes, plus the weightofthe fuelifthepipeswere full of fuel. We
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considered a load combination of 1.2xDead + 1.2xFuel (operating load) according to PIP

STC01015 (PIP, 2017). We also considered the extra dead loadof the small-bore pipes,

‘conduit andcabletrays, and miscellaneous componentsbyadding a uniform distributed load of

30 pst between the fuel pipes per PIP STCO1015 (PIP, 2017) and fied observations. For
seismic loads, we performed a response spectrum analysis per ASCE 7-16. We considered the

self-weight of the components and the weight of the fuel as the seismic mass for the analysis.

to account for a scenario where an earthquake occurs while all three pipes are full of fuel.

We analyzed the seismic and operational demands on the structural elements obtaining the

loads imposed on each element. Afterward, we calculated the structural capacity of each

structural element per the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC). By comparing the

structural demand to the structural capacityofeach element, we obtained a

‘demand-to-capacity ratio (DCR) of each element.

For the seismic analysis of the pipe supports, we used Site Class C, Seismic Design Category C,

and the seismic parameters for the Red Hill area. We also used R=3.

We produced details for the repairs and retrofits of the pipe supports where necessary. Details
can be found in Appendix D.

7.41 Pipe Supports at Harbor Tunnel

We modeled a section of pipeline and pipe supports between two concrete anchors. The
typical pipe support is madeofangle sections, as shown in Figure 7-84. Vertical members were

modeled using two back-to-back angles L3 in. x 3 in x 1/4 in. The upper horizontal members

‘were modeled using a single angle L4 in. x 3 in.x 1/4 in., whilethe lower horizontal members

were modeled using a single angle L4 in. x 3 in. x SRN

——
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Figure 7-84 - Representation of a Typical Support in the Harbor Tunnel

Figure 7-85 shows the modeled segment of the pipeline between concrete anchors with the

corresponding pipe supports.

Concrete Anchor
iv

ypc support = 7
ee

Concrete Anchor

Figure 7-85- Representationof Typical Pipe Supports Between Anchors.

Figure 7-86 below shows the DCR for the different elements of the controlling pipe support.

‘The maximum DCR is 0.60. The DCR for the elements analyzed show that the structural

capacity of the pipe supports is adequate for operational and seismic loads.
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Figure 7-86~Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCR) for Pipe Supports at Harbor Tunnel

742 ModelofPipe Supports 30 to 38

‘This model represents the pipe supports that consist of two columns and one beam. We.

selected this section between Tank Galleries 11-12 and 13-14 as representative ofa group of

pipe supports.

Pipe supports, beams, and columns were modeled using W8x31 and W10x49 elements.

according to available drawings and field measurements. Figure 7-87 shows the model of Pipe

Supports 30 to 38.
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Figure 7-87 - Finite ElementModelof Pipe Supports 30 to 38

‘Someof the two-column pipe supports have the beam connected or embedded intothe wall.
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Figure 7-88 shows the DCR for the different elements. The maximum DCR is 0.55. The DCRs

for the elements analyzed show that the structural capacityofthe pipe supports is adequate for

‘operational and seismic loads.
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Figure 7-88 - Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCR) for Pipe Supports 30 to 38 Beams
Connected to the Wall

743 ModelofPipe Supports46to48

We developed this modelto evaluate the area between Pipe Supports 46 and48,where during
our site visits, we observedalarge [Jill] valve with potentially incompletefinadequate supports

and other deficient structural conditions (corroded and damaged members). Pipe supports,

beams, and columns were modeled using W8x31 and W10x49 elements according to

available drawings and field measurements.

“The weight of the valve was taken as(EJEIJY based on similar size valve data shests
available in the public domain. The post that supports the valve was modeled as a 6 in. Sch. 40
pipe. Figure 7-89 showsthe model of Pipe Supports46to48.
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Figure 7-89 - Finite Element Model of Pipe Supports 46 to 48

Figure 7-90 below shows the DCR for the different elements for seismic and operational

conditions. The maximum DCR is 4.37. The DCRS for the elements analyzed show that the
structural capacityofthe braces s inadequate during a sefmic event.
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Figure 7-90 - Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCR) for Pipe Supports 46 to 48
We designed a retrofit concept to improve the structural stability of the structure around the

large 20 in. valves and to better distribute the seismic loads that reducethestress on the

braces. Figure 7-91 below shows the DCRs for the different elements after the retrofit. The

maximum DCR is 0.53. The DCR fortheelements analyzed show that the structural capacity
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of the pipe supports after retrofit is adequate for operational and seismic loads and the stress in

thebracesis reduced to acceptable levels.
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Figure 7-91 - Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCR) for Pipe Supports 46 to 48 After Retrofit
of Pipe Supports 49 t0 57

This model was created to capture the transition between two types of pipe supports. We

observed tht the pipe supparts changed rom two columns (onea each end) to supparts with
ane coin with the athe en supparted on the tunnel wall This sections located between
Tank Galleries 7-8 and 9-10. Pipe supports, beams, and columns were modeled using W8x31

and W10x49 elements according to available drawings and field measurements. Figure 7-92

shows the model of Pie Supports 4910 57.
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Figure 7-92 - Finite Element Model of Pipe Supports 49 to 57
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Figure 7-93 below shows the DCR for the different elements. The maximum DCR is 0.65. The

DCRs for the elements analyzed show that the structural capacity of the pipe supports is.

adequate for operational and seismic loads.
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“This model represents the pipe supports that consist of a beam supported on the tunnel wall

and one column. We selected for the analysis the portion between Tank Galleries 1-2 and 3-4.

Pipe supports, beams, and columns were modeled using W8x31 and W10x49 elements

Pipe Supports 78to 92.
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Figure 7-94 - Finite ElementModelof Pipe Supports 78 and 92

conditions. The maximum DCR is 4.47. The DCR for the elements analyzed show that the

structural capacityof the braces atthe endofthe pipe supports are inadequate during a
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Figure 7-95 — Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCRs) for Pipe Supports 78 to 92

Weadded one braceateach endtocomplete an X brace onthe end baysofthepipe support

segment. Figure 7-96 below shows the DCR for the diffrent elementsafter the retrofit The
maximum DCR is 0.28. The DCR forthe clements analyzed show tha the structural capacity
of the pipe supports is adequate for operational and seismic loads, and the stress in the braces

is reduced to acceptable levels.
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Figure 7-96 - Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCRs) for Pipe Supports 78 to 92 After Retrofit
Model of Pipe Support 57

This model was created to simulate the response of Pipe Supports 97 and 98, where the beam
‘that supportsthepipes is connectedtothetunnel wallon oneend and supportedby a vertical

member (bracket) from the ceiling of the tunnel on the other end. Pipe supports, beams, and the
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vertical racket were modeled using WBK31 elements acconing tothe avalable information.
Figure 7-97 shows the model of Pipe Support 97.
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Figure 7-97 - iit Element Model of Pipe Support 97
Figure 7-98belowshowstheDCRsforth different elements. The maximum DCR is 024. The
DCRs for the elements analyzed show that the structural capacity of the pipe supports is

adequate for operational and seismic loads.
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Figure 7-98 — Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCRs) for Pipe Support 97
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745 ModelofPipe Support 100
This model was createdto capture the configuration of Pipe Supports 99 to 103, wherethe

beam thatsupportsthe pipes is connected to the tunnel wall on both ends. The beam was

modeled using frame elements. The tributary weight of the pipes and the weight of the fuel

rersesmlietenrintioath consitrng ha tpackigintueen Bios Suspot 100 snteticert
supports. The beam was modeled using W8x31 elements according to available drawings.

Figure 7-99 shows the FE model of Pipe Support 100.
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Figure 7-99 -Finite ElementModelof Pipe Support 100

Figure 7-100 below shows the DCR s forthedifferent elements. The maximum DCR is 0.73.

The DCRsforthe elements analyzed show that the structural capacityof the pipe supports is.

adequate for operational and seismic loads.
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Figure 7-100 - Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (OCR) for Pipe Support 100

746 Model of Pipe Supports in Tank Galleries 10, 15, and 20
We selected a representative sampleofpipe supports in three tank galleries. The tributary

‘weight of the pipes and the weight of the fuel were applied as point loads considering the

distance to adjacent supports. The beam and columns were modeled using W8x31 elements

according vo aval drawings and fel measurements. Figura 7-101 and Figure 7-102 show
the models of pipe supports at Tanks 10, 15, and 20, respectively.
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Figure 7-101 - Finite Element Model of Pipe Support at Tank 10 (a) and Tank 15 (b)
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Figure 7-102 - Finite Element Model of Pipe Support at Tank 20

Figure 7-103 shows the DCRs for the different elementsofthe pipe support at Tank 10 and

the pipe supportatTank 15. The maximum DCR for Tank 10i0.40. The maximum DCR for
Tank 15 is 0.35. The DCRs for the elements analyzed show that the structural capacity of the

pipe supports is adequate for operational and seismic loads.

oa
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Figure 7-103 - Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCRs) for Pipe Support at Tank 10 (a)
and at Tank 15 (6)

Figure 7-104 below shows the DCR for the different elements of pipe support at Tank 20. The

maximum DCRsis 0.62. The DCR forthe elements analyzed show that the structural capacity
of the pipe supports is adequate for operational and seismic loads.
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Figure 7-104 - Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCR) for Pipe Support at Tank 20

In Tank Gallery 20, the pipe has been closed with a bind flange and connected tothe tunnel
wall. We developed a retrofit solution to transfer a possible surge load from the pipe to the pipe:
supports, with adequate resistance for the pipe supports to resist the surge load. The surge:
load was assumed as 78,000 bf per the suggestions in the 2021 Root Cause Report ofthe
6 May 2021 event. Figure 7-105belowshowsthe proposed retrofit
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Figure 7-105 -Retrfits to Tank Gallery 20 Pipe Supports
We developed a finite clament model to analyze the effects of the surge oad on th retrofted
structure, Figure 7-106 below shows the DCR or the diferent lements of pipe support at
tank gallery 20 aftr the retrofit and considering the surge oad. The maximum DCR is 0.95
The DCR for the elements analyzed show that the structural capacity of the pipe supports is
adequate o resis the surge oad after implementing th retof.

nd
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Figure 7-106 - Demand-to-Capacity Ratios (DCRs)forSurge Load at Pipe Support at
Tank 20 After Retrofit

747 Discussion

Basedonthe analysisof the portionsof the pipe racksweevaluated in the LAT and HT, the

DCRs show that the structural capacityofthe pipe supports, as-built and following repair, are

‘adequate for operational and seismic loads (see Table 7-2). We computed maximum DCRs of

0.60intheHT and 0.73 inthe LAT and tank gallries. Based onouranalysis, we recommend
the following:

- Bracesshouldbe added tothe endbaysofPipeSupports78to 92to resistseismic.

loads.

. Pipe Supports46to 48 should be retrofitted as discussed in Section 7.4.3toimprove

the stability of the valve support and to resist seismic loads.

. Pipe supports in Tank Gallery 20 should be retrofitted as discussed in Section 7.4.6to

resist the surge load on the pipe.

» All observed pipe support defects such as missing braces, damaged braces, corroded

base plates, and other conditions that we report in Appendix A were not considered in
the analysis, and they should be repaired.
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Table 7-2 - Summary of Pipe Support DCRs

Maximum DCRModel i Comment

. ‘Adequate for operational andHarbor Tunnel Pipe Supports 060 a
‘Adequate for operational andSupports 30to 38 055 ba

Needs retrofit for seismic loads and
Supports 46 to 48 437(053) [around the existing valve. Additional

| column and bracing added
‘Adequate for operational andSupports 49 to 57 065 ali

Adequate for operational loads, two
Supports 78 to 92 4.47 (0.28) additional braces required for

seismic loads.
Pipe Support 97 024
Pipe Support 100 I 073

[BipsSupportsiniTank salierytol] 039)

75 Surge Tanks

‘The dimensions for each surge tank are 60 ft in diameter by 21 ftin height. The construction of
‘each surge tank consistsof a minimum 12 in. thick reinforced concrete shell with 1/4 in. thick
interior steel liner plate. The four surge tanks share one integral reinforced concrete roof slab
‘with a minimum slab thickness of 6 ft.

Given the unique construction, the surge tanks appear to be adequate to withstand both
‘operational loads and seismic design loads.

‘The major potential issue for the surge tanksis the corrosion of the steel liner plates and steel
bottom plates and the corrosionofthe weld between the steel plates. Significant corrosion. if
not addressed in a timely manner, could cause potential fuel leaking given the past leaking
history of these surge tanks (for example, Surge Tank 3 experienced some fuel seeping through
the wallofthe surge tank tunnel in 2001). We suggestthatthe steel liner plates and bottom
plates be inspected in accordance with the intervals recommendedin API 653.
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‘The latest API 653 internal out-of-service inspection for Surge Tank 4 was completed in 2018,
The inspector recommended the next API 653 internal out-of-service inspection for Surge
Tank 4 be performed no later than November 2028 based on an inspection interval of ten
years

Surge Tanks 1-4 were contractedforCIR in 2019 (Kalp. 2019), however wewere only

provided the Surge Tank 4 2019 completion report (APTIM Federal Services, Inc. 2019). Our
document review shows Surge Tanks 1-3 underwent CIR in 2006 (Westin Solutions, Inc.
20063) (Westin Solutions, Inc., 2006b) (Westin Solutions, Inc., 2006c) (Westin Solutions, Inc.
20064). We recommend CIR on those tanks that have not undergone CIR since 2006. We also
recommend the interval for internal out-of-service inspection of these surge tanks not be more:
than ten years.

76 Above-Ground Storage Tanks

We evaluated all the aboveground storage tanks as listed in Table 5-3 and Table 5-4 in
accordance with the procedures described in Annex E. “Seismic DesignofStorage Tanks”of
API 650 (12th Edition). The locationofthe upper tank farm i: Latitude = 21.359229, Longitude
= -157.938645. The evaluation was performed using the following seismic design parameters:

+ Risk Category-Ill (Section 2-21, Structural Design, UFC 3-461-01).

+ Seismic Use Group - Il (API 650, E3.1.2).

+ Importance Factor, le = 1.25(Table 2-2 of UFC 3-301-01 and Table ES ofAPI 650).

+ Site Class -D (SHff Soil default soil class per Section 11.4.3ofASCE 7-16).

+ Response modification factor (impulse). Ru. (Table E.4of API 650).

Rui=3.5 (self-anchored).
R= 4.0 (mechanically anchored).

+ Response modification factor (convective), Rue. (Table E.4 of API 650)

Ruc= 20 (self-anchored).
Rue = 2.0 (mechanically anchored).

——
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+ S5=0:569g (5% damping, risk-targated maximum considered earthquake, MCE, at
02).

© 51=0.163g (5% damping, isk-targeted maximum considered earthquake, MCEr, at
10s).

+ Fu=1345 (site amplification factor at 0.25).

+ Fu=2.148 (site amplification factor at 1.0. note API 350 12" Edition referenced ASCE
7-10)

+ Ss=0765g=FiSs

+ Su=0350g=FS:.

+ Sos=051g= (2/3)Sus (design earthquake spectral response acceleration at 0.25).

+ $0120.23 = (2/3)Su (design earthquake spectral response acceleration at 1.05).

+ T= 40s (long-period transition period).

Detailed evaluation results for the aboveground storage tanks will be included in the upcoming
100% report, but all tanks are stable.

761 Tank EvaluationPer Annex E of API 650

We evaluated all the aboveground storage tanks in accordance with the procedures as
described in Annex EofAPI 650. Section 7.6.2 presents asummaryofourevaluation results.
As an example, we present a detailed evaluation of Tank 11-1 at Hickam Field in this section,
as shown below.
General Notes
771 Tank nomenclature, equation and section ferencesaefomAPI STD650 12h Eton unless othenvise ned.
#2[itValueIndicates a coll wih a manually mpotedvalve.

——
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Tonk.Founiaton Prope
NAME[HCK111Specific nameofthis tank
0 93.000 |Nominaltankdiameter, measuredtothe insideofthewall(ft)a Ei Boma,
H 42.500 [Fill Height (f) (note: Maximumfill height is aka MOLand TCL)
tb 0375 |Thickness of bottom plate (in)
wr[0188 Thickness ofroof plate (in)
s ISpeciic grayoftank contents
L [2000widthofBottom Annulus (f)

Roof| Cone JRooftype
Ho [3000|Roof Height Above Shell Height (f)

Anchorage |Seff-anchoredorAnchored
FrdType |Ringwal|ot Bop fmm
WooProps OF SoTo a UTSE

Ty Ea RAIA
Emos 29,000,000 |Elastic modulus (psi)

Sani Parameters Po ASCE 110 Spectr (A) 6502 Edition References ASCE 7.0)
SwCms [0DIsom
SUG [i[seismic Use Group,API650Section E.3.1
Su [500kssc spansccmshorports
J ——pe
Sw [TOI Jaduetodspect sponse accelerationforshe pads
St [01000ksect espnasaccmtiont1.0 sac pros
JO —— pe
Sw [030 |adusted spectral response acceleration at 1.0 sec prod
Sos [0510[Design spectal responseaccelerationatshotperiods
Sor [0235 Design spect responseacceleration at 1.0secperiod
nn [es lsasee
To [ fompmiostanson pests)
le [135seismic importance Factor,API650Table 5
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Solon
0 5300 omastok arr)" 80 Towers)u 2550 ge Ot. ocr hi NOL TCL)" Son RtgsdowShot gt0)v 363 Tockoesof nomcorme 4)

Shot Gomory and

mom| ous| om| tom| sow| os | nu| mes| huis| sous| rrr] mow| Bus| of| Hom| fom| ous|mi| ew | dem | oes| rrod Now| Bio| ow| wow| soe| ova| Baw| Tr| Bas [sues| manod few| Bio| oi| sow| sow| om| Row| son| Da [sss| £mod Bi| dow| 066| fouo| Su| 0%| som| 6m | mes| resco| moe
=m =

OverallWeights
Ws 227.337 Total weightoftankshellandallappurturences(bs)
Wr 104.125 Totalweightofthe tankroof is)
[25.0% 1%ofroofweight supported by shellwall (= 0for a floating roof)

Wis 26,031 Totalweightofthe tank roof supportedby shell
Xs 193 Centroiddistancefombottomof tank (f)
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Evaluation using API 650 Annex E:
TankData
TankName HCK 11-1

0 93.000 Nominaltankdiameter(f)
HO 48000 Totalheightofthetankshell (t)
H 42500 Topcapacitymit()
G 0840 Specifcgravtyoftank content
Ge 0759 Eflectivespecificgrautyincluding seismiceffects

t 0630 Thicknessofbottom course (n)
t 0375 Thicknessofbottomannulus(in)
L 2000 Width ofBottomAnnulus (8)

Fy 30000 Min.yieldstrengthofallshellcourses (psi)
Fby 30.000 Min. yieldstrengthofbottom annulus (psi)

TonkWeights
Ws 227.337 Tota weigh oftankshel andal apprtrences(1s)
xX 153 Heightfombottomoftankshelto shellc.g(1)
We 108125 Tota weightofthe tankrot (bs)
Wis 26031 Toto weight ofthe ark ofsupped by tank shell nth vertical direction (bs)
WE 104016 Totalweightoftankbottom

API 650Appendix -SeiamicDesig of Storage Tanks
ResponseModificationFactorsre.Table£4)

R= 3%
Ri: 20

DesignResponseSpectrum
sis 0s ASCET-0Eq1577-1679
Sc= 0% © ASCE 7:10En 167-10 5.7.11

HorizontalDesign Acceleration orGround:Supported Tanks(Section E61)
A= ome 125 Es511
Ax 0g E4sts

Ground:Support FlatBot Tanks
Natural Periods(Section £.45.1)

Tex ST Festmodesoshingwaveprod (3)
Design OverurningMomentattheBaiomof theShel (Section E61.)

Wp= 15,132.27Tota weightoftheTankCanonsbs)Wis 7632512 Edectve mpusnewoh(bs) E6111
We 7101907 Efectvecomecive weight(bs) E6113
X= 169% Hig fombotom ofshelto centro ofth aera seismic ce ppledtoWi) £61211
c= 2514 Heightfom botomofshell o contdfheltrs seismicforceappbedtaWe() £61213
Mw 24328631 Designowrtamingmoment ttebot of the shel (bs) E6151
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SESa —St smePEERSeeSiTIEon EEmETIIIIIT oe
Max 53207251Doonowningmoment acting across thearto takbasecrosssoction (bs) E6152S——
tbs [O375Yicknessofbotom annulus used 0calculatedseismicstably (in)Tames -

Seethetablebelowforthe anchorageratiocriteria (extractedfromTableE.6ofAPI650)

[r==];ETEEa EESobErr
beISTEeeeCeCnEERE
‘ShellStresses (Section E.6.1.4 8 £.6.2.2)

ws = 89.1 Roofloadactingonshell(pf)RL——
CA= 0 Corrosionallowance(in)

18 063 Actual thickness ofbottom shellcourseless the specified comosionallowance, if any(in)

oc= 599 Longitudinalshellcompression(psi). (Eq E 6222-12)fe
R= 568.00 Nominalradiusofthetank(in)
H= 4250 MOL,orTCL,orDesignLiquid Level(8)
G= 084 Productspecificgravity
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Tc TEeortyCourseCan) |msCA Soomof ve
FT TroTelsrow ow]
Jose[0Tose[9| 3% Taoo0[suso0 |
=Jess[0TomIs| vw ooo[ 5500|
Jes [0ToseIs| T2000[temo]

oxToToxIw |Su 200 tomo]
sos[0Tox1s| wm ow 20]
Ce1111111TeVRmessedTon oTev Te oe Bo Coe,Seceu aTSW Car hoptes is greatest

Tram| Dynami. oroto|comer| (S25 Ome |ye
force.Ni |foc,fc | C2! 52.9| ps)
Obsin) | gos)| 005) (esi)
onToTw ow om we oe on]

=fos TT voorTose[ams | tears |22550 [om|
[fiToTss | toon[oes | toa |22550 oss|
SS0 J 0 70 0
ss1m[2m [ssa[25 tose |2250[oss|
sf ws nnTt |oo | ss |208 |22380 [om]
Co 1 1 1 1 11 1
ORTSufcenterateTocpSeng
Ne:“mamc*imples“seismic”
Ne:Por £62.4211 increase iallowedwhe cacuatgthe Alowabl TensieHoop Stes

Some wdnalslow. ong ovruring i in
Course [shel comp. Yoh8) [1-741] Moment To?

stress.cy os) i= bs) pi
30 0 F7510 |

{senTso Ives|om [anomees] ser| sor |oar]
={as [woo Iuw Ioor [toomomr]a0|sw|om|

[+{set 200 133| 050 [oteaste]36|so |or|
[={oemI300I 800 IomToioesm|20|a0 |ot|

{26 [oo|soo | 017 [aosarra] 171| ost |oto]
C111 + T 1 1 1
ORTSuro!compresaon Seng EeaaTh
Hote:Fccalculatedpor£6223
Note: OvertumingMomentveslinearly fombotto ofsel to op, per E 6.1.5
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Voricl Design Acelarton Section £6.13)
PT

Froaboard  Sloshing Wave Height (£7.21
Hroof = 48.00 Heighttobottomofroofforpurposeofcalculatingfreeboardand sloshingloads (f)
Sos 051 Spectralaccelerationofconvective wave(g)uw 1 Some Use GopTO ST Fest modesoshing wae ord (5)
Af 0.053 Acceleration coefficientforsloshingwaveheightcalculationGe= 205 SloshngwaeheightaboveFlHugh 8) (E721)Grdo= 144 Minmum required iesboud (0)Tae £7
G07 5H Fesmmianiie®

A resboar ua 8is eed unlessaneofthe lowing akematives reprodSunday cortanmen s aed 1s Cott th product ap. Thefofand ar shel ae
‘designedto contain the sloshing liquid.

Yes | Suicint feast viable?
‘Summary of evaluation results for Tank 11-1 at Hickam Field (SUG Il):

TankName HoK111 (SUG)
Tank Diameter, O () ow]Tank Height.Hi(1) [soo]=) Cen]
Importance Factor [iz]
Anchorage [SeEAnchorea

‘Seismic

Sum |Lrgtutea
Course [Course Height (1) Material Hoop Tensie|

Forces |Compression]

Stress

TTsw |oon Trsmowne om ob]
2som |osm fasmiaoc or |oii|
5 som |oa fasmamc oes|ois |
Tso |oss fasmirosc oes|oir |
5 som |oo [asmieomc oss| 016 |
6 som |oz [asmmwc ons|of|
C11 1+ 1
‘Freeboard Required (f) 144
Available Freeboard (ft) 550 OK! Adequate Freeboard

Anchorage Ratio
= 076

No shell uptankis seftanchored since J<=0.785
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As a comparison,asummary of evaluationresultsfor Tank 11-1 at Hickam Field is presented

below, assuming SUG ll:
Tank Name HCK 11.1 (SUG I)
Tank Diameter. D (f) [300]
Tank Height, Ht (1) [eso]
Fill Height, H (R) [e250|
Importance Factor [150_]
Anchorage

Seismic
Seismic |Longuudnal

(Course Height () Material Hoop Tensite|  Steh
Forces |compression

Stress
[FT | soo TTow[ASTMAZ63C 072[oi |
[2 | soo0 | 068[ASTMA%3C 073| 015|
[3 1 soo |"oai6 [ASTMAZ3C 072| 021|
[¢[sooo | 038[ASTMA%3C 067| 033|
[5 1 sooo | 020 [ASTMAZ3C 0% | 051 |
[6 1 000 10260 [ASTMABIC 014 | 045|

Cr 1 1 1[1
Fresboard Required (1) 246
Available Freeboard(1) 550 OKI AdequateFreeboard

Anchorage Ratio
y= 091

Potential upi,buttank is stable

762 ‘Summary of Evaluation Results.

Following the procedures demonstrated in Section 7.6.1 for Tank 11-1 at Hickam Field, we

‘evaluated all the aboveground storage tanks. Table 7-3 and Table 7-4 present a summary of
the evaluation results.
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Based on the evaluation results, we have the following conclusions:
+ The freeboard is insufficientfor Tanks 47 and 48 at Upper Tank Farm and Tank 311 at

Entrance of Adit 3, and there couldberesulting roof damage. See Table 7-3 and Table
7-4 for the allowable maximum fill height for these three tanks.

+ For AFFF Storage Tank, evaluation results indicate that the tankupliftis possible, but
the tank i stable during a seismic design event. However, the likelihood of the AFF
Storage Tank being full of liquid during an earthquake event is extremely low. Therefore,
AFFF Storage Tank is judged to be adequate.

+ ForTanks 11-1 and 11-2 at Hickam Field, evaluation results indicatethatthetank
uplifting is unlikely during a seismic design event assuming Seismic Use Group Il
However, there is potential tank uplift during a seismic design event assuming Seismic
Use Groupll, although the tanks are stable.

763 Discussion

During our site visits, we observed overconstrained piping for the following three tanks:
+ Tanks 11-land 11-2 at Hickam Field.

+ Tank’5at Upper Tank Farm.

For Tanks 11-1 and 11-2 at Hickam Field, our evaluation results, as shown in Section 7.6.2.
indicate that there is potential tank uplift during a design seismic event assuming Seismic Use
Group Il although the tanks are stable. We recommend that overconstrained piping be
mitigated for Tanks 11-1 and 11-2 to avoid potential tank damage and loss of product in the
event of tank uplift during an earthquake event.

For Tank 55 at Upper Tank Farm, our evaluation results indicate that the tank is adequate
during a seismic design event and will likely not uplift. However, we stil recommend that
‘overconstrained piping be mitigated for Tank 55 to avoid potential tank damage and loss of
product in the eventoftank uplift during an earthquake event.

In high seismicity zones, the recommended values for piping flexibility (ASCE, 2020) are 6 to
12in. of vertical displacement and 4 to 81. of horizontal displacement. In Pearl Harbor, with
moderate seismicity,werecommend 4to 6in.for vertical displacement and 2 to 4in. for
horizontal displacement to be considered for the piping flexibility.
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In addition, our evaluation results indicate that the freeboard is insufficient for Tanks 47 and 48
at Upper Tank Farm and Tank 311 at Entrance of Adit 3. Although analysis would recommend
that the fil levels for these three tanks be limited to the allowable maximum fil heights as
shown Table 7-3 and Table 7-4, consideration of Insufficient freeboard and the resulting
potential roof damage caused by the liquid sloshing during an earthquake event is a secondary
‘consideration that need not be mitigated here.

We also recommend that overconstrained stairways be mitigated at al tanks, as applicable.

77 Pumps and Valves

Pump and valve integrity is primarily maintained by proper use and proper maintenance. Wear
and tear on a valve may increase when the valve is repeatedly opened and closed with a high
differential pressure as it tends to wear the sealing surfaces. Also, the main tank valves seem to

be used for throttling fuel to clear the vacuum in the main product lines, but these valves are.
designed for isolation or on-off purposes. Using these valvesforthrottling can deteriorate the
internal sealing surfaces of the valve by hydraulic erosion. Hydraulic erosion occurs when a
Valve is “cracked” open so that the downstream piping segment can be pressurized. Hydraulic
‘erosion occurs where high-velocity fluid flows over the sealing surfacesofthe valve. Over time,
this situation can lead to the sealing surface wear in the localized area of thehigh-velocityfluid
and cause a “leak-by”ofthe valve when iti closed.

‘The T-valves in the underground pump house have been used to hold pressure, but these
valves are originally designed for flow control or throttling. The T-valves are butterfly valves
and are generally not recommended for use where a “tight-shutoff" is neededtohold pressure.

‘Thesump pumps and main fuel pumpsseemtobeused for their intended purpose and do not
‘exhibit abnormal wear and tear.

Most of the valves used in the Red Hill and Pearl Harbor fuel facilis seem to be used for their
intended purpose and do not exhibit abnormal wear and tear. There may be occasional leaks
from the valve flanges and stem seals that need repair over time, but the overall function of the
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valves seems to be good. However, an exhaustive review of the maintenance records of all the

pumps and valves is not possible because the records were not available.

‘The Red Hill fuelfacilitydoes have a maintenance plan in place. The guidance for maintenance
and Inspections of equipment are provided inthe “Unified Facilities Criteria UFC - Petroleum
Fuel Systems Maintenance” (DepartmentofDefense, 2021).

771 Pump Maintenance

Section 3-8ofthe UFC Petroleum Fuel Systems Maintenance document describes the.

‘guidelines for the various types of pumps that are used in the fuel storage facility. The
Inspection and Maintenance activity frequency are generally divided into quarterly, semi-annual
and annual tasks.

Different types of pumps require different maintenance activities. Most of the pumps at Red Hill
(with a few exceptions) are centrifugal pumps. The general maintenance activities for
centrifugal pumps include:

+ Checkfor proper operations while the pump is in use. Check suction and discharge
pressure gauges for abnormal readings. (Frequency: Quarterly.)

+ Checkfor unusual noise, vibration, and overheating of bearings or cases. (Frequency:
Quarterly)

+ Ifequipped with a lubricating oil charge, check the oil level and adjust as necessary.
(Frequency: Quarterly.)

«+ Tighten or replace loose, missing, or damaged nuts, bolts, or screws. (Frequency:
Quarterly)

+ Inspect suction and discharge isolation dampeners for misalignment and wear.
(Frequency: Quarterly)

+ Inspect mechanical seals, if possible, for proper operating temperature, drips, leaks, and
dirt. (Frequency: Quarterly)

+ Checkfor alignment, clearances, and rotation of shaft and coupler (requires the removal
of coupler shroud or cover). (Frequency: Annually

+ Lubricate pump bearings. (Frequency: Annually.)
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+ Ifequipped with lubricating oil charge, draintheold oil, and fill with new oiltofull mark
on sight indicator (also il bulb). (Frequency: Annually)

+ Refer to Section 9-17, “Electric Motors,” for inspection and maintenance requirements,
of electric motors.

772 Valve Maintenance

Section 6-6ofthe UFC Petroleum Fuel Systems Maintenance document describes the

‘guidelines for the various types of valves that are used in the fuel storage facility. The
Inspection and Maintenance activity frequency are generally divided into quarterly and
semi-annual tasks.

Different types of valves may have some differences in the maintenance activity included in the
maintenance document. In general, most valve maintenance activites include:

+ Open and close the valve to check for ease of operation. (Frequency: Quarterly)

+ Lubricate valve operator stems and grease fittings. (Frequency: Semi-annually)

+ Inspect valve exterior for corrosion and tightness of bolts. Repaint and retighten as
required. (Frequency: Semi-annually.)

Ball valves require an extra inspection step:

+ Open and close the valve to check for ease of operation. (Frequency: Quarterly)

+ Lubricate overhead-valve chain operator gears. (Frequency: Quarterly.)

+ Adjust packing per manufacturer's specifications as needed. (Frequency: Quarterly)

+ Inspect valve exterior for corrosion and tightness of bolts. Repaint and retighten as
required. (Frequency: Quarterly.)

+ Referto Section 6-6.2.10 Manual Valve Gear Operators for inspection and maintenance
of gear operators if equipped.

Valves that are equipped with an internal Double Block and Bleed include many more
inspection steps than general valves:

+ Open and close the valve to check for ease of operation. (Frequency: Quarterly)

+ Lubricate overhead-valve chain operator gears if equipped. (Frequency: Quarterly.)

——
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iv Adjust packing per manufacturer's specifications as needed. (Frequency: Quarterly.)

. Inspect valve exterior for corrosion and tightness of bolts. Repaint and retighten as

required. (Frequency: Quarterly.)

. Operate the body cavity drain when the valve is in the closed position to ensure that the

valve is closing properly. (Frequency: Quarterly)

. Keep the valve operator housing full of lubricant to displace and prevent moisture from

accumulating am eating. in ascordanes wit te renferturens recomendations.
(Frequency: Semi-annually.)

+ Removethebottom drain plug and dain valve. Frequency: Annual)
+ Reforto Section 5-62.10 Manual Valve Geer Operators for inspection and maintenance

cr aoroPara fone,
+ Somedoubleblock and teed valves are quipped with integrated pressuraftvermal

reliefvalves. Refer to Secton 6-6.3 Thermal and PressureRelief Valves for inspection
and maintenance requirements of pressure/thermal relief valves.

+ Chockvalves als avea plannedmaintenance program that inches
1 Usetheexternaltestleverto ensurethevalveisnotstickingifequipped.If a

cveck valve suspected of nt checking and cannot be serviced in pace, it
ettere Hom the piping system ar serviced in a ho. (rect:
Quarterly)

Zz Inspect valve exterior for corrosion and tightness of bolts. Repaint and

retighten as required. (Frequency: Quarterly.)

773 Discussion
“The main fue purnpsEEA arein operable condition and appear tobe n satisfactory
contiton. These pumps ware is normal operation unt all fuel movements were suspended
‘sometime after May 6, 2021. These pumps are included in a maintenance program. These

pumps are scheduled to be replaced soon, and it is our understanding that material has been

‘ordered (Section 3).

The FOR main sump pumps in the Red Hill lower tank gallery areasarein operable condition

and appear to be in satisfactory condition. These pumps are currently in operation and are

inclutedinamantemance progr,
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The AFF sump pumps are currently locked out fom operation due to some technical issues
These issues are currently being addressed by the AFFF vendor. These sump pumps are

operable, but the logic controls for the pups seem to be the sourceofthe technical ssue. The
me frame to resolve this issue i nat known at the time of this report. These pumps are
included in a maintenance program.

The main ark vavesond sectional valves het aro the Red Hil wen fark gallery and the
Harbor tunnel ae in operable condition, and up tothe time that fuel movements were
suspended, these valves were in operation. These valves are included in a maintenance
program.

The throtting valves or “T-valves” that are located a[CCIM
A operable but are suspected to leak-by:” These valves are
“butterfly” valves and are not normally used to hold pressure or used in “tight-shutoff” service.

These valves are included in a maintenance program.

The various valves that arelocatedJENNGIIIGYIN are a1 in operable condition. Some of
these valves are in current use because they are required to direct uel to portions of the Upper
Tarik Farm, These valves are included in a maintenance program.

The remainderofthe valves are pumps not incuced in Rec Hl) that are in the following areas
areal operable, included in a maintenance program, and are currently in use:
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78 Marine Faciities

781 Evaluation

SGH performed below deck inspectionsofthe fuel system at five fuel piers (Hotel Pier, Kilo

Pier, Sierra Pier, Mike Pier, Bravo Pier). We reviewed the fuel pipeline, including the condition of
the pipe, coating, pipe supports, and adjacent structural elements whereaccess allowed (in
some cases, our boat could not pass between piles, or there were ships berthed obstructing

access). For those structural elements adjacent to the fuel piping, we documented conditions of

cracks, spalls, apparent delamination, exposed reinforcing, and corroded reinforcing in the piles,
bents, fender piles, and underside of the deck.

782 Discussion

Although our observations do not constitute a 100% reviewofthe fuel piers, they highlight
conditions that we recommend be further evaluated for safe fueling/defueling and continued

general use of the piers.

Many observations in Section 5.9.4 indicate “severe” concrete damage (ASCE, 2015) (see our

site observations for Mike Pier in Appendix A). The majorityofthe “severe” conditions we

‘observed were outside the tie beams between bents (it is unclear the structural function of

these tie beams and the effect of their deterioration on the capacityofthe pier) and at the

undersideofthe deck in discrete locations. Tension forces atthemidspanofthedeck, between

bent lines, are taken primarily by the reinforcing steel. When the reinforcement spanning

between bent lines i exposed, tensile capacity is compromised, and this reduces the vertical
load-carrying capacity of the deck.

We reviewed the 2018 inspection report by Marine Solutions, Inc. (Marine Solutions, Inc., 2018)

related to Bravo Pier, Kilo Pier, and Mike Per (Section 2.8.1). Considering the structural
deficiencies we observed at the piers (four years of progressive deterioration), we recommend

the Navy: 1) consider reducing access across the deck areas of Mike Pier, which potentially

have reduced tensile capacity, 2) evaluate the piers for safe continued use at full capacity

considering the deficient te beams, piles, bent caps, and deck. 3) perform timely repairs of high
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priority items to prevent continued degradation and compromiseofthe pier system, and 4) for

future maintenance of all JBPHH fuel piers, establish robust structural maintenance and repair

schedule following industry standards.

We additionally recommend future inspection and maintenance include 100% visual inspection

of the above and below water elements of the piers, removal of marine growth or coatings to.

‘expose the underlying structural member for inspection, and a combination of non-destructive

testing and destructive testing to reveal hidden or interior damage (ie., Levels II and lil
assessmentsper (ASCE, 2015)). Following such an inspection regime, we recommend high

priority repairsbe executed within a timely manner.

‘Additionally, at Hotel Pier, the below deck piping includes a 4 in. PVC drainage/FOR line, 12 in.
‘wrapped waterline,Jiililmulti-product line. and other abandoned lines (Pond, 2018).

According to the Pipeline Integrity Management Plan (IMP), the PVC lines may be packed with

100%fuelin the waste stream (Enterprise Engineering, Inc., 2019). Figure 5-65 shows PVC

pipe used as a FOR line under Hotel Pier. We recommend this pipe be replaced using
appropriate fuel-grade material

79 Fuel Pipe Fitness-for-Service Assessment

We conducted a quantitative FFS assessment of local external corrosion pitted sections of

piping according to API 579-1 2016. We note that similar assessments have been conducted

in the past by Enterprise Engineering Inc. (EEI) following their In-Line Inspection (ILI) or pigging

surveys. We independently conducted a quantitative FFS assessment of local external

corrosion pittedsectionsof piping accordingto API 579-1 2016.

791 Mechanical Properties of Pipe Steel

The Enterprise Engineering Inc 2016 report listed mechanical propertiesoftests conducted on

pipe samples from an unknown location by Finlay in 2000. According to the requirements of

ASME B31.4, EE| used the value of 80% of the average yield strength of these tests as the

basis of the yield strength for their FFS calculations. The values they used are as follows:
. [BRE pipe-Yield Strength 38.9 ksi.

——
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+ [BRE vive-Yield Strength 40.0 ksi.

+ [BR pipe-Yield Strength 30.4 ksi.

Noinformation is reported on the mechanical propertiesofthe aboveground pipes. Itis possible
that these pipes conform to ASTM AS3 Grade B steel pipe, which has minimum values of 35 ksi

yield strength and 60 ksi tensile strength.

Given the limited test data and the unknown locations from which these mechanical tests were
removed, we have used a yield strength of 30ksi or all pipes in our FFS calculations, which is a
conservative assumption.

792 Measurements

Following our walk down visual inspection of the Harbor Tunnel pipes, the above-ground pipes.
and the pipes along fuel piers, we measured select external corrosion pit depths at corroded
areas. We selected locations that appeared to have the worst pitting corrosion in the visible
and accessible areas. Therewerecertain locations where there was not sufficient access to
measure pit depths, such as in the crevicesofthe pipe supports along [EJEBIERY] but we
understand that Pond is already repairing pipes and supportsatthese locations.

We used a wire brush and/oraknifeto remove corrosion products and then a pit depth gauge
to measure the loss of the external section.

793 Assumptions

We made the following assumptions:
+ The yield strength of all steel pipe is 30ksi.

«The maximum working pressureof the pipe is 300 psi, which we understand is the test
pressure used for testing valves and fittings around the facility. Previous calculations
used a working pressure of 275 psi.

+ Wemeasured the pipe thicknessaway from corrosion pits using an ultrasonic thickness
Gauge and determined that the wall thickness oftheRHIRIS ancBRE ture!
pipesare 0.25in., 0.25 in. and 0.375 in,respectively.Thepipethicknessofthe
above- ground fuel piping downstream of the pump house is consistent with
ASTM AS3 Schedule 40.
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+ The previous reports indicated widespread minor pitting corrosion inside thepipes with
an approximate pit depthof 0.03 in. Hence an internal corrosion lossof0.03 in. has
been applied to alpipesfor the assessment.

+ There is nofuture corrosion allowance for the pipes. This assumes that no further
internal corrosion will occur, which is reasonable as low points are regularly drained of
water, and external coatings will be properly maintained.

+ Minimum safety factors of 15for yield strength and 3 for tensile strength have been
applied to the assessment as required by ASME B31.3, Para. 302.32

«Theoriginal construction code of the pipeline is unknown, so we have used a quality
factor of 0.7, as required by API 579 Para. 2C.7.

+ Weused Section 6ofthe standard (Assessment of Pitting Corrosion Pitting Corrosion)
for our calculation, including a factor for widespread pitting corrosion damage. Note that
this assumption is equivalentto the Section 5 (Local Thinned Area) calculation.

+ Dents and corrosion pits are remote from welds and structural discontinuities, which
matches our general observations.

+ Theinteral pressure on the pipe is constant rather than cyclical, which is defined by the
standard as fewer than 150 cycles over the service life. We discussed this assumption
withJEJE (Supervisory General Engineer NAVSUP Fleet Logistics Center Pearl
Harbor, C701) on 23 March 2022 (Section 3). He confirmed that these pipes have only
ever been emptied for inspection and repair

794 API 579 Section 6 Level 1 Assessmentof Pitting Corrosion Calculation

We conducted a Level 1 assessment of the corrosion pitsthatwe measured. Note that Level 1
is a conservative applicationof this assessment compared to Level 2 and 3 assessments, which
utiize a higher level of stress analysis

We used our measurements and assumptions to calculate the maximum allowable working
pressure (MAWP) for the pipe's longitudinal and circumferential stress according to API 579
Part 2C.5 “Piping and Boiler Component.” We then used our measurements to calculate the
reduced MAWP at the pit location. If the marginofthis reduced MAWP comparedtothe
maximum working pressure is greater than 0, then the pipe has passed the assessment. A
negative value indicatesthatthe section fails the FFS assessment. The results are listed in
Table 7-5.
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We note that al corrosion pits we observed in aboveground piping passed this Level 1
assessment, apart from the pit in the riser of Bravo Pier, which had penetrated through 93% of
the wal thickness. Pond informed us tha this pipe sto be replaced. The two pits inthe HT ill
J diameter F-76 also failed this Level 1 assessment by a smal margin, 50 we subsequently
conducted a Level 2 assessment for these locations.

We calculated the critical Level 1 assessment pit depth (in terms of % of nominal thickness) at
which the reduced MAWP is equaltothe maximum working pressure, ie., RSF is 0, the
maximum allowable pit depth, for the various sizes of pipes that we encountered. Ou results
are listed in Table 7-6.

Table 7-6 - Critical Pit Depth to Pass Level 1 FFS Assessment

Pipe Outer | Nominal Pipe| External Pt_| PR Depth (%
Diameter (in)| Thickness (in)| Depth (in) _| of Nominal)

I [0575 Toos0 1io7% |
I ozs cos |ieaw |
I ozs ooe7| zesw |
I Ios75 ozs|eoom |
I Io20 ois |eam |
I 027 oies
| | 0203 | oi [ 720% |

These results show that or the above-ground pipesoutsideRGECNE
EE it depth of up to 60% of wall thickness can be tolerated as fit for service.

We also conducted a Level 1 assessment of the gravity-loaded AST #47, where we observed
local pitting in the tank wall due to ponding water around the tank rim. This result is shown in
Table 7-7, and this pitis judged to be acceptable.

Table 7-7 - FFSAssessmentforCorrosion Pit on AST #47

: Reduced
Lot Specific ema |Toth| awe | FES Level 1
ocation Gravity or | Nerina| Maron | Assessment

©)
AST 547 TankDanie [Leseh]Ea ons [Se [wen oa]
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795 API 579 Section 5 Level 2Assessmentof Pitting Corrosion Calculation

For the two corrosion pits in HT[Jl diameter F-76 pipe that failed the Level 1 FS

assessment, we conducted a Level 2 assessment using Part 5 (Local Thinned Areas). We
assumed that these pits have maximum dimensionsof 1 by 1 in. and havea conical profile and
that there is a uniform internal section loss of 0.03 in

In addition, we conducted this Level 2 assessment on speculated corrosion loss tothe [RI

pipe. We note that in the 2016 EEI Pipeline Report. its stated that “thereisevidence
suggesting there is internal pittingof upto 0.150 inchesatthe bottom of the pipe at scattered
locations”, but the report then stated that these measurements had not been confirmed and no
locations were given. We assumed that this thinned area has a conical profile.

For our calculations, we used the same mechanical properties and assumptions as our Level 1
assessment. The results are listed in Table 7-8.

Table 7-8 - Level 2 FFS Assessment for Corrosion Pits on HT[RRM Pipe

|[LEreeDimensions| Thickness| PitDepth[ (bof| MAWP.
in) in) (in) | Nominal)| Margin (%)

[RBI [| wo | 0375 [0130 [saw| 2% [Pass|

MR [on[ow onoon]
[unknown| 90 [| 0375 |o150 | ao%| 1% | Pass|

Both of the external pits that failed the Level 1 Assessment passed this Level 2 Assessment.
For the local internal pitting with section loss up to 0.15 in. reported in the 2016 EE Pipeline
Report, we calculated that locally thinned areas up to 9by 9 in. can be tolerated.

7.96 API 579 Section 12 Assessmentof Dents and Gouges Calculation

We conducted a Level 1 assessment of the dents we measured at select locations along the HT
fuel pipes. Note that Level 1 is a conservative application of this assessment compared to
Levels 2 and 3 assessments, which utiize a higher level of stress analysis.
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We assumed that the depth of the pipe dent was the same in the pressurized and
unpressurized conditions. As the pipes are notin cyclic service, and there is no significant wall
thinning at the dent location, according to Step 4 of the calculation, the dent is acceptable if the
depth is less than 7%ofthe depth of the outer diameterofthe pipe.

Ourmeasurements and FS calculation results are listed in Table 7-9. Note that the maximum
dent depth we measured is 2% of the pipe diameter.

Table 7-9 - Level 1FFSAssessment for External Dents on Select Pipes

Pipe Outer Dent
Diameter Depth
(in) ©)

ETN[20 [OIQEN 025|oz |is%[Pass|
[ozsToms 1io% Pass |
[0575[026[08%| Pass |

[Ps] [02 T 024 [13% |Pass |
| 0375|026 [ 08%| Pass |
| 0375 |02925|09%| Pass |

|72: | |_o25 |o151 [| oo%| Pass |

797 Discussion

OurFFS calculations for the fuel pipes around the facility are in agreement with the previous
FFS assessments conducted by others. We have shown that for pipe sizesof[Rill] or less.

which cover[CTCICYNM rro<icn pits with depths of up to
60% wall thickness can be tolerated. This concurs with the corrosion control protocol currently
implemented by Pond, where pipes with corrosion pits greater than 50% section loss are
repaired.

Apart from the corrosion pit at the Bravo Pier fuel riser, which has a local section lossof 93%,
all the corrosion pitsthatwe measured around the faciity passed the FFS assessment. We
note that regular inspections and measurements of pit depths are necessary for the continual
assessment of above-ground fuel pipes. Once a coating protection system is breached, pitting
andor crevice corrosion can proceed rapidly in this tropical marine environment
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Weconducted a Level 2 FFS analysis of local thinning in theHT[Ql diesel pipe as a previous

investigation suggested that localized internal pitting up to 0.15 in. deep is present. We
determined that locally thinned areas in these pipes are acceptable as long as their
‘width/length isless than 10 in. Thesepitsare unlikelyto have grown significantly inthepast six

Years as the pipe is regularly dewatered. For long-term use of this pipe, the location and extent
of this local internal pitting should be verified.

‘We observed and measured several dents in the HT pipes. The maximum dent depth that we.
measured is 2% of outer pipe diameter; therefore, all observed dents pass the FFS assessment.
Note that the previous FFS assessment assumedthatthe pipes are undergoing daly load
cycles; thus, their toleranceof dents might be overly conservative compared to that in our
analyses.

7.10 Coatings and Corrosion Control

7.101 Internal Pipe Corrosion Discussion

We did not inspect the inside surface of any fuel pipes, but according to previous inspection
reports, minimal internal corrosion has occurred during the service lifeofthese pipes, with a
maximum section loss of 0.03 in. Although fuel pipes are normally protected from corrosion
from the fuel product, corrosion can occur along the pipe invert f water is present in the
product, but these pipes are regularly dewatered. so internal corrosion should not be an issue.
We assumed a uniform internal section loss of 0.03 in. for our FFS calculations. We inspected
the internal surfacesofseveral valves that had been removed from service, and these were
clean with no visible pitting corrosion.

‘The 2016 EET HT Pipe Inspection Report states that their measurements suggested localized

pitting corrosion has occurred along the invertoftheHT[QR pipeline, with section loss of up

100.15 in. However, no follow-up measurements or inspections have been conducted,so this
section loss has not been verified. Internal corrosion can occur along the invert of fuel pipes if
‘water is allowed to accumulate, but these pipelines are now regularly dewatered, so itis:
unlikely that active corrosion is now occurring at this location.
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7102 Cathodic Protection Discussion

Our review of the annual Corrpro CP inspections indicates that the AST and buried pipe
infrastructure is satisfactorily protected against corrosion across the facility. The CP system

appears to follow NACE and API guidelines and is typical of petrochemical facilities. We

observed occasional damage to protective wrapsatpipe ground penetrations and some

material degradation of flangeisolationjoints. We note that recommendations for system

maintenance and upgrades are sometimes not completed by the time of the subsequent annual

report, and we recommend that maintenance is completed in a timely manner to avoid possible
corrosion of the system.

7.103 Coatings Discussion

‘The guide specification UFGS-09 97 13.27 (Steel Structures) is satisfactory for
high-performance coatings for the exterioroftanks and fuel pipes and conformstotypical

industry standards. The zinc-rich primer provides additional corrosion protection if the coating
fails, the epoxy mid coatis high build and protects coats rough surfaces such as welds if

properly applied. and the polyurethane topcoat has good resistance to chemicals and ultraviolet
‘degradation. The NAVFAC coatings guidance document states that this coating will ast for at

least twenty years if properly maintained. This coating is not designed for immersion, so
surfaces should be sloped to avoid ponding water. Its not suitable for structures that are.

located inthetidal zone, suchasthe pier fuel pipelines. Fortheproductsthatwe were informed
are used to coat fuel pipes, the Sherwin Williams system conforms with this standard, but the

PPG system does not.

Theguide specification UFGS-09 97 13.15 (Fuel Tank Interiors) is satisfactory and conforms to

typical industry standards. The epoxy intermediatecoat s high build and protectswelds if
properly applied, and the fluoropolyurethane is chemically stable. The NAVFAC coatings

‘guidance document states that this coating will last for at least twenty-five years if properly

maintained. We were not provided with a lst of products used for this application.
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Theguide specification UFGS-09 97 13.26 (Splash Zone Coating) appearsto be inferiortothat

of the Steel Structures Specification as there is no zinc-rich primer specified for additional

corrosion protection. This maybedueto the difficulty inthefield applying and curing a coating

in a splash zone environment. This specification appearstobe intended for waterfront
structures rather than high-performance applications, therefore is probably not intended for

fuel pipes.

Although the guide specifications for steel structures are satisfactory for twenty years of
service life if properly maintained, we observed many areas where the coating is degraded

during our site inspection of fuel pipes. The tropical marine environment in Hawaii can lead to

rapid coating spallation and corrosion of the substrate once the coating starts to fail.

There seems to be a disconnect between the coating specification and the maintenance

program. It is important that once coating degradation has been observed, a properly specified

coatingrepairshould be conductedatthis location rather than using a temporary repair

coating. Improvements should be madeto avoid standing water and immersionbypitching
surfacesto drain and sealing crevices such as at pipe supports and flanges. The stainless steel

flange bands which are present at some valve stations to protect against crevice corrosion

should be installed at all flanges across the facility. In addition, the guide specifications do not

offer guidance on how to prepare for and apply spot repairsat locationsofsmall surface
damage/corrosion. There should be a guide specification for conducting repairs that are

considered permanent.

The wrap coatings used for the fuel pipes in the tidal zoneofthe fuel piers are not suitable for

this environment. These coatings should be removed and replaced with a high-performance
coating suitable for marin immersion. Alternatively, these pipes shouldbe raisedabovethe
tidal zone and coated according to UFGS-09 97 13.27 (Steel Structures).

“The bituminous wrap coating on the fuel pipes in the Harbor Tunnel does not provide adequate
corrosion resistance at locations where water is dripping on them due to water inftration
‘through the tunnel roof. In addition, wrap coatings do not allow the steel pipe to be directly

a
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inspected for coating failure and localized corrosion. Despite the complications associated with
the lead and asbestos content of this coating, if these pipes are to be maintained in the long
term, this coating should be removed and replaced with a modern coating satisfying UFGS-09
97 13.27 (Steel Structures).

7.10.4 Stainless Steel Stress Corrosion Cracking

‘The 2020 EE report concerning stainless steel stress corrosion cracking (SCC) on stainless
steel fuel pipes at AFB Guam suggests that similar environmental (tropical marine) conditions
are present in other Air Force locations. The only stainless steel piping at the Pearl Harbor base
is at Hickam. Our visual inspections of stainless steel piping at this location, both inside the
Pumphouses and external, did not reveal the presence of any cracks. The localized brown
staining/shallow pitting on the pipes is typical of Type 304 stainless steel in a marine.

‘environment and not indicative of the onset of SCC.

However, we suggest thata higher resolution inspection using NDT. such as Dye Penetrant

(DP). be conducted on these pipes to determine if small cracks are present. We note that stress
corrosion cracking on stainless steel piping at ambient temperature is unusual,so there might
be other variables such as contamination during manufacturing/installation that has caused this
issue in Guam.
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations from all sources are included in this section. These include Process

Hazard Analysis (PHA) and Operational Readiness Assessment recommendations, as well as
the Structural and Mechanical Integrity recommendations.

Recommendations are classified in terms of those requiredpriorto defueling and those

required for continuing operations acrossthe entire Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam (IBPHH)
fuel system. However, recognizing that after defueling occurs, a portionof the JBPHH fuel

system may never be brought back into service, some of the recommendations associated with
continuing operations may not be required. Specifically, these recommendations apply to the

Red Hill Underground Bulk Fuel Storage (UBFS) tanks and the fuel conveyance system in the
tunnels. These specific recommendations are identified and need not be adopted.

81 PHA Recommendations and Operational Readiness Assessment

811 Prior to Defucling

Table 8-1 contains recommendations to be considered prior to defueling the Red Hill UBFS
tanks. These recommendations arise from the PHA and the Operational Readiness

Assessment. Some recommendations did not receive a risk ranking since they were generated
outside the PHA, or there was insufficient information to adequately assess the level of isk.

‘Table 8-1 - Defueling Recommendations ~ Red Hill

1. Toincrease the reliability of operator response to normal,
return to service, and emergency operations, develop
wiitten procedures detailing operator actions, including
‘which steps should be field verifiedby two individuals, in
order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment ri
Training and refresher training should address both what
and why. Ensure operating procedures, training materials,
and training records are part of the document control
system. (High Priority.) This recommendation aligns with
the 2018 Phase 1 Quantitative Risk and Vulnerability
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‘Assessment (QRVA) of the Administrative Order of
Consent (Recommendations 7. 8,9, and 11).

6 Install additional Pressure Indicating Transmitters (PITS)
in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each
side of sectional valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect
potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure
new and existing PITs are in the scheduled Preventive
Maintenance (PM) program for improved reliability of
critical instrumentation. (High Priority)
25. Include verification step in Operations Order that piping
is restrained before starting any evolution involving PA
transferring liquid from any tank in Red Hill Tank Gallery.
(High Priority)
27. If possible, add an equalization line across the outboard
‘main tank valvepriortodefueling to reduce the likelihood of
sudden openingofa large valve and resultant surge. Add
equalization lines across both main fuel valves after Ps
defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank shicing
when sizing the equalization line. (High Priority)
28. Ensure Of Tight Door 1) wil remain functional during
the lossofpower and 2) is part ofa PM program to PHA
improve the reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority.)
31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of ine sag, creating a

32. Evaluate the need for Dresser Couplings in the [RSIS
andRY main distribution piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery
between Tank (TK) 114 JP-5 Tank (Red Hil) and
TK 116 F-76 Tank (Red Hill, shown onDrawing[IIR If
they can be removed safely, remove the Dresser Couplings. _
JP-5 Emergent Pipeline Repairs were underway at the time
of the Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) and will include
eliminating the od Dresser Couplingon[JRE P-5 piping.
“This recommendation should be completed prior to
returning JP-5 piping to service. (High Priority)
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8. Consult manufacturer on reverse pressure capabilty
(vacuum) of Dresser Couplings installed around pumps
installed in Underground Pump House (UGPH) and Red Hill PHA
Tank Gallery. Consider modifying the design if the
manufacturer has an alternate sealing system and Dresser
Couplings remain part of the design. (High Priority.)
9. Consider adding observer and/or remote camera
observation at Dresser Couplings during initial
pressurization prior to defueling. (High Priory)
38. Develop a car-seal or lock administrative control system
and identify safety-critical manual valves which should be
controlled to reduce the likelihoodof human error. Valvesto
consider include but are notlimitedto 24" butterfly tank
vent valves at Red Hill (RHL), manual block valves on the PHA
inlet or discharge of relief devices, manual block valves on
bleed of thebodycavityof twin-seal Double Block, and
Bleed (DBB) device, key firewater supply, and distribution
valves. (High Priority)
14. Evaluate the current ratings of all piping and hoses
between RHL and piers to identifyareas of concern due to PHA

deadhead pumps and static pressure when transferring or
defueling RHL. (High Priority.)
99. The Navy policy is to use the Incident Command
System (ICS)/Unified Command (UC) for structuring Navy
spill response management organizations. The NAVSUP
FLCPH fuel personnel manages the initial response. If
additional resources are needed, the Federal Fire
Department Incident Commander will establish an
‘emergency command post and assume responsibility for
the response. The Emergency Spill Coordinator or the PHA
‘Commanding Officer can contactthe Region Navy On-

Scene Coordinatorto activate the Region Spill Management
Team (SMT). The Region SMT will then establish other ICS
functions.Port Operations i the coordinatorforthe Facility
Response Team (FRT), an on-water contractor resource
based on Ford Island. The roles, staffing, and resources for
each organization need to be clearly defined, drilled, and
aligned priortodefueling operations. (High Priority)
107. Consider additional operators and technical support
for defueling operations. (High Priority.) PHA
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Operating orders (procedures) should be established in
writing for each work activity and all operational phases. A
new procedure template with all industry best practice ——
Sections (ike health and safety. the consequence of i
deviation, etc) included should be developed. NOTE:
During the Hazard and Operabilty Study (HAZOP). a
procedure template was provided to Pond personnel.
Ensure a sectionof the new procedure template discusses
the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) required, the Operational
hazards of the fuels, and what to do if you come in contact Readiness
with the us.
"All operating orders/procedures should be version-
controlled within a document control system where Operational
changes/revisions to the documents are managed and to Readiness
allow for yearly document review.
Develop a formal written procedure Implementing a Satine
Lock-outTag-out (LOTO) process, including training onthe Cosme
LOTO work permit.
Develop a formal written procedure implementing a line |must be in place.
Implement an access control process that includes.
electronic badging into and out of the faciity. This system
should report real-time accounting for al personnel in the Operational
facilty. In eu of a electronic system, implementa sign- Readiness
infsign-out process that i controlled by the Control Room
Operator (CRO).
Emergency response sections on the current operating
orders address spills and leaks. They do not have any Operational
operation orders or emergency actions that address the Readiness
loss of electricity. building ventiation fire, or explosion.

ErwllIE)Start-up Safety Review (PSSR) program. Hanes
Develop a formal written procedure implementing a
Management of Change (MOC) process. The process
Should be paper-based initially, to move to an electronic Spores)
system once the program i fully implemented and
understood.

re | [mrtraining before any process change is made. mene
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Develop and implement a hot work program that is owned
by the Operations/Fuels group. This program should meet
the criteria of OSHA Process Safety Management (PSM). It
Should ensure that Operators know what hot workis being
performed in theirarea and that operators are trained to Operational
write hot work permits. Readiness
In addition, develop and implement a Safe Work program
that includes procedures and controls for confined space
entry. energy isolation, elevated work, and other Life
Critical procedures.
Develop and implement a written process for incident
investigation, including reporting requirements, data
tracking, training, thorough incident investigation tools, etc. a
‘The level of incident investigation may be fit for the a
purposeofthe incident severity. Incident investigations
Should be completed in a timely manner and communicated
across the affected organizations to share learnings.

Ee||investigative tools (ike TapRoot, Apollo, etc). oe

‘Ensure personnel is trained and there is a system to carryEefeeReadinessevacuation.
Typical. faciltes have alarms for local emergencies (leave
the work area and muster ata safe distance) and
evacuation alarms (evacuate the facilty).
tis recommendedtodistinguish between local
emergencies with muster points and evacuation
emergencies. Operational
All employees entering the faciity should be trained on Readiness
alarms and musterfevacuation routes via an intial
orientation.
tis recommended that alarms are tested weekly to ensure
alarm operability and to raise awareness of employee
understanding of alarm types.
Ensure an emergency response critique is carried out, andEE [=Readinessactual emergency response or dill.
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812 Ongoing Operations (Without Red Hill)

Table 8-2 shows recommendations to be considered for Ongoing Operations at Pearl Harbor

DFSP (excluding any recommendations associated with the Red Hill UBFS facility).

Table 8-2 - Ongoing Operations Recommendations ~ Without Red Hill

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal,
return to service, and emergency operations, develop written
procedures detailing operator actions, including which steps.
should be field verified by two individuals, in order to reduce
the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and refresher
training should address both what and why. Ensure operating PHA
procedures, training materials, and training records arepartof
the document control system. (High Priority.) This
recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the
Administrative Order of Consent (Recommendations 7, 8,9,
and 11).
2. Ensure the PITs located (b)(3)(A)

are in a scheduled PM system
using certified and calibrated test equipment. The calibration PHA
should meet the requirements of OPNAV Instruction
3960.168. (High Priority.)
3 Consider installing local Emergency Shutdown (ESD) on
refueling piers at Pearl Harbor (PRL). Ensure ESD actions are I
consistent with Coast Guard requirements and do not create
‘additional hazards. (Medium Priority.)
4. IF additional safeguards are warranted, design and install
‘automation to safely shut down refueling piers at PRL in the.
event of emergency or loss of containment, including isolation PHA
of sectional valves to minimize the quantity of the loss of
containment. (High Priority.)
5_Consider equipping]

‘with LEL or fuel or oil PHA
detection and alarm instrumentation and evaluate automated
ESD and/or initiation of Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF)
Fire Suppression System. (Medium Priority.)
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10. Ensure the Pressure Safety Low sensors (PSL). Pressure
Safety High sensors (PSH), PITs, Velocity Sensor (VSs).
Temperature Transmitters (Ts). Current Transmitters (CT).
and Flow Sensors (FSs) on

PHA

are ina scheduled PM
System using certified and calibrated test equipment. (High
Priority)
71. Consider equipping all French drains at PRL and RFIL with
a check valvenon-return valve to reduce the likelihood of
backflow of flammable liquid as a result of loss of containment. Pa
(Medium Priority)
“41. Add testing for sulfur compounds (or other credible toxic
compounds) as part of pre-offoading analysisforfuel receipts PHA
at PRL. (Medium Priority)

supply. (High Priority)
74. Remove electrical connections and sockets from the inside
of the Fuel Oil Reclamation Facility (FORFAC) containment
area to reduce the likelihood of electrocution duringperiods of -
heavy rain or spill in secondary containment. If not feasible,
install protective safeguards to reduce the risk of electrocution.
(High Priority,
75. As an interim recommendation, 1) replace sockets with
Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) sockets inside the
FORFAC secondary containment, 2) develop a Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) to engage NAVFAC prior to
predicted heavy rainfall and include emergency phone _
numbers for power company contact, 3) provide access to
breaker box near Tank 1301 Reclaim (B1) Tank, and 4) install
signage that specifies "do not enter duringperiods of heavy
rain or standing water" and includes a phone number contact
to de-energize the area. (High Priority)

a
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13. Change the test pressure used for testing all hoses from
150 psig to 330 psig to comply with 33 CFR Part 154 Coast
‘Guard and worst credible case scenario deadhead pressure of
219 psig. Due to the significant change in test pressure, the
test procedure and equipment must be reviewed and revised PHA
as warranted for adequacy prior to use. If hoses with an
allowable operating pressure of 330 psig are not commercially
available, the deadhead pressure must be limited on sources
above 300 psig. (High Priority)
20. Repair and seal containment around Tank 1301 Reclaim
(B1) Tank and Tank 1302 Reclaim (82) Tank to reduce the _
likelihood of soil contamination resulting from an overfill in
Tank 1301/1302. (Medium Priority)
78. Establisha stand-alone maintenance contract apart from
other base facilities with documented maintenance standards. PHA
(High Priority)
83. Consider a SOP for all ndiduals in tunnels to have a 15.
‘min. escape air bottle system for emergency egress during PHA
activation of the fire suppression system, which shuts down
ventilation. (Medium Priority)
TL. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks
equipped with overfil protection and reduce, where PA
appropriate, to reduce the quantity of liquid that may be
released on overfill. (High Priority)
64. Consider testing for fluorides and chlorides in all liquids.
before defueling if possible or after receipt, and consider FHA
alternatives to receiving defuels from Navy vessels if data
warrants. (Medium Priority)
67. Investigate anchor chair requirements for all tanks in the
Upper Tank Farm (UTF) and FORFAC, and Tank 311 at RHL. -_
(Medium Priority) This recommendation may be similar to a
recommendation from SGH.
69. Install PIT on the suction and discharge of [QUGlI@Y Pump.
to allow CRO tomonitor [EM performance. (Medium PHA
Priority)
71. Consider installing a second dissimilar check valve
adjacent to 6 in. check valve on the dischargeof[IG Pump PHA
to reduce the likelihood and quantity of reverse flow. (Low
Priority)
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72. Use the existing level switch to activate a new. local
audible and visual alarm with Level Safety High LSH-1328. PHA
(Medium Priority)
92. Consider treating the engine compartment as a confined
space which would include controlled access, deactivation of A
fire suppression system while inside, and reactivation of
system when entry is complete. (High Priority)
58. Perform Job Safety Analysis (ISA) on high-risk tasks to
address human factors and PPE requirements. (Medium PHA
Priority)
59. Ensure seals and enclosures necessary to maintain

program. (Medium Priority)
60. Ensure transformers, switchgear, automatic transfer
switch (ATS). and other equipment in Switch Gear Room PHA
meets requirements of Class 1 Div |. (High Priority)
68. Install a differential pressure transmitter/switch and alarm
‘across Duplex strainer on the suctionBlPumpto PRA
decrease the likelihood of cavitation of (Medium
Priority)
70. Include all PRL cameras in the scheduled PM program.

73. Install a pressure relief device on the discharge of[Il
Pump. sized and documented for blocked outlet and PHA
discharges to a safe location. (Medium Priority)
56. Implementadocument control system to generate unique.
trackable operations orders and log revisions. LS
50. Ensure scupper plugs in secondary containment coamings
are verified in place prior to transfer as part of the work order -
for both vessels to vessel and barge/YON to shore transfers.
(High Priority)
91. Develop a procedure for verifying the presence of water in
all cargo tanks. and if water is present, a procedure for i
removing water-contaminated fuel with a vacuum truck. (High
Priority)
12. Due to the variability of ships that can come to PRL to
unload. the Pre-Plan Meeting must include gathering ree
information about the deadhead pressure (not safeguarded
pressure) of the offloading pumps to ensure the marine
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transfer hose is adequate for 1.5 x ship pump deadhead
pressure. (High Priority)

55. Determine the maximum pressure that can be provided by
PAR Refineryif the pressure control valve malfunctions open
and ensure piping at PRL and RHL is adequate for resultant my
pressure, and if not implement safeguards to reduce the
likelihood of overpressuring PRL and RHL piping. (High
Priority)
62. Ensure Area Classification boundaries are clearly denoted
in written PSI and understoodby impacted personnel. (High PHA
Priority)
94. Develop a procedure that outines the specific manpower
requirements for multiple, simultaneous operations as the
number of operations increases and that requires written PHA
approval for Simultaneous Operations (SIMOPS) by the
appropriate level of management. (High Priority)
95. Consider adding additional Automatic Fuel Handling
Equipment (AFHE) workstations and larger monitors to ro
accomplish the need for visibility of more quadrants
simultaneously. (Medium Priority)
96. Evaluate the size and location of the current backup control
roomto better accommodate additional CROs and reduce.
access and distractions. (High Priority)
97. Provide government smart phones to all Rovers for
improved communications due to current radio reliability and ry
that some communications are lengthy and better suited for a
cell phone insteadof radio. (High Priority)
98. Create afatigue policy for all Fuels Distributions System
‘Workers, operators, and maintainers that limits hours worked PHA
in a day and days worked consecutively. (High Priority)
100. Reviewthe current sampling schedule and identify
opportunities for optimization and eliminating non-required PHA
‘sampling and analysis. (Medium Priority.)
101. Improve communications between fuel laboratory and
CROs after analysis is complete for increased efficiency during
multiple simultaneous operations. (Medium Priority.)
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102. Ensure safeguards are adequate for JENGIECY

cavitation or deadheading
dus to closed valve during the loading process. If not, add
additional safeguards as warranted. (Medium Priority)
03. Consider the requirement for flame retardant clothing
while working in a hydrocarbon environment. (High Priority)

[cinpampereoeee[|ew |faciity. (High Priority)
06. Consider inventorying spare partsreplacements for
critical instrumentation to reduce the wait time fo repais.
(Medium Priority)

[rymremeron0 ||es|PHAPriority)
09. Develop an Incident Investigation Program that includes
Incident Investigation techniques and near-miss reporting and
investigation. and sharingof lessons. (High Priority.
10. Implement  tanel sign-insign-out process to be able to
account for al personnel within the tunnel at any time.
(Medium Priority)
TIL. Require guides and all groups to have at least ons form of
emergency communication likely a radio. (Medium Priority) PHA
T12 Post signs periodically indicating the distance to the
nearest emargency phone and instructions to ial 99" then PHA
“911” (Medium Priority)
113. Locating and tracking people1s crucial for underground
working conditions. Traditional technologies such as GPS and
WiFi racking do not work underground. Consider PHA
implementation of a system designed to locate and rack
personnel while inthe tunnel. (Low Priority)
114. Consider requiring Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
(SCBA). emergency ar packs, installing SCBA stations) or PHA
breathing airline throughout the tunnal. (Medium Priority)
116. Consider providing appropriate PPE, for example, bunker
gear and safeguardsto allow CROs ample timetoescape the PHA
area during an emergency. (High Priority)
117. Consider the relocationofthecontrol room from the
UGPH to the back control room located in the Fuels PHA
Distribution Buiding. (Low Priority)
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118. Review the need for emergency stations (safety shower
and eyewash) and first aid stations throughout the facil in
proximityto fuel piping. (Low Priority)
19. Due to the geographical vastness of this faciity. review
the need for installing alarms on safety showers and eyewash
stations. (Low Priority)
120. Implement a formal safe work system, which includes
coordination and contro of all “ntervention” work on the
process and references all Life Critical standards, such as hot
work, confined space, lock-out/tag-out, etc. (High Priority)
Develop a Process Safety Information (PS) policy that
identifies the necessary PSI, how it will be maintained and Ovesstions/
where it will be stored and who will be responsible. Beadntes
Consider repeatinglrevalidating the Process Hazard Analysis
(PHA) every five years to assess the hazards introduced by Operational
implementing changes to the process. The next PHA would be Readiness
due in 2027.
Develop a policy and schedule for PHA completion that
includes techniques and methodsto be used, personnel to ”perationalinclude, and information to be reviewed. Include a requirement ona
for all majorprojectsto include a PHA as part of the project
design.
"All areas should be evaluated as to whether or not they are
confined spaces, and signage should be provided. Develop a Operational
formal written procedure implementing a confined space Readiness
permitting system and training for all employees.
Implement a formal written program establishing operator
initial and refresher training requirements. Job shadowing can
be one aspect of this training program but should not
constitute the primary training method. Consider operator Operational
pre-qualification requirementspriorto employment Establish Readiness
2 training department/coordinator to be responsible for all
training activities and consider using a process simulator for
CRO initia and refresher raining.
Develop and implement detailed Mechanical Integrity (MI)
procedures for all equipment subject to test and inspection (Cpevations)
requirements. Readiness
Develop structured written procedures for training personnel

SIE
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813 Ongoing Operations (with Red Hill)

Table 8-3 contains those recommendations and associated risk rankings made during the PHA

(HAZOP) to be considered if operations at Red Hill are resumed in the future.

Table 8-3 - Ongoing Operations Recommendations ~ Red Hill

5. Consider equipping] (QE)

‘with LEL or
fuel or oil detection and alarm instrumentation and evaluate automated ESD
andlor initiation of Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFF) Fire Suppression
System. (Medium Priority.)
15 Install ESD functionality to both suction and discharge MOVs to

to
close when pump status is not running, to reduce the likelihood of significant
release of flammable liquid on the loss of containment at Dresser Coupling(s)
adjacent to pump. (High Priority.)
16. Evaluate alternate design to eliminatethe use of Dresser Couplings
throughout PRL and RHL. (High Priority)
17. Equip UGPH Sumpall five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently
without level indication, with level alarm high and pump run status
instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled PM system
using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated
action of high-level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)
18. Evaluate the need for emergency electrical supply to ESD Motor
Operated Valves (MOVs) and Oil Control Valves (OCVs) (if not fail-safe) at
PRL to reduce the likelihoodofsignificant release of flammable liquid on loss.
of containment at Dresser Couplings) adjacent to pump. (High Priority.)
19_ Ensure OCVs on the discharge of each) [DEI]

are pressure or leak tested per schedule and records retained
for auditing. (Medium Priority.)
24. ModifyClean Inspect and Repair (CIR) contracts to include restraining
pipe between blanked sections when taking the tankoutof service for
maintenance or inspection. (High Priority.)
26. Consider utization of Product Interface Detector to supplement
detection of the presence of vacuum/lack of fluid in the pipeline. (Medium
Priority)
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29. Consider installing a filtration system on the 5-315 air intake to the.
Ventilation system to reduce dust accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels
that may reduce the reliability of safety systems such as Oil Tight Door
closure. (Medium Priority)
30. Evaluate the location of the electrical oom, which contains the
transformer. primary disconnects. and Motor Control Center (MCC)

switchgear] (®)3)(A) and consider relocation tof

High Priority)
45. Ensure run status indication on all pumps inside all AFFF Sumps (twenty
pumps) is integrated with the AFHE SCADA to alert Control Room Operator
(CRO) to the potential releaseoffuel andor AFFF. (High Priority)
46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3
Groundwater Sump. Adit 3 Septic Sump, Harbor Ture! Sump, anc
Sump) with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert Control Room
Operator (CRO) to the potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)
47. Evaluate the design of the 14" AFF discharge line piping on the
discharge of 20 AFFF Sumps pumps as part of the current project to
upgrade PVC to CS. The PHA Tea is concerned about 1) the volume flow
and separately. 2) line slope or configuration to trap liquid in retention line,
and 3) lackof damage control isolation in long-run of piping. (High Priority)
48. Evaluate the maintainabilty of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for
reliability needed. (High Priority)
39 Train all affected personnel on the design intent. and operationof the
AFFF System, including refresher training. (High Priority)
50. Consider equipping AFFF Retention Tank with reliable level indication
and level alarm to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to the presence of
level in the AFFF Retention Tank. (Medium Priority.)
51. Consider designing a system to separate oi and water to reduce the
likelihood of discharging flammable liquid to the environment from Adit 3
Groundwater Sump. (Medium Priority)
53. Evaluate an emergency breathing air supply for Harbor Tunnel due to ts
long length, limited egress, and reduced ventilation. (Medium Priority)
66. Design and install interlock and permissive systems for al fuel
movements toffrom RHL and UGPH to reduce the ikelinood of human error
of sequencing valves during lineup. Design should consider the use of the
manual clutch to bypass MOV operation. (High Priority). Some action is
already underway as the result of AB&A Root Cause Analysis into the 6 May
2021 mishap.

aki
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7. Perform a Pipe Collapse Pressure Study to determine the pressure.
required to collapse the existing pipe and identify and install safeguards) as
‘warranted. Consider integrating this recommendation with the upcoming
API 570 Assessment. (High Priority)
76. Develop a full documentation package with P&IDsfor the fire
suppression system for RHL. (High Priority)
77. Ensure firewater and AFFF main, and jockey pumps are on a PM
schedule, and automatic transfer switches to emergency diesel-driven
generators are tested periodically at load to meet the requirements of NFPA.
(Medium Priority)
79. Evaluate the available inventory of AFFF on site and determine if
additional quantities are desired. NFPA 30 Chapter 16 requires 15 min. of
foam concentrate inventory based on design flow rate. (Low Priority)
80. Evaluate combining the SCADA systems for AFHE and fire suppression
for ease of CRO monitoring or consider a Smart Grid system solution. (Low
Priority)
82. Identify an alternative to AFF that does not contain Perfluorinated
Chemicals (PFAS) or Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) to eliminate exposure.
potential to humans or the environment. (High Priority)
11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks equipped with overfill
protection and reduce, where appropriate, to reduce the quantity of liquid
that may be released on overfil (High Priority.)
22 Ensure new replacement pumps for (b)3)(A)

areequipped with 1) appropriate seal materials for the resulting
temperatures of periods of lower than normal flow operation and
2) minimum flow recirculation protection to reduce the likelihood of
increased temperature during periods of lower than normal flow operation.
(High Priority)
33. Evaluate lighting at the discharge locationof the 24 in. horizontal vent
pipe to increase the likelihoodof detection by the camerainthe area and
improve lighting if warranted. (Medium Priority.)
34. Consider equipping 24 in. horizontal vent pipedischarge with fuel or oil
detection and alarm instrumentation to detect the presence of liquid fuel.
(Medium Priority)
36. Consider implementing a four-gas personnel monitor PPE requirement
for personnel working in any tunnels. (Medium Priority.)
37. Evaluate the use of the panic button and man-down feature of the
intersite radio system. (Medium Priority.)
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39. Evaluate the reliability of the heat-activated water deluge in Upper
Access Tunnel in Red Hill Tank Gallery in conjunction with the evaluation of
AFFF in Lower Access Tunnel (LAT). Develop recommendations for
improved relabilty. (High Priority)
40. Improve the reliability of draining condensed/accumulated liquid in Red
Hill Tank Gallery manifolded vent piping. Options to consider include
1) manually checking and draining low points per scheduled interval and
2) adding a level detection and alarm instrumentation to alert operationsto
‘abnormal accumulation of hydrocarbon and/or water. Include all
instrumentation in PM program with calibrated testing equipment. (Medium
Priority)
42. Consider adding cameras to the following locations: 1) AFFF Retention
Tank area to increase the likelihoodofobserving an overfill at AFF
Retention Tank 2) between the upper portion of Harbor Tunnel and lower
portion of Harbor Tunnel to increase the likelihood of observing an overlil of
Harbor Tunnel, and 3) near Adit 3 to increase the likelihood of observing an
overfill at TK 311 Slop Tank. (Medium Priority)
43. Install a second and independent high-level indication and alarm on
TK 311 Slop Tank to reduce the likelihood of overfiling TK 311 unknowingly.
(Medium Priority)
"44. Review current practices and operabilityofTK 311 Slop Tank with
groundwater treatment equipment and personnel adjacent to TK 311 to
evaluate the interaction of the two operations and modify practices if
‘warranted. (Low Priority)
65. Develop a SOP for dewatering Tank 47/48/54 F-76 Tank (Upper Tank
Farm), Tank 46/53 F-24 Tank (Upper Tank Farm), and Tank 55 JP-5 Tank
(Upper Tank Farm) to increase the likelihood of complete dewatering, not
partial dewatering. (High Priority)
67. Investigate anchor char requirements for all tanks in the UTF and
FORFAC, and Tank 311 at RHL. (Medium Priority) This recommendation
may besimilar to a recommendation from SGH.
93. Consider incorporating visual strobe ight with the alarm system to
further increase awareness of fire suppression activation. (Medium Priority)
35. Evaluate the ventpiping between "P traps" in grouped tanks to
determine if low point piping could accumulate trapped liquid over time due
to condensing and/or undetected overfill andif credible, identify the method
to remove accumulated liquid if warranted. (Medium Priority)
57. Consider installing a small platform in lieuof portable ladders for safer
access to High Point Bleed (HPB) for eachofthe three products OR relocate
HPB to ground level. Hard pipe the discharge of the HPB to the Main Sump.
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Ensure the end of the discharge piping is visible to the person(s) performing
the task. (Low Priority.)

61. Consider using nitrogento relieve vacuum inside piping instead ofairto
reduce the likelihood of producing a flammable mixture. (Medium Priority)
63. Ensure Operations Order for line pack include specific steps to close high
point bleed valve (HPB) before completely opening ball valve. (Low Priority)

Priority)

fe mtemaotuanse omar ese morons |_|recommendation with the upcoming API 570 Assessment. (High Priority)
54. If defusling to PAR is pursued, coordination with PARto develop an
‘Operations Plan which reviews safeguards at PAR for 1) maximum pressure
of ~130 psig, 2) maximum flowrate, 3) overfill protection, and 4) transient
surge when isolated at PAR is required. (High Priority.)
81. Understand the multiple roles of nitrogen in the AFFF fire suppression
system and evaluate safeguards and add additional safeguards if warranted.
‘Consider the impact of nitrogen leak and potential asphyxiation. (High
Priority)
84. Collaborate with the vendor of the AFFF system to determine all
purposes of the nitrogen system, the capabilty of the nitrogen system
(pressure). and safeguards in the current design. Identify and install
additional safeguards if warranted. (High Priority)
85. Ensure the AFFF 175 psig components (f there are any) are adequately
designed and documented for a maximum pressure of ~220 psig firewater.
Ifthey are not, add additional safeguards as warranted. (High Priority.)
86. Ensure re-design of fire suppression system addresses dead legs, which
prevent the complete transfer of foam/water mixture after activation of fire
Suppression system and allow potential future fuel and foam releases upon
loss of containment. (High Priority.)
87. Implementa Mechanical Integrity Inspection Program for al identified
dead legs in fuel handling and fire suppression systems. (Medium Priority
88. Equip AFFF sump pumps with remote start fromthe fire suppression
‘SCADA system to allow for operation in case AFFF pumps cannot be
operated locally due to lack of access (OPD or fire-rated door closed). (High
Priority)
105. Ensure the closing of the oil-Ught doors displayed on the control room
display. (High Priority.)

[5oe me OGFT|
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814 Planning and Schedule

Itis not expected that all recommendations made as a result of the Process Hazard Analysis or

Operational Readiness Assessment be implemented. Priority should be established by Navy
leadership, taking into consideration, among other things, the following:

+ Theassigned risk ranking associated withthe recommendation (i... 1-5, red to green,
critical to negligible).

+ Anticipated schedule for defusling Red Hill

+ Expected future useofthe facility (ie. will fuel storage at Red Hill resume).

«Technical feasibilityofthe recommendation.

«+ Financial impactofthe recommendation.

«  Otherefforts underway or planned to address the risk.

Typically. a workshop would beheldtoengage al stakeholders ithe review and selection of
recommendations to be actioned. At ths workshop, engineering solutions would not be
discussed, but appropriate responsibility and schedule would be determined.

Risktec has attempted in thissectionto develop a preliminary implementation plan (Table 8-4)
for those recommendations considered critical. This implementation plan does not consider

other efforts thatmaybe underway or planned but can be used as a go-by for the stakeholder
‘workshop.

Table 8-4 - Proposed Implementation Plan

A Le

Review third-party assessment
Hold stakeholder meetings to review defueling recommendations
and assign accountability for those to be actioned
Develop POAM for Red Hill defusling considering
recommendations selected from Table 2 in Section 4.1.1. and
Table 5 in Section 4.2. of the Operational Readiness Assessment
Report (Appendix C)
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Timing Recommendation
Implement POAM to defuel Red Hil tanks (including
administrative and engineering changes)
Revise facilty isk matrix
Train all employees on risk awareness
Developlrevise operating orders for defueling activities
Developlupdate “lfe-crtical” safety standards (selected for
defueling operations) and other selected programs:

+ hot work andsafework permitting
* lock-out/tag-out (energy isolation)

0-12months | + opening process piping and equipment
+ personal protective equipment
«plant access and security
+ management of change
« pre-start-up safety reviews
+ emergency response
«incident investigation

Implement selected lfe-critcal safety standards and other
selected programspriortodefueling
“Train all affected employees on fe-critical safety standards,
defueling operating orders, and other selected programs
Safely defuel Red Hill tanks
Provide oversight coaching, and mentoring for defueling activities

1-2years | as required
Hold stakeholder meetings to review all other recommendations
and assign accountability for those to be actioned
Implement selected recommendations for operational
improvements to Pearl Harbor DFSP (including administrative and
engineering changes)
Developlupdate EHS standards, for example:

+ safe work authorizationlpermitting
+ confined space entry.
+ process safety information
+ process hazard analyses
+ corrective action tracking
. etc

Implement EHS standards, new and existing
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Timing [

[|Trainall affected employees on EHS standards
every 5 years| Conduct Process Hazard Analysisto review cumulativeeffectof

TV OVERS | all changes on process integrity
On-going and|Audit process safety management system to identify continuous
periodically as| improvements

required |Loverage operational success at JBPHH DFSP enterprise-wide

82 Structural and Mechanical Integrity Recommendations

Ourrecommendations are provided in detail in Appendix A and its five sub-appendices as
follows:

Appendix A.1 - Site Visit Observations and Recommendations (Sorted by Location)
Appendix A.2 - Site Visit Observations and Recommendations (Sorted by Priority)
Appendix A3 - Conceptual Retrofit Drawings in Lower Access Tunnel
Appendix A.4 - Repair Sketches and Photographs in Lower Access Tunnel
AppendixA- Valve Equalization By-Pass Line Concept

Our most significant recommendations (and which are all required prior to defueling) are in the
lower access tunnel (LAT) adjacentto the Red Hill tanks. Ou structural and mechanical
integrity and design improvement recommendations are as follows:

1. Performance of a surge analysis for the three fuel pipelines to determine whether a larger
oad than we evaluated could occur during defueling, considering the existing piping
configurations and the expected sequence of valve openings associated with defueling.
Based on the computed surge loads, any Dresser couplings subject to tension should be
evaluated to determine whether they have sufficient capacity, with consideration to replace
or strengthen the Dresser couplings.

2. Protection of Dresser couplings by ensuring cross-tunnel lateral piping is connected at
tanks or provision of axial restraints at tank piping laterals. If cross-tunnel piping cannot be
connected or supported with axial restraints, we recommend that any in-line Dresser
couplings that could be subject to tension (e.g. if the adjacent lateral is disconnected). be.
evaluated to determine whether the coupling has sufficient strength to resist the tensile
loads from a detailed surge analysis.

3. Provision of lateral restraint to all three main pipelines at a select number of pipe supports.
inthe LAT and re-establishment of effective, integral cross-tunnel lateral piping at odd-
numbered tanks. This includes reconnection of pipinglateralsto Tanks 1 and 19. This.
recommendation will help restrain the pipes from significant lateral movement (and the
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resulting damage to the piping laterals and Dresser couplings) in the event of a high-
pressure surge event, similar to that which happened in May 2021. We understand that
reconnection of Tank 19 was in process during this study, but our pipe stress analysis
indicates that the work that is being currently performed may still not be adequate and that
‘additional system strengthening (axial and lateral restraints) may also be required in order
to resist transient surge loads. An example of required additional axial restraint adjacent to
‘Tank 20 is shown in Figure 8-1. Note that this restraint is suggested in addition to the
‘ongoing repairs for the JP-5 line currently being implemented in the vicinity. A typical set of
lateral restraints is shown for illustration in Figure 8-2. Appendices A.3 and A.4 provide
conceptual retrofit drawings indicating the required locations of additional restraints.

4. Permanent connections of the lateral piping between the odd-numbered tanks and main
pipelines. If this condition changes and odd-numbered tanks are disconnected, then
‘additional axial and/or lateral restraints and line stops are required to restrain the pipeline
movement due to the disconnected piping. The proposed lateral restraints and stops shown
in Appendix A.3 are based on the assumption that piping laterals at Tanks 1 and 19 are
being reinstated and that no odd-numbered tanks will ever be disconnected from the
‘system while there is fuel in any of the tanks. In other words, all other odd-numbers tanks
must be permanently connected to the main pipelines. If this condition changes and odd-
numbered tanks are disconnected, then additional axial and/or lateral restraints and stops
are required at other pipe supports adjacent to the lateral offtakes of those other tanks that
are disconnected. The table in Appendix A.4 contains our recommendations that summarize
these modifications, including pipe support numbers, photos, details, and a schematic
description of the lateral restraint/stop. These restraints and stops should utilize simple and
practical construction and installation methods to the extent possible. Sketches with
locations and details for the proposed modifications can be found in Appendix A.4

Figure 8-1 - Additional Axial Restraint in the Vicinity of Tank 20
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Figure 8-2- Typical Required Lateral Restraint inLowerAccess Tunnel (Appendices A.3
and A4)

5. Provision of lateral restraints (guides) at approximately 20 locations in the LAT that can
ensure the stabilityofthe F-24 pipeline. The F-24 pipeline is presently inadequately
‘supported and could fall from its pipe supports in the event ofa high-pressure surge event
or an earthquake. Figure 8-2 also shows the typical lateral restraint required for the F-24
line at approximately twenty locations in the LAT; see Appendices A.3 and A.4.

6. Provision of Pressure Equalization Across Both the Inboard (Skin) Valve and the Outboard
Valve at Each Tank. This recommendation will reduce theriskof future high-pressure surge
events in the event that vacuum conditions in the three main fuel pipelines occur. In terms
of defueling, not all of the tanks will require pressure equalization across the valves if the
Navy can plan the order in which the tanks are defueled. It is our understanding that Tanks
1,13,14, 17. 18, and 19 are currently out of service and will not be brought back into.
service. Note that if this is not the case, this recommendation will also apply to these tanks.
The concept is described in detail in Appendix A.5. The bypass lines are illustrated in Figure
8-3 and should be explored during the detailed design phase. The bypass lines can:

a) Help prevent surges by equalizing the pressure across the mainline valves prior to being
opened,

b) Protect the valve seat, actuator, and shaft against high differential pressure damage by
allowing equalization, and
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Figure 8-3 - Pressure Equalization Concept

We have many other recommendations, including a host of maintenance issues and repair of
corroded piping, damaged coating, damagedireconfigured pipe support, missing bracing.
corroded pipe supports, overconstrained piping and stairways at several aboveground storage
tanks, degraded pier structures, follow-up on items previously identified as being in need of

repair from past inspection reports, and others. See AppendicesA.1 and A2for a complete
description. Our recommendations are sorted by priority and location n Table 8-5 and totals
are provided in Table 8-6. A numberofthese will require repair prior to defueling (designated
as priority D1) whereas some wil only be performed as part of ongoing JBPHH operations
[with designated priorities as P1 (high), P2 (lower), and P3 (maintenance)

In Table 8-5, for ease of reference, we lst the item number associated with our specific
observations contained in Appendices A.1 and A.2. The folowing legend applies to locations:
. Lower Access Tunnel (LAT) . Hickam (HK),
. Piping and Mechanical (PM) . ‘Aboveground Piping (AGP)
. Harbor Tunnel (HT) ® Hotel Pier (HP)
. Lower Yard Tunnel (LYT) . Kilo Pier (KP)
H Pumphouse (PH) + Sierra Pier (5P)
. Aboveground Storage Tanks (AST) . Mike Pier (MP)
» Valve Stations (VS) . Bravo Pier (BP)
. Valve Chambers (VC)
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Table 8-6 - Summaryof SGH Mitigation Recommendations (Total Count)

Location
01 oosenation| rag)

priority | (38) (249)
(Total)

LowerAccessTunnel (LAT)| 5|15|13|8| 4|55 |
Piping and Mechanical (PM)|14| 8 1] 2 26

Harbor Tunnel (HT) |_3| ©| 2 1| sm |
[RRQPumphouse@r) [4[|| [a|

LowerYardTumnel vn [|4| [[|4|

reeeni  [e[2]+ [|(AST)
VaveStations VS)[| 6[13[4[|23 |

VaveChambers VO| [7[1| |[8|

Above Ground Piping (AGP)|2| [2 6| | 10 |
HolPier WP) 1|0|2[1[ 1 | 1a|
KioPlr®P)|| 3| |[15|

[semper[5|TT "5 1]
[ Mkepew {56[51 TT | 25|

BravoPier®P)[ | 5|1| | | 6|

Thetables in Appendix A.1 provide our recommendations orderedby location, while those in
Appendix A.2 provide the same information ordered by recommendation priority. Both
appendices provide our cost estimate for performing repairs, broken down by priorities —

Priority D1 prior to defueling, and Priorities P1 (high), P2 (lower), and P3 (maintenance) for

continuing operations.

Costs are further broken down into our recommendationsthatwe believe are not part of
existing planned/funded projects (the first column of numbers in Table 8-7) and those that are
partofsuch projects (the second column of numbers in Table 8-7).

For example, some of our recommended priorities are already part of Pon's RMMR activities,
and others are alreadya partof the planned structuralrepairsat Hotel Pier (a P1

recommendation budgetedat[QJ]. Therefore, these types of recommendations fall nto the
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second column of numbers inTable 8-7, andin this manner, the additional projects that we are

identifying are in the first column of numbers in the table and add to approximately [{[E)

Table 8-7 - Repair Cost Estimates

Recommended Repairs.
Recommended Repairs Not | Already Associated with

Priority| Associated with Ongoing | Ongoing Planned/Funded
Planned/Funded Projects Projects Total

Construction Costs (Excludes Engineering)
b1
P1]

——

Grand
Total

Several comments regarding the cost estimates should be noted:
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In terms of completion schedule, the tables in Appendices A.1 and A.2 nominally assign the
following implementation schedules:
+ D1-assoonas practicable.
+ P1-twelve to twenty-four months.
+ [li twenty-four to forty-eight months.
+ P3-ongoing as part of maintenance activities.

Ourrecommendations related to maintenance of coatings and corrosion control are provided
below for JBPHH's use:

+ Improvethe quality control procedures for the inspection and repair of fuel pipes and
ASTs. The external surfacesofpipes and tanks should be inspected at least annuallyby
a qualified Corrosion Engineer. Project specifications should be written for every coating
procedure, including apparently minor repairs, and these specifications should be.
reviewed by a Coatings Specialist to ensure that they satisfy the requirements of
UFGS-09 97 13.27 (Department of Defense, 2020).

+ The fuel pipes along the piers that are located in the tidal zone, which are currently
covered with a wrap coating, shouldbeeither stripped and recoated with a
high-performance coating system designed for marine immersion, or the pipes relocated
10 above the tidal zone and coated according to UFGS-09 97 13.27 (Steel Structures).

+ The stainless steel flange bands which are present at some valve stations to protect
against crevice corrosion should be installed at al flanges across the facility.

«Drain holes should be added to improperly pitched surfaces to drain standing water
(eg. AST 47).

+ Crevices at pipe supports should be eliminated or sealed.

«+ Ifthe Harbor Tunnel pipelinesareto be maintained inthe long-term, the bituminous
wrap coatings should be removed and replaced with a coating satisfying
UFGS-09 97 13.27 (Steel Structures).

+ The cathodic protection system for the buried fuel pipes and the current annual
inspection system is satisfactory. However, attention should be giventothe
maintenance of pipe wraps at ground penetrations and the condition of isolation valves.
adjacent to these locations.
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+ The corrosion pits that we observed and measured are acceptable according to our FFS
calculations. However, itis importantthatfuel pipes be regularly dewatered to prevent
internal corrosion and that coatings are maintained to prevent external corrosion.

© The surfaces of stainless steel pipes at Hickam adjacent to welds, both in the
pumphouses andatselect external locations, should be inspected using die penetrant or
similar to ensure that no stress corrosion cracking is occurring.

Our general recommendations for safe defueling also include the following:

«Anymodifications that affect the loading or structural responseoftanks, structures or
piping systems should be engineered in a coordinated manner

+ Independent third-party verification of design changes, repairs and modifications
currently being planned and implemented shouldbeemployed

+ Amore robust facility specific integrity management program and anomaly tracking
system should be implemented

*  Arisk-based process safety management system shouldbe adopted
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    A.1 - Site Visit Observations and Recommendations
              (Sorted by Location)
    A.2 - Site Visit Observations and Recommendations 
              (Sorted by Priority)
    A.3 - Conceptual Retrofit Drawings in Lower Access Tunnel
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APPENDIX A.1
Site Visit Observations and

Recommendations (Sorted by Location)

Lower Access Tunnel (LAT)
Piping and Mechanical (PM)

Harbor Tunnel (HT)
Pumphouse (PH)

Lower Yard Tunnel (LYT)
Above Ground Storage Tanks (AST)

Valve Stations (VS)
Valve Chambers (VC)

Hickam (HK)
Above Ground Piping (AGP)

Hotel Pier (HP)
Kilo Pier (KP)

Sierra Pier (SP)
Mike Pier (MP)
Bravo Pier (BP)

CD - coating damage; CR - corrosion; DV - design variation; LI - lack of integrity;

[MB - missing member; PD- physical damage; WD - weld defect; LP - load path;
IR - improper restraint (missing pipe supports etc.); IC- interaction of components

Observation (contact risk, over restrained pipes by the tanks, stress concentration etc.),

Type OT - other
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Item Component Location Description Photograph
Observation

Type
Severity Description Priority

Additional 

Engineering (Detailed 

Design) Required

Construction Cost Est. 

(Engineering Costs 

Excluded)

Completion 

Schedule
Additional Comments Ongoing Projects

Recommendation

Valve

Lack of bypass from Tank 20 to 

other side of DBB Valve on JP-5 

line. 

OT H
Install bypass from Tank 20 to other side of DBB 

valve using existing sample outlets and drain line
D1 Yes

As soon as 

practicable

Install pressure equalization lines across double 

block and bleed valves on three different product 

tanks for defueling and the remaining tanks for 

continued operation. Swagelok fittings and stainless 

tubing installed using a ladder.

PM-2 Valve

Lack of bypass from after Tank 

20 DBB valve to main JP-5 

lateral 

OT H
Install bypass from after Tank 20 ball valve to main 

JP-5 lateral
D1 Yes

As soon as 

practicable

Install pressure equalization lines across double 

block and bleed valves on three different product 

tanks for defueling and the remaining tanks for 

continued operation. Swagelok fittings and stainless 

tubing installed using a ladder.

PM-3 Valve

Lack of bypass from Tank 15 to 

other side of DBB Valve on F-76 

line. 

OT H

Install bypass from Tank 15 to other side of DBB 

valve using existing sample outlets and drain line, or 

other F-76 tank to be drained last

D1 Yes
As soon as 

practicable

Install pressure equalization lines across double 

block and bleed valves on three different product 

tanks for defueling and the remaining tanks for 

continued operation. Swagelok fittings and stainless 

tubing installed using a ladder.

PM-4 Valve

Lack of bypass from after Tank 

15 ball valve to main F-76 

lateral.

OT H
Install bypass from after Tank 15 ball valve to main 

F-76 lateral
D1 Yes

As soon as 

practicable

Install pressure equalization lines across double 

block and bleed valves on three different product 

tanks for defueling and the remaining tanks for 

continued operation. Swagelok fittings and stainless 

tubing installed using a ladder.

PM-5 Valve

Lack of bypass from Tank 6 to 

other side of DBB Valve on F-24 

line. 

OT H
Install bypass from Tank 6 to other side of DBB 

valve using existing sample outlets and drain line
D1 Yes

As soon as 

practicable

Install pressure equalization lines across double 

block and bleed valves on three different product 

tanks for defueling and the remaining tanks for 

continued operation. Swagelok fittings and stainless 

tubing installed using a ladder.

PM-6 Valve
Lack of bypass from after Tank 6 

ball valve to main F-24 lateral 
OT H

Install bypass from after Tank 6 ball valve to main F-

24 lateral.
D1 Yes

As soon as 

practicable

Install pressure equalization lines across double 

block and bleed valves on three different product 

tanks for defueling and the remaining tanks for 

continued operation. Swagelok fittings and stainless 

tubing installed using a ladder.

PM-7 Valve
Lack of bypass from after ball 

valve to main lateral 
OT H

Install bypasses from tank wall across inboard and 

outboard valves at the 15 tanks that do not have 

equalization lines that are installed for defueling

P1 Yes 12-24mo

Install pressure equalization lines across double 

block and bleed valves on three different product 

tanks for defueling and the remaining tanks for 

continued operation. Swagelok fittings and stainless 

tubing installed using a ladder.
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Item Component Location Description Photograph
Observation

Type
Severity Description Priority

Additional 

Engineering (Detailed 

Design) Required

Construction Cost Est. 

(Engineering Costs 

Excluded)

Completion 

Schedule
Additional Comments Ongoing Projects

Recommendation

Valve

Butterfly valve is known to leak, 

causing vacuum surge loads in 

packed F-24 product line.

OT H

Do not use butterfly valves as isolation valves. 

Consider using double block and bleed valves 

upstream. 

P1
Review by SGH 

Recommended
12-24mo Butterfly valves are used to throttle flow

Valve

Butterfly valve is known to leak, 

causing vacuum surge loads in 

packed F-76 product line.

OT H

Do not use butterfly valves as isolation valves. 

Consider using double block and bleed valves 

upstream. 

P1
Review by SGH 

Recommended
12-24mo Butterfly valves are used to throttle flow

Valve

Butterfly valve is known to leak, 

causing vacuum surge loads in 

packed JP-5 product line.

OT H

Do not use butterfly valves as isolation valves. 

Consider using double block and bleed valves 

upstream. 

P1
Review by SGH 

Recommended
12-24mo Butterfly valves are used to throttle flow

Dresser 

Coupling

Dresser coupling may not have 

capacity to withstand surge load 

similar to May 6 event (if it is 

replaced-in-kind and laterals to 

Tanks 19 and 20 are not 

connected appropriately).

OT H
See SGH recommendations if laterals to even 

numbered tanks are disconnected
D1 Yes

As soon as 

practicable

Some modifications are being implemented, but 

additional repairs are required

In progress under 

NAVFAC JP-5 line 

repairs

PM-20
Dresser 

Coupling

Dresser coupling may not have 

capacity to withstand surge load 

similar to May 6 event.

OT H
See SGH recommendations if laterals to even 

numbered tanks are disconnected
D1 Yes

As soon as 

practicable

Some modifications are being implemented, but 

additional repairs are required

In progress under 

NAVFAC JP-5 line 

repairs

PM-21
Dresser 

Coupling

Dresser coupling may not have 

capacity to withstand surge load 

similar to May 6 event. (Tank 6 

shown as an example)

OT H
See SGH recommendations if laterals to even 

numbered tanks are disconnected
D1 Yes

As soon as 

practicable

Our description applies if the Dresser coupling is 

replaced-in-kind and laterals are not connected 

appropriately

11
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Item Component Location Description Photograph
Observation

Type
Severity Description Priority

Additional 

Engineering (Detailed 

Design) Required

Construction Cost Est. 

(Engineering Costs 

Excluded)

Completion 

Schedule
Additional Comments Ongoing Projects

Recommendation

LYT-3 Piping
Sump water line is corroded and 

apparently cracking
CR H Replace water pipe P1 No 12-24mo

It is our understanding these pipes may not be 

included in the ongoing API 570 inspection program

LYT-4 Piping

Surface corrosion, apparent 

bulging under wrap, and coating 

damage at F-24 fuel pipe

CR/CD H

Remove wrap, clean pipe, inspect for pits and 

determine acceptability of pipe section, then repair 

as appropriate

P1
SGH review 

recommended
12-24mo

It is our understanding these pipes may not be 

included in the ongoing API 570 inspection program

AST-1
Stairway 

Support

Overconstrained stairway 

attachment between stair and 

adjacent concrete pad. Note the 

stairway is attached to both the 

tank and concrete pad, and could 

damage the tank due to uplift 

during an earthquake.

IR L

Provide flexibility at stairway.  Retrofit (detach the 

stair support from the concrete pad so that the stair 

structure can move together with the tank during an 

earthquake. See the stair support of Tank 55 which 

is a good example.

P2
Review by SGH 

recommended
24-48mo

Tanks 46, 53, and 54 have similar overconstrained 

stairway attachments. The stair landing at Tank 55 

(below) and at Tank 1 at Hickam is a good example.

AST-2

Electrical 

Control Panel 

Support 

Attachments

The panel support is attached to 

both the tank and the concrete 

walkway. During an earthquake 

the tank may uplift, and the 

control panel could potentially be 

damaged and lose function.

IR L

Independently support the control panel, either on 

the tank or on the concrete walkway, but not on 

both

P2
Review by SGH 

recommended
24-48mo

Tanks 46, 48, 53, and 54 have similar issues. The 

control panel support for Tank 55 has more flexibility 

to accommodate tank uplift.

AST-3

Tank Shell and 

New Double 

Bottom Plate

Corrosion could cause loss of 

product if not addressed
CR M

Repair and re-coat; allow for water to drain. FFS 

evaluation determined the current tank wall loss 

was acceptable.

P1 No 12-24mo

Several other locations at Tank 47 have similar 

corrosion issues

20
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Item Component Location Description Photograph
Observation

Type
Severity Description Priority

Additional 

Engineering (Detailed 

Design) Required

Construction Cost Est. 

(Engineering Costs 

Excluded)

Completion 

Schedule
Additional Comments Ongoing Projects

Recommendation

AST-11 Valves Corrosion issues CR M
Maintenance is needed (replace significantly 

corroded valves as necessary)
P2 No 24-48mo

Tanks B1 & B2 are currently in NAVFAC CIR.  Tank 

B1 has not been inspected.  It is expected that this 

will be included in the CIR.

AST-12 Pipe Supports Overconstrained piping. IR H
Provide flexibility to accommodate potential uplift of 

the tank during an earthquake
P1 Yes 12-24mo

First pipe support (two locations) adjacent to tank 

constrains uplift of the attached piping since it 

provides vertical restraint. Note that it does allow for 

longitudinal movement but it constrains vertical 

movement if the tank uplifts. Includes Tanks 11-1 

and 11-2.

AST-13 Pipe Support Minor corrosion Issues CR L Maintenance as needed P3 No Ongoing

AST-14

Tank Shell and 

New Double 

Bottom Plate

Localized sealant Failure and 

Crevice Corrosion Below Ledge
CR L Repair sealant and local coating P3 No Ongoing

1 Valve
Flange protection clamps 

inconsistently installed
LI L

Evaluate maintenance requirements and balance 

with installation of protective flange clamps
P3 No Ongoing

2 Valve

Crevice corrosion leading to 

pitting under name plate at globe 

valve 

CD/CR L Local coating repair P2 No 24-48mo
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Item Component Location Description Photograph
Observation

Type
Severity Description Priority

Additional 

Engineering (Detailed 

Design) Required

Construction Cost Est. 

(Engineering Costs 

Excluded)

Completion 

Schedule
Additional Comments Ongoing Projects

Recommendation

2 Pipe
Pipe coating failure and local 

pitting
CR M

FFS evaluation conducted and current corrosion loss 

is acceptable. Repair coating.
P1 No 12-24mo

RMMR Service 

Order PRL-PND-

688

3 Pipe
Crevice corrosion of pipe at pipe 

support contact
CR M Clean pipe and repair damaged coating P1 No 12-24mo

RMMR Service 

Order PRL-PND-

688

4 Valve/Flange
Corrosion of valve/ equipment 

flanges
CR L

Clean to determine if section loss is acceptable for 

performance, recoat or replace
P2 No 24-48mo

1 Valve Corrosion of valve stem CR L Disassemble flange, recoat P2 No 24-48mo

2 Pipe
No wrap at pipe ground 

penetration
OT L

Install wrap at ground penetration and repair pipe as 

required
P2 No 24-48mo

1 Piping

Corrosion on valve, valve 

appears to have been 

submerged, steel appears to 

have lamellar corrosion

CR H
Clean to determine if section loss is acceptable for 

performance, recoat or replace
P1 No 12-24mo

Understood to be 

part of a POND 

RMMR contract

2 Piping

Crevice corrosion between pipe 

and pipe support, apparent 

lamellar corrosion

CR M
Provide protection between pipe and concrete 

support, to prevent crevice corrosion
P1

SGH review 

recommended
12-24mo

Understood to be 

part of a POND 

RMMR contract

3 Piping
Corrosion on low point drain, F-

76 pipe
CR H Clean low point drain and recoat P1 N 12-24mo

Understood to be 

part of a POND 

RMMR contract
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Item Component Location Description Photograph
Observation

Type
Severity Description Priority

Additional 

Engineering (Detailed 

Design) Required

Construction Cost Est. 

(Engineering Costs 

Excluded)

Completion 

Schedule
Additional Comments Ongoing Projects

Recommendation

AGP-8 Pipe No wrap at ground penetration OT L
Add protective wrap at ground penetration and 

repair pipe as required
P3 No Ongoing

AGP-9 Pipe Localized coating failure CR L Local coating repair P2 No 24-48mo

AGP-10 Pipe
Wrap failure at ground 

penetration
OT L Repair wrap and pipe as required P3 No Ongoing

RMMR Service 

Order PRL-PND-

692

HP-1 Pipe
Pipe ground penetration wrap 

failure
OT L Repair wrap and pipe as required P3 No Ongoing

HP-2 Pipe
Local coating failure and 

localized corrosion
CR L Local coating repair. P2 No 24-48mo

Whole length of pipe needs to be inspected, but this 

could not be accessed during our inspection

RMMR Service 

Order PRL-PND-

625

HP-3
Pipe and 

Support
Crevice corrosion at pipe support CR M

At corroded areas, contractor to remove corrosion 

products with needle gun, corrosion loss to be 

measured, then FFS evaluation prior to repair

P1
Review by SGH 

recommended
12-24mo

Whole length of pipe needs to be inspected, but this 

could not be accessed during our inspection

RMMR Service 

Order PRL-PND-

625

HP-4 Valve Crevice corrosion in pipe flanges CR M
Clean to determine if section loss is acceptable for 

performance, recoat or replace
P1 No 12-24mo

Entire length of pipe needs to be inspected, but this 

could not be accessed during our inspection. It is 

important to check bottom surface of flanges - these 

were the areas most corroded from the valves 

removed in January 2022.

RMMR Service 

Order PRL-PND-

625

HP-5 Structural Concrete cracking in bent cap PD M

Repair as appropriate to re-establish design margin.  

Note that the 2018 Pier Inspection report classifies 

the system as satisfactory, however, we recommend 

further evaluation.

P1
Review by SGH 

recommended
12-24mo Likely under NAVFAC Triton contract

Project Number 

RM17-1369
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APPENDIX A.2
Site Visit Observations and

Recommendations (Sorted by Priority)

Lower Access Tunnel (LAT)
Piping and Mechanical (PM)

Harbor Tunnel (HT)
Pumphouse (PH)

Lower Yard Tunnel (LYT)
Above Ground Storage Tanks (AST)

Valve Stations (VS)
Valve Chambers (VC)

Hickam (HK)
Above Ground Piping (AGP)

Hotel Pier (HP)
Kilo Pier (KP)

Sierra Pier (SP)
Mike Pier (MP)
Bravo Pier (BP)

CD - coating damage; CR - corrosion; DV - design variation; LI - lack of integrity;

[MB - missing member; PD- physical damage; WD - weld defect; LP - load path;
IR - improper restraint (missing pipe supports etc.); IC- interaction of components

Observation (contact risk, over restrained pipes by the tanks, stress concentration etc.),

Type OT - other
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Item Component Location Description Photograph
Observation

Type
Severity Description Priority

Additional 

Engineering (Detailed 

Design) Required

Construction Cost Est. 

(Engineering Costs 

Excluded)

Completion 

Schedule
Additional Comments Ongoing Projects

Recommendation

Valve

Butterfly valve is known to leak, 

causing vacuum and surge loads 

in packed F-24 product line.

OT H

Do not use butterfly valves as isolation valves. 

Consider using double block and bleed valves 

upstream. 

P1
Review by SGH 

Recommended
12-24mo Butterfly valves are used to throttle flow

Valve

Butterfly valve is known to leak, 

causing vacuum surge loads in 

packed F-76 product line.

OT H

Do not use butterfly valves as isolation valves. 

Consider using double block and bleed valves 

upstream. 

P1
Review by SGH 

Recommended
12-24mo Butterfly valves are used to throttle flow

Valve

Butterfly valve is known to leak, 

causing vacuum surge loads in 

packed JP-5 product line.

OT H

Do not use butterfly valves as isolation valves. 

Consider using double block and bleed valves 

upstream. 

P1
Review by SGH 

Recommended
12-24mo Butterfly valves are used to throttle flow

Valve

Butterfly valve is known to leak, 

causing vacuum surge loads in 

packed F-24 product line.

OT H

Do not use butterfly valves as isolation valves. 

Consider using double block and bleed valves 

upstream. 

P1
Review by SGH 

Recommended
12-24mo Butterfly valves are used to throttle flow
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Item Component Location Description Photograph
Observation

Type
Severity Description Priority

Additional 

Engineering (Detailed 

Design) Required

Construction Cost Est. 

(Engineering Costs 

Excluded)

Completion 

Schedule
Additional Comments Ongoing Projects

Recommendation

1 Pipe
Indications of pipe corrosion 

behind wall penetration
CR M

Explore cause of corrosion behind wall and repair 

corroded pipe and damaged coating
P1

Review by SGH 

recommended
12-24mo

HK-3 Pipe
Surface corrosion on SS304 in 

pumphouse
CR M

We recommend additional inspection and testing 

(NDT) to determine if stress corrosion cracking is a 

concern. Clean pipe and establish a maintenance 

program to mitigate surface corrosion.

P1
Review by SGH 

recommended
12-24mo

HP-3
Pipe and 

Support
Crevice corrosion at pipe support CR M

At corroded areas, contractor to remove corrosion 

products with needle gun, corrosion loss to be 

measured, then FFS evaluation prior to repair

P1
Review by SGH 

recommended
12-24mo

Whole length of pipe needs to be inspected, but this 

could not be accessed during our inspection

RMMR Service 

Order PRL-PND-

625

HP-4 Valve Crevice corrosion in pipe flanges CR M
Clean to determine if section loss is acceptable for 

performance, recoat or replace
P1 No 12-24mo

Entire length of pipe needs to be inspected, but this 

could not be accessed during our inspection. It is 

important to check bottom surface of flanges - these 

were the areas most corroded from the valves 

removed in January 2022.

RMMR Service 

Order PRL-PND-

625

HP-5 Structural Concrete cracking in bent cap PD M

Repair as appropriate to re-establish design margin.  

Note that the 2018 Pier Inspection report classifies 

the system as satisfactory, however, we recommend 

further evaluation.

P1
Review by SGH 

recommended
12-24mo Likely under NAVFAC Triton contract

Project Number 

RM17-1369

HP-6 Structural Concrete cracking in bent cap PD M

Repair as appropriate to re-establish design margin.  

Note that the 2018 Pier Inspection report classifies 

the system as satisfactory, however,we recommend 

further evaluation.

P1
Review by SGH 

recommended
12-24mo

Concrete cracking in bent cap, possible delamination 

and evidence of corrosion. Spray paint indicates 

previous observation and documentation by others 

(timeline unclear). Likely under NAVFAC Triton 

contract.

HP-7 Structural
Concrete delamination at the 

underside of the deck
PD M

Repair as appropriate to re-establish design margin.  

Note that the 2018 Pier Inspection report classifies 

the system as satisfactory, however,we recommend 

further evaluation.

P1
Review by SGH 

recommended
12-24mo Likely under NAVFAC Triton contract

HP-8 Structural
Broken FOR hanging pipe 

support
PD H Repair pipe support hanger P1

Review by SGH 

recommended
12-24mo

FY23 NAVFAC 

SRM project
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Item Component Location Description Photograph
Observation

Type
Severity Description Priority

Additional 

Engineering (Detailed 

Design) Required

Construction Cost Est. 

(Engineering Costs 

Excluded)

Completion 

Schedule
Additional Comments Ongoing Projects

Recommendation

HT-21 Piping
Dent in pipe, measured 0.26in, 

written on pipe 0.2835in
PD L

SGH evaluated FFS for this dent and determined the 

dent was not critical
None No -

API 570 inspection 

in progress

HT-25 Piping Localized corrosion pits CR L

Contractor to clean pipe, then measure corrosion 

section loss, then FFS evaluation prior to repair and 

recoat

None No -
API 570 inspection 

in progress

HT-27 Piping
0.038in pit measured at F-24 

 pipe outside surface
CR L

SGH conducted FFS level I evaluation for this pit and 

determined it was acceptable
None No -

API 570 inspection 

in progress

HT-29 Piping

0.119in pit measured at F-76 

 pipe outside surface, 

approximately 1.4in diameter

CR L
SGH conducted FFS level I evaluation for this pit and 

determined it was acceptable
None No -

API 570 inspection 

in progress

HT-31 Piping Dents on pipe PD L
SGH evaluated FFS for this dent and determined the 

dent was not critical
None No -

API 570 inspection 

in progress

HT-43 Piping

Coating damage, surface 

corrosion and pit at exterior  

F-76 pipe surface

CD L

Contractor to clean pipe, then measure corrosion 

section loss, then FFS evaluation prior to repair and 

recoat

None No -
API 570 inspection 

in progress

AST-6

Overflow pipe 

connecting 

Tanks B1 & B2

Overconstrained piping (pipe 

could be potentially damaged 

during earthquake)

IR L

There could be damage to the piping during tank 

uplift. However, since piping is near roof level there 

is minimal release potential and loss of product. 

Retrofit is not needed.

None No -

Tanks B1 & B2 are currently in NAVFAC CIR.  The 

contractor recommended removing this pipe, but the 

recommendation was rejected.
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Item Component Location Description Photograph
Observation

Type
Severity Description Priority

Additional 

Engineering (Detailed 

Design) Required

Construction Cost Est. 

(Engineering Costs 

Excluded)

Completion 

Schedule
Additional Comments Ongoing Projects

Recommendation

HP-9 Structural

Pipe outlet drains to ocean, 

unclear if this is part of the FOR 

system

OT L
Concern about potential environmental effects. 

However, this is a water drain.
None No - This is acceptable.  Water drain from 3-way valve.

HT-39 Other
Active leakage through floor 

drain
OT M

Identify source of leakage and determine if it needs 

to be remediated
None No -
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           APPENDIX A.3
 Conceptual Retrofit Drawings
      in Lower Access Tunnel
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 Repair Sketches and Photographs
          in Lower Access Tunnel
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Retrofits and Repairs 

Item 
Pipe Support 

No. 
Photo Detail Description 

LAT-53 

 
  

Retrofit support to better resist 
surge load. 
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 Valve Equalization Bypass Line Concept
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Valve Pressure Equalization using Bypass Line 

Pressure equalization across a valve is commonly used in the oil, gas, and chemicals industry to 

avoid opening a valve with high differential pressure. This design feature increases the sealing 

surface life and provides a safe method to pressurize the section of piping downstream of the 

valve. Figure 1 illustrates some examples of pressure equalization bypass valves installed 

across various valves. 

 

Figure 1 – Pressure Equalization Line Examples at Existing Facilities 

Wear and tear on a valve may increase when the valve is repeatedly opened and closed with 

high differential pressure, as this can damage the sealing surfaces. This effect is illustrated in 
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Figure 2, where high pressure is imposed on the upstream side of a closed ball valve, and a 

resultant net force is exerted on the sealing surfaces. When the valve is opened (or closed), the 

force on the sealing surfaces can wear over time and lead to a “leak-by” condition allowing the 

fluid to pass to the downstream side of the valve when it is closed. In addition, this situation 

may also require more than anticipated torque to rotate the valve stem to open or close the 

valve and may lead to a failed valve actuator or failed valve stem. 

 

Figure 2 – Typical Ball Valve Cross Section 

 
This situation can be avoided by allowing the fluid pressure to equalize across the valve before 

it is opened by installing a pressure equalization line across the valve. A typical pressure 

equalization arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3. Pressure equalization allows the pressure 

differential across the valve to be zero, thus reducing the valve wear and tear and reducing the 

torque on the valve stem when operating the valve. 
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Figure 3 – Typical Ball Valve Cross Section with Pressure Equalization 

 
The pressure equalization arrangement also reduces hydraulic erosion of the sealing surfaces if 

the valve is “cracked” open to allow the downstream piping segment to be pressurized. 

Hydraulic erosion occurs where high-velocity fluid flows over the sealing surfaces of the valve. 

Over time, this situation can lead to the sealing surface wear in the localized area of the 

high-velocity fluid and cause “leak-by” of the valve when it is closed. 

Using the pressurization line also allows for an opportunity to check for leaks in the 

downstream pipe segment without opening the main valve. In this case, if a leak is detected or 

observed in the downstream segment, the equalization valve is the only valve that needs to be 

closed. If the main valve is used for this purpose, the time to close the main valve may be longer 

as compared to a relatively smaller valve and could lead to an increased fluid leak volume. 
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Application to Red Hill Facility

At Red Hill there can be a specific issue that is suspected of forming when the butterfly valves

in the Underground Pump House “leak-by.” causing line “sag” and allowing a vacuum to form

iin the resultant void space at the upper end of the main product lines. This vacuum is believed

to be a contributorto the JP-5 line movement that occurred on 6 May 2021 and the surge load

that led to the Dresser coupling separation.

Since that time, the Red Hill fuel team has adopted a procedure to clear this vacuum by

attaching a flexible hose to the high pointvent (Figure 44) of the product ine andto the FOR-

sump system (Figure 48). The high point vent valve is opened to relieve the vacuum with

‘ambient air. Once the vacuum is relieved, the main tank valve is slowly “cracked” open or

“throttled” to allow fueltoenter the product line and displace the air from the high point vent

and into the FOR-sump system. Once fuel is observed througha sight glass in thevent line, the

high point vent valve and the main fuel valve are closed.

Figure 4- High Point Vent Connection (A) and Vent Connection to FOR Sump System (8)
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The main tank valves do not have pressure equalization and are opened manually at the various 

valve locations. This process has three main risk factors: 1) opening the main valves manually 

and not filling the product line too fast requires specialized hands-on training and a “feel” for 

how much is too much to open these valves, 2) if this manual operation of the main tank valves 

is not managed correctly, control of the fuel flow into the product line is lost thus creating a 

potential for product line pipe movement and a Dresser coupling separation, and 3) if there is a 

loss of containment, the personnel in the area are exposed to this hazard. 

Pressure equalization can mitigate these risks by allowing a controlled flow of fuel into the 

product line to clear the vacuum in the product line. Since the equalization valve is small 

compared to the main tank valves, the valve can be fully opened with only standard valve 

operation training. This will mitigate the chance of pipe movement and loss of containment if 

the product line (void space) is “filled” too fast. If a leak is detected, the only valve that needs to 

be closed is the pressure equalization valve, which reduces the exposure risk of personnel to a 

large loss of containment. The installation of the pressure equalization lines is a 

recommendation, and further engineering and risk assessment needs to be completed during 

the detailed design phase. 

Pressure Equalization Line Concept for Installation Before Defueling 

Before defueling the Red Hill storage tanks, the one proposed approach is to install pressure 

equalization on the tank valves on each of the fuel product tanks. These three product tanks 

should be the last tanks to be defueled so that they are the source of fuel to clear the 

vacuum/void space in the product lines. These tanks should also be the tanks that are at the 

highest elevation possible for each product type. 

The procedure to clear the vacuum/void space is required to be completed each time fuel is 

removed from the storage tanks. It is also assumed that the defueling of each tank will not be a 

continuous process in that the process may be stopped and restarted as the various defueling 
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vessels arrive and depart, and the time in between may be long enough to allow for a vacuum 

to form in the fuel lines. 

Installation of pressure equalization and differential pressure gauges on the three selected fuel 

tank valves can utilize some of the existing valves with minimal modifications to the piping 

contingent upon qualification of these components for the operating pressure and other 

applicable loads.  

At each tank location, there is a manifold that is used for fuel sampling and dewatering. One of 

the outlets at these manifolds can be used to pressurize the in-board fuel valve (Figure 5). The 

in-board valve would then be pressurized by routing the fuel to the drain location in the pipe 

segment between the inboard and outboard tank valves. These drain valves are encircled in 

Figure 6. 

 

Figure 5 – Typical Sampling Point of an Underground Storage Tank 
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Figure 6 – Typical Drain Valves on Piping by the Underground Storage Tanks 

 

These drain valves will need to be modified for the pressurization piping and valving (Figure 7), 

where the existing drain valve remains, and a pipe “cross” is added with valves added on three 

connections for drain, fuel source, and connection to the outboard valve downstream piping. 

The proposed modifications for the connections to the fuel source and connection to the pipe 

downstream of the outboard valve are sketched in Figure 8 in red color. Flanged valves should 

be considered to improve the constructability and maintenance of the valves. 
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Figure 7 – Drain Valve Modification Concept 

 

 

Figure 8 – Typical Pressurization Bypass Line Modification Concept 
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The line size from the tank manifold to the drain valve location should be the same size as the 

existing manifold pipe size, which is approximately 1 in. diameter pipe. The line size that 

connects from the drain location to the downstream side of the outboard tank should be the 

same size as the pipe at the drain location, which is approximately 2 in. diameter pipe. 

The pipe segment between the inboard and outboard main tank valves is relatively small 

(approximately 10 ft long), and a 1 in. diameter pipe is expected to fill and pressurize the pipe 

segment in a relatively short period of time. According to the flow rates available in the 

literature, fuel flow through a 1 in. pipe with 139 ft of the head would be approximately 

47 gpm. The downstream portion of the outboard main tank valve has a much larger volume 

compared to the upstream portion. Therefore, a 2 in. diameter pipe is expected to allow the 

downstream piping to fill and pressurize faster compared to 1 in. diameter line. The actual 

duration will depend on the vacuum/void space volume that is recommended to be calculated 

during the detailed design stage. 

The piping on the downstream side of the outboard main tank valve will require a 2 in. pipe tap 

to be installed in the piping. This modification may require a segment of the pipe to be 

removed. 

Differential pressure gauges are also needed to verify that each valve has been pressure 

equalized before the main valve is opened. The current main tank valves have “taps” in the 

valve flanges that can be used to connect a differential pressure gauge. These “taps” are 

encircled in red in Figure 9 and are common for the main tank valves. Small diameter tubing 

(typically 1/2 in.) would be installed and connected at the tap locations and the gauge 

connection points. Two valves should be installed to isolate the gauge for repairs and full 

isolation (Figure 10). 
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Figure 9 – Typical Main Tank Valve Taps 

 

 
Figure 10 – Main Tank Valve Pressure Equalization Gauge Installation Concept 
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It is recommended to verify the existing sampling piping as fit for purpose with respect to internal 

pressure, temperature, and dynamic forces for this option. 

Permanent Pressure Equalization Installation Concept for Continuing Operations 

After defueling, the pressure equalization lines at each of the storage tanks’ main valves can be 

installed using dedicated piping instead of utilizing the drain valve on the pipe segment 

between the inboard and outboard main tank valves if the underground fuel storage tanks were 

to remain in service. 

For the inboard main tank valve, the pressure equalization source is from the sampling manifold 

but should be routed to a new location on the pipe segment just downstream of the in-board 

valve (Figure 11). The pipe tap connection to the pipe segments and the valve should be 

flanged connections. The connection to the tank manifold should be consistent with the pipe 

and valving that is currently installed. The pressure equalization piping and valves should be 

1 in. 

A pressure equalization gauge should be installed at the main valve flanges using existing pipe 

tap locations (Figure 10). A valve should be installed at each tap location so that the valve can 

be removed for servicing. The piping for the pressure equalization gauge should be 1/2 in. 

tubing and valves. 

For the outboard main, the pressure equalization line source will be the pipe segment upstream 

of the outboard valve (Figure 11). New pipe taps need to be installed in the upstream and 

downstream piping of the outboard valve. The connection to the pipe segments and the valve 

should be flanged connections. The pressure equalization piping and valves should be 2 in. 

A pressure equalization gauge should be installed at the main valve flanges using existing pipe 

tap locations (Figure 10). A valve should be installed at each tap location so that the valve can 
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be removed for servicing. The piping for the pressure equalization gauge should be 1/2 in 

tubing and valves. 

 

Figure 11 – Permanent Pressure Equalization Bypass Line Concept 
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 Process Hazard Analysis Report
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report documents a Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) for Pearl Harbor and Red Hill Fuel Supply Point for NAVSUP 
FLCPH. The review was conducted using the Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) and What-If? methodologies. The 
methodologies employed in this study meet the requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) rule, Process Safety Management of Highly Hazardous Chemicals (29 CFR 1910.119) and the Environmental 
Protection Agency’s rule 40 CFR Part 68, Accidental Release Prevention Requirements, Risk Management Program Under 
the Clean Air Act, Section 112(r)(7). 
The PHA was conducted in-person on dates February 7, 2022 through February 11, 2022 and on February 21, 2022 
through February 25, 2022. The PHA Team met for a total of ten (10) days. The PHA was facilitated and documented 
by Risktec with key participation from Navy Supply Fleet Logistics Center Pearl Harbor personnel and support personnel. 
The multidisciplinary team identified process hazards associated with the Pearl Harbor & Red Hill Fuel Supply Point. The 
team focused on those process hazards that could lead to significant impact on mission readiness, safety or health, 
public, and/or environment during routine and non-routine operations. 
The PHA Team identified one hundred twenty (120) recommendations for reducing the likelihood and/or severity of 
potential consequences associated with the Pearl Harbor & Red Hill Fuel Supply Point. Since defueling was a key 
discussion during the PHA, the recommendations suggested for implementation before defueling were identified 
separately and may be found in the Results Section in Table 7. Table 8 in the Results Section represents all the 
Critical/Red color coded recommendations associated with critical tolerability risks for ongoing operations, excluding 
those listed for defueling. A complete list of the PHA recommendations is contained in Appendix A. The PHA worksheets 
may be found in Appendix B. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 

Risktec Solutions, Inc. (Risktec) was contracted by Simpson, Gumpertz & Heger (SGH) to conduct a Process 
Hazard Analysis (PHA) of the Pearl Harbor & Red Hill Fuel Supply Point. The PHA was conducted in-person on 
dates February 7, 2022 through February 11, 2022 and on February 21, 2022 through February 25, 2022. The 
PHA Team met for a total of ten (10) days. 
The PHA was facilitated and documented by Risktec with key participation from Navy Supply Fleet Logistics 
Center Pearl Harbor personnel and support personnel. The multidisciplinary team identified process hazards 
associated with the Pearl Harbor & Red Hill Fuel Supply Point. The PHA Team focused on those process hazards 
that could lead to significant safety or health consequences during routine and non-routine operations. 
The PHA was conducted using the Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) and What-If? methodologies. The PHA team 
used the supplied DFSP Pearl Harbor Risk Matrix to assess risk. The methodologies employed in this study meet 
the requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) rule, Process Safety Management 
of Highly Hazardous Chemicals (29 CFR 1910.119) and the Environmental Protection Agency’s rule 40 CFR Part 
68, Accidental Release Prevention Requirements, Risk Management Program Under the Clean Air Act, Section 
112(r)(7). 

2 PROCESS HAZARD ANALYSIS (PHA) 
2.1 Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) Analysis 

The HAZOP technique is used to identify credible process hazards that could affect the employees' and/or public 
safety, the environment, or result in equipment damage or reliability event (lost production), so that these risks 
can be minimized or eliminated. It is a rigorous examination of process hazards as well as potential serious 
operational problems. 
A HAZOP study identifies how a process may deviate from the operational and design intent. The HAZOP 
technique is both thorough and systematic and examines the process and/or operations utilizing a multi-
disciplinary team of experienced personnel to review deviations from the design intent. The team generally 
consists of a trained leader, a scribe and three to five resource people knowledgeable in the process being 
analyzed 
The HAZOP analysis technique provides a structured framework, which directs the HAZOP team to study various 
deviations from the normal operating intent of the facility (see Figure 1) 
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Figure 1: HAZOP Flow Chart.
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In HAZOP terminology, a deviation is anything thatis adeparturefrom the design intention. The deviations are
discoveredbyapplyingthe guidewords inthefollowingtabletoapplicable processconditionsforeveryprocess:
‘section. Standard deviations used during the study are included in Table 1.

Table 1: Standard Deviations
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Additional deviations maybeapplieddependingonthenatureofthesystem /processunderreview.Apartial
listof additional deviations is included in Table 2.

“Table 2: Additional Deviations
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The guideword approachoften results in redundancies. For example,failureof a pump to operate may be the
causefor "NoFlow”in a line segment. It may also be thecausefor “Less Pressure”or"High Level”. When this
‘occurs, the scenario is discussed fully underthefirstdeviation and additional documentationunderthe second

(third,etc.)deviationis not necessary.For completeness,however,itwillbenotedtherewere "nonewcauses
identified”underthe second (third,etc.)deviation.
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22 What-If? Analysis
TheWhat-If? methodis recognizedbyOSHAas anacceptable methodofevaluatingprocesshazards.TheWhat-
172methodinvolves askingquestionsthat requiretheteamtoevaluate deviationsfromthe norm.Anexample:

is, "What if thesteamflow to the reboiler stops?” The team then develops consequencesofthis action (or
inaction) and documentsthe safeguards in a manner similartothe HAZOP analysis. The What-If? scenariois
thenrankedfor risk, and recommendationsaremadeif appropriate, similartothe HAZOP analysis. Figure2
illustrates the stepstakenduring a What-I? Study.
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Figure 2: What-If? low Chart
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2.3 Assumptions 
The study team members made several assumptions when assessing the effectiveness of engineering and 
administrative safeguards: 

• Operators are trained in the duties of their area with initial training 
• Vehicular traffic is restricted to certain areas within the facility.  
• Emergency response plans are written and communicated to all employees and contractors. 
• Evacuation routes are established and available. 
• Local fire departments are trained with sufficient equipment available 

Note: Misdirected flow was not normally considered credible if the line was blinded or plugged. 
2.4 Risk Ranking Assessment 

Prior to the start of the PHA, the PHA Team expanded the existing NAVSUP’s Risk Ranking Matrix to include 
consequence categories for environmental and public impacts (in line with the consequences for Mission 
Readiness and Safety), for the purpose of the HAZOP. The PHA Team members used the expanded NAVSUP’s 
Risk Ranking Matrix, presented in Figure 3, to qualitatively assess the risk associated with each 
cause/consequence scenario. 
The scenario was evaluated based on the severity of the consequences in the absence of safeguards and the 
likelihood or frequency that the scenario would fully develop to those consequences based on the existing 
safeguards. The severity ranking (I to IV) and likelihood ranking (A-D) were combined using the risk ranking matrix 
to provide a qualitative risk ranking (Negligible, Minor, Moderate, Serious, and Critical). Each developed 
causes/consequences scenario was ranked with an CLR with C representing severity of occurrence, L representing 
likelihood, and R representing risk. Consequences were evaluated in the areas of Mission Readiness (MR), 
Health/Safety (H/S), Environmental Impact (E), and Public Disruption (P). 
For scenarios with installed risk rankings in the “Critical” and “Serious” areas, the PHA Team was required to suggest 
recommendations that they felt would eliminate the potential cause of the scenario or reduce the frequency that the 
scenario would fully develop to the ultimate consequences predicted. For scenarios with installed risk rankings of 
“Moderate” or “Minor”, the risk was considered to be acceptable but risk reduction, where feasible, was encouraged. 
As a result, the need for a recommendation was left to the discretion of the PHA Team. Scenarios with installed risk 
ranking of “Negligible” are managed for continuous improvement. 
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Figure 3: Risk Matrix   
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3 STUDY INFORMATION
3.1 Process Description

TheRed Hill complexconsistsof20 fuel tanksthatwereconstructedbetweenAugust 1940and September 1943,
‘The Red Hill tanks are the primarybulkstorage tanks for the three major products handled at Pear! Harbor (F-
24,35, and 76). The bioofthese tak range in elevation en feetabove sea evel, and he
tanks range from 235feetto 250 feet tall. Each Tank (1-16) has two commonnil and issue linesthatbranches
offthethree main transfer lines. Tanks 17-20have one common fill and issue line connectedtothe JP-5 line.

There are threemaintransfer linesthat carryfuel to and from Red Hill (a F-76 line,rR|JP-5 line,
odGI24 ne). Th ol nes are aproumatly3 mies inenh bing rom 5 Tank
Gallery}

‘TheUpper Tank Farm is the secondbulkstoragefacility and located at Pearl Harbor. Thetankfarm consistsof
six vertical 150,000 Bbl atmosphericstoragetanks (ASTs). F-24, JP-5, and F-76 are stored at the

‘and are used fortemporaryoperationalstoragewhen required.

Hotel Pier is currentlythe sole marine receipt point (ship or barge) for all fuels and theprimarybulk issue

point. Thepier pipingisconnectedtothefacilityat] Eachofthethreeproducts (F-76, F-24, and JP-5)
has a dedicated piping loop around the pier. Multi risersvi hes allowvesselsto be
connectedtothefuelsystemthroughnon-collapsiblehoses. There rel Jand dirty ballast
‘water/waste oil linesassociatedwith HotelPier that are not currently in service. Pearl Harbor Fuel Supply Point
also has the ability to loadtanktrucks, load and unloadbarges/YON includingvessel to vessel transfers.

Since defueling was akeydiscussion during the PHA, the defueling plan includes useof existingpiping and
Valve stations at RHL and PRL tosafelytransfer (by gravity) inventory currently in TK 102/103/104/105/106 F-
24 Tank (Red Hill), TK 107/108/109/110/111/112/120JP-5Tank(Red Hill), and TK 115/116F-76 Tank (Red
Hill) (~110MM gal. total) to PAR, UTF, Hickam; and/or loadship/bargeusing existing in-service piers/docksto
transfertooff-island destinations.

Defueling includes packing the pipeline between evolutions before transferringfromRed Hill Storage.
Demonstratedde-inventory rates are] (b)(3)(A)I

the OMES Manual to transfer to UIT, Hickam, andpiers/docks; andhavebeenusedsafelyinthepast.Aone-
time use Operational Procedure with valvealignmenttable wasdevelopedin~2016 to transfer to PAR.

3.2 PHATeam Study Dates

The PHA was conducted in-person on dates February 7, 2022 through February 11, 2022 and onFebruary21,
2022 through February 25, 2022. ThePHA Teammetfor a total of ten (10) days.

ICICI ofRiskecfacitated thestudyvig ticipation fromNavy SupplyFleetLogisticsCenter
ar! Harbor personnel and support personnel. servedas thescribe for the review.

Participantsforthe PHAareincluded in Table3. In'adan articipantTeam, a numberof Observers
werealsoinattendance. ThelistofObserversareincludedin Table4.The PHA Participantattendance is includedi

oy: root 20
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Table 3: PHA Participant Members

Name CLT LY Se

[ron[owwoewr|9 |

EC
rotJopenatorsWorkled[2 |

[wie Treiman 5]
[romTomatges0 |
[Fon Tower [5 |
[ron venir |]

Table 4: PHA Observers

Ty Company
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[Tren|
[[st|
[[set|
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fon|=
[ricer|
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3.3 Acronyms & Drawing List

ThePHA Team used manyDFSP Pearl Harbor Bulk Terminalcommon acronyms. Appendix E contains the offical
'DFSPPearl Harbor Bulk Terminal Acronym list. A summaryofthe Flow Diagrams used during the study can be.
foundinTable5. In additiontothe Flow Diagramsanumberofsupplementarypagesandsketcheswereprovided

during the study and can be found in Table 5. Appendix F contains the Facilitator'scopyofthe Flow Diagrams,
‘which are color-codedby product, andthe four (4) supplementalpagesand seven (7) sketches.

Table 5: Drawing List
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3.4 Nodelist
The nodes usedduringthe PHA are identified in Table 6.

‘Table 6: Node List

Node # Node Description Drawing(s) Used
RoutineOperations: SupplyingRedHil Storagefrom
Hotel Pier

Routine Operations: Supplying Upper Tank Fam
(UTF) from Hotel Pier

Main Body: Page 160f 24
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Node # re Drawing(s) Used
3 [Routine Operations: Supplying Storage from PAR

pipeline, includingIntermix Tank

Routine Operations: Transferring from Red Hil
Storage to Marine Piers/Docks or Hickam

5 |RoutineOperations: Tranderring from UTF Steroge
to Marine Piers/Docksor Hickam

Main Body: Page 170124
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Node # [re Drawing(s) Used
Routine Operations: Transferring from Storage to
Storage inPRLand RHL

Routine Operations: Reclam System

Routine Operations: Aqueous Film Forming Foam
(AFFF) Fire Suppression System

BN Routine Operations: Vessel to Vessel Transfer

Routine Operations: SIMOPS Multiple Product
Movements Simultaneously
Routine Operations: Truck Loading

Main Body: Page 1801 24
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Node # re eo]
Non-routine Operations: Defueling Red Fill
(completely), includes transfer to other locations
‘and/or loading ships/barges.

35 Resuks
There were one hundred twenty (120) PHA recommendations generated during the PHA. The PHA
recommendations showing their associated scenario(s) are contained in Appendix A. There is a risk ranking
associated with the majorityof recommendationsbutnt all, as sometimes there was insufficient information
availabletothe PHA Teamatthetimeofthe PHA to assessconsequences and/or consequenceseveriyikeliood
or if the recommendation was generated in a checkist (Human Factors & Facilty Siting). For this reasonall
recommendations were givenapriority (High, Medium, or Low) by the PHA Team to assist in execution of the
recommendations.Thehigher risk recommendations shouldbe given the higher priority on recommendaton
closure. The PHA worksheetsmay be found in Appendix B.
Since defueling was a key discussion during the PHA,recommendations suggested for implementation befere
defuelingmaybefound in Table 7.

Main Body: Page 1901 24
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‘Table 7: Defueling Recommendations

er [ee
Toincrease the reliabilityofoperatorresponseto normal retum
service, and emergency operations, develop written procedures
detailing operator actions including which steps should be field

verifiedbytwoindividuals,inordertoreducethe ikelihoodofloss
ofcontainment.Training andrefreshertrainingshould addressbth
whatandwhy.Ensure operating procedures, raining materials and
trainingrecordsarepartofdocumentcontrolsystem. (HighPriority)
‘Thisrecommendationaligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVAof the
Adninisratve Order of Corset (Recommendations 7,5, 5, and
1).
Install additonal PITs in piping in Red Hil Tank Gallery (at a
minimum, on each side of sectional valves) and Harbor Tunnel to

betterdetectpotential vacuumconditionsandorlossofproduct
Ensurenewand existingPITSareinscheduledPMprogramfor
improved reliabiltyofcritical instrumentation. (Figh Priority)
‘Consult manufacturer on reverse pressurecapabilty (vacuum) of
Dresser Couplings installed around pumps installed in UGPH and
Red Hl Tank Gallery. Consider modifying design if manufacturer
has alternatesealingsystem and DresserCouplingsremain partof
design. (High Priority)
Consider adding observer and/orremotecamera observation at
Dresser Couplings during inital pressurizationprior to defueling.
(High Priority)
Evaluatethecurrentratingsofalpiping and hosesbetween RHL
andpiersanddockstoidentifyareasofconcern duetodeadhead
pumps and static pressure when transferring or defueling RHL.
(High Priority)
Include verification step in Operations Order that piping is
restrained beforestatinganyevolution involvingtransferring iid
fromanytank in Red Hill TankGallery. (High Priority)

27 TFpossible,addaequalization ine acrosstheoutboardmain tank,
valvepriortodefuelingtoreducethe likelihood of sudden opening
of large valve and resuitant surge. Add equalization linesacrcss
bothmainfuel valvesafterdefueling prior to reuse. Consider ark
to tanksluicing whensizingequalization fine. (High Priority)
Ensure OiTightDoor 1) will remain functional during lossofpower
and 2) is partofa PMprogramto improverelabiltyof losure on
demand. (High Priority)
Evaluate underlying causes) of line sag creating vacuum and
modifyas warranted. (High Priority)

Hain Body: Page 200f 24
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rs Recommendation
2 tepst Stell

distribution piping in Red Hil Tank GallerybetweenTK 11% JP-5
Tank (RedHil) andTK 116F-76 Tank (Red Hil), shownon Drawing

If they canberemovedsafely, removetheDresser
. JP-5 Emergent Pipeline Repairs were underwayat the

timeof the PHA and will include eliminatingold DresserCoupling
nfSpina.Thisrecommendatonshoubecompleted
to1¥urning JP-S piping to service. (High Priority)
Developacar-sealor lock administrative control systemand dently
safety-critical manualvalveswhich shoud be controlledto reduce
the likelihood of human error.Valvesto consider include but are
not limited to 24" butterfly tank vent valves at RHL, manual block
valves on the inlet or discharge of relief devices, manual block

valvesonbleedofbody cavityoftwin-sealDEBdevice, key
frewatersupplyand distribution valves. (High Priority)
“The Navypolicyis tousetheIncident CommandSystem
(ICS)/Unified Command (UC)for structuringNavyspill response:
managementorganizations.TheNAVSUPFLCPHfuel personnel
manages the initia response.If additional resourcesare needed,
the Federal FireDepartmentIncidentCommander ill establishan
emergencycommandpostand assume responsibiltyfor the
response. TheEmergency Spil Coordinatororthe Commanding
Officercancontactthe Region NavyOn-Scene Coordinatorto
activa theRegionSpillManagementTeam (SMT). The Region
SMTwill thenestablishotherICS functions.PortOperations ithe:
coordinator or theFacility Response Team (FRT), anon-water
contractorresource based on Ford land.

“Theroles, staffing andresourcesforeachorganizationneeds to be
clearly defined, cilled and aligned prior to defueling operator.
(High Priority)

107 ‘Consider additonaloperators and technicalsupportfor defuelingoperations. (High Priority)

MainBody:Page 21of24
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Table 8 represents alltheCritical/Redcolorcoded recommendations associated with critical tolerability risks forCB

Table 8: PHA Recommendations Associatedwith

Critical Tolerability RisksforOngoing Operations

LE LEE

I—I.
requirementsofOPNAV Instruction 3960.16B.

Consider installing local ESD on refueling piers and docks at PRL
Ensure ESD actions areconsistentwithCoastGuard requirementsin
¥ additional safeguards are warranted, design and instal
‘automation to safely shutdown refueling piers and docks at PRL in
event of emergencyor loss of containment, includingisolationof
sectional valves to minimizequantityoflossofcontainment.
Consider equi

Be
Aqueous Film FormingFoam(AFFF) Fire Suppression System.

Ensure the PSLs_PSHs_ PITs, VSs, TTs, CTs and FSs on

: 5 ung’ ona CoTDIated test

Install ESD functionality to both suctionanddischarge MOVsto]

Viel of significant release of flammable liquid on loss of
containment atDresserCoupling(s) adjacenttopump.

17 Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps
currentlywithout level indication, with level alarm high and pumprE
‘scheduled PM system using certified andcalibratedtest equipment.
Consider modeling automated action of high level alarm to be
similar to Red Hill Main Sump.

Evaluatetheneedforemergency electricalsupplytoESDMOVsand
OCVs(ifnot fail-safe) at PRL to reduce the likelihoodof significant
release of flammable liquid on loss of containment at Dresser
Coupling(s) adjacentto pump.

—
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or os
EnsureOCVsonthe discharge ofeach] (b)(3)(A

aTNs auditing. ~ )
21 Consider equipping all french drains at PRL and RHL with check

valve/non-return valve to reduce the likelihood of backflow of
flammable liquidas aresultof lossofcontainment.

Modify CIR contracts to include restraining pipe between blanked
sections when taking tank out of service for maintenance or
inspection.
Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement
detection ofthepresenceofvacuum/lackoffluid in pipeline.

Consider installing a filtrationsystemonthe 5-315 air intake to the
ventilation system to reduce dustaccumulation in Upper and Lower

Tunnelsthat may reduce reliability ofsafetysystems such as Oil
TightDoor closure.

Evaluatethelocationofelectricalroom whichcontainstransformer,
imary disconnects, and MCC switchoo IQICIGY

and consider relocation to an area ral innel
m, similar tof ElectricalRoomRelocationProject MILCON

P5006.
a1 Add testing for sulfur compounds (or other credible toxic

compounds) as part ofpre-offioading analysis for fuel receiptsat
PRL.

Ensure run status indicationonall pumps insideall AFFF Sumps (20
pumps) is integrated with the AFHE SCADAtoalertControl Room
Operator (CRO) to potential releaseoffuel and/or AFFF.

Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3
Groundwater Sump, Adit3Septic Sump,Harbor Tunnel Sump, and
eea with fueloroil detection instrumentation and alert|
|Room Operator (CRO) to potential releaseoffuel.

47 ‘Evaluatethe designofthe 14" AFFF discharge line piping on the
discharge of 20 AFFF Sumps pumps as part of the current project
to upgradePVCtoCS.ThePHA Teamisconcerned about1) the
volume flow and separately, 2) line slope or configurationto trap|
liquid in retention line, and 3) lackofdamage control isolation in
long-runofpiping.

Evaluatethe maintainabilityoftheAFFFSystemtoensureadequacy
for reliability needed.

Train al affected personnel on the design, intent, and operationof|
the AFFF System, includingrefresher training.

Consider equipping AFFF Retention Tank with reliable level
indication and level alarm toalertControl Room Operator (CRO) to
presenceof levelinAFFFRetention Tank

Han Body: Poge of20
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er [re
Consider designing a system toseparateoil and water to reduce
the likelinood of discharging flammable liquid to environmentfrom
Adit3 Groundwater Sump.

Evaluate an emergencybreathingair supply forHarborTunnelde
wits long length, limited egress, and reduced ventilation.
Design and install interlock and permissive systems for all fuel
movementsto/from RHL and UGPH, toreduce the likelihoodof
human error of sequencing valves during lineup. Design should
consideruseofthe manualclutch to bypassMOVoperation.

74 Removeelectrical connections andsocketsfromtheinsideof
FORFACcontainmentareato reduce the likelihoodofelectrocution
duringperiodsof heavy rainorspill insecondarycontainment.f

notfeasible,instal protective safeguardstoreduce theriskof
electrocution.

75 As an interim recommendation, 1)replace socketswith GCI
socketsinside the FORFACsecondarycontainment, 2) develop an
SOPtoengageNAVFACprior topredictedheavy rainfall and include
‘emergencyphonenumbersforpowercompanycontact, 3) provide
accessto breaker box near Tank 1301 Reclaim (B1) Tank, and 4)
install signagethat specifies "donotenter during periodsofheavy

rainorstandingwater”andincludesa phonenumbercontacto de-
energizethe area.

Hain Body: Page of 24
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PHA Recommendations Place(s) Used Risk Ranking
344. Review current practices and operability of TK 311 Slop Tank with groundwater treatment equipment and personnel adjacent to TK 311 to evaluate the interaction of the two operations and modify practices if warranted. (Low 

Priority)
Consequences:  1.14.1.2,  4.1.2.4,  4.1.9.6,  6.14.1.2,  6.14.2.4,  8.2.1.2,  12.1.2.4,  
12.1.9.6

145. Ensure run status indication on all pumps inside all AFFF Sumps (20 pumps) is integrated with the AFHE SCADA to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel and/or AFFF. (High Priority) Consequences:  1.14.1.3,  4.1.2.5,  4.1.9.7,  6.14.1.3,  6.14.2.5,  8.1.1.1,  8.1.2.1,  
8.2.1.1,  8.4.2.1,  8.9.1.1,  12.1.2.5,  12.1.9.7

146. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to 
potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

Consequences:  1.14.1.3,  1.14.1.4,  1.14.1.5,  4.1.2.5,  4.1.2.6,  4.1.2.7,  4.1.9.7,  
4.1.9.8,  4.1.9.9,  6.14.1.3,  6.14.1.4,  6.14.1.5,  6.14.2.5,  6.14.2.6,  6.14.2.7,  
8.1.1.1,  8.1.2.1,  8.2.1.1,  8.4.2.1,  8.9.1.1,  12.1.2.5,  12.1.2.6,  12.1.2.7,  12.1.9.7,  
12.1.9.8,  12.1.9.9

147. Evaluate the design of the 14" AFFF discharge line piping on the discharge of 20 AFFF Sumps pumps as part of the current project to upgrade PVC to CS. The PHA Team is concerned about 1) the volume flow and separately, 
2) line slope or configuration to trap liquid in retention line, and 3) lack of damage control isolation in long-run of piping. (High Priority)

Consequences:  1.14.1.3,  4.1.2.5,  4.1.9.7,  6.14.1.3,  6.14.2.5,  8.1.1.1,  8.1.2.1,  
8.2.1.1,  8.4.2.1,  8.9.1.1,  12.1.2.5,  12.1.9.7

148. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High Priority) Consequences:  1.14.1.3,  4.1.2.5,  4.1.9.7,  6.14.1.3,  6.14.2.5,  8.1.1.1,  8.1.2.1,  
8.1.4.1,  8.2.1.1,  8.4.1.2,  8.4.2.1,  8.5.3.1,  8.9.1.1,  12.1.2.5,  12.1.9.7

149. Train all affected personnel on the design, intent, and operation of the AFFF System, including refresher training. (High Priority) Consequences:  1.14.1.3,  4.1.2.5,  4.1.9.7,  6.14.1.3,  6.14.2.5,  8.1.1.1,  8.1.2.1,  
8.2.1.1,  8.4.2.1,  8.9.1.1,  12.1.2.5,  12.1.9.7

150. Consider equipping AFFF Retention Tank with reliable level indication and level alarm to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to presence of level in AFFF Retention Tank. (Medium Priority) Consequences:  1.14.1.3,  4.1.2.5,  4.1.9.7,  6.14.1.3,  6.14.2.5,  8.2.1.1,  12.1.2.5,  
12.1.9.7

151. Consider designing a system to separate oil and water to reduce the likelihood of discharging flammable liquid to environment from Adit 3 Groundwater Sump. (Medium Priority) Consequences:  1.14.1.4,  4.1.2.6,  4.1.9.8,  6.14.1.4,  6.14.2.6,  12.1.2.6,  12.1.9.8

152. Provide means to remove contamination from water supply. (High Priority) Consequences:  1.14.1.4,  4.1.2.6,  6.14.1.4,  6.14.2.6,  12.1.2.6

153. Evaluate an emergency breathing air supply for Harbor Tunnel due to its long length, limited egress, and reduced ventilation. (Medium Priority) Consequences:  1.14.1.5,  4.1.2.7,  4.1.9.9,  6.14.1.5,  6.14.2.7,  12.1.2.7,  12.1.9.9

54. If defueling to PAR is pursued, coordination with PAR to develop an Operations Plan which reviews safeguards at PAR for 1) maximum pressure of ~130 psig, 2) maximum flowrate, 3) overfill protection, and 4) transient surge 
when isolated at PAR is required. (High Priority)

Consequences:  3.1.2.2

55. Determine the maximum pressure that can be provided by PAR if the pressure control valve malfunctions open and ensure piping at PRL and RHL is adequate for resultant pressure, and if not implement safeguards to reduce 
the likelihood of overpressuring PRL and RHL piping. (High Priority)

Consequences:  3.1.3.1

556. Implement a document control system to generate unique, trackable operations orders and log revisions. (Low Priority) Consequences:  4.1.1.1,  12.1.1.1

457. Consider installing small platform in lieu of portable ladders for safer access to HPB for each of the three products OR relocate HPB to ground level. Hard pipe the discharge of the HPB to Main Sump. Ensure the end of the 
discharge piping is visible to person(s) performing task. (Low Priority)

Consequences:  4.1.3.1,  12.1.3.1
Observation:  2.6.1

458. Perform Job Safety Analysis (JSA) on high-risk tasks to address human factors and PPE requirements. (Medium Priority) Consequences:  4.1.3.1,  12.1.3.1
Observation:  2.6.1

459. Ensure seals and enclosures necessary to maintain electrical area classification Class 1 Div I are included in PM program. (Medium Priority) Consequences:  4.1.3.2,  4.1.5.2,  4.1.6.2,  4.1.8.1,  12.1.3.2,  12.1.5.2,  12.1.6.2,  
12.1.8.1
Observation:  8.1.1

460. Ensure transformers, switch gear, automatic transfer switch (ATS), and other equipment in Switch Gear Room meets requirements of Class 1 Div I. (High Priority) Consequences:  4.1.3.2,  4.1.5.2,  4.1.6.2,  4.1.8.1,  12.1.3.2,  12.1.5.2,  12.1.6.2,  
12.1.8.1
Observation:  8.1.1

461. Consider using nitrogen to relieve vacuum inside piping instead of air to reduce the likelihood of producing a flammable mixture. (Medium Priority) Consequences:  4.1.3.2,  4.1.5.2,  4.1.6.2,  4.1.8.1,  12.1.3.2,  12.1.5.2,  12.1.6.2,  
12.1.8.1

62. Ensure Area Classification boundaries are clearly denoted in written PSI and understood by impacted personnel. (High Priority) Consequences:  4.1.3.2,  4.1.5.2,  4.1.6.2,  4.1.8.1,  12.1.3.2,  12.1.5.2,  12.1.6.2,  
12.1.8.1
Observation:  8.1.1

463. Ensure Operations Order for line pack include specific step to close high point bleed valve (HPB) before completely opening ball valve. (Low Priority) Consequences:  4.1.8.1,  12.1.8.1

364. Consider testing for fluorides and chlorides in all liquids either before defueling if possible or after receipt and consider alternatives to receiving defeuls from Navy vessels if data warrants. (Medium Priority) Consequences:  6.9.1.1

365. Develop a SOP for dewatering Tank 47/48/54 F-76 Tank (Upper Tank Farm), Tank 46/53 F-24 Tank (Upper Tank Farm) and Tank 55 JP-5 Tank (Upper Tank Farm) to increase the likelihood of complete dewatering not partial 
dewatering. (High Priority)

Consequences:  6.9.1.1

166. Design and install interlock and permissive systems for all fuel movements to/from RHL and UGPH, to reduce the likelihood of human error of sequencing valves during lineup. Design should consider use of the manual clutch to 
bypass MOV operation. (High Priority)

Some action is already underway as the result of AB&A Root Cause Analysis into the May 6, 2021 Mishap.

Consequences:  6.14.2.1
Observation:  4.5.1

367. Investigate anchor chair requirements for all tanks in the UTF and FORFAC, and Tank 311 at RHL. (Medium Priority) This recommendation may be similar to a recommendation from SGH. Consequences:  7.1.1.2,  7.2.1.1,  7.2.2.1,  7.9.3.2
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Recommendations 103-120 were not risk ranked as part of the supplemental Human Factors and Facility Siting
checklists. The PHA team and Risktec personnel completed these checklists and associated recommendations to
accompany the PHA.

Page 6 of 6 Printed On: 3/21/2022

PHA Recommendations Place(s) Used Risk Ranking

98. Create a fatigue policy for all Fuels Distributions System workers, operators, and maintainers that limits hours worked in a day and days worked consecutively. (High Priority) Consequences:  10.1.4.1,  10.1.4.2

99. The Navy policy is to use the Incident Command System (ICS)/Unified Command (UC) for structuring Navy spill response management organizations. The NAVSUP FLCPH fuel personnel manages the initial response. If 
additional resources are needed, the Federal Fire Department Incident Commander will establish an emergency command post and assume responsibility for the response. The Emergency Spill Coordinator or the Commanding 
Officer can contact the Region Navy On-Scene Coordinator to activate the Region Spill Management Team (SMT). The Region SMT will then establish other ICS functions. Port Operations is the coordinator for the Facility 
Response Team (FRT), an on-water contractor resource based on Ford Island.

The roles, staffing and resources for each organization needs to be clearly defined, drilled and aligned prior to defueling operations. (High Priority)

Consequences:  10.1.5.1

100. Review current sampling schedule and identify opportunities for optimization and eliminating non-required sampling and analysis. (Medium Priority) Consequences:  10.1.7.1

101. Improve communications between fuel laboratory and CROs after analysis is complete for increased efficiency during multiple simultaneous operations. (Medium Priority) Consequences:  10.1.7.1

102. Ensure safeguards are adequate for  cavitation or deadheading due to closed valve during loading process. If not, 
add additional safeguards as warranted. (Medium Priority)

Consequences:  11.1.1.2

103. Consider requirement for flame retardant clothing while working in hydrocarbon environment. (High Priority) Observation:  2.1.1

104. Consider installing emergency PPE throughout the facility. (High Priority) Observation:  2.7.1

105. Ensure the closing of the oil tight doors displays on the control room display. (High Priority) Observation:  4.15.1

106. Consider inventorying spare parts/replacements for critical instrumentation to reduce the wait time for repairs. (Medium Priority) Observation:  4.16.1

107. Consider additional operators and technical support for defueling operations. (High Priority) Observation:  6.5.1

108. Implement Management of Change Program. (High Priority) Observation:  8.5.1

109. Develop Incident Investigation Program that includes Incident Investigation techniques and near miss reporting and investigation, and sharing of lessons. (High Priority) Observation:  8.7.1

110. Implement a tunnel sign-in/sign-out process to be able to account for all personnel within the tunnel at any time. (Medium Priority) Observation:  1.1.1

111. Require guides and all groups to have at least one form of emergency communication – likely a radio. (Medium Priority) Observation:  1.1.1

112. Post signs periodically indicating the distance to the nearest emergency phone and instructions to dial “99” then “911”. (Medium Priority) Observation:  1.1.1

113. Locating and tracking people is crucial for underground working conditions. Traditional technologies such as GPS and WiFi tracking do not work underground. Consider implementation of a system designed to locate and track 
personnel while in the tunnel. (Low Priority)

Observation:  1.1.1

114. Consider requiring SCBA, emergency air packs, installing SCBA station(s) or breathing airline throughout tunnel. (Medium Priority) Observation:  1.1.1

115. Consider reinforcing the window/wall facing the UGPH. (High Priority) Observation:  4.2.1,  4.3.1,  4.6.1

116. Consider providing appropriate PPE, for example bunker gear, and safeguards to allow CROs ample time to escape the area during an emergency. (High Priority) Observation:  4.2.1,  4.3.1,  4.6.1

117. Consider relocation of the control room from the UGPH to the back control room located in the Fuels Distribution Building. (Low Priority) Observation:  4.2.1,  4.3.1,  4.6.1

118. Review the need for emergency stations (safety shower and eye wash) and first aid stations throughout the facility in proximity to fuel piping. (Low Priority) Observation:  7.1.1,  7.2.1

119. Due to the geographical vastness of this facility, review the need for installing alarms on safety showers and eyewash stations. (Low Priority) Observation:  7.4.1

120. Implement a formal safe work system, which includes coordination and control of all “intervention” work on the process and references all Life Critical standards, such as hot work, confined space, lock-out/tag-out, etc. (High 
Priority)

Observation:  8.4.1

(b)(3)(A)

MARKING REMOVED
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PHA Worksheets Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam (JBPHH) PHA

Revision: 2.0 Page 59 of 180 Printed On:  3/21/2022

Node:  2. Routine Operations: Supplying Upper Tank Farm (UTF) from Hotel Pier
Drawings:  

Deviation Cause Consequence CAT Risk Matrix
C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

9. Consider adding observer and/or remote camera observation at Dresser Couplings during initial 
pressurization prior to defueling. (High Priority)

6. Potential sagging of pipeline between Hotel 
Pier and UGPH (JP-5 only). Potential to draw 
vacuum in piping between Hotel Pier and 
UGPH. Potential air ingress. Potential for 
flammable mixture in piping. Potential for 
flammable mixture to move downstream when 
flow is re-established. Potential venting from 
Tank 55 JP-5 Tank (Upper Tank Farm) to 
atmosphere through open vent. No hazardous 
consequences identified.

7. Potential sagging of pipeline between Hotel 
Pier and UTF. Potential air ingress. Potential 
for flammable mixture in piping. Potential for 
flammable mixture to move downstream when 
flow is re-established. Potential venting from 
Tank 46/53 F-24 Tank (Upper Tank Farm) or 
Tank 47/48/54 F-76 Tank (Upper Tank Farm) to 
atmosphere through open vent. No hazardous 
consequences identified.

MR 4 C 5 DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
pier side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All stops and starts must be 
agreed upon by terminal PIC and vessel PIC.

1. Potential delay in offloading ship. Potential little 
or no impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

Ship should have safeguards for their pump. 12. Due to variability of ships that can come to PRL to unload, the Pre-Plan Meeting must include 
gathering information about the deadhead pressure (not safeguarded pressure) of the offloading 
pumps to ensure marine transfer hose is adequate for 1.5 x ship pump deadhead pressure. (High 
Priority)

2. Potential to deadhead ship offloading pumps.

PHA Team had insufficient information to 
determine consequence or severity of this 
cause/consequence pair at the time of the 
PHA.

MR 4 B 4

H/S 1 C 2

E 2 B 2

P 2 B 2

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Pre-Plan Meeting includes visual inspection of all fuel transfer 
hoses and hose integrity test witnessed by both PICs prior to 
initiating any fuel transfer.

All hoses are hydrostatically tested to 150 psig annually. Coast 
Guard verifies hose labeling and record-keeping annually.

Hose rating is 200 to 250 psig depending on manufacturer. 
Hose test pressure per manufacturer is 300 psig.

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

12. Due to variability of ships that can come to PRL to unload, the Pre-Plan Meeting must include 
gathering information about the deadhead pressure (not safeguarded pressure) of the offloading 
pumps to ensure marine transfer hose is adequate for 1.5 x ship pump deadhead pressure. (High 
Priority)

13. Change the test pressure used for testing all hoses from 150 psig to 330 psig to comply with 33 CFR 
Part 154 Coast Guard and worst credible case scenario deadhead pressure of 219 psig. Due to the 
significant change in test pressure, the test procedure and equipment must be reviewed and revised 
as warranted for adequacy prior to use. If hoses with a allowable operating pressure of 330 psig are 
not commercially available, the deadhead pressure must be limited on sources above 300 psig. 
(High Priority)

3. Potential increased pressure in fuel transfer 
hose. Potential hose rupture or gasket failure. 
Potential loss of containment. Potential release 
of large amount of ambient flammable liquid to 
top deck and/or water. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness

33 CFR Part 154 Coast Guard requires testing 
hoses to 1.5 x deadhead pressure.

PHA Team concluded the highest pressure 
expected in a marine transfer that is 
deadheaded is the UTF pump for product F-76 
at 219 psig. This pressure is greater than 1) 
the gravity head from the highest tank at RHL 
to the dock, 2) the available deadhead from the 

3. MOV pier sectional valve closed. 
(

At the time of the 2022 PHA, 
MOV pier sectional valves 

) in F-76 
Marine Diesel piping were 
removed and replaced with a 
spool.

(b)(3)(A)

(b)(3)(A)

(b)(3)(A)
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PHA Worksheets Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam (JBPHH) PHA

Revision: 2.0 Page 61 of 180 Printed On:  3/21/2022

Node:  2. Routine Operations: Supplying Upper Tank Farm (UTF) from Hotel Pier
Drawings:  

Deviation Cause Consequence CAT Risk Matrix
C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

re-pack the line before restarting the pump.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

9. Consider adding observer and/or remote camera observation at Dresser Couplings during initial 
pressurization prior to defueling. (High Priority)

7. Potential sagging of pipeline between Hotel 
Pier and UGPH (JP-5 only). Potential to draw 
vacuum in piping between Hotel Pier and 
UGPH. Potential air ingress. Potential for 
flammable mixture in piping. Potential for 
flammable mixture to move downstream when 
flow is re-established. Potential venting from 
Tank 55 JP-5 Tank (Upper Tank Farm) to 
atmosphere through open vent. No hazardous 
consequences identified.

8. Potential sagging of pipeline between Hotel 
Pier and UTF. Potential air ingress. Potential 
for flammable mixture in piping. Potential for 
flammable mixture to move downstream when 
flow is re-established. Potential venting from 
Tank 46/53 F-24 Tank (Upper Tank Farm) or 
Tank 47/48/54 F-76 Tank (Upper Tank Farm) to 
atmosphere through open vent. No hazardous 
consequences identified.

MR 4 C 5 DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
pier side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All stops and starts must be 
agreed upon by terminal PIC and vessel PIC.

1. Potential delay in offloading ship. Potential little 
or no impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

Ship should have safeguards for their pump. 12. Due to variability of ships that can come to PRL to unload, the Pre-Plan Meeting must include 
gathering information about the deadhead pressure (not safeguarded pressure) of the offloading 
pumps to ensure marine transfer hose is adequate for 1.5 x ship pump deadhead pressure. (High 
Priority)

2. Potential to deadhead ship offloading pumps.

PHA Team had insufficient information to 
determine consequence or severity of this 
cause/consequence pair at the time of the 
PHA.

MR 4 B 4

H/S 1 C 2

E 2 B 2

P 2 B 2

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Pre-Plan Meeting includes visual inspection of all fuel transfer 
hoses and hose integrity test witnessed by both PICs prior to 
initiating any fuel transfer.

All hoses are hydrostatically tested to 150 psig annually. Coast 
Guard verifies hose labeling and record-keeping annually.

Hose rating is 200 to 250 psig depending on manufacturer. 
Hose test pressure per manufacturer is 300 psig.

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 

12. Due to variability of ships that can come to PRL to unload, the Pre-Plan Meeting must include 
gathering information about the deadhead pressure (not safeguarded pressure) of the offloading 
pumps to ensure marine transfer hose is adequate for 1.5 x ship pump deadhead pressure. (High 
Priority)

13. Change the test pressure used for testing all hoses from 150 psig to 330 psig to comply with 33 CFR 
Part 154 Coast Guard and worst credible case scenario deadhead pressure of 219 psig. Due to the 
significant change in test pressure, the test procedure and equipment must be reviewed and revised 
as warranted for adequacy prior to use. If hoses with a allowable operating pressure of 330 psig are 
not commercially available, the deadhead pressure must be limited on sources above 300 psig. 
(High Priority)

3. Potential increased pressure in fuel transfer 
hose. Potential hose rupture or gasket failure. 
Potential loss of containment. Potential release 
of large amount of ambient flammable liquid to 
top deck and/or water. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness

33 CFR Part 154 Coast Guard requires testing 
hoses to 1.5 x deadhead pressure.

PHA Team concluded the highest pressure 
expected in a marine transfer that is 
deadheaded is the UTF pump for product F-76 
at 219 psig. This pressure is greater than 1) 

4. MOV in  closed. (
(b)(3)(A)

(b)(3)(A)

(b)(3)(A)
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PHA Worksheets Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam (JBPHH) PHA

Revision: 2.0 Page 72 of 180 Printed On:  3/21/2022

Node:  2. Routine Operations: Supplying Upper Tank Farm (UTF) from Hotel Pier
Drawings:  

Deviation Cause Consequence CAT Risk Matrix
C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

PRL excluding marine ship pumps and after time delay, 
currently five minutes, closes skin MOV on impacted tank. 
High high level switches are calibrated annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

MR 2 C 3

H/S 3 C 4

P 2 C 3

Pipeline animation indicates correct and misdirected flow valve 
alignments by color-coding.

LAH-46/53 high level (ATG) alarm alerts operator to 
investigate source of level and intervene. ATGs are calibrated 
at least annually and validated monthly. 

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LSHH-46/53 high high level (switch) stops all transfer pumps in 
PRL excluding marine ship pumps and after time delay, 
currently five minutes, closes skin MOV on impacted tank. 
High high level switches are calibrated annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks equipped with overfill protection and reduce 
where appropriate to reduce the quantity of liquid that may be released on overfill. (High Priority)

2. Potential to overpressure and/or overfill Tank 
46/53 F-24 Tank. Potential release of ambient 
flammable liquid to a lined containment area. 
Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness.

MR 2 C 3

H/S 3 C 4

P 2 C 3

Pipeline animation indicates correct and misdirected flow valve 
alignments by color-coding.

LAH-47/48/54 high level (ATG) alarm alerts operator to 
investigate source of level and intervene. ATGs are calibrated 
at least annually and validated monthly. 

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LSHH-47/48/54 high high level (switch) stops all transfer 
pumps in PRL excluding marine ship pumps and after time 
delay, currently five minutes, closes skin MOV on impacted 
tank. High high level switches are calibrated annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks equipped with overfill protection and reduce 
where appropriate to reduce the quantity of liquid that may be released on overfill. (High Priority)

3. Potential to overpressure and/or overfill Tank 
47/48/54 F-76 Tanks. Potential release of 
ambient flammable liquid to a lined containment 
area. Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness.

1. No causes identified.2.8. Low Level

MR 2 D 4 Material is sampled at point of shipment, prior to offloading, 
and during offloading using well established and effective 
administrative procedures.

Valving allows segregation of tank if off-spec material is 
inadvertently offloaded.

1. Potential off-spec product in storage and/or 
piping at PRL. Potential impact to mission 
capability or unit readiness.

With Red Hill in service, the mission capability 
or unit readiness impact is degraded. With Red 
Hill out of service, the mission capability or unit 
readiness impact is significantly degraded.

H/S 1 B 1 None identified. 41. Add testing for sulfur compounds (or other credible toxic compounds) as part of pre-offloading 
analysis for fuel receipts at PRL. (Medium Priority)

2. Potential to introduce hazardous component to 
normal fuel composition (H2S, benzene). 
Potential personnel injury during normal 
operations on shore or ship.

1. Receipt of off-spec material.2.9. Composition

(b)(3)(A)

MARKING REMOVED

MARKING REMOVED



PHA Worksheets Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam (JBPHH) PHA

Revision: 2.0 Page 73 of 180 Printed On:  3/21/2022

Node:  2. Routine Operations: Supplying Upper Tank Farm (UTF) from Hotel Pier
Drawings:  

Deviation Cause Consequence CAT Risk Matrix
C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

MR 3 D 5

H/S 1 D 3

Material is sampled at point of shipment, prior to offloading, 
and during offloading using well established and effective 
administrative procedures.

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

3. Potential to use contaminated fuel in end user 
equipment (ships, aircraft, etc.). Potential 
impact to mission capability or unit readiness. 
Potential personnel injury.

MR 4 B 4

H/S 1 C 2

E 2 B 2

P 2 B 2

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Pre-Plan Meeting includes visual inspection of all fuel transfer 
hoses and hose integrity test witnessed by both PICs prior to 
initiating any fuel transfer.

All hoses are hydrostatically tested to 150 psig annually. Coast 
Guard verifies hose labeling and record-keeping annually.

Hose rating is 200 to 250 psig depending on manufacturer. 
Hose test pressure per manufacturer is 300 psig.

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Operational practice is to start fuel transfer and slowly increase 
pressure in increments until full flow is established.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

Ship should have safeguards for their pump.

12. Due to variability of ships that can come to PRL to unload, the Pre-Plan Meeting must include 
gathering information about the deadhead pressure (not safeguarded pressure) of the offloading 
pumps to ensure marine transfer hose is adequate for 1.5 x ship pump deadhead pressure. (High 
Priority)

13. Change the test pressure used for testing all hoses from 150 psig to 330 psig to comply with 33 CFR 
Part 154 Coast Guard and worst credible case scenario deadhead pressure of 219 psig. Due to the 
significant change in test pressure, the test procedure and equipment must be reviewed and revised 
as warranted for adequacy prior to use. If hoses with a allowable operating pressure of 330 psig are 
not commercially available, the deadhead pressure must be limited on sources above 300 psig. 
(High Priority)

1. Potential loss of containment. Potential release 
of large amount of ambient flammable liquid to 
top deck and/or water. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness

33 CFR Part 154 Coast Guard requires testing 
hoses to 1.5 x deadhead pressure.

PHA Team concluded the highest pressure 
expected in a marine transfer that is 
deadheaded is the UTF pump for product F-76 
at 219 psig. This pressure is greater than 1) 
the gravity head from the highest tank at RHL 
to the dock, 2) the available deadhead from the 
YON pumps, 3) deadhead pressure of ship 
pump, and 4) any single pump in UGPH. 
However, should two pumps in series ever be 
considered to be included in an Operations 
Order, the highest deadhead pressure to be 
considered is 268 psig.

1. Fuel transfer hose leak or 
rupture.

1. Potential to relieve to opposite side of valve 
inside pipeline (cascade from North Road 
Pipeline). 

2. PRVs open or leaking by on 
pipeline.

MR 2 D 4

H/S 2 D 4

PRVs in PH  are bench tested annually.

LSH/LSHH-1407 located in 1407 Product Recovery Tank 
alerts operator to investigate source of level and intervene. 
LSH/LSHH is calibrated at least annually. 

Rover Checklist requires recording level in 1407 Product 
Recovery Tank at least once a shift. Rover alerts Control 
Room Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can 
order a vacuum truck. Rover Checklists are maintained for at 
least 3 years.

1. Potential increased level in 1407 Product 
Recovery Tank (PRT). Potential to overfill PRT 
(located inside PH  ) to concrete flooring. 
Potential accumulation of hydrocarbon fuel in 
PH  Potential fire. Potential personnel 
injury. Potential impact to mission capability or 
unit readiness.

With Red Hill in service, the mission capability 
or unit readiness impact is degraded. With Red 
Hill out of service, the mission capability or unit 
readiness impact is significantly degraded.

3. PRVs open or leaking by in PH 
 (

2.10. Leak / Rupture

1. No new causes identified.2.11. Start-up / 
Shutdown

1. No new causes identified.2.12. Maintenance / 
Inspection

1. External corrosion on piping.2.13. Corrosion / 

(b)(3)(A)

(b)(3)(A)

MARKING REMOVED

MARKING REMOVED
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(b)(3)(A)

(b)(3)(A)
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PHA Worksheets Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam (JBPHH) PHA

Revision: 2.0 Page 75 of 180 Printed On:  3/21/2022

Node:  3. Routine Operations: Supplying Storage from PAR pipeline  including Intermix Tank
Drawings:  

Deviation Cause Consequence CAT Risk Matrix
C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

PHA Team had insufficient information at the 
time of the PHA to develop cause/consequence 
pair.

MR 2 C 3

H/S 3 C 4

P 2 C 3

Pipeline animation indicates correct and misdirected flow valve 
alignments by color-coding.

LAH-55 high level (ATG) alarm alerts operator to investigate 
source of level and intervene. ATGs are calibrated at least 
annually and validated monthly. 

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LSHH-55 high high level (switch) stops all transfer pumps in 
PRL excluding marine ship pumps and after time delay, 
currently five minutes, closes skin MOV on impacted tank. 
High high level switches are calibrated annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks equipped with overfill protection and reduce 
where appropriate to reduce the quantity of liquid that may be released on overfill. (High Priority)

1. Potential to overpressure and/or overfill Tank 
55 JP-5 Tank. Potential release of ambient 
flammable liquid to a lined containment area. 
Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness.

MR 2 C 3

H/S 3 C 4

P 2 C 3

Pipeline animation indicates correct and misdirected flow valve 
alignments by color-coding.

LAH-46/53 high level (ATG) alarm alerts operator to 
investigate source of level and intervene. ATGs are calibrated 
at least annually and validated monthly. 

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LSHH-46/53 high high level (switch) stops all transfer pumps in 
PRL excluding marine ship pumps and after time delay, 
currently five minutes, closes skin MOV on impacted tank. 
High high level switches are calibrated annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks equipped with overfill protection and reduce 
where appropriate to reduce the quantity of liquid that may be released on overfill. (High Priority)

2. Potential to overpressure and/or overfill Tank 
46/53 F-24 Tank. Potential release of ambient 
flammable liquid to a lined containment area. 
Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness.

MR 2 C 3

H/S 3 C 4

P 2 C 3

Pipeline animation indicates correct and misdirected flow valve 
alignments by color-coding.

LAH-47/48/54 high level (ATG) alarm alerts operator to 
investigate source of level and intervene. ATGs are calibrated 
at least annually and validated monthly. 

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LSHH-47/48/54 high high level (switch) stops all transfer 
pumps in PRL excluding marine ship pumps and after time 
delay, currently five minutes, closes skin MOV on impacted 
tank. High high level switches are calibrated annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks equipped with overfill protection and reduce 
where appropriate to reduce the quantity of liquid that may be released on overfill. (High Priority)

3. Potential to overpressure and/or overfill Tank 
47/48/54 F-76 Tanks. Potential release of 
ambient flammable liquid to a lined containment 
area. Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness.

4. Valves misaligned into 
unintended tank?

(b)(3)(A)
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Deviation Cause Consequence CAT Risk Matrix
C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

Inventory of dome is not used in calculation high operating 
limit. Available ullage in dome is ~1.5 MM gal, resulting in > 4 
hours between LSH setpoint and entering vent line.

Camera coverage for Adit 5 outside area. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

MR 4 D 5

H/S 3 D 5

E 3 D 5

P 1 D 3

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
pier side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All stops and starts must be 
agreed upon by terminal PIC and vessel PIC.

LAH-0221/0222/0223/0224 high level (ATG) alarm alerts 
operator to investigate source of level and intervene. ATGs are 
calibrated at least annually and validated monthly. 

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LSHH-0221/0222/0223/0224 high high level (switch) stops all 
transfer pumps in PRL excluding marine ship pumps and after 
time delay, currently five minutes, closes skin MOV on 
impacted tank. High high level switches are calibrated 
annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks equipped with overfill protection and reduce 
where appropriate to reduce the quantity of liquid that may be released on overfill. (High Priority)

7. Potential increased level in misaligned Tank 
0221 F-24 Surge Tank 1, Tank 0222 JP-5 
Surge Tank 2, or Tank 0223/0224 F-76 Surge 
Tank. Potential to overfill Tank 
0221/0222/0223/0224. Potential release of 
ambient flammable liquid through open vent. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential fire. 
Potential personnel injury. Potential public 
impact. Potential impact to mission capability or 
unit readiness.

MR 3 D 5 Mil-STD-3004/Class B Laboratory.1. Potential contamination in destination tank. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness. 

5. Insufficient flushing between 
transfers on different products?

MR 3 D 5

H/S 3 D 5

E 3 D 5

P 2 D 4

CRO monitors level in Tank 301 Intermix Tank during flushing.

DLA QAR and PAR lineman will be present during flushing.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

LAH-301 high level (ATG) alarm alerts operator to investigate 
source of level and intervene. ATGs are calibrated at least 
annually and validated monthly. 

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LSHH-301 high high level (switch) stops all transfer pumps in 
PRL excluding marine ship pumps and after time delay, 
currently five minutes, closes skin MOV on impacted tank. 
High high level switches are calibrated annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks equipped with overfill protection and reduce 
where appropriate to reduce the quantity of liquid that may be released on overfill. (High Priority)

1. Potential increased level in Tank 301 Intermix 
Tank. Potential to overfill Tank 301. Potential 
release of ambient flammable liquid. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential fire. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

MR 4 D 52. Potential to damage and/or sink internal floating 
roof in Tank 301 Intermix Tank. Potential 

6. Flushing too long into Tank 301 
Intermix Tank?

(b)(3)(A)
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Deviation Cause Consequence CAT Risk Matrix
C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

Each of the five AFFF Sumps contain four pumps intended for 
staggered start (local level switch) to pump to AFFF Retention 
Tank. The AFFF Sump pumps were recently added to a PM 
schedule.

both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

45. Ensure run status indication on all pumps inside all AFFF Sumps (20 pumps) is integrated with the 
AFHE SCADA to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel and/or AFFF. (High 
Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

47. Evaluate the design of the 14" AFFF discharge line piping on the discharge of 20 AFFF Sumps 
pumps as part of the current project to upgrade PVC to CS. The PHA Team is concerned about 1) 
the volume flow and separately, 2) line slope or configuration to trap liquid in retention line, and 3) 
lack of damage control isolation in long-run of piping. (High Priority)

48. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High 
Priority)

49. Train all affected personnel on the design, intent, and operation of the AFFF System, including 
refresher training. (High Priority)

50. Consider equipping AFFF Retention Tank with reliable level indication and level alarm to alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to presence of level in AFFF Retention Tank. (Medium Priority)

42. Consider adding cameras to the following locations: 1) AFFF Retention Tank area to increase the 
likelihood of observing an overfill at AFFF Retention Tank, 2) between upper portion of Harbor 
Tunnel and lower portion of Harbor Tunnel to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill of 
Harbor Tunnel, and 3) near Adit 3 to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill at TK 311 Slop 
Tank. (Medium Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

to secondary containment (sloped sides). 
Potential ambient flammable liquid carryover to 
GAC and Halawa stream. Potential pool fire. 
Potential release to soil, groundwater and/or 
Halawa stream. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential personnel injury. Potential 
public impact. Potential impact to mission 
capability or unit readiness.

Note: AFFF System Project was completed in 
2019. The AFFF Retention Tank has a capacity 
of 153,000 gal. and was sized to hold 20 
minutes of fire fighting foam and water plus 
80,000 gal. of fuel from a leak. The AFFF 
system is currently made of PVC and CS. 
There is currently only local level indication in 
the five AFFF Sumps. There is currently no 
level indication on the AFFF Retention Tank. At 
the time of the PHA, the motors to the pumps 
from AFFF Sumps were LOTO to reduce the 
likelihood of autostart. Currently, the AFFF 
System is contractually maintained by a 
company responsible for multiple JBPHH 
entities.

Consequence similar to May 6, 2021 incident 
and November 20, 2021 incident.

MR 3 B 3

H/S 1 B 1

E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

Specific Operations Order for detecting vacuum and repacking 
the line (new procedure created after September 29, 2021).

PITs used to sense pressure in piping are located several 
miles from Red Hill Tank Gallery and are not currently part of a 
PM program.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 
fire suppression system closes Oil Tight Door using a 
counterweight mechanical system and lower the rails using a 
hydraulic scissor system. Door open or closed is indicated by 
contacts visible to Control Room Operator (CRO). Door 
closure is tested periodically.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) will remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part of a PM program 
to improve reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority)

29. Consider installing a filtration system on the S-315 air intake to the ventilation system to reduce dust 

6. Potential line movement when undetected 
pipeline pressure sag followed by collapse of 
vacuum which creates a transient pressure 
surge. Potential loss of containment at Dresser 
Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to Water 
Shaft, Adit 3 Ground Water Sump and/or Septic 
Sump. Potential personnel hazard 
(asphyxiation). Potential fire/explosion. 
Potential release to soil and/or groundwater. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

Consistent with May 6, 2021 incident and 
November 20, 2021 incident.

(b)(3)(A)
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included in scheduled PM program. accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels that may reduce reliability of safety systems such as Oil 
Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

21. Consider equipping all french drains at PRL and RHL with check valve/non-return valve to reduce 
the likelihood of backflow of flammable liquid as a result of loss of containment. (Medium Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

51. Consider designing a system to separate oil and water to reduce the likelihood of discharging 
flammable liquid to environment from Adit 3 Groundwater Sump. (Medium Priority)

52. Provide means to remove contamination from water supply. (High Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

MR 3 B 3

H/S 1 B 1

E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

Specific Operations Order for detecting vacuum and repacking 
the line (new procedure created after September 29, 2021).

PITs used to sense pressure in piping are located several 
miles from Red Hill Tank Gallery and are not currently part of a 
PM program.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 
fire suppression system closes Oil Tight Door using a 
counterweight mechanical system and lower the rails using a 
hydraulic scissor system. Door open or closed is indicated by 
contacts visible to Control Room Operator (CRO). Door 
closure is tested periodically.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) will remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part of a PM program 
to improve reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority)

29. Consider installing a filtration system on the S-315 air intake to the ventilation system to reduce dust 
accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels that may reduce reliability of safety systems such as Oil 
Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

21. Consider equipping all french drains at PRL and RHL with check valve/non-return valve to reduce 
the likelihood of backflow of flammable liquid as a result of loss of containment. (Medium Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

42. Consider adding cameras to the following locations: 1) AFFF Retention Tank area to increase the 
likelihood of observing an overfill at AFFF Retention Tank, 2) between upper portion of Harbor 
Tunnel and lower portion of Harbor Tunnel to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill of 
Harbor Tunnel, and 3) near Adit 3 to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill at TK 311 Slop 
Tank. (Medium Priority)

53. Evaluate an emergency breathing air supply for Harbor Tunnel due to its long length, limited egress, 
and reduced ventilation. (Medium Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

7. Potential line movement when undetected 
pipeline pressure sag followed by collapse of 
vacuum which creates a transient pressure 
surge. Potential loss of containment at Dresser 
Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to Harbor 
Tunnel. Potential personnel hazard 
(asphyxiation). Potential fire/explosion. 
Potential release to soil, groundwater, and/or 
Pearl Harbor waterways. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential personnel 
injury. Potential public impact. Potential impact 
to mission capability or unit readiness.

(b)(3)(A)
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Priority)

49. Train all affected personnel on the design, intent, and operation of the AFFF System, including 
refresher training. (High Priority)

50. Consider equipping AFFF Retention Tank with reliable level indication and level alarm to alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to presence of level in AFFF Retention Tank. (Medium Priority)

42. Consider adding cameras to the following locations: 1) AFFF Retention Tank area to increase the 
likelihood of observing an overfill at AFFF Retention Tank, 2) between upper portion of Harbor 
Tunnel and lower portion of Harbor Tunnel to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill of 
Harbor Tunnel, and 3) near Adit 3 to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill at TK 311 Slop 
Tank. (Medium Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

likelihood of autostart. Currently, the AFFF 
System is contractually maintained by a 
company responsible for multiple JBPHH 
entities.

Consequence similar to May 6, 2021 incident 
and November 20, 2021 incident.

MR 3 B 3

H/S 1 B 1

E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 
fire suppression system closes Oil Tight Door using a 
counterweight mechanical system and lower the rails using a 
hydraulic scissor system. Door open or closed is indicated by 
contacts visible to Control Room Operator (CRO). Door 
closure is tested periodically.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) will remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part of a PM program 
to improve reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority)

29. Consider installing a filtration system on the S-315 air intake to the ventilation system to reduce dust 
accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels that may reduce reliability of safety systems such as Oil 
Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

21. Consider equipping all french drains at PRL and RHL with check valve/non-return valve to reduce 
the likelihood of backflow of flammable liquid as a result of loss of containment. (Medium Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

51. Consider designing a system to separate oil and water to reduce the likelihood of discharging 
flammable liquid to environment from Adit 3 Groundwater Sump. (Medium Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

8. Potential line movement when undetected 
pipeline pressure sag followed by collapse of 
vacuum which creates a transient pressure 
surge. Potential loss of containment at Dresser 
Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to Water 
Shaft, Adit 3 Ground Water Sump and/or Septic 
Sump. Potential personnel hazard 
(asphyxiation). Potential fire/explosion. 
Potential release to soil and/or groundwater. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

Consistent with May 6, 2021 incident and 
November 20, 2021 incident.

MR 3 B 3

H/S 1 B 1

E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

9. Potential line movement when undetected 
pipeline pressure sag followed by collapse of 
vacuum which creates a transient pressure 
surge. Potential loss of containment at Dresser 
Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to Harbor 
Tunnel. Potential personnel hazard 

(b)(3)(A)
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All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LSHH-B1/B2 high high level (switch) stops all transfer pumps 
in PRL excluding marine ship pumps and after time delay, 
currently five minutes, closes skin MOV on impacted tank. 
High high level switches are calibrated annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

containment) and/or groundwater. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential fire. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

Potential to lift PRVs at Truck Loading Rack 
may accelerate this consequence.

1. No hazardous consequences identified.1. Valves misaligned to unintended 
pier or dock?

MR 2 C 3

H/S 3 C 4

P 2 C 3

Pipeline animation indicates correct and misdirected flow valve 
alignments by color-coding.

LAH-55 high level (ATG) alarm alerts operator to investigate 
source of level and intervene. ATGs are calibrated at least 
annually and validated monthly. 

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LSHH-55 high high level (switch) stops all transfer pumps in 
PRL excluding marine ship pumps and after time delay, 
currently five minutes, closes skin MOV on impacted tank. 
High high level switches are calibrated annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LAH-46/53 high level (ATG) alarm alerts operator to 
investigate source of level and intervene. ATGs are calibrated 
at least annually and validated monthly. 

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LSHH-46/53 high high level (switch) stops all transfer pumps in 
PRL excluding marine ship pumps and after time delay, 
currently five minutes, closes skin MOV on impacted tank. 
High high level switches are calibrated annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LAH-47/48/54 high level (ATG) alarm alerts operator to 
investigate source of level and intervene. ATGs are calibrated 
at least annually and validated monthly. 

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

LSHH-47/48/54 high high level (switch) stops all transfer 
pumps in PRL excluding marine ship pumps and after time 
delay, currently five minutes, closes skin MOV on impacted 

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks equipped with overfill protection and reduce 
where appropriate to reduce the quantity of liquid that may be released on overfill. (High Priority)

1. Potential to overpressure and/or overfill Tank 
55 JP-5 Tank,Tank 46/53 F-24 Tank, or Tank 
47/48/54 F-76 Tanks (Upper Tank Farm). 
Potential release of ambient flammable liquid to 
a lined containment area. Potential fire. 
Potential personnel injury. Potential public 
impact. Potential impact to mission capability or 
unit readiness.

2. Valves misaligned to UTF?

4.3. What If 
...Transferring 
from UGPH to 
Sierra Pier, Mike 
Dock, or Bravo 
Dock?

(b)(3)(A)
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(Mechanical Integrity Program).

Since an Operational Readiness 
Review was in progress at the 
time of the PHA, Team did not 
develop this cause further.

Annual Leak Detection/API 570/API 653/Coating Survey/CP 
Survey

Secondary Containment

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

PH Fire Department

1. Potential environmental impact. Potential fire. 
Potential personnel injury. Potential public 
impact. Potential impact to mission capability or 
unit readiness.

1. Coating failure or cathodic 
protection failure.

Since a full structural integrity 
was in progress at the time of 
the PHA, Team did not develop 
this cause further.

6.13. Corrosion / 
Erosion (PRL)

MR 2 C 3

H/S 1 C 2

E 1 C 2

P 1 C 2

Specific Operations Order for detecting vacuum and repacking 
the line (new procedure created after September 29, 2021).

PITs used to sense pressure in piping are located several 
miles from Red Hill Tank Gallery and are not currently part of a 
PM program.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 
fire suppression system closes Oil Tight Door using a 
counterweight mechanical system and lower the rails using a 
hydraulic scissor system. Door open or closed is indicated by 
contacts visible to Control Room Operator (CRO). Door 
closure is tested periodically.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency 
operations, develop written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be 
field verified by two individuals, in order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and 
refresher training should address both what and why. Ensure operating procedures, training 
materials, and training records are part of document control system. (High Priority) This 
recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

24. Modify CIR contracts to include restraining pipe between blanked sections when taking tank out of 
service for maintenance or inspection. (High Priority)

25. Include verification step in Operations Order that piping is restrained before starting any evolution 
involving transferring liquid from any tank in Red Hill Tank Gallery. (High Priority)

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

5. Consider equipping UGPH,  Pumphouse, Lower Yard Tunnel (LYT), Harbor Tunnel, Surge Tank 
Tunnel, Upper Access Tunnel, Lower Access Tunnel, and enclosed valve stations/chambers (  

 with LEL or fuel or oil detection and alarm instrumentation and evaluate automated ESD 
and/or initiation of Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) Fire Suppression System. (Medium Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) will remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part of a PM program 
to improve reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority)

29. Consider installing a filtration system on the S-315 air intake to the ventilation system to reduce dust 
accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels that may reduce reliability of safety systems such as Oil 
Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

30. Evaluate the location of electrical room which contains transformer, primary disconnects, and MCC 

1. Potential introduction of turbulent flow to lateral 
piping and inside destination tank. Potential 
vibration and line movement. Potential to 
dislodge diffuser, lateral piping, and/or Dresser 
Coupling. Potential to introduce ambient 
flammable liquid to Lower Access Tunnel. 
Potential personnel hazard (asphyxiation). 
Potential fire/explosion. Potential release to soil 
and/or groundwater. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential personnel injury. Potential 
public impact. Potential impact to mission 
capability or unit readiness.

Note: Transformer, primary disconnects, and 
MCC switch gear are currently located in 
electrical room inside Lower Tunnel.

1. Failure to slowly throttle ball 
valve at destination tank during 
sluicing? (

6.14. What If...Tank 
to tank transfer 
in RHL?

(b)(3)(A)

(b)(3)(A)
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operator to investigate source of level and intervene. LSHH-
311 is calibrated annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

MR 4 C 5

H/S 2 C 3

E 1 C 2

P 1 C 2

Specific Operations Order for detecting vacuum and repacking 
the line (new procedure created after September 29, 2021).

PITs used to sense pressure in piping are located several 
miles from Red Hill Tank Gallery and are not currently part of a 
PM program.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

Each of the five AFFF Sumps contain four pumps intended for 
staggered start (local level switch) to pump to AFFF Retention 
Tank. The AFFF Sump pumps were recently added to a PM 
schedule.

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

45. Ensure run status indication on all pumps inside all AFFF Sumps (20 pumps) is integrated with the 
AFHE SCADA to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel and/or AFFF. (High 
Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

47. Evaluate the design of the 14" AFFF discharge line piping on the discharge of 20 AFFF Sumps 
pumps as part of the current project to upgrade PVC to CS. The PHA Team is concerned about 1) 
the volume flow and separately, 2) line slope or configuration to trap liquid in retention line, and 3) 
lack of damage control isolation in long-run of piping. (High Priority)

48. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High 
Priority)

49. Train all affected personnel on the design, intent, and operation of the AFFF System, including 
refresher training. (High Priority)

50. Consider equipping AFFF Retention Tank with reliable level indication and level alarm to alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to presence of level in AFFF Retention Tank. (Medium Priority)

42. Consider adding cameras to the following locations: 1) AFFF Retention Tank area to increase the 
likelihood of observing an overfill at AFFF Retention Tank, 2) between upper portion of Harbor 
Tunnel and lower portion of Harbor Tunnel to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill of 
Harbor Tunnel, and 3) near Adit 3 to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill at TK 311 Slop 
Tank. (Medium Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

3. Potential introduction of turbulent flow to lateral 
piping and inside destination tank. Potential 
vibration and line movement. Potential to 
dislodge diffuser, lateral piping, and/or Dresser 
Coupling. Potential to introduce ambient 
flammable liquid to AFFF Sump (typical of five). 
Potential to pump ambient flammable liquid to 
AFFF Retention Tank. Potential to overfill AFFF 
Retention Tank. Potential to introduce ambient 
flammable liquid to secondary containment 
(sloped sides). Potential ambient flammable 
liquid carryover to GAC and Halawa stream. 
Potential pool fire. Potential release to soil, 
groundwater and/or Halawa stream. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential personnel 
injury. Potential public impact. Potential impact 
to mission capability or unit readiness.

Note: AFFF System Project was completed in 
2019. The AFFF Retention Tank has a capacity 
of 153,000 gal. and was sized to hold 20 
minutes of fire fighting foam and water plus 
80,000 gal. of fuel from a leak. The AFFF 
system is currently made of PVC and CS. 
There is currently only local level indication in 
the five AFFF Sumps. There is currently no 
level indication on the AFFF Retention Tank. At 
the time of the PHA, the motors to the pumps 
from AFFF Sumps were LOTO to reduce the 
likelihood of autostart. Currently, the AFFF 
System is contractually maintained by a 
company responsible for multiple JBPHH 
entities.

Consequence similar to May 6, 2021 incident 
and November 20, 2021 incident.

MR 3 C 4

H/S 1 C 2

E 1 C 2

Specific Operations Order for detecting vacuum and repacking 
the line (new procedure created after September 29, 2021).

PITs used to sense pressure in piping are located several 
miles from Red Hill Tank Gallery and are not currently part of a 

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 

4. Potential introduction of turbulent flow to lateral 
piping and inside destination tank. Potential 
vibration and line movement. Potential to 
dislodge diffuser, lateral piping, and/or Dresser 
Coupling. Potential to introduce ambient 

(b)(3)(A)
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P 1 C 2 PM program.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 
fire suppression system closes Oil Tight Door using a 
counterweight mechanical system and lower the rails using a 
hydraulic scissor system. Door open or closed is indicated by 
contacts visible to Control Room Operator (CRO). Door 
closure is tested periodically.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) will remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part of a PM program 
to improve reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority)

29. Consider installing a filtration system on the S-315 air intake to the ventilation system to reduce dust 
accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels that may reduce reliability of safety systems such as Oil 
Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

21. Consider equipping all french drains at PRL and RHL with check valve/non-return valve to reduce 
the likelihood of backflow of flammable liquid as a result of loss of containment. (Medium Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

51. Consider designing a system to separate oil and water to reduce the likelihood of discharging 
flammable liquid to environment from Adit 3 Groundwater Sump. (Medium Priority)

52. Provide means to remove contamination from water supply. (High Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

flammable liquid to Water Shaft, Adit 3 Ground 
Water Sump and/or Septic Sump. Potential 
personnel hazard (asphyxiation). Potential 
fire/explosion. Potential release to soil and/or 
groundwater. Potential environmental impact. 
Potential personnel injury. Potential public 
impact. Potential impact to mission capability or 
unit readiness.

Consistent with May 6, 2021 incident and 
November 20, 2021 incident.

MR 3 C 4

H/S 1 C 2

E 1 C 2

P 1 C 2

Specific Operations Order for detecting vacuum and repacking 
the line (new procedure created after September 29, 2021).

PITs used to sense pressure in piping are located several 
miles from Red Hill Tank Gallery and are not currently part of a 
PM program.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 
fire suppression system closes Oil Tight Door using a 
counterweight mechanical system and lower the rails using a 
hydraulic scissor system. Door open or closed is indicated by 
contacts visible to Control Room Operator (CRO). Door 
closure is tested periodically.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) will remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part of a PM program 
to improve reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority)

29. Consider installing a filtration system on the S-315 air intake to the ventilation system to reduce dust 
accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels that may reduce reliability of safety systems such as Oil 
Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

21. Consider equipping all french drains at PRL and RHL with check valve/non-return valve to reduce 
the likelihood of backflow of flammable liquid as a result of loss of containment. (Medium Priority)

5. Potential introduction of turbulent flow to lateral 
piping and inside destination tank. Potential 
vibration and line movement. Potential to 
dislodge diffuser, lateral piping, and/or Dresser 
Coupling. Potential to introduce ambient 
flammable liquid to Harbor Tunnel. Potential 
personnel hazard (asphyxiation). Potential 
fire/explosion. Potential release to soil, 
groundwater, and/or Pearl Harbor waterways. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

(b)(3)(A)
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E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

miles from Red Hill Tank Gallery and are not currently part of a 
PM program.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

Each of the five AFFF Sumps contain four pumps intended for 
staggered start (local level switch) to pump to AFFF Retention 
Tank. The AFFF Sump pumps were recently added to a PM 
schedule.

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

45. Ensure run status indication on all pumps inside all AFFF Sumps (20 pumps) is integrated with the 
AFHE SCADA to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel and/or AFFF. (High 
Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

47. Evaluate the design of the 14" AFFF discharge line piping on the discharge of 20 AFFF Sumps 
pumps as part of the current project to upgrade PVC to CS. The PHA Team is concerned about 1) 
the volume flow and separately, 2) line slope or configuration to trap liquid in retention line, and 3) 
lack of damage control isolation in long-run of piping. (High Priority)

48. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High 
Priority)

49. Train all affected personnel on the design, intent, and operation of the AFFF System, including 
refresher training. (High Priority)

50. Consider equipping AFFF Retention Tank with reliable level indication and level alarm to alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to presence of level in AFFF Retention Tank. (Medium Priority)

42. Consider adding cameras to the following locations: 1) AFFF Retention Tank area to increase the 
likelihood of observing an overfill at AFFF Retention Tank, 2) between upper portion of Harbor 
Tunnel and lower portion of Harbor Tunnel to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill of 
Harbor Tunnel, and 3) near Adit 3 to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill at TK 311 Slop 
Tank. (Medium Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to AFFF 
Sump (typical of five). Potential to pump 
ambient flammable liquid to AFFF Retention 
Tank. Potential to overfill AFFF Retention Tank. 
Potential to introduce ambient flammable liquid 
to secondary containment (sloped sides). 
Potential ambient flammable liquid carryover to 
GAC and Halawa stream. Potential pool fire. 
Potential release to soil, groundwater and/or 
Halawa stream. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential personnel injury. Potential 
public impact. Potential impact to mission 
capability or unit readiness.

Note: AFFF System Project was completed in 
2019. The AFFF Retention Tank has a capacity 
of 153,000 gal. and was sized to hold 20 
minutes of fire fighting foam and water plus 
80,000 gal. of fuel from a leak. The AFFF 
system is currently made of PVC and CS. 
There is currently only local level indication in 
the five AFFF Sumps. There is currently no 
level indication on the AFFF Retention Tank. At 
the time of the PHA, the motors to the pumps 
from AFFF Sumps were LOTO to reduce the 
likelihood of autostart. Currently, the AFFF 
System is contractually maintained by a 
company responsible for multiple JBPHH 
entities.

Consequence similar to May 6, 2021 incident 
and November 20, 2021 incident.

MR 3 B 3

H/S 1 B 1

E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

Specific Operations Order for detecting vacuum and repacking 
the line (new procedure created after September 29, 2021).

PITs used to sense pressure in piping are located several 
miles from Red Hill Tank Gallery and are not currently part of a 
PM program.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 
fire suppression system closes Oil Tight Door using a 
counterweight mechanical system and lower the rails using a 

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

6. Potential line movement when undetected 
pipeline pressure sag followed by collapse of 
vacuum which creates a transient pressure 
surge. Potential loss of containment at Dresser 
Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to Water 
Shaft, Adit 3 Ground Water Sump and/or Septic 
Sump. Potential personnel hazard 
(asphyxiation). Potential fire/explosion. 
Potential release to soil and/or groundwater. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

Consistent with May 6, 2021 incident and 

(b)(3)(A)
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hydraulic scissor system. Door open or closed is indicated by 
contacts visible to Control Room Operator (CRO). Door 
closure is tested periodically.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) will remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part of a PM program 
to improve reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority)

29. Consider installing a filtration system on the S-315 air intake to the ventilation system to reduce dust 
accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels that may reduce reliability of safety systems such as Oil 
Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

21. Consider equipping all french drains at PRL and RHL with check valve/non-return valve to reduce 
the likelihood of backflow of flammable liquid as a result of loss of containment. (Medium Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

51. Consider designing a system to separate oil and water to reduce the likelihood of discharging 
flammable liquid to environment from Adit 3 Groundwater Sump. (Medium Priority)

52. Provide means to remove contamination from water supply. (High Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

November 20, 2021 incident.

MR 3 B 3

H/S 1 B 1

E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

Specific Operations Order for detecting vacuum and repacking 
the line (new procedure created after September 29, 2021).

PITs used to sense pressure in piping are located several 
miles from Red Hill Tank Gallery and are not currently part of a 
PM program.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 
fire suppression system closes Oil Tight Door using a 
counterweight mechanical system and lower the rails using a 
hydraulic scissor system. Door open or closed is indicated by 
contacts visible to Control Room Operator (CRO). Door 
closure is tested periodically.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) will remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part of a PM program 
to improve reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority)

29. Consider installing a filtration system on the S-315 air intake to the ventilation system to reduce dust 
accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels that may reduce reliability of safety systems such as Oil 
Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

21. Consider equipping all french drains at PRL and RHL with check valve/non-return valve to reduce 
the likelihood of backflow of flammable liquid as a result of loss of containment. (Medium Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

42. Consider adding cameras to the following locations: 1) AFFF Retention Tank area to increase the 
likelihood of observing an overfill at AFFF Retention Tank, 2) between upper portion of Harbor 
Tunnel and lower portion of Harbor Tunnel to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill of 
Harbor Tunnel, and 3) near Adit 3 to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill at TK 311 Slop 
Tank. (Medium Priority)

53. Evaluate an emergency breathing air supply for Harbor Tunnel due to its long length, limited egress, 

7. Potential line movement when undetected 
pipeline pressure sag followed by collapse of 
vacuum which creates a transient pressure 
surge. Potential loss of containment at Dresser 
Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to Harbor 
Tunnel. Potential personnel hazard 
(asphyxiation). Potential fire/explosion. 
Potential release to soil, groundwater, and/or 
Pearl Harbor waterways. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential personnel 
injury. Potential public impact. Potential impact 
to mission capability or unit readiness.

(b)(3)(A)
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Deviation Cause Consequence CAT Risk Matrix
C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

E 4 C 5Potential to overfill Influent Sump. Potential 
liquid carryover to concrete secondary 
containment area. Potential release of DAF 
influent to surrounding area and/or 
groundwater. Potential environmental impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

MR 3 C 42. Potential to deadhead Influent Sump Pump. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

At the time of the PHA, only one Influent Sump 
Pump was installed. Second replacement pump 
is expected in September 2022 (long lead item, 
under project PRL-PND-640). In the interim, a 
temporary pump could be used.

outlet of Influent Sump closed. 
(M-114A)

MR 4 C 5

E 4 C 5

1. Potential to overfill Tank 1303 Dissolved Air 
Floatation (DAF) Tank. Potential liquid 
carryover to concrete secondary containment 
area. Potential release of DAF influent to 
surrounding area and/or groundwater. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness.

9. Valves on the outlet of Tank 
1303 DAF Tank closed. (M-
114B)

1. Potential delay in transferring DAF to Fort KAM. 
No hazardous consequences identified.

10. Slurry Pump not running when 
needed. (M-114B)

1. Potential delay in transferring DAF to Fort KAM. 
No hazardous consequences identified.

E 4 D 52. Potential to deadhead Slurry Pump. Potential to 
damage Slurry Pump seals. Potential seal leak. 
Potential release of DAF to surrounding area 
and/or groundwater. Potential environmental 
impact.

11. Filters on discharge of Slurry 
Pump plugged. (M-114B)

1. Potential delay in transferring DAF to BOWTS. 
No hazardous consequences identified.

E 4 D 52. Potential to deadhead Slurry Pump. Potential to 
damage Slurry Pump seals. Potential seal leak. 
Potential release of DAF to surrounding area 
and/or groundwater. Potential environmental 
impact.

12. Any manual block valve to 
BOWTS closed. (M-114B)

MR 1 D 3

H/S 2 D 4

E 1 D 3

P 1 D 3

67. Investigate anchor chair requirements for all tanks in the UTF and FORFAC, and Tank 311 at RHL. 
(Medium Priority) This recommendation may be similar to a recommendation from SGH.

1. Potential increased level inside FORFAC 
containment. Potential inability to drain UTF 
berm areas to the ocean. Potential increased 
level inside UTF berm area. Potential to float 
tanks in UTF off of foundation. Potential loss of 
containment. Potential release of ambient 
flammable liquid. Potential fire. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

1. Heavy rainfall event or fire main 
break.

Site experienced a fire main 
break in this area in 2021.

7.2. More Flow
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At the time of the PHA, none of the tanks in 
UTF are anchored and Tank 1301 Reclaim (B1) 
Tank/Tank 1302 Reclaim (B2) Tank in 
FORFAC are also not anchored.

H/S 1 B 1 None identified. 74. Remove electrical connections and sockets from the inside of FORFAC containment area to reduce 
the likelihood of electrocution during periods of heavy rain or spill in secondary containment. If not 
feasible, install protective safeguards to reduce the risk of electrocution. (High Priority)

75. As an interim recommendation, 1) replace sockets with GFCI sockets inside the FORFAC 
secondary containment, 2) develop an SOP to engage NAVFAC prior to predicted heavy rainfall and 
include emergency phone numbers for power company contact, 3) provide access to breaker box 
near Tank 1301 Reclaim (B1) Tank, and 4) install signage that specifies "do not enter during periods 
of heavy rain or standing water" and includes a phone number contact to de-energize the area. 
(High Priority)

2. Potential increased level inside FORFAC 
containment. Potential inability to drain UTF 
berm areas to the ocean. Potential increased 
level inside UTF berm area. Potential for water 
to make contact with electrical wiring in conduit. 
Potential electrocution. Potential personnel 
injury.

Conduit containing high and low voltage wiring 
runs along the ground and walls in FORFAC 
area, including open sockets.

MR 1 D 3

H/S 2 D 4

E 1 D 3

P 1 D 3

67. Investigate anchor chair requirements for all tanks in the UTF and FORFAC, and Tank 311 at RHL. 
(Medium Priority) This recommendation may be similar to a recommendation from SGH.

1. Potential increased level inside FORFAC 
containment. Potential inability to drain UTF 
berm areas to the ocean. Potential increased 
level inside UTF berm area. Potential to float 
tanks in UTF off of foundation. Potential loss of 
containment. Potential release of ambient 
flammable liquid. Potential fire. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

At the time of the PHA, none of the tanks in 
UTF are anchored and Tank 1301 Reclaim (B1) 
Tank/Tank 1302 Reclaim (B2) Tank in 
FORFAC are also not anchored.

H/S 1 B 1 None identified. 74. Remove electrical connections and sockets from the inside of FORFAC containment area to reduce 
the likelihood of electrocution during periods of heavy rain or spill in secondary containment. If not 
feasible, install protective safeguards to reduce the risk of electrocution. (High Priority)

75. As an interim recommendation, 1) replace sockets with GFCI sockets inside the FORFAC 
secondary containment, 2) develop an SOP to engage NAVFAC prior to predicted heavy rainfall and 
include emergency phone numbers for power company contact, 3) provide access to breaker box 
near Tank 1301 Reclaim (B1) Tank, and 4) install signage that specifies "do not enter during periods 
of heavy rain or standing water" and includes a phone number contact to de-energize the area. 
(High Priority)

2. Potential increased level inside FORFAC 
containment. Potential inability to drain UTF 
berm areas to the ocean. Potential increased 
level inside UTF berm area. Potential for water 
to make contact with electrical wiring in conduit. 
Potential electrocution. Potential personnel 
injury.

Conduit containing high and low voltage wiring 
runs along the ground and walls in FORFAC 
area, including open sockets.

2. Drains from UTF tank berms 
open and storm drain outlet 
closed. (M-118A, M-118B, M-
118C, M-114B)

1. No new causes identified.7.3. Reverse Flow

MR 4 C 5

E 4 C 5

Supervisor's responsible for developing and issuing 
Operations Orders. Any needed modifications are discussed 
with supervisor and approved before use (operations practice).

Operator in attendance during all transfers in FOR.

1. Potential increased level in Skimmer 1/2. 
Potential to overfill Skimmer 1/2. Potential liquid 
carryover to concrete secondary containment 
area. Potential release of oily water to 
surrounding area and/or groundwater. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness.

1. Valve misaligned to unintended 
Skimmer. (M-114B)

E 3 C 41. Potential to introduce untreated water to Fort 
KAM. Potential permit exceedance. Potential 

2. Valve misaligned from DAF 
Tank to Fort KAM. (M-114B)

7.4. Misdirected 
Flow
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environmental impact.

MR 3 D 5 COMNAVBASEPEARLINST 11345.5 order supports the 
current Industrial Waste Water Discharge Permit.

Supervisor's responsible for developing and issuing 
Operations Orders. Any needed modifications are discussed 
with supervisor and approved before use (operations practice).

Pipeline animation indicates correct and misdirected flow valve 
alignments by color-coding.

Unscheduled Fuel Movement (UFM) alarm alerts operator to 
investigate and take action per UFM SOP.

Mil-STD-3004/Class B Laboratory.

1. Potential to introduce reclaim material to Tank 
48 F-76 Tank (Upper Tank Farm). Potential off-
spec material in Tank 48. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness.

3. All valves 1447, 1453, 1445, and 
1446 open. (M-115)

MR 4 D 5 Pipeline animation indicates correct and misdirected flow valve 
alignments by color-coding.

Mil-STD-3004/Class B Laboratory.

1. Potential to introduce reclaim material to VC-38 
and/or Sierra Pier. Potential off-spec material to 
VC-38 and/or Sierra Pier. Potential 
contamination of vessel at Sierra Pier. Potential 
impact to mission capability or unit readiness.

4. Valve 1447 open and valves 
1453 and 1461 closed. (M-115)

1. No new causes identified. PHA 
Team concluded API 650 
Atmospheric Storage Tank 
inbreathing and outbreathing 
requirements are met with 
multiple breathing/vents.

7.5. High Pressure

1. No causes identified. PHA Team 
concluded API 650 Atmospheric 
Storage Tank inbreathing and 
outbreathing requirements are 
met with multiple 
breathing/vents.

7.6. Low Pressure

1. No new causes identified.7.7. High Level

1. No new causes identified.7.8. Low Level

1. Potential process upset in FORFAC. No 
hazardous consequences identified.

1. AFFF present in Reclaim Pit. (M-
114B)

1. Potential to introduce off-spec water to 
BOWTS. No hazardous consequences 
identified.

2. Retention time in Tank 1303 
DAF Tank shorter than desired. 
(M-114A)

MR 4 C 5

E 4 C 5

Supervisor's responsible for developing and issuing 
Operations Orders. Any needed modifications are discussed 
with supervisor and approved before use (operations practice).

Pipeline animation indicates correct and misdirected flow valve 
alignments by color-coding.

LSH-1328 high level (switch) in Reclaim Pit alerts operator to 
investigate cause of high level and take action, including 
pumping to safe location.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 

1. Potential increased level in Reclaim Pit. 
Potential to overfill Reclaim Pit. Potential liquid 
carryover to concrete secondary containment 
area. Potential release of oily water to 
surrounding area and/or groundwater. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness.

3. Debris/soil from erosion in 
Reclaim Pit. (M-114B)

7.9. Composition
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backup power with 4 hour duration.

MR 1 D 3

H/S 2 D 4

E 1 D 3

P 1 D 3

None identified. 67. Investigate anchor chair requirements for all tanks in the UTF and FORFAC, and Tank 311 at RHL. 
(Medium Priority) This recommendation may be similar to a recommendation from SGH.

2. Potential to introduce oily water from any spill 
inside FORFAC containment to FORFAC 
Storm Drain Pit. Potential inability to drain UTF 
berm areas to the ocean. Potential increased 
level inside UTF berm area. Potential to float 
tanks in UTF off of foundation. Potential loss of 
containment. Potential release of ambient 
flammable liquid. Potential fire. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

At the time of the PHA, none of the tanks in 
UTF are anchored.

1. No new causes identified.7.10. Leak / Rupture

1. No new causes identified.7.11. Start-up / 
Shutdown

Regulatory oversight/Mission priority-leadership engagement1. Potential environmental impact. Potential fire. 
Potential personnel injury. Potential public 
impact. Potential impact to mission capability or 
unit readiness.

Regulatory oversight/Mission priority-leadership engagement2. Unresolved recommendations not corrected

1. Preparing equipment for 
maintenance and coordinating 
maintenance activities within the 
required inspection schedule 
(Mechanical Integrity Program).

Since an Operational Readiness 
Review was in progress at the 
time of the PHA, Team did not 
develop this cause further.

Regulatory oversight/Mission priority-leadership engagement1. Potential environmental impact. Potential fire. 
Potential personnel injury. Potential public 
impact. Potential impact to mission capability or 
unit readiness.

2. Handover period between 
change of contractors, delaying 
activities.

Since an Operational Readiness 
Review was in progress at the 
time of the PHA, Team did not 
develop this cause further.

7.12. Maintenance / 
Inspection

Annual Leak Detection/API 570/API 653/Coating Survey/CP 
Survey

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

Secondary Containment

PH Fire Department

1. Potential environmental impact. Potential fire. 
Potential personnel injury. Potential public 
impact. Potential impact to mission capability or 
unit readiness.

1. Coating failure or cathodic 
protection failure. (Typical for all 
installations at PRL)

Since a full structural integrity 
was in progress at the time of 
the PHA, Team did not develop 
this cause further.

Annual Leak Detection/API 570/API 653/Coating Survey/CP 
Survey

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 

1. Potential environmental impact. Potential fire. 
Potential personnel injury. Potential public 
impact. Potential impact to mission capability or 

2. Soil erosion accumulating near 
above ground pipes. (Typical for 
all installations at PRL)

7.13. Corrosion / 
Erosion
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loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

Secondary Containment

PH Fire Department

unit readiness.
Since a full structural integrity 
was in progress at the time of 
the PHA, Team did not develop 
this cause further.

Node:  8. Routine Operations: Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) Fire Suppression System
Drawings:  M-100; Supplemental Page 1; Supplemental Page 2; Sketch 7
Components:  
Design Intention/Parameters:  Two 250,000 gallon water storage tanks at RHL Ridge supply water to both RHL housing and all fire suppression systems at RHL. Two fire main booster pumps receive water from the tanks at RHL Ridge. Jockey pumps located in the fire suppression pump house at Red Hill maintain pressure in the fire main during 
steady state conditions.

There are seven zones associated with the fire suppression systems at the Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility. The UAT is equipped with water fire suppression only. Two zones are located in the upper access tunnel (UAT). One zone in the UAT is for tanks 1-10 and the other zone is for tanks 11-20. The LAT is equipped with both water and AFFF fire 
suppression. Five zones are located in the lower access tunnel (LAT). Each of the five zones corresponds to one group of four tanks (tanks 1-4, tanks 5-8, tanks 9-12, tanks 13-16 and tanks 17-20). An audible and visual alarm sounds when any one zone receives a signal from a sensor. The Federal Fire Dept. and Regional Dispatch Center (RDC) will 
be notified. Sensors typically consist of numerous flame (IR) and heat sensors throughout the facility in the LAT and UAT along with several smoke detectors in the underground pump house (UGPH). The fire suppression system activates when two or more flame sensors send an input to the fire alarm panel from any one zone.

If the fire suppression system in the UAT is activated:
1) Solenoid activated sprinkler valves will open in detected zone.
2) Adit 5Y and Adit 6 smoke control doors will close.
3) Ventilation system is shutdown and dampners closed.

If the fire suppression system in the LAT is activated: 
1) The oil pressure door (OPD) will close, and retention line block valve will close, and operation of the AFFF sump pumps in all zones (25 pumps) will terminate in an effort to keep the flames in the LAT smothered with AFFF/water.
2) Five fire-rated doors in individual zones in LAT will close.
3) Adit 5Y and Adit 6 smoke control doors will close.
4) Ventilation system is shutdown and dampners closed.
5) Two AFFF concentrate pumps that supply AFFF liquid concentrate to five closets located in the zones in the LAT will start. The AFFF concentrate line exits the fire suppression pump house and proceeds up the hill to Adit 6 (directly below Adit 5). It then proceeds down the adit to an elevator shaft where it drops down to the LAT and supplies each 
one of the five AFFF fire suppression closets. NOTE: At the time of the PHA the AFFF system is manually initiated only.
6) Solenoid activated sprinkler valves will open in detected zone, release a mixture of water and AFFF.

AFFF can cause serious eye damage and skin sensitivity upon contact. It is highly corrosive in CS systems and therefore a nitrogen blanketing system is designed to keep the system oxygen free to inhibit corrosion.

Per P-1551 O&M Manual, one flame sensor and one low pressure nitrogen sensor would also initiate fire suppression system activation, however conversation with maintenance contractor for AFFF indicates this activation was not installed.
Operating Conditions:  1. Flow: 1500 gpm (one pump); 2. Pressure: 215 psi (water); (AFFF concentrate); 3. Temperature: 70 to 80°F

Deviation Cause Consequence CAT Risk Matrix
C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

MR 2 D 4

H/S 1 D 3

E 2 D 4

P 1 D 3

Both 250,000 gallon water storage tanks are equipped with low 
level alarm and low level float switch which alarm in both the 
DDC panel and fire alarm system. Water level is maintained in 
the tanks by DPW.

PSL on discharge of firewater starts jockey pump to maintain 
pressure (this safeguard is only applicable when there is water 
in the tank and valves are open).

All of the main firewater pumps are equipped with automatic 
transfer switch to emergency diesel-driven generators.

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency 
operations, develop written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be 
field verified by two individuals, in order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and 
refresher training should address both what and why. Ensure operating procedures, training 
materials, and training records are part of document control system. (High Priority) This 
recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

38. Develop a car-seal or lock administrative control system and identify safety-critical manual valves 
which should be controlled to reduce the likelihood of human error. Valves to consider include but 
are not limited to 24" butterfly tank vent valves at RHL, manual block valves on the inlet or discharge 
of relief devices, manual block valves on bleed of body cavity of twin-seal DBB device, key firewater 
supply and distribution valves. (High Priority)

76. Develop full documentation package with P&IDs for the fire suppression system for RHL. (High 
Priority)

1. Potential inability to suppress hydrocarbon fire. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

Potential escalation of event as described in 
each Node where fire was a potential 
consequence.

1. Loss of water supply to fire 
suppression system (no water in 
tanks, any valve closed in 
supply system, firewater main 
pumps not running, or firewater 
jockey pumps not running when 
needed).

8.1. No / Less Flow
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77. Ensure firewater and AFFF main and jockey pumps are on a PM schedule and automatic transfer 
switch to emergency diesel-driven generators are tested periodically at load to meet requirements of 
NFPA. (Medium Priority)

48. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High 
Priority)

49. Train all affected personnel on the design, intent, and operation of the AFFF System, including 
refresher training. (High Priority)

78. Establish a stand alone maintenance contract apart from other base facilities with documented 
maintenance standards. (High Priority)

45. Ensure run status indication on all pumps inside all AFFF Sumps (20 pumps) is integrated with the 
AFHE SCADA to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel and/or AFFF. (High 
Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

47. Evaluate the design of the 14" AFFF discharge line piping on the discharge of 20 AFFF Sumps 
pumps as part of the current project to upgrade PVC to CS. The PHA Team is concerned about 1) 
the volume flow and separately, 2) line slope or configuration to trap liquid in retention line, and 3) 
lack of damage control isolation in long-run of piping. (High Priority)

MR 2 C 3

H/S 1 C 2

E 2 C 3

P 1 C 2

Two AFFF storage tanks, main pump systems, and jockey 
pump systems for redundancy. Storage tank is translucent so 
level is visible.

All of the AFFF main and jockey pumps and control systems 
are equipped with automatic transfer switch to emergency 
diesel-driven generators.

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency 
operations, develop written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be 
field verified by two individuals, in order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and 
refresher training should address both what and why. Ensure operating procedures, training 
materials, and training records are part of document control system. (High Priority) This 
recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

38. Develop a car-seal or lock administrative control system and identify safety-critical manual valves 
which should be controlled to reduce the likelihood of human error. Valves to consider include but 
are not limited to 24" butterfly tank vent valves at RHL, manual block valves on the inlet or discharge 
of relief devices, manual block valves on bleed of body cavity of twin-seal DBB device, key firewater 
supply and distribution valves. (High Priority)

76. Develop full documentation package with P&IDs for the fire suppression system for RHL. (High 
Priority)

77. Ensure firewater and AFFF main and jockey pumps are on a PM schedule and automatic transfer 
switch to emergency diesel-driven generators are tested periodically at load to meet requirements of 
NFPA. (Medium Priority)

48. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High 
Priority)

78. Establish a stand alone maintenance contract apart from other base facilities with documented 
maintenance standards. (High Priority)

49. Train all affected personnel on the design, intent, and operation of the AFFF System, including 
refresher training. (High Priority)

45. Ensure run status indication on all pumps inside all AFFF Sumps (20 pumps) is integrated with the 
AFHE SCADA to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel and/or AFFF. (High 
Priority)

1. Potential inability to suppress hydrocarbon fire. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

Potential escalation of event as described in 
each Node where fire was a potential 
consequence.

PHA Team concluded water-only fire 
suppression system is not effective on a 
hydrocarbon fire and can in fact be detrimental 
by spreading the fire.

2. Loss of AFFF concentrate flow 
(main AFFF pumps or jockey 
AFFF pumps not running, any 
valve closed in supply system) 
to mix AFFF concentrate and 
water.
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C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

47. Evaluate the design of the 14" AFFF discharge line piping on the discharge of 20 AFFF Sumps 
pumps as part of the current project to upgrade PVC to CS. The PHA Team is concerned about 1) 
the volume flow and separately, 2) line slope or configuration to trap liquid in retention line, and 3) 
lack of damage control isolation in long-run of piping. (High Priority)

79. Evaluate the available inventory of AFFF on site and determine if additional quantities are desired. 
NFPA 30 Chapter 16 requires 15 minutes of foam concentrate inventory based on design flow rate. 
(Low Priority)

80. Evaluate combining the SCADA systems for AFHE and fire suppression for ease of CRO monitoring 
or consider a Smart Grid system solution. (Low Priority)

MR 4 C 51. Potential corrosion in CS piping and equipment. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency 
operations, develop written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be 
field verified by two individuals, in order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and 
refresher training should address both what and why. Ensure operating procedures, training 
materials, and training records are part of document control system. (High Priority) This 
recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

81. Understand the multiple roles of nitrogen in the AFFF fire suppression system and evaluate 
safeguards and add additional safeguards if warranted. Consider the impact of nitrogen leak and 
potential asphyxiation. (High Priority)

2. Potential loss of nitrogen for any other roles of 
nitrogen in fire suppression system. 

PHA Team had insufficient information to 
determine the consequence and likelihood of 
the cause/consequence pair at the time of the 
PHA.

3. Loss of nitrogen system (failure 
of generator, compressor, or 
purge valves closed).

MR 2 C 3

H/S 2 C 3

E 3 C 4

P 1 C 2

Retention line motorized valve can be opened manually, but 
also opens automatically when AFFF sump pump starts.

48. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High 
Priority)

82. Identify an alternative to AFFF that does not contain PFAS or PFOA to eliminate exposure potential 
to humans or environment. (High Priority)

1. Potential inability to remove retention liquids 
after activation of fire suppression system. 
Potential limited egress from zone due to 
presence of thick foam/bubble layer (PFAS). 
Potential environmental impact. Potential public 
impact. Potential personnel injury. Potential 
impact to mission capability or unit readiness.

4. Retention line motorized valve at 
the Oil Pressure Door (OPD) 
closed.

MR 4 B 4

H/S 2 B 2

E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

Main firewater pumps are operated in lead-lag mode.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

Each of the five AFFF Sumps contain four pumps intended for 
staggered start (local level switch) to pump to AFFF Retention 
Tank. The AFFF Sump pumps were recently added to a PM 
schedule.

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

45. Ensure run status indication on all pumps inside all AFFF Sumps (20 pumps) is integrated with the 
AFHE SCADA to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel and/or AFFF. (High 
Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

47. Evaluate the design of the 14" AFFF discharge line piping on the discharge of 20 AFFF Sumps 
pumps as part of the current project to upgrade PVC to CS. The PHA Team is concerned about 1) 
the volume flow and separately, 2) line slope or configuration to trap liquid in retention line, and 3) 
lack of damage control isolation in long-run of piping. (High Priority)

48. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High 

1. Potential to introduce higher than design flow 
rate of fire suppression water to impacted zone. 
Potential to inundate sump in impacted zone 
and adjacent zones. Potential increased level in 
AFFF Retention Tank, Main Sump, and/or TK 
311 Slop Tank. Potential to overfill AFFF 
Retention Tank. Potential to introduce ambient 
flammable liquid to secondary containment 
(sloped sides). Potential ambient flammable 
liquid carryover to GAC and Halawa stream. 
Potential pool fire. Potential release to soil, 
groundwater and/or Halawa stream. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential personnel 
injury. Potential public impact. Potential impact 
to mission capability or unit readiness.

Note: AFFF System Project was completed in 
2019. The AFFF Retention Tank has a capacity 

1. Both main firewater pumps 
running and activation of fire 
suppression system.

PHA Team concluded no 
hazardous consequences with 
running both main firewater 
pumps in static system without 
activation of fire suppression 
system.

8.2. More Flow
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C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

backup power with 4 hour duration.

MR 2 C 3

H/S 2 C 3

E 3 C 4

P 1 C 2

82. Identify an alternative to AFFF that does not contain PFAS or PFOA to eliminate exposure potential 
to humans or environment. (High Priority)

1. Potential limited egress from zone due to 
presence of thick foam/bubble layer (PFAS). 
Potential environmental impact. Potential public 
impact. Potential personnel injury. Potential 
impact to mission capability or unit readiness.

2. Both main AFFF pumps running 
and activation of fire 
suppression system.

PHA Team concluded no 
hazardous consequences with 
running both main AFFF pumps 
in static system without 
activation of fire suppression 
system.

H/S 3 D 5

P 1 D 3

Firewater storage tanks are ~200 ft. above fire suppression 
system pumphouse and firewater/AFFF mixture will take the 
path of least resistance (downstream).

Piping is equipped with a backflow prevention device.

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

1. Potential to introduce AFFF to firewater system. 
Potential to contaminate two 250,000 gallon 
water storage tanks at RHL Ridge. Potential 
public impact. Potential personnel injury.

H/S 3 D 5

E 2 D 4

P 1 D 3

AFFF storage tanks are ~200 ft. below high point of the supply 
line.

Each riser is equipped with 2" check valve to reduce the 
likelihood of water backflowing into AFFF system.

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

2. Potential to introduce firewater to AFFF system. 
Potential to overfill AFFF storage tanks. 
Potential to introduce AFFF to pumphouse 
floor. Potential to introduce AFFF (PFAS) to 
Halawa stream. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential public impact. Potential 
personnel injury.

1. Zone Shut-Off Valve closed 
(after mixing).

8.3. Reverse Flow

H/S 3 D 5

E 2 D 4

P 1 D 3

LSHH-311 high level alarm on TK 311 Slop Tank alerts 
operator to investigate source of level and intervene. LSHH-
311 is calibrated annually.

All level transmitters and high level switches are on UPS 
backup power with 4 hour duration.

43. Install a second and independent high level indication and alarm on TK 311 Slop Tank to reduce the 
likelihood of overfilling TK 311 unknowingly. (Medium Priority)

11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks equipped with overfill protection and reduce 
where appropriate to reduce the quantity of liquid that may be released on overfill. (High Priority)

1. Potential to inundate sump in impacted zone 
and adjacent zones. Potential increased level in 
AFFF Retention Tank, Main Sump, and/or TK 
311 Slop Tank. Potential to overfill AFFF 
Retention Tank. Potential to introduce water 
containing AFFF (PFAS) to secondary 
containment (sloped sides). Potential water 
containing AFFF (PFAS) carryover to Halawa 
stream. Potential environmental impact. 
Potential public impact. Potential personnel 
injury.

MR 2 C 3

H/S 2 C 3

E 3 C 4

P 1 C 2

There are minimum of two points of egress from each zone in 
both UAT and LAT.

48. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High 
Priority)

82. Identify an alternative to AFFF that does not contain PFAS or PFOA to eliminate exposure potential 
to humans or environment. (High Priority)

83. Consider a SOP for all individuals in tunnels to have a 15 minute escape air bottle system for 
emergency egress during activation of fire suppression system, which shuts down ventilation. 
(Medium Priority)

2. Potential inability to remove retention liquids 
after activation of fire suppression system. 
Potential limited egress from zone due to 
presence of thick foam/bubble layer (PFAS). 
Potential environmental impact. Potential public 
impact. Potential personnel injury. Potential 
impact to mission capability or unit readiness.

1. False activation of water 
suppression or AFFF 
suppression system.

MR 2 D 4

H/S 1 D 3

E 2 D 4

P 1 D 3

Both 250,000 gallon water storage tanks are equipped with low 
level alarm and low level float switch which alarm in both the 
DDC panel and fire alarm system. Water level is maintained in 
the tanks by DPW.

PSL on discharge of firewater starts jockey pump to maintain 
pressure (this safeguard is only applicable when there is water 

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency 
operations, develop written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be 
field verified by two individuals, in order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and 
refresher training should address both what and why. Ensure operating procedures, training 
materials, and training records are part of document control system. (High Priority) This 
recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

1. Potential reduced volume of available water to 
RHL housing and all fire suppression systems 
at RHL. Potential reduced ability to suppress 
hydrocarbon fire. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential personnel injury. Potential 
public impact. Potential impact to mission 
capability or unit readiness.

2. Equalization line between two 
water storage tanks closed.

8.4. Misdirected 
Flow
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in the tank and valves are open).

All of the main firewater pumps are equipped with automatic 
transfer switch to emergency diesel-driven generators.

38. Develop a car-seal or lock administrative control system and identify safety-critical manual valves 
which should be controlled to reduce the likelihood of human error. Valves to consider include but 
are not limited to 24" butterfly tank vent valves at RHL, manual block valves on the inlet or discharge 
of relief devices, manual block valves on bleed of body cavity of twin-seal DBB device, key firewater 
supply and distribution valves. (High Priority)

76. Develop full documentation package with P&IDs for the fire suppression system for RHL. (High 
Priority)

77. Ensure firewater and AFFF main and jockey pumps are on a PM schedule and automatic transfer 
switch to emergency diesel-driven generators are tested periodically at load to meet requirements of 
NFPA. (Medium Priority)

48. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High 
Priority)

49. Train all affected personnel on the design, intent, and operation of the AFFF System, including 
refresher training. (High Priority)

78. Establish a stand alone maintenance contract apart from other base facilities with documented 
maintenance standards. (High Priority)

45. Ensure run status indication on all pumps inside all AFFF Sumps (20 pumps) is integrated with the 
AFHE SCADA to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel and/or AFFF. (High 
Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

47. Evaluate the design of the 14" AFFF discharge line piping on the discharge of 20 AFFF Sumps 
pumps as part of the current project to upgrade PVC to CS. The PHA Team is concerned about 1) 
the volume flow and separately, 2) line slope or configuration to trap liquid in retention line, and 3) 
lack of damage control isolation in long-run of piping. (High Priority)

Potential escalation of event as described in 
each Node where fire was a potential 
consequence.

84. Collaborate with vendor of AFFF system to determine all purposes of nitrogen system, capability of 
nitrogen system (pressure), and safeguards in the current design. Identify and install additional 
safeguards if warranted. (High Priority)

1. See Recommendation.

PHA Team had insufficient information to 
determine consequence or severity of this 
cause/consequence pair at the time of the 
PHA.

1. Nitrogen compressor discharge 
pressure higher than desired.

85. Ensure the AFFF 175 psig components (if there are any) are adequately designed and documented 
for maximum pressure of ~220 psig fire water. If they are not, add additional safeguards as 
warranted. (High Priority)

1. Potential higher than desired pressure in the 
firewater system (~220 psig). No hazardous 
consequences identified.

Documentation of the AFFF system identifies 
300# Class and 175 psi components. No 150# 
Class components were identified.

2. Any of eight PRVs in water 
supply to upper or lower access 
tunnels open more than 
required.

Four PRVs (two sets of two in 
series) feeding UAT are set at 
187 psig. Four PRVs (two sets 
of two in series) feeding LAT are 
set at 112 psig. All PRVs are fail 
open and each access tunnel's 
PRVs are in series.

MR 2 C 3

H/S 2 C 3

AFFF jockey pump is equipped with PSV on the discharge set 
at 171 psig (per field verification).

48. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High 
Priority)

82. Identify an alternative to AFFF that does not contain PFAS or PFOA to eliminate exposure potential 

1. Potential higher than desired pressure on the 
discharge of AFFF system. Potential to release 
AFFF concentrate (PFAS) to environment at 
weakest point. Potential environmental impact. 

3. AFFF jockey pumps running 
when not required.

8.5. High Pressure
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E 3 C 4

P 1 C 2

to humans or environment. (High Priority)Potential public impact. Potential personnel 
injury. Potential impact to mission capability or 
unit readiness.

PHA Team avoided recommending relief 
device discharge or high pressure shutdown 
consistent with NFPA philosophy to not 
shutdown or divert fire suppression systems.

1. No new causes identified.8.6. Low Pressure

1. No new causes identified.8.7. High Level

1. No new causes identified.8.8. Low Level

MR 2 C 3

H/S 1 C 2

E 2 C 3

P 1 C 2

Two AFFF storage tanks, main pump systems, and jockey 
pump systems for redundancy. Storage tank is translucent so 
level is visible.

All of the AFFF main and jockey pumps and control systems 
are equipped with automatic transfer switch to emergency 
diesel-driven generators.

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency 
operations, develop written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be 
field verified by two individuals, in order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and 
refresher training should address both what and why. Ensure operating procedures, training 
materials, and training records are part of document control system. (High Priority) This 
recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

38. Develop a car-seal or lock administrative control system and identify safety-critical manual valves 
which should be controlled to reduce the likelihood of human error. Valves to consider include but 
are not limited to 24" butterfly tank vent valves at RHL, manual block valves on the inlet or discharge 
of relief devices, manual block valves on bleed of body cavity of twin-seal DBB device, key firewater 
supply and distribution valves. (High Priority)

76. Develop full documentation package with P&IDs for the fire suppression system for RHL. (High 
Priority)

77. Ensure firewater and AFFF main and jockey pumps are on a PM schedule and automatic transfer 
switch to emergency diesel-driven generators are tested periodically at load to meet requirements of 
NFPA. (Medium Priority)

48. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High 
Priority)

78. Establish a stand alone maintenance contract apart from other base facilities with documented 
maintenance standards. (High Priority)

49. Train all affected personnel on the design, intent, and operation of the AFFF System, including 
refresher training. (High Priority)

45. Ensure run status indication on all pumps inside all AFFF Sumps (20 pumps) is integrated with the 
AFHE SCADA to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel and/or AFFF. (High 
Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

47. Evaluate the design of the 14" AFFF discharge line piping on the discharge of 20 AFFF Sumps 
pumps as part of the current project to upgrade PVC to CS. The PHA Team is concerned about 1) 
the volume flow and separately, 2) line slope or configuration to trap liquid in retention line, and 3) 
lack of damage control isolation in long-run of piping. (High Priority)

79. Evaluate the available inventory of AFFF on site and determine if additional quantities are desired. 

1. Potential inability to suppress hydrocarbon fire. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

Potential escalation of event as described in 
each Node where fire was a potential 
consequence.

PHA Team concluded water-only fire 
suppression system is not effective on a 
hydrocarbon fire and can in fact be detrimental 
by spreading the fire.

PHA Team concluded AFFF concentrate-only 
fire suppression system is not effective on a 
hydrocarbon fire.

1. Failure of AFFF concentrate 
pumps to mix AFFF concentrate 
and water at the proper mixture.

8.9. Composition
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NFPA 30 Chapter 16 requires 15 minutes of foam concentrate inventory based on design flow rate. 
(Low Priority)

80. Evaluate combining the SCADA systems for AFHE and fire suppression for ease of CRO monitoring 
or consider a Smart Grid system solution. (Low Priority)

MR 2 D 4

H/S 1 D 3

E 2 D 4

P 1 D 3

Two 250,000 gallon water storage tanks at RHL Ridge are 
sampled frequently under the current drinking water program.

1. Potential inability to suppress hydrocarbon fire. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

Potential escalation of event as described in 
each Node where fire was a potential 
consequence.

2. Hydrocarbons in the water 
supply system (outside of node).

MR 4 C 51. Potential corrosion in CS piping and equipment. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency 
operations, develop written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be 
field verified by two individuals, in order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and 
refresher training should address both what and why. Ensure operating procedures, training 
materials, and training records are part of document control system. (High Priority) This 
recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

81. Understand the multiple roles of nitrogen in the AFFF fire suppression system and evaluate 
safeguards and add additional safeguards if warranted. Consider the impact of nitrogen leak and 
potential asphyxiation. (High Priority)

2. Potential loss of nitrogen for any other roles of 
nitrogen in fire suppression system. 

PHA Team had insufficient information to 
determine the consequence and likelihood of 
the cause/consequence pair at the time of the 
PHA.

3. Upset in nitrogen generator 
resulting in oxygen in the 
nitrogen system.

1. No new causes identified.8.10. Leak / Rupture

86. Ensure re-design of fire suppression system addresses deadlegs which prevent complete transfer of 
foam/water mixture after activation of fire suppression system and allow potential future fuel and 
foam releases upon loss of containment. (High Priority)

87. Implement a Mechanical Integrity Inspection Program for all identified deadlegs in fuel handling and 
fire suppression systems. (Medium Priority)

88. Equip AFFF sump pumps with remote start from the fire suppression SCADA system to allow for 
operation in case AFFF pumps cannot be operated locally due to lack of access (OPD or fire rated 
door closed). (High Priority)

1. See Recommendation.1. Removal of foam/water mixture 
after activation of fire 
suppression system.

8.11. Start-up / 
Shutdown

1. No causes identified.8.12. Maintenance / 
Inspection

1. No new causes identified.8.13. Corrosion / 
Erosion
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Design Intention/Parameters:  Vessel to vessel transfer over water is routinely performed at PRL. Vessels can be ships, barges, or YONs. PRL has  YONs (Yard Oiler Non-self-powered), YON  and YON  have a capacity of . YON 328 has a capacity of . Although the YONs are owned and operated by the United 
States and engaged in non-commercial service and YONs  and  do not meet the minimum capacity for regulation, they are operated following the regulations as a good management practice.

The transferring vessel pump (single pump per vessel) is diesel-driven, variable speed, and used to push material to receiving vessel through marine-tested hoses. Hoses that are  are threaded connected. Hoses that are  are hard-bolted, eight bolts, to both vessels, not connected with couplers. A pre-transfer conference is held prior to each 
transfer. All 33 CFR Cost Guard regulations are followed during vessel to vessel transfer by PIC qualified personnel.

Operating Conditions:  1. ; 2. Pressure: Start of flow at 20 psi, then gradually increasing to a range of 50 psi to 80 psi. The fuel flow may not exceed , at maximum pressure of 100 psi and maximum pump speed of 1800 rpm.; 3. Temperature: 60 to 76°F

Deviation Cause Consequence CAT Risk Matrix
C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

MR 3 D 5

H/S 3 D 5

E 3 D 5

P 2 D 4

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Relief device on discharge of cargo pump, set at 120 psig, 
relieves to cargo tank containing pump. Relief device is 
inspected and maintained every two years.

Deck coamings which contain scupper plugs, designed to 
contain spill on deck. Coamings are part of maintenance and 
inspection program.

NAVSUP FLC Pearl Harbor Instruction 4400.4E may be 
applicable.

89. Develop unique work orders for vessel to vessel fuel transfers. (High Priority)

90. Ensure scupper plugs in secondary containment coamings are verified in place prior to transfer as 
part of work order for both vessel to vessel and barge/YON to shore transfers. (High Priority)

1. Potential to deadhead cargo pump. Potential 
cargo pump seal damage. Potential seal leak. 
Potential loss of containment. Potential release 
of ambient flammable liquid on top deck. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential fire on 
top deck. Potential personnel impact. Potential 
public impact. Potential impact to mission 
capability or unit readiness.

PHA Team concluded cargo pump is a 
suspended, submerged pump with the pump 
seal above deck. During deadhead it could 
overpressure the above deck seal.

Deadhead pressure of the 330 series cargo 
pumps is 355 ft per pump curve, equivalent to ~
150 psig water. When corrected for diesel 
specific gravity of 0.86, deadhead pressure is ~
130 psig.

Information implies the 321 series cargo pumps 
are similar to the 330 series cargo pumps.

2. No hazardous consequences identified to 
transfer hose.

 PHA Team concluded the available head from 
the YON pumps (~150 or ~130 psig) is less 
than the current hose rating and very similar to 
current test pressure.

MR 4 B 4

H/S 1 C 2

E 2 B 2

P 2 B 2

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Pre-Plan Meeting includes visual inspection of all fuel transfer 
hoses and hose integrity test witnessed by both PICs prior to 
initiating any fuel transfer.

All hoses are hydrostatically tested to 150 psig annually. Coast 
Guard verifies hose labeling and record-keeping annually.

Relief device on discharge of cargo pump, set at 120 psig, 
relieves to cargo tank containing pump. Relief device is 
inspected and maintained every two years.

13. Change the test pressure used for testing all hoses from 150 psig to 330 psig to comply with 33 CFR 
Part 154 Coast Guard and worst credible case scenario deadhead pressure of 219 psig. Due to the 
significant change in test pressure, the test procedure and equipment must be reviewed and revised 
as warranted for adequacy prior to use. If hoses with a allowable operating pressure of 330 psig are 
not commercially available, the deadhead pressure must be limited on sources above 300 psig. 
(High Priority)

3. Potential hose rupture or gasket failure. 
Potential loss of containment. Potential release 
of large amount of ambient flammable liquid to 
top deck and/or water. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness

33 CFR Part 154 Coast Guard requires testing 
hoses to 1.5 x deadhead pressure.

PHA Team concluded the highest pressure 
expected in a marine transfer that is 
deadheaded is the UTF pump for product F-76 
at 219 psig. This pressure is greater than 1) 
the gravity head from the highest tank at RHL 
to the dock, 2) the available deadhead from the 
YON pumps, 3) deadhead pressure of ship 

1. Any valve closed between 
transferring vessel and receiving 
vessel.

9.1. No / Less Flow

(b)(3)(A)
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Hose rating is 200 to 250 psig depending on manufacturer. 
Hose test pressure per manufacturer is 300 psig.

pump, and 4) any single pump in UGPH. 
However, should two pumps in series ever be 
considered to be included in an Operations 
Order, the highest deadhead pressure to be 
considered is 268 psig.

4. Potential delay of transfer. No hazardous 
consequences identified.

MR 3 D 5 DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Relief device on discharge of cargo pump, set at 120 psig, 
relieves to cargo tank containing pump. Relief device is 
inspected and maintained every two years.

Deck coamings which contain scupper plugs, designed to 
contain spill on deck. Coamings are part of maintenance and 
inspection program.

NAVSUP FLC Pearl Harbor Instruction 4400.4E may be 
applicable.

89. Develop unique work orders for vessel to vessel fuel transfers. (High Priority)

90. Ensure scupper plugs in secondary containment coamings are verified in place prior to transfer as 
part of work order for both vessel to vessel and barge/YON to shore transfers. (High Priority)

1. Potential to cavitate cargo pump. Potential 
impact to mission capability or unit readiness.

PHA Team concluded cargo pump is a 
suspended, submerged pump with the pump 
seal above deck, and if any vibration or pump 
damage occurs during cavitation it will occur 
inside tank.

2. No hazardous consequences identified to 
suction strainer.

3. Potential delay of transfer. No hazardous 
consequences identified.

2. Suction strainer plugged during 
transfer.

1. Potential delay of transfer. No hazardous 
consequences identified.

3. Improper valve configuration that 
puts cargo pump in a 
bypass/recirculation mode.

1. Potential delay of transfer. No hazardous 
consequences identified.

YON Pump PTO design and function prevents backflow.

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

2. Potential reverse flow of a small amount of fuel 
from receiving vessel to transferring vessel. No 
hazardous consequences identified.

4. Transferring vessel pump stops 
during transfer. (PTO or pump 
malfunction, insufficient supply 
of diesel, diesel driver failure)

MR 4 C 5

H/S 1 D 3

E 2 C 3

P 2 C 3

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Receiving vessel gauger, cargo mate, or oil king continuously 

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

1. Potential to overfill receiving vessel tank. 
Potential loss of containment. Potential release 
of large amount of ambient flammable liquid to 
top deck and/or water. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness

PHA Team concluded most receiving vessels 

1. Speed control set higher than 
desired.

9.2. More Flow

(b)(3)(A)

MARKING REMOVED

MARKING REMOVED
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monitors level during loading, notifies transferring vessel to 
reduce flowrate near end of loading.

All vessels are equipped with high and high high level visual 
and audible alarms to alert operator and initiate appropriate 
action. Alarms are in a PM program

Ignition sources are controlled during transfers (no hot work, 
no smoking, etc.).

are equipped with a cascading overflow system 
where only the overflow tank overflows 
overboard. However, some vessels do not and 
will overflow overboard directly from receiving 
tank.

PHA Team discussed the likelihood of an 
overfill is higher than the likelihood of overfill 
and fire resulting in fatality.

1. No new causes identified.9.3. Reverse Flow

1. Potential mixing of products in unintended tank. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness at receiving vessel.

PHA Team concluded line ups on receiving 
vessel were outside the scope of the 
transferring vessel.

MR 4 C 5

H/S 1 D 3

E 2 C 3

P 2 C 3

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Receiving vessel gauger, cargo mate, or oil king continuously 
monitors level during loading, notifies transferring vessel to 
reduce flowrate near end of loading.

All vessels are equipped with high and high high level visual 
and audible alarms to alert operator and initiate appropriate 
action. Alarms are in a PM program

Ignition sources are controlled during transfers (no hot work, 
no smoking, etc.).

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

2. Potential to overfill receiving vessel tank. 
Potential loss of containment. Potential release 
of large amount of ambient flammable liquid to 
top deck and/or water. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness

PHA Team concluded most receiving vessels 
are equipped with a cascading overflow system 
where only the overflow tank overflows 
overboard. However, some vessels do not and 
will overflow overboard directly from receiving 
tank.

PHA Team discussed the likelihood of an 
overfill is higher than the likelihood of overfill 
and fire resulting in fatality.

1. Improper valve alignment 
resulting causing tank to tank 
transfer on the receiving vessel.

9.4. Misdirected 
Flow

1. Potential to fill normal fuel oil (NFO) tank 
hydraulically full. No hazardous consequences 
identified to NFO tank.

PHA Team was informed the design pressure 
of the NFO tank is significantly greater than the 
deadhead pressure of the cargo pump.

MR 3 D 5

H/S 3 D 5

E 3 D 5

P 2 D 4

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Relief device on discharge of cargo pump, set at 120 psig, 
relieves to cargo tank containing pump. Relief device is 

89. Develop unique work orders for vessel to vessel fuel transfers. (High Priority)

90. Ensure scupper plugs in secondary containment coamings are verified in place prior to transfer as 
part of work order for both vessel to vessel and barge/YON to shore transfers. (High Priority)

2. Potential to deadhead cargo pump. Potential 
cargo pump seal damage. Potential seal leak. 
Potential loss of containment. Potential release 
of ambient flammable liquid on top deck. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential fire on 
top deck. Potential personnel impact. Potential 
public impact. Potential impact to mission 
capability or unit readiness.

PHA Team concluded cargo pump is a 

1. Fueling submarine with water 
compensating tank outlet valve 
closed.

9.5. High Pressure

(b)(3)(A)

MARKING REMOVED

MARKING REMOVED
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inspected and maintained every two years.

Deck coamings which contain scupper plugs, designed to 
contain spill on deck. Coamings are part of maintenance and 
inspection program.

NAVSUP FLC Pearl Harbor Instruction 4400.4E may be 
applicable.

suspended, submerged pump with the pump 
seal above deck. During deadhead it could 
overpressure the above deck seal.

Deadhead pressure of the 330 series cargo 
pumps is 355 ft per pump curve, equivalent to ~
150 psig water. When corrected for diesel 
specific gravity of 0.86, deadhead pressure is ~
130 psig.

Information implies the 321 series cargo pumps 
are similar to the 330 series cargo pumps.

MR 4 C 5

H/S 1 D 3

E 2 C 3

P 2 C 3

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Receiving vessel gauger, cargo mate, or oil king continuously 
monitors level during loading, notifies transferring vessel to 
reduce flowrate near end of loading.

All vessels are equipped with high and high high level visual 
and audible alarms to alert operator and initiate appropriate 
action. Alarms are in a PM program

Ignition sources are controlled during transfers (no hot work, 
no smoking, etc.).

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

1. Potential to overfill receiving vessel tank 
through fuel tank vent. Potential loss of 
containment. Potential release of large amount 
of ambient flammable liquid to top deck and/or 
water. Potential environmental impact. Potential 
fire. Potential personnel injury. Potential public 
impact. Potential impact to mission capability or 
unit readiness

PHA Team concluded most receiving vessels 
are equipped with a cascading overflow system 
where only the overflow tank overflows 
overboard. However, some vessels do not and 
will overflow overboard directly from receiving 
tank.

PHA Team discussed the likelihood of an 
overfill is higher than the likelihood of overfill 
and fire resulting in fatality.

2. Fueling non-submarine vessel 
with water compensating tank 
outlet valve closed.

1. No new causes identified.9.6. Low Pressure

MR 4 C 5

H/S 1 D 3

E 2 C 3

P 2 C 3

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Receiving vessel gauger, cargo mate, or oil king continuously 
monitors level during loading, notifies transferring vessel to 
reduce flowrate near end of loading.

All vessels are equipped with high and high high level visual 
and audible alarms to alert operator and initiate appropriate 
action. Alarms are in a PM program

Ignition sources are controlled during transfers (no hot work, 
no smoking, etc.).

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

1. Potential to overfill receiving vessel tank. 
Potential loss of containment. Potential release 
of large amount of ambient flammable liquid to 
top deck and/or water. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness

PHA Team concluded most receiving vessels 
are equipped with a cascading overflow system 
where only the overflow tank overflows 
overboard. However, some vessels do not and 
will overflow overboard directly from receiving 
tank.

PHA Team discussed the likelihood of an 
overfill is higher than the likelihood of overfill 
and fire resulting in fatality.

1. Transferring more fuel than 
desired to receiving vessel.

9.7. High Level

MR 3 D 5 DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 

89. Develop unique work orders for vessel to vessel fuel transfers. (High Priority)

90. Ensure scupper plugs in secondary containment coamings are verified in place prior to transfer as 

1. Potential to cavitate cargo pump. Potential 
impact to mission capability or unit readiness.

1. Improper valve configuration 
aligns to incorrect issue tank or 
low tank inventory.

9.8. Low Level

(b)(3)(A)

MARKING REMOVED

MARKING REMOVED
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pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Relief device on discharge of cargo pump, set at 120 psig, 
relieves to cargo tank containing pump. Relief device is 
inspected and maintained every two years.

Deck coamings which contain scupper plugs, designed to 
contain spill on deck. Coamings are part of maintenance and 
inspection program.

NAVSUP FLC Pearl Harbor Instruction 4400.4E may be 
applicable.

part of work order for both vessel to vessel and barge/YON to shore transfers. (High Priority)PHA Team concluded cargo pump is a 
suspended, submerged pump with the pump 
seal above deck, and if any vibration or pump 
damage occurs during cavitation it will occur 
inside tank.

1. Potential mixing of products in unintended tank. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness at receiving vessel.

PHA Team concluded line ups on receiving 
vessel were outside the scope of the 
transferring vessel.

MR 4 C 5

H/S 1 D 3

E 2 C 3

P 2 C 3

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Receiving vessel gauger, cargo mate, or oil king continuously 
monitors level during loading, notifies transferring vessel to 
reduce flowrate near end of loading.

All vessels are equipped with high and high high level visual 
and audible alarms to alert operator and initiate appropriate 
action. Alarms are in a PM program

Ignition sources are controlled during transfers (no hot work, 
no smoking, etc.).

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

2. Potential to overfill receiving vessel tank. 
Potential loss of containment. Potential release 
of large amount of ambient flammable liquid to 
top deck and/or water. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness

PHA Team concluded most receiving vessels 
are equipped with a cascading overflow system 
where only the overflow tank overflows 
overboard. However, some vessels do not and 
will overflow overboard directly from receiving 
tank.

PHA Team discussed the likelihood of an 
overfill is higher than the likelihood of overfill 
and fire resulting in fatality.

1. Heel left in receiving vessel or 
load over existing dissimilar 
material.

MR 3 D 5 DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Relief device on discharge of cargo pump, set at 120 psig, 
relieves to cargo tank containing pump. Relief device is 
inspected and maintained every two years.

Deck coamings which contain scupper plugs, designed to 

89. Develop unique work orders for vessel to vessel fuel transfers. (High Priority)

90. Ensure scupper plugs in secondary containment coamings are verified in place prior to transfer as 
part of work order for both vessel to vessel and barge/YON to shore transfers. (High Priority)

91. Develop a procedure for verifying the presence of water in all cargo tanks, and if water is present, a 
procedure for removing water contaminated fuel with vacuum truck. (High Priority)

1. Potential premature failure of impellers of cargo 
pump. Potential impact to mission capability or 
unit readiness.

PHA Team concluded cargo pump is a 
suspended, submerged pump with the pump 
seal above deck, and if any vibration or pump 
damage occurs during cavitation it will occur 
inside tank.

YON  cargo pump was inspected in 2020 
and found to have significant corrosion on 
impellers and pump casing due to operating 
with compensation water per OEM.

2. Water in cargo compartment.

9.9. Composition

(b)(3)(A)

MARKING REMOVED

MARKING REMOVED

(b)(3)(A
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contain spill on deck. Coamings are part of maintenance and 
inspection program.

NAVSUP FLC Pearl Harbor Instruction 4400.4E may be 
applicable.

MR 4 D 5

H/S 1 D 3

E 2 C 3

P 2 C 3

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Pre-Plan Meeting includes visual inspection of all fuel transfer 
hoses and hose integrity test witnessed by both PICs prior to 
initiating any fuel transfer.

All hoses are hydrostatically tested to 150 psig annually. Coast 
Guard verifies hose labeling and record-keeping annually.

Relief device on discharge of cargo pump, set at 120 psig, 
relieves to cargo tank containing pump. Relief device is 
inspected and maintained every two years.

Hose rating is 200 to 250 psig depending on manufacturer. 
Hose test pressure per manufacturer is 300 psig.

13. Change the test pressure used for testing all hoses from 150 psig to 330 psig to comply with 33 CFR 
Part 154 Coast Guard and worst credible case scenario deadhead pressure of 219 psig. Due to the 
significant change in test pressure, the test procedure and equipment must be reviewed and revised 
as warranted for adequacy prior to use. If hoses with a allowable operating pressure of 330 psig are 
not commercially available, the deadhead pressure must be limited on sources above 300 psig. 
(High Priority)

1. Potential hose rupture or gasket failure. 
Potential loss of containment. Potential release 
of large amount of ambient flammable liquid to 
top deck and/or water. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential fire. Potential personnel injury. 
Potential public impact. Potential impact to 
mission capability or unit readiness.

33 CFR Part 154 Coast Guard requires testing 
hoses to 1.5 x deadhead pressure.

PHA Team concluded the highest pressure 
expected in a marine transfer that is 
deadheaded is the UTF pump for product F-76 
at 219 psig. This pressure is greater than 1) 
the gravity head from the highest tank at RHL 
to the dock, 2) the available deadhead from the 
YON pumps, 3) deadhead pressure of ship 
pump, and 4) any single pump in UGPH. 
However, should two pumps in series ever be 
considered to be included in an Operations 
Order, the highest deadhead pressure to be 
considered is 268 psig.

PHA Team discussed the likelihood of a hose 
rupture leading to an environmental event is 
higher than the likelihood of fire resulting in 
fatality, and impact of mission readiness is low 
as there is redundant equipment/hoses.

1. Incorrect hose specification or 
gasket failure.

MR 3 6 year dry dock inspection / annual weld and hull inspection.1. Potential to damage outer hull of double-hulled 
vessel. Potential to introduce salt water to the 
interstitial space. Potential accelerated 
corrosion. Potential impact to mission capability 
or unit readiness.

MR 4 D 5

H/S 1 D 3

E 2 C 3

P 2 C 3

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Four mooring lines are used to secure vessel to vessel with 
fenders in between. Slack is removed from hose and tied off 
and managed throughout transfer.

PHA Team concluded safeguards 
are adequate.

2. Potential to damage/pinch/crush transfer hose. 
Potential hose rupture. Potential loss of 
containment. Potential release of large amount 
of ambient flammable liquid to top deck and/or 
water. Potential environmental impact. Potential 
fire. Potential personnel injury. Potential public 
impact. Potential impact to mission capability or 
unit readiness

PHA Team discussed the likelihood of a hose 
rupture leading to an environmental event is 
higher than the likelihood of fire resulting in 
fatality, and impact of mission readiness is low 
as there is redundant equipment/hoses.

2. Vessel to vessel collision or 
vessel movement during transfer 
operation.

9.10. Leak / Rupture

(b)(3)(A)

MARKING REMOVED

MARKING REMOVED
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MR 3 D 5

H/S 3 D 5

E 3 D 5

P 2 D 4

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
YON side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All inventory checks, 
pressures, stops, and starts must be agreed upon by YON PIC 
and Vessel PIC to include confirmation of flow.

Commander Navy Region Hawaii Integrated Contingency Plan 
(CNRH ICP) requires pre-booming before initiating transfer.

Relief device on discharge of cargo pump, set at 120 psig, 
relieves to cargo tank containing pump. Relief device is 
inspected and maintained every two years.

Deck coamings which contain scupper plugs, designed to 
contain spill on deck. Coamings are part of maintenance and 
inspection program.

NAVSUP FLC Pearl Harbor Instruction 4400.4E may be 
applicable.

89. Develop unique work orders for vessel to vessel fuel transfers. (High Priority)

90. Ensure scupper plugs in secondary containment coamings are verified in place prior to transfer as 
part of work order for both vessel to vessel and barge/YON to shore transfers. (High Priority)

1. Potential gasket or seal leak. Potential loss of 
containment. Potential release of ambient 
flammable liquid on top deck. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential fire on top 
deck. Potential personnel impact. Potential 
public impact. Potential impact to mission 
capability or unit readiness.

1. Starting loading too quickly or 
failing to pack the line.

9.11. Start-up / 
Shutdown

H/S 1 D 3 Audible alarm alerts personnel in area of CO2 fire suppression 
system activation in 20 seconds. Alarm is tested annually.

Barge crew members are trained on Confined Space Entry.

92. Consider treating the engine compartment as a confined space which would include controlled 
access, deactivation of fire suppression system while inside, and reactivation of system when entry 
is complete. (High Priority)

93. Consider incorporating visual strobe light with the alarm system to further increase awareness of fire 
suppression activation. (Medium Priority)

1. Potential release of CO2 in a small confined 
space. Potential personnel exposure to CO2. 
Potential asphyxiation. Potential personnel 
injury.

Activation of the CO2 system stops engine, 
generator, and closes the dampners.

1. Fire suppression system 
activating in engine 
compartment.

9.12. Maintenance / 
Inspection

MR 3 D 5 6 year dry dock inspection / annual weld and hull inspection.

Outer hull is equipped with cathodic protection system.

1. Potential to damage outer hull of double-hulled 
vessel. Potential to introduce salt water to the 
interstitial space. Potential accelerated 
corrosion. Potential impact to mission capability 
or unit readiness.

1. Hull corrosion due to seawater 
exposure.

1. No hazardous consequences identified.

Topside piping and equipment is well painted 
and coated.

2. Topside corrosion due to 
seawater exposure.

9.13. Corrosion / 
Erosion

Node:  10. Routine Operations: SIMOPS Multiple Product Movements Simultaneously
Drawings:  
Components:  
Design Intention/Parameters:  RHL and PRL has historically performed simultaneous operations safely using Operations Orders. Tank pipe and pump systems could equate to 5 to 7 simultaneous movements, however constraints such as personnel, sampling, and potential for distraction increase significantly. At the time of the PHA, with RHL 
temporarily out of service, any simultaneous multiple evolution require approval from the Deputy Director.

Operating Conditions:  1. Flow:  depending on source; 2. Pressure: 100 to 200 psig; 3. Temperature: 70 to 80°F
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MR

H/S

E

P

Pipeline animation indicates correct and misdirected flow valve 
alignments by color-coding.

Unscheduled Fuel Movement (UFM) alarm alerts operator to 
investigate and take action per UFM SOP.

Two CROs are scheduled during all operations.

Fuel transfers are normally limited to daylight hours. 
Permission to transfer after sunset requires JBC (if over water) 

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency 
operations, develop written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be 
field verified by two individuals, in order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and 
refresher training should address both what and why. Ensure operating procedures, training 
materials, and training records are part of document control system. (High Priority) This 
recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

94. Develop a procedure that outlines the specific manpower requirements for multiple, simultaneous 
operations as the number of operations increased and that requires written approval for SIMOPS by 

1. Potential unscheduled fuel movement (UFM). 
Potential overfill of unintended tank or vessel.

Overfill of unintended tanks and vessels are 
described in multiple nodes of non-
simultaneous operations and severity and 
likelihood are documented for each case in 
their respective node. The PHA Team 
concluded the likelihood of consequence 
increases during SIMOPS.

1. CRO error in evolution setup 
due to periods of high 
information input, high volume of 
communications/distractions?

10.1. What If..?

(b)(3)(A)

(b)(3)(A)

MARKING REMOVED

MARKING REMOVED

(b)(3)(A)
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or Fuels Deputy Director (if not over water).

Additional staffing is scheduled.

appropriate level of management. (High Priority)

95. Consider adding additional AFHE workstations and larger monitors to accomplish need for visibility 
of more quadrants simultaneously. (Medium Priority)

96. Evaluate the size and location of current backup control room to better accommodate additional 
CROs and reduce access and distractions. (High Priority)

MR

H/S

E

P

Pipeline animation indicates correct and misdirected flow valve 
alignments by color-coding.

Unscheduled Fuel Movement (UFM) alarm alerts operator to 
investigate and take action per UFM SOP.

Two CROs are scheduled during all operations.

Fuel transfers are normally limited to daylight hours. 
Permission to transfer after sunset requires JBC (if over water) 
or Fuels Deputy Director (if not over water).

Additional staffing is scheduled.

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency 
operations, develop written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be 
field verified by two individuals, in order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and 
refresher training should address both what and why. Ensure operating procedures, training 
materials, and training records are part of document control system. (High Priority) This 
recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

94. Develop a procedure that outlines the specific manpower requirements for multiple, simultaneous 
operations as the number of operations increased and that requires written approval for SIMOPS by 
appropriate level of management. (High Priority)

95. Consider adding additional AFHE workstations and larger monitors to accomplish need for visibility 
of more quadrants simultaneously. (Medium Priority)

96. Evaluate the size and location of current backup control room to better accommodate additional 
CROs and reduce access and distractions. (High Priority)

2. Potential unscheduled fuel movement (UFM). 
Potential to empty unintended tank or vessel. 
Potential to cavitate any pump in fuel service.

Cavitation of all pumps are described in 
multiple nodes of non-simultaneous operations 
and severity and likelihood are documented for 
each case in their respective node. The PHA 
Team concluded the likelihood of consequence 
increases during SIMOPS.

MR

H/S

E

P

Pipeline animation indicates correct and misdirected flow valve 
alignments by color-coding.

Unscheduled Fuel Movement (UFM) alarm alerts operator to 
investigate and take action per UFM SOP.

Two CROs are scheduled during all operations.

Fuel transfers are normally limited to daylight hours. 
Permission to transfer after sunset requires JBC (if over water) 
or Fuels Deputy Director (if not over water).

Additional staffing is scheduled.

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency 
operations, develop written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be 
field verified by two individuals, in order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and 
refresher training should address both what and why. Ensure operating procedures, training 
materials, and training records are part of document control system. (High Priority) This 
recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

94. Develop a procedure that outlines the specific manpower requirements for multiple, simultaneous 
operations as the number of operations increased and that requires written approval for SIMOPS by 
appropriate level of management. (High Priority)

95. Consider adding additional AFHE workstations and larger monitors to accomplish need for visibility 
of more quadrants simultaneously. (Medium Priority)

96. Evaluate the size and location of current backup control room to better accommodate additional 
CROs and reduce access and distractions. (High Priority)

12. Due to variability of ships that can come to PRL to unload, the Pre-Plan Meeting must include 
gathering information about the deadhead pressure (not safeguarded pressure) of the offloading 
pumps to ensure marine transfer hose is adequate for 1.5 x ship pump deadhead pressure. (High 
Priority)

3. Potential unscheduled fuel movement (UFM). 
Potential to deadhead any pump in fuel service.

Deadheading of all pumps is described in 
multiple nodes of non-simultaneous operations 
and severity and likelihood are documented for 
each case in their respective node. The PHA 
Team concluded the likelihood of consequence 
increases during SIMOPS.

4. Potential unscheduled fuel movement (UFM). 
Potential route fuel through unintended 
measuring meter. Potential delay in transfer. 
No hazardous consequences identified.

94. Develop a procedure that outlines the specific manpower requirements for multiple, simultaneous 
operations as the number of operations increased and that requires written approval for SIMOPS by 
appropriate level of management. (High Priority)

97. Provide government smart phones to all Rovers for improved communications due to current radio 
reliability and that some communications are lengthy and better suited for cell phone instead of 

1. Potential delay in transfer (waiting for Rover to 
perform task). No hazardous consequences 
identified.

2. Rover asked to perform multiple, 
simultaneous tasks?

(b)(3)(A)
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radio. (High Priority)

94. Develop a procedure that outlines the specific manpower requirements for multiple, simultaneous 
operations as the number of operations increased and that requires written approval for SIMOPS by 
appropriate level of management. (High Priority)

97. Provide government smart phones to all Rovers for improved communications due to current radio 
reliability and that some communications are lengthy and better suited for cell phone instead of 
radio. (High Priority)

2. Potential increased likelihood of human error 
due to rushing. Potential escalation of event.

94. Develop a procedure that outlines the specific manpower requirements for multiple, simultaneous 
operations as the number of operations increased and that requires written approval for SIMOPS by 
appropriate level of management. (High Priority)

97. Provide government smart phones to all Rovers for improved communications due to current radio 
reliability and that some communications are lengthy and better suited for cell phone instead of 
radio. (High Priority)

3. Potential personnel injury due to hurrying 
across site/work areas. Potential escalation of 
event.

94. Develop a procedure that outlines the specific manpower requirements for multiple, simultaneous 
operations as the number of operations increased and that requires written approval for SIMOPS by 
appropriate level of management. (High Priority)

1. Potential delay in transfer (waiting for PIC to 
perform task). No hazardous consequences 
identified.

3. Need to have one PIC per task 
to comply with CFR 33?

94. Develop a procedure that outlines the specific manpower requirements for multiple, simultaneous 
operations as the number of operations increased and that requires written approval for SIMOPS by 
appropriate level of management. (High Priority)

98. Create a fatigue policy for all Fuels Distributions System workers, operators, and maintainers that 
limits hours worked in a day and days worked consecutively. (High Priority)

1. Potential delay in transfer (waiting to perform 
task). No hazardous consequences identified.

94. Develop a procedure that outlines the specific manpower requirements for multiple, simultaneous 
operations as the number of operations increased and that requires written approval for SIMOPS by 
appropriate level of management. (High Priority)

98. Create a fatigue policy for all Fuels Distributions System workers, operators, and maintainers that 
limits hours worked in a day and days worked consecutively. (High Priority)

2. Potential increased likelihood of human error 
due to rushing. Potential escalation of event.

4. Human fatigue due to high 
tempo operations?

Dedicated Facility Response Team (FRT) that is not part of the 
fuels team that will respond to on water events.

94. Develop a procedure that outlines the specific manpower requirements for multiple, simultaneous 
operations as the number of operations increased and that requires written approval for SIMOPS by 
appropriate level of management. (High Priority)

99. The Navy policy is to use the Incident Command System (ICS)/Unified Command (UC) for 
structuring Navy spill response management organizations. The NAVSUP FLCPH fuel personnel 
manages the initial response. If additional resources are needed, the Federal Fire Department 
Incident Commander will establish an emergency command post and assume responsibility for the 
response. The Emergency Spill Coordinator or the Commanding Officer can contact the Region 
Navy On-Scene Coordinator to activate the Region Spill Management Team (SMT). The Region 
SMT will then establish other ICS functions. Port Operations is the coordinator for the Facility 
Response Team (FRT), an on-water contractor resource based on Ford Island.

The roles, staffing and resources for each organization needs to be clearly defined, drilled and 
aligned prior to defueling operations. (High Priority)

1. Potential inability to respond due to other 
simultaneous operations underway or being 
shutdown. Potential escalation of event.

5. Emergency occurs during 
multiple, simultaneous 
operations?

94. Develop a procedure that outlines the specific manpower requirements for multiple, simultaneous 
operations as the number of operations increased and that requires written approval for SIMOPS by 
appropriate level of management. (High Priority)

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency 
operations, develop written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be 
field verified by two individuals, in order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and 

1. Potential delay in transfer (waiting to perform 
task). No hazardous consequences identified.

6. Modifications are required to 
Operating Orders during 
multiple, simultaneous tasks?

(b)(3)(A)
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loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

MR 2 C 3

H/S 1 C 2

E 2 C 3

P 1 C 2

DOI Checklist initiated by Person In Charge (PIC) ensures 
primary and backup radio communication between ship and 
pier side per 33 CFR 154 & 156. All stops and starts must be 
agreed upon by terminal PIC and vessel PIC.

PIT located  (if 
applicable) will alarm on low pressure and low low pressure 
alerts Control Room Operator (CRO) to 1) stop operations and 
2) investigate cause of low pressure. PITs are not currently 
part of calibration system. Operator response to alarm is not 
currently part of Operations Orders.

Operating practice if aware of vacuum in piping would to be to 
re-pack the line before restarting the pump.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

5. Consider equipping UGPH,  Pumphouse, Lower Yard Tunnel (LYT), Harbor Tunnel, Surge Tank 
Tunnel  Upper Access Tunnel, Lower Access Tunnel, and enclosed valve stations/chambers (  

 with LEL or fuel or oil detection and alarm instrumentation and evaluate automated ESD 
and/or initiation of Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) Fire Suppression System. (Medium Priority)

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

8. Consult manufacturer on reverse pressure capability (vacuum) of Dresser Couplings installed around 
pumps installed in UGPH and Red Hill Tank Gallery. Consider modifying design if manufacturer has 
alternate sealing system and Dresser Couplings remain part of design. (High Priority)

9. Consider adding observer and/or remote camera observation at Dresser Couplings during initial 
pressurization prior to defueling. (High Priority)

3. Potential sagging of pipeline between UGPH 
and RHL. Potential to draw vacuum in piping 
between Hotel Pier and UGPH, and between 
UGPH and RHL. Potential to damage seals in 
Dresser Coupling. Potential loss of containment 
when flow is re-established. Potential release of 
ambient flammable liquid. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential fire. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

MR 4 D 5

H/S 1 D 3

E 1 D 3

P 1 D 3

Specific Operations Order for detecting vacuum and repacking 
the line (new procedure created after September 29, 2021).

PITs used to sense pressure in piping are located several 
miles from Red Hill Tank Gallery and are not currently part of a 
PM program.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 
fire suppression system closes Oil Tight Door using a 
counterweight mechanical system and lower the rails using a 
hydraulic scissor system. Door open or closed is indicated by 
contacts visible to Control Room Operator (CRO). Door 
closure is tested periodically.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

LSH-100 high level (switch) in Main Sump starts Main Sump 
Pump A and alerts operator to investigate source of level and 
intervene.

LSHH-100 high high level (switch) Main Sump starts Main 
Sump Pump A and Main Sump Pump B and alerts operator to 
investigate source of level and intervene.

Both LSH-100 and LSHH-100 share a sensor. They are part of 

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) will remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part of a PM program 
to improve reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority)

29. Consider installing a filtration system on the S-315 air intake to the ventilation system to reduce dust 
accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels that may reduce reliability of safety systems such as Oil 
Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

42. Consider adding cameras to the following locations: 1) AFFF Retention Tank area to increase the 
likelihood of observing an overfill at AFFF Retention Tank, 2) between upper portion of Harbor 
Tunnel and lower portion of Harbor Tunnel to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill of 
Harbor Tunnel, and 3) near Adit 3 to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill at TK 311 Slop 
Tank. (Medium Priority)

43. Install a second and independent high level indication and alarm on TK 311 Slop Tank to reduce the 
likelihood of overfilling TK 311 unknowingly. (Medium Priority)

44. Review current practices and operability of TK 311 Slop Tank with groundwater treatment 
equipment and personnel adjacent to TK 311 to evaluate the interaction of the two operations and 
modify practices if warranted. (Low Priority)

11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks equipped with overfill protection and reduce 
where appropriate to reduce the quantity of liquid that may be released on overfill. (High Priority)

4. Potential line movement when undetected 
pipeline pressure sag followed by collapse of 
vacuum which creates a transient pressure 
surge. Potential loss of containment at Dresser 
Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to Zone 7 
Sump and/or Main Sump (fuel sumps). 
Potential rapid release of very large quantity of 
ambient flammable liquid to TK 311 Slop Tank. 
Potential increased level in TK 311. Potential to 
overfill TK 311. Potential increased level in 
secondary containment (> 6ft deep, one set of 
stairs in corner, vertical side walls). Potential 
pool fire. Potential release to soil, groundwater 
and/or Halawa stream. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential personnel injury. Potential 
public impact. Potential impact to mission 
capability or unit readiness.

Note: Pumps at Main Sump have a combined 
capacity of ~300 gpm. TK 311 is not equipped 
with pumps to remove level. A vacuum truck is 
brought in when needed to remove level. TK 
311 is in an isolated area not near through 
traffic roads. Inside the containment there are 
no sources of ignition. Isolation valve at the 
tank can be closed outside of containment 
area. At the time of the PHA the area adjacent 
to TK 311 is in use for groundwater treatment.

Flow from Groundwater Sump Pump inside 
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42. Consider adding cameras to the following locations: 1) AFFF Retention Tank area to increase the 
likelihood of observing an overfill at AFFF Retention Tank, 2) between upper portion of Harbor 
Tunnel and lower portion of Harbor Tunnel to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill of 
Harbor Tunnel, and 3) near Adit 3 to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill at TK 311 Slop 
Tank. (Medium Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

and November 20, 2021 incident.

MR 3 B 3

H/S 1 B 1

E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

Specific Operations Order for detecting vacuum and repacking 
the line (new procedure created after September 29, 2021).

PITs used to sense pressure in piping are located several 
miles from Red Hill Tank Gallery and are not currently part of a 
PM program.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 
fire suppression system closes Oil Tight Door using a 
counterweight mechanical system and lower the rails using a 
hydraulic scissor system. Door open or closed is indicated by 
contacts visible to Control Room Operator (CRO). Door 
closure is tested periodically.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) will remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part of a PM program 
to improve reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority)

29. Consider installing a filtration system on the S-315 air intake to the ventilation system to reduce dust 
accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels that may reduce reliability of safety systems such as Oil 
Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

21. Consider equipping all french drains at PRL and RHL with check valve/non-return valve to reduce 
the likelihood of backflow of flammable liquid as a result of loss of containment. (Medium Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

51. Consider designing a system to separate oil and water to reduce the likelihood of discharging 
flammable liquid to environment from Adit 3 Groundwater Sump. (Medium Priority)

52. Provide means to remove contamination from water supply. (High Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

6. Potential line movement when undetected 
pipeline pressure sag followed by collapse of 
vacuum which creates a transient pressure 
surge. Potential loss of containment at Dresser 
Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to Water 
Shaft, Adit 3 Ground Water Sump and/or Septic 
Sump. Potential personnel hazard 
(asphyxiation). Potential fire/explosion. 
Potential release to soil and/or groundwater. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
readiness.

Consistent with May 6, 2021 incident and 
November 20, 2021 incident.

MR 3 B 3

H/S 1 B 1

E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

Specific Operations Order for detecting vacuum and repacking 
the line (new procedure created after September 29, 2021).

PITs used to sense pressure in piping are located several 
miles from Red Hill Tank Gallery and are not currently part of a 
PM program.

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

7. Potential line movement when undetected 
pipeline pressure sag followed by collapse of 
vacuum which creates a transient pressure 
surge. Potential loss of containment at Dresser 
Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to Harbor 
Tunnel. Potential personnel hazard 
(asphyxiation). Potential fire/explosion. 
Potential release to soil, groundwater, and/or 
Pearl Harbor waterways. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential personnel 
injury. Potential public impact. Potential impact 
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H/S 2 B 2

E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

Each of the five AFFF Sumps contain four pumps intended for 
staggered start (local level switch) to pump to AFFF Retention 
Tank. The AFFF Sump pumps were recently added to a PM 
schedule.

new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

45. Ensure run status indication on all pumps inside all AFFF Sumps (20 pumps) is integrated with the 
AFHE SCADA to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel and/or AFFF. (High 
Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

47. Evaluate the design of the 14" AFFF discharge line piping on the discharge of 20 AFFF Sumps 
pumps as part of the current project to upgrade PVC to CS. The PHA Team is concerned about 1) 
the volume flow and separately, 2) line slope or configuration to trap liquid in retention line, and 3) 
lack of damage control isolation in long-run of piping. (High Priority)

48. Evaluate the maintainability of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for reliability needed. (High 
Priority)

49. Train all affected personnel on the design, intent, and operation of the AFFF System, including 
refresher training. (High Priority)

50. Consider equipping AFFF Retention Tank with reliable level indication and level alarm to alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to presence of level in AFFF Retention Tank. (Medium Priority)

42. Consider adding cameras to the following locations: 1) AFFF Retention Tank area to increase the 
likelihood of observing an overfill at AFFF Retention Tank, 2) between upper portion of Harbor 
Tunnel and lower portion of Harbor Tunnel to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill of 
Harbor Tunnel, and 3) near Adit 3 to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill at TK 311 Slop 
Tank. (Medium Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

vacuum which creates a transient pressure 
surge. Potential loss of containment at Dresser 
Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to AFFF 
Sump (typical of five). Potential to pump 
ambient flammable liquid to AFFF Retention 
Tank. Potential to overfill AFFF Retention Tank. 
Potential to introduce ambient flammable liquid 
to secondary containment (sloped sides). 
Potential ambient flammable liquid carryover to 
GAC and Halawa stream. Potential pool fire. 
Potential release to soil, groundwater and/or 
Halawa stream. Potential environmental 
impact. Potential personnel injury. Potential 
public impact. Potential impact to mission 
capability or unit readiness.

Note: AFFF System Project was completed in 
2019. The AFFF Retention Tank has a capacity 
of 153,000 gal. and was sized to hold 20 
minutes of fire fighting foam and water plus 
80,000 gal. of fuel from a leak. The AFFF 
system is currently made of PVC and CS. 
There is currently only local level indication in 
the five AFFF Sumps. There is currently no 
level indication on the AFFF Retention Tank. At 
the time of the PHA, the motors to the pumps 
from AFFF Sumps were LOTO to reduce the 
likelihood of autostart. Currently, the AFFF 
System is contractually maintained by a 
company responsible for multiple JBPHH 
entities.

Consequence similar to May 6, 2021 incident 
and November 20, 2021 incident.

MR 3 B 3

H/S 1 B 1

E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 
fire suppression system closes Oil Tight Door using a 
counterweight mechanical system and lower the rails using a 
hydraulic scissor system. Door open or closed is indicated by 
contacts visible to Control Room Operator (CRO). Door 
closure is tested periodically.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 

8. Potential line movement when undetected 
pipeline pressure sag followed by collapse of 
vacuum which creates a transient pressure 
surge. Potential loss of containment at Dresser 
Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to Water 
Shaft, Adit 3 Ground Water Sump and/or Septic 
Sump. Potential personnel hazard 
(asphyxiation). Potential fire/explosion. 
Potential release to soil and/or groundwater. 
Potential environmental impact. Potential 
personnel injury. Potential public impact. 
Potential impact to mission capability or unit 
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PHA Worksheets Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam (JBPHH) PHA
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Node:  12. Non-routine Operations: Defueling Red Hill (completely)  includes transfer to other locations and/or loading ships/barges
Drawings:  

Deviation Cause Consequence CAT Risk Matrix
C L RR Safeguards PHA Recommendation Comments

included in scheduled PM program. level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) will remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part of a PM program 
to improve reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority)

29. Consider installing a filtration system on the S-315 air intake to the ventilation system to reduce dust 
accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels that may reduce reliability of safety systems such as Oil 
Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

21. Consider equipping all french drains at PRL and RHL with check valve/non-return valve to reduce 
the likelihood of backflow of flammable liquid as a result of loss of containment. (Medium Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

51. Consider designing a system to separate oil and water to reduce the likelihood of discharging 
flammable liquid to environment from Adit 3 Groundwater Sump. (Medium Priority)

31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as warranted. (High Priority)

readiness.

Consistent with May 6, 2021 incident and 
November 20, 2021 incident.

MR 3 B 3

H/S 1 B 1

E 1 B 1

P 1 B 1

Rover Checklist requires walking the line during offloading, 
loading, and any fuel transfers. Rover alerts Control Room 
Operator (CRO) of abnormal conditions and CRO can initiate 
emergency shutdown procedures. Rover Checklists are 
maintained for at least 3 years.

High level in sump adjacent to the Oil Tight Door or initiation of 
fire suppression system closes Oil Tight Door using a 
counterweight mechanical system and lower the rails using a 
hydraulic scissor system. Door open or closed is indicated by 
contacts visible to Control Room Operator (CRO). Door 
closure is tested periodically.

Camera coverage in Lower Access Tunnel. Cameras are 
included in scheduled PM program.

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hill Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each side of sectional 
valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure 
new and existing PITs are in scheduled PM program for improved reliability of critical instrumentation. 
(High Priority)

26. Consider utilization of Product Interface Detector to supplement detection of the presence of 
vacuum/lack of fluid in pipeline. (Medium Priority)

27. If possible, add a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve prior to defueling to reduce 
the likelihood of sudden opening of large valve and resultant surge. Add equalization lines across 
both main fuel valves after defueling prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank sluicing when sizing 
equalization line. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without level indication, with 
level alarm high and pump run status instrumentation and ensure instrumentation is in a scheduled 
PM system using certified and calibrated test equipment. Consider modeling automated action of 
high level alarm to be similar to Red Hill Main Sump. (High Priority)

28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) will remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part of a PM program 
to improve reliability of closure on demand. (High Priority)

29. Consider installing a filtration system on the S-315 air intake to the ventilation system to reduce dust 
accumulation in Upper and Lower Tunnels that may reduce reliability of safety systems such as Oil 
Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

21. Consider equipping all french drains at PRL and RHL with check valve/non-return valve to reduce 
the likelihood of backflow of flammable liquid as a result of loss of containment. (Medium Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump, Adit 3 Septic 
Sump, Harbor Tunnel Sump, and Adit 1 Sump) a with fuel or oil detection instrumentation and alert 
Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel. (Medium Priority)

42. Consider adding cameras to the following locations: 1) AFFF Retention Tank area to increase the 
likelihood of observing an overfill at AFFF Retention Tank, 2) between upper portion of Harbor 
Tunnel and lower portion of Harbor Tunnel to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill of 
Harbor Tunnel, and 3) near Adit 3 to increase the likelihood of observing an overfill at TK 311 Slop 
Tank. (Medium Priority)

9. Potential line movement when undetected 
pipeline pressure sag followed by collapse of 
vacuum which creates a transient pressure 
surge. Potential loss of containment at Dresser 
Coupling in Red Hill Tank Gallery. Potential to 
introduce ambient flammable liquid to Harbor 
Tunnel. Potential personnel hazard 
(asphyxiation). Potential fire/explosion. 
Potential release to soil, groundwater, and/or 
Pearl Harbor waterways. Potential 
environmental impact. Potential personnel 
injury. Potential public impact. Potential impact 
to mission capability or unit readiness.

(b)(3)(A)
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Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam (JBPHH) PHA

Revision: 2.0 Page 1 of 5 Printed On:  3/21/2022

Human Factors Checklist
Observation PHA Recommendation

1. Signs included signs for heavy doors, hearing protection areas, tunnel signs 
for awareness of location, access and egress points.

1. Barriers were observed where Tank Clean Inspection and Repairs were 
being performed, and at the GAC water reclamation site. 

1. Tunnels, UTF, Control Room observed and all are clean and orderly.

1. Noise is at a tolerable level. Signs are posted at hearing protection required 
areas.

1. Audible fire and emergency alarms are in place.

1. Lighting was generally good in the Harbor and Lower Tunnel and Tank 
Gallery.

1. Backup power is available via diesel generator.

1. The general environment was clean, barriers were erected for maintenance 
and special projects. Lighting was adequate. It was generally conducive to 
safe job performance.

103. Consider requirement for flame retardant clothing while working in hydrocarbon environment. (High Priority)1. Hard hats were available at entrances to tunnels. Flame retardant clothing is 
not required in the tunnels.

1. Spill kits were available throughout tunnels and were readily accessible.

1. Alarm system was located throughout the tunnel system for emergency 
communication. Strobes and speakers are placed incrementally throughout 
the tunnels. There are pull alarms and phones at some points. Operators 
communicate by radio and telephone.

1. Specialty jobs are contracted and contractors have specialty tools.

1. Workers were observed inside the tank 18 cleaning job and appeared to 
have adequate space. Some workers were on a hoist platform and could 
freely move while on the platform. Clearances within tunnels appear 
adequate for posture and space to move freely while working.

57. Consider installing small platform in lieu of portable ladders for safer access to HPB for each of the three 
products OR relocate HPB to ground level. Hard pipe the discharge of the HPB to Main Sump. Ensure the end of 
the discharge piping is visible to person(s) performing task. (Low Priority)

58. Perform Job Safety Analysis (JSA) on high-risk tasks to address human factors and PPE requirements. (Medium 
Priority)

1. Based on observations of manual valves they appear to be accessible. 
Venting the vacuum from the end of the line in Red Hill Tank Gallery is by 
ladder. 2 people are used for the job. One throttles the valve to repack the 
line and one vents the line.

104. Consider installing emergency PPE throughout the facility. (High Priority)1. Emergency Operations with restricted egress could pose an unsafe 
condition.

1. Valves were observed to be easily accessible and adjustable including chain 
operated valves as needed.

1. Piping, tanks, pumps, valves, equipment were labeled. 

1. We observed valves associated with procedures including tank skin valves, 
tank DBB valves sectional valves, and T valves which were all labeled.
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Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam (JBPHH) PHA
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Observation PHA Recommendation

1. Tunnels contain signs showing location and nearest egress point. Egress 
points are labeled.

1. Lines and tanks are labeled with the fuel content type. Spill equipment and 
water treating equipment were also labeled.

1. Alarms are displayed on the control panel. Alarm summary shows 
acknowledged and unacknowledged alarms.

1. There are 4 quadrants on two display screens from which the CRO can 
choose which 4 views he wants to see.

1. There are 2 Control Room Operator screens adequately visible to the 2 
Control Room Operators.

1. Each display has quadrant 1,2,3, 4 and have consistent information 
available.

3. Consider installing local ESD on refueling piers and docks at PRL Ensure ESD actions are consistent with Coast 
Guard requirements and do not create additional hazards. (Medium Priority)

4. If additional safeguards are warranted, design and install automation to safely shutdown refueling piers and docks 
at PRL in event of emergency or loss of containment, including isolation of sectional valves to minimize quantity of 
loss of containment. (High Priority)

5. Consider equipping UGPH,  Pumphouse, Lower Yard Tunnel (LYT), Harbor Tunnel  Surge Tank Tunnel, 
Upper Access Tunnel, Lower Access Tunnel, and enclosed valve stations/chambers (   with LEL or 
fuel or oil detection and alarm instrumentation and evaluate automated ESD and/or initiation of Aqueous Film 
Forming Foam (AFFF) Fire Suppression System. (Medium Priority)

66. Design and install interlock and permissive systems for all fuel movements to/from RHL and UGPH, to reduce the 
likelihood of human error of sequencing valves during lineup. Design should consider use of the manual clutch to 
bypass MOV operation. (High Priority)

Some action is already underway as the result of AB&A Root Cause Analysis into the May 6, 2021 Mishap.

1. Tank high levels on process tanks provide automatic shutdown of pumps. 
Non process tanks (slop and AFFF) do not currently have automation. 

1. Sump at Oil Tight Door triggers Oil Tight Door to close. 

1. Alarm summary consists of critical alarms only.

1. Alarms are distinguished as critical and control and CRO only sees critical 
alarms.

1. Alarm summary is a permanent display.

1. Operators did not indicate they receive nuisance alarms. Alarm management 
cleanup in the last couple of years has improved operator response to alarm 
reliability. They indicated acknowledging the alarms was not overly 
burdensome.

1. Operators perform a calculation to determine how much sent to each ship 
using tank levels before and after the loading. Strapping charts for all tanks 
are programmed in AFHE.

1. Calculations are checked by the second CRO, the supervisor, and 
accounting.

1. Predetermined, acceptable ranges are programmed into AFHE. For transfer 
sheets, calculations are performed by hand.

95. Consider adding additional AFHE workstations and larger monitors to accomplish need for visibility of more 
quadrants simultaneously. (Medium Priority)

1. Tank levels and pressures are shown. Valve alignments and valves 
open/closed are shown. The entire process is shown on the display.
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Observation PHA Recommendation
the number of operations increased and that requires written approval for SIMOPS by appropriate level of 
management. (High Priority)

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency operations, develop 
written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be field verified by two individuals, in 
order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and refresher training should address both what and 
why. Ensure operating procedures, training materials, and training records are part of document control system. 
(High Priority) This recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

1. Standing Orders Fuel Transfers became a priority in 2021. They are not clear 
regarding emergency operations and regarding end of the fuel transfer 
(closing the valves). 

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency operations, develop 
written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be field verified by two individuals, in 
order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and refresher training should address both what and 
why. Ensure operating procedures, training materials, and training records are part of document control system. 
(High Priority) This recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

1. Standing Orders are adjusted for each fuel transfer. They are sometimes 
adjusted on the day of the fuel transfer if the operator notices that a change 
is needed per operator interview on Feb 16.

Standing Orders are not detailed enough regarding emergency shutdown 
and also for certain steps of operation. For example tank to tank transfer 
says Realign valves meaning close the valves. Evolution 3 Order from May 6 
RCA.

Last step says return F76 system to its standard configuration. Repack from 
UTF 54 to Hotel Piers.

Procedures do not address PPE.

Safety Plan is too generic and needs to be more specific. “Remain calm in an 
emergency”, “Be aware of strange sounds and smells”, “Do not become 
distracted”. These statements are not specific to any hazard.

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency operations, develop 
written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be field verified by two individuals, in 
order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and refresher training should address both what and 
why. Ensure operating procedures, training materials, and training records are part of document control system. 
(High Priority) This recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

1. No there is not a standard template or method to incorporate notes as 
revisions into the Standing Orders.

1. There is an operator training and progression program in place. The program 
is in its early stages.

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency operations, develop 
written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be field verified by two individuals, in 
order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and refresher training should address both what and 
why. Ensure operating procedures, training materials, and training records are part of document control system. 
(High Priority) This recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

1. According to the FRP Fuels employees receive initial training on their 
emergency response programs.

1. CROs go through annual AFHE refresher training. Fuels Distributions 
System workers do no undergo refresher training.

1. No formal program

108. Implement Management of Change Program. (High Priority)1. There is no systematic training on changes. 

1. There is not a near miss reporting system in place.

109. Develop Incident Investigation Program that includes Incident Investigation techniques and near miss reporting 
and investigation, and sharing of lessons. (High Priority)

1. There is not a near miss reporting system in place.

1. To increase the reliability of operator response to normal, return to service, and emergency operations, develop 1. There is not a clear procedure for emergency shutdown regarding the order 
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Observation PHA Recommendation
written procedures detailing operator actions including which steps should be field verified by two individuals, in 
order to reduce the likelihood of loss of containment. Training and refresher training should address both what and 
why. Ensure operating procedures, training materials, and training records are part of document control system. 
(High Priority) This recommendation aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent 
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

of shutting down in an emergency.
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Facility Siting Checklist
Observation PHA Recommendation

110. Implement a tunnel sign-in/sign-out process to be able to account for all personnel within the tunnel at any time. (Medium Priority)

111. Require guides and all groups to have at least one form of emergency communication – likely a radio. (Medium Priority)

112. Post signs periodically indicating the distance to the nearest emergency phone and instructions to dial “99” then “911”. (Medium Priority)

113. Locating and tracking people is crucial for underground working conditions. Traditional technologies such as GPS and WiFi tracking do not work 
underground. Consider implementation of a system designed to locate and track personnel while in the tunnel. (Low Priority)

114. Consider requiring SCBA, emergency air packs, installing SCBA station(s) or breathing airline throughout tunnel. (Medium Priority)

1. Due to the uniqueness of this facility and 
the fact that much of it is underground, 
emergency egress poses a serious risk. 
The Harbor Tunnel is approximately 2.5 
miles long with few entrances/exits. 
There is a potential for personnel to be 
more than a mile from an exit.

Although tunnel access is controlled, 
there did not appear to be a personnel 
accountability procedure. There is no 
sign-in required so personnel 
accountability would not be available 
during an emergency. Additionally, it did 
not appear that emergency radios are 
required for visitors accompanied by a 
guide.

There are land-line telephones placed 
periodically throughout the tunnel, but in 
order to reach an outside line, “99” has to 
be dialed first and this was not clearly 
posted.

1. Within the aboveground facility, there is 
no issue with access. There was no 
evidence of typical emergency vehicles 
being able to access the tunnels.

1. Yes, however due to the strategic 
mission of Red Hill, the inventory of fuel 
is set by the Navy.

1. Yes, however, the location of Red Hill 
was not determined based on this 
criteria. The Navy located Red Hill to 
protect strategic fuel reserves.

1. Yes, control panels are located at each 
pump in the UGPH.

1. Yes, if the situation requires it, CROs are 
able to safely open circuit breakers.

1. No.

1. Control Room was constructed prior to 
the existence of any acceptable criteria.

115. Consider reinforcing the window/wall facing the UGPH. (High Priority)

116. Consider providing appropriate PPE, for example bunker gear, and safeguards to allow CROs ample time to escape the area during an 
emergency. (High Priority)

117. Consider relocation of the control room from the UGPH to the back control room located in the Fuels Distribution Building. (Low Priority)

1. The control room is not blast proof and 
has been fitted with windows facing the 
UGPH. In the event of an explosion 
and/or jet fire, the CROs would be at risk.
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Observation PHA Recommendation

115. Consider reinforcing the window/wall facing the UGPH. (High Priority)

116. Consider providing appropriate PPE, for example bunker gear, and safeguards to allow CROs ample time to escape the area during an 
emergency. (High Priority)

117. Consider relocation of the control room from the UGPH to the back control room located in the Fuels Distribution Building. (Low Priority)

1. The control room is not blast proof and 
has been fitted with windows facing the 
UGPH. In the event of an explosion 
and/or jet fire, the CROs would be at risk.

1. Exit from the control room appears to be 
adequate.

1. There are no vessels within the UGPH.

116. Consider providing appropriate PPE, for example bunker gear, and safeguards to allow CROs ample time to escape the area during an 
emergency. (High Priority)

115. Consider reinforcing the window/wall facing the UGPH. (High Priority)

117. Consider relocation of the control room from the UGPH to the back control room located in the Fuels Distribution Building. (Low Priority)

1. No, in the event of an explosion, it is 
likely the window/wall may be 
compromised resulting in damage to the 
PLC and other control room equipment, 
not to mention the CROs.

5. Consider equipping UGPH,  Pumphouse, Lower Yard Tunnel (LYT), Harbor Tunnel, Surge Tank Tunnel, Upper Access Tunnel, Lower Access 
Tunnel, and enclosed valve stations/chambers  with LEL or fuel or oil detection and alarm instrumentation and evaluate automated 
ESD and/or initiation of Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) Fire Suppression System. (Medium Priority)

1. Flammable vapors could collect in the 
UPGH.

1. Yes.

1. Yes.

1. It is unclear if a positive pressure is 
maintained in the control room, but 
ventilation appears to be adequate to 
prevent an accumulation of hazardous 
vapors.

1. Control room is located completely 
underground and falling structures are 
not an issue.

1. Yes.

1. Access for emergency vehicles isn’t a 
problem in the aboveground facility. Red 
Hill and the tunnels are not accessible to 
typical emergency vehicles.

1. Yes.

1. There are no vessels that pose a risk to 
personnel.

1. Yes, both the Red Hill Tank Gallery and 
the UTF are sloped away from the tanks.

1. Yes, to the extent practicable. But, there 
are sumps within the Red Hill Tank 
Gallery and tunnels that are designed to 
route hydrocarbons to storage and 
flammable vapors could collect in these 
sumps. However, ventilation with the 
underground facility would likely prevent 
accumulation of these vapors.
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Observation PHA Recommendation
1. Yes.

1. Yes.

1. Yes, several sumps and dikes were 
observed and were equipped with stairs 
and ramps for access.

118. Review the need for emergency stations (safety shower and eye wash) and first aid stations throughout the facility in proximity to fuel piping. 
(Low Priority)

1. There are very few emergency stations. 
The UGPH safety shower would be 
inaccessible to CROs in the event of a 
UGPH fire.

118. Review the need for emergency stations (safety shower and eye wash) and first aid stations throughout the facility in proximity to fuel piping. 
(Low Priority)

1. There are very few first aid stations.

1. N/A

119. Due to the geographical vastness of this facility, review the need for installing alarms on safety showers and eyewash stations. (Low Priority)1. No.

59. Ensure seals and enclosures necessary to maintain electrical area classification Class 1 Div I are included in PM program. (Medium Priority)

60. Ensure transformers, switch gear, automatic transfer switch (ATS), and other equipment in Switch Gear Room meets requirements of Class 1 Div 
I. (High Priority)

62. Ensure Area Classification boundaries are clearly denoted in written PSI and understood by impacted personnel. (High Priority)

1. See Recommendations.

30. Evaluate the location of electrical room which contains transformer, primary disconnects, and MCC switch gear  
and consider relocation to an area external to tunnel system, similar to  Electrical Room Relocation Project MILCON P-8006. (High Priority)

1. See Recommendations.

1. Yes

120. Implement a formal safe work system, which includes coordination and control of all “intervention” work on the process and references all Life 
Critical standards, such as hot work, confined space, lock-out/tag-out, etc. (High Priority)

1. No, work is conducted within Red Hill 
and the tunnels with little communication 
between the jurisdictional groups.

1. Yes

1. Yes

5. Consider equipping UGPH,  Pumphouse, Lower Yard Tunnel (LYT), Harbor Tunnel, Surge Tank Tunnel, Upper Access Tunnel, Lower Access 
Tunnel, and enclosed valve stations/chambers  with LEL or fuel or oil detection and alarm instrumentation and evaluate automated 
ESD and/or initiation of Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) Fire Suppression System. (Medium Priority)

1. No.

1. Yes, but in an emergency you would not 
want to shutdown the ventilation system 
since it could prevent an accumulation of 
flammable vapors.

(b)(3)(A)
(b)(3)(A)
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ACRONYMS 

AFCEC Air Force Civil Engineer Center 

AFFF Aqueous-film forming foam 

AFHE Automated Fuel Handling Equipment 

AGA American Gas Association 

ANSI American National Standards Institute 

AOE Auxiliary, Oiler, Explosives 

API American Petroleum Institute 

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

AST Aboveground storage tank 

ASTM  American Society for Testing and Materials (formerly)  

ATG Automatic tank gauge 

BMP Best Management Practice 

BOWTS Bilge Oily Wastewater Treatment System 

BS&W Basic Sediment and Water  

CCTV Closed circuit television 

CFR Code of Federal Regulations 

CNIC Commander, Naval Installations Command 

CNRH Commander Navy Region Hawaii 

COMNAVBASEPEARLINST Commander Naval Base Pearl Harbor Instruction 

COMNAVREG Commander, Navy Region 

COMPACFLT Commander, Pacific Fleet 

CMP Centrally Managed Program 

COR Contracting Officer Representative 

COTP Captain of the Port 

CPR Cardiopulmonary resuscitation 

DD Department of Defense (form) 

DESC Defense Energy Support Center (now DLA Energy) 

DFSP Defense Fuel Support Point 

DLA Defense Logistics Agency 

DLAD DLA Directive 

DLAI DLA Instruction 

DLAR DLA Regulation 

DoD Department of Defense 
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DOT Department of Transportation 

DRP Disaster Response Plan 

DS-FE DLA Installation Support for Energy 

DS-FEE DLA Installation Support for Energy – Environmental Division 

DWCF Defense Working Capital Fund 

EEBD Emergency escape breathing device  

EMA Emergency Management Agency 

EPA Environmental Protection Agency 

ESAMS Enterprise Safety Applications Management System 

e-stop Emergency stop (button) 

ETGI Electronic Telemetered Gauging Instrument 

EXWC Engineering and Expeditionary Warfare Center 

FAME Fatty acid methyl ester  

FAMMS Fuels Asset Management Maintenance System 

FDSO Fuel Distribution System Operator 

FDSW Fuel Distribution System Worker 

F&ES Fire and Emergency Services  

FISC Fleet Industrial Supply Center  

FLC Fleet Logistics Center 

FLCPH Fleet Logistics Center Pearl Harbor 

FOD Foreign object debris 

FOILS Fuel Operations Isolation Lock System 

FOR Fuel Oil Reclaimed 

FORFAC Fuel Oil Reclaimed Facility 

FSII Fuel system icing inhibitor 

GOGO Government-owned government-operated 

HAZCOM Hazard communication 

HDPE High density polyethylene 

HFRR High Frequency Reciprocating Rig 

IAW In accordance with 

ICRMP Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan 

ICP Integrated Contingency Plan 

IDLH Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health 

IWDC Industrial Wastewater Discharge Certificate 
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ISGOTT International Safety Guide for Oil Tankers and Terminals 

JBPHH Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam 

JHA Job hazard analysis 

LED Light-emitting diode 

MAOP Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure 

MARPOL International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 

MAWP Maximum Allowable Working Pressure 

MILCON Military Construction 

MIL-STD Military Standard 

MOA Memorandum of Agreement 

MOP Maximum Operating Pressure 

MOV Motor operated valve 

MTR Marine transportation-related 

N/A Not applicable 

NATOPS Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures Standardization 

NAVFAC Naval Facilities Engineering Command 

NAVFACHI Naval Facilities Engineering Command Hawaii 

NAVSUP Naval Supply Systems Command 

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act 

NFIRS National Fire Incident Reporting System 

NFPA National Fire Protection Association 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

NOP Normal Operating Pressure 

NPDES National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 

NPMS National Pipeline Mapping System 

NRC National Response Center 

NSN National Stock Number 

NWGLDE National Work Group on Leak Detection Evaluations 

NWS National Weather Service 

OCIMF Oil Companies International Marine Forum 

OJT On-the-job training 

OMES Operations, Maintenance, Environmental, and Safety (Plan) 

OMSI Operation and Maintenance System Instructions 

OOS Out of service 
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OPA 90 Oil Pollution Act of 1990 

OPNAVINST Chief of Naval Operations Instruction 

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

ORM Other Regulated Material 

OWRO oily water/recovered oil 

OWS Oil/water separator 

PHMSA Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 

PIC Person-in-Charge 

PFD Personal flotation device 

PLC Programmable Logic Controller 

PMP Preventative Maintenance Plan 

POL Petroleum, oil, and lubricants 

PPE Personal protective equipment 

PSV Pressure safety valve 

PTO Power take-off 

QA Quality Assurance 

QAR Quality Assurance Representative 

QI Qualified Individual 

RO Responsible Officer 

RP Recommended Practice 

RSTRENG Remaining strength 

RVP Reid Vapor Pressure  

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

SDS Safety Data Sheet 

SIOATH Source Identification and Ordering Authorization 

SISA Supply Information Systems Analyst 

SITREP Situation Report 

SOP Standard Operating Procedure 

SPCC Spill, Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures (Plan) 

SRM Sustainment, Restoration, and Modernization 

STI Steel Tank Institute 

SWMP Storm Water Management Plan 

TBD To be determined 

TCCOR Tropical Cyclone Conditions of Readiness] Checklists 
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UFGS Unified Facilities Guide Specifications 

UFC Unified Facilities Criteria 

UFM Unscheduled Fuel Movement 

UGPH Underground Pump House 

USACE United States Army Corps of Engineers 

USGS United States Geological Survey 

UST Underground storage tank 

VC Valve Chamber 

VS Valve Station 

WFM Water Fuels Maintenance 

YON Yard Oiler Non-self-powered 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Risktec Solutions (Risktec) appreciates the opportunity to be of service to Simpson, Gumpertz and Heger (SGH) to 
provide an operational readiness assessment, including a process hazard analysis, of the Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam 
Defense Fuel Supply Point (DFSP) for the US Navy.   
Following a series of events starting May 6, 2021, through November 28, 2021, the State of Hawaii issued an executive 
order (EO) to, among other things, within thirty days of receipt of this EO:  

 Submit work plans and implementation schedules, prepared by a qualified independent third party approved by 
the department,  

o to assess the Facility operations and system integrity to safely defuel the Bulk Fuel Storage Tanks;   
o to assess operations and system integrity of the Facility to determine design and operational deficiencies 

that may impact the environment and develop recommendations for corrective action; and   
 Upon the Department’s approval of the assessments, work plans, and implementation schedules, conduct 

necessary repairs and make necessary changes in operations to address any deficiencies identified in the 
assessment and work plan. Corrective actions shall be performed as expeditiously as possible.  

Risktec reviewed operational practices to assess the state of ongoing operations at Red Hill and Pearl Harbor. Facility 
systems integrity was evaluated to determine potential impacts to the environment, personnel health and safety, the 
public, and mission readiness.  Assessments were conducted for defueling Red Hill and for ongoing operations at Pearl 
Harbor and Red Hill. 
The assessment was conducted onsite.  Methodology included completing the Occupational Health and Safety 
Administration (OSHA) Process Safety Management of Highly Hazardous Chemicals (29 CFR 1910.119) Audit Checklist 
and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Spill Prevention Countermeasures and Controls (SPCC, 40 CFR 112)) 
Field Inspection and Plan Review Checklist.  These checklists are used by OSHA, EPA, and facilities to audit their PSM 
and SPCC programs against regulations and best practices.   
PSM and SPCC are two U.S. regulatory programs that are commonly in place at large marine bulk terminals.  Regardless 
of regulatory applicability, these programs represent good industry practices and are also applied outside the United 
States through Risk Based Process Safety (RBPS) programs and through strong spill management and containment 
programs. 
A Hazard and Operability Study (HAZOP) was also performed to assess the operational risks associated with both 
defueling Red Hill and for ongoing operations at Red Hill and Pearl Harbor.  The HAZOP is a baseline operational risk 
assessment for the facility and can be used to manage operational risks within a management system for continual 
improvement.  The results of the HAZOP were reported in a separate report. 
In addition to general recommendations made in this report, the HAZOP Team made recommendations in a separate 
PHA report, which are included here for completeness, for: 

 Safely Defueling Red Hill (Section 4.1.1); 
 Ongoing Operations at Red Hill (Section 4.1.2); and 
 Ongoing Operations (Not Including Red Hill) at Pearl Harbor DFSP (Section 4.1.3). 

Additional recommendations for Operational Readiness are shown in Section 4.2.   
A proposed high level implementation plan is shown in Section 5. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Risktec Solutions (Risktec) was subcontracted by Simpson, Gumpertz and Heger (SGH) to provide an operational 
readiness assessment, including a process hazard analysis, of the Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam Defense Fuel 
Supply Point (DFSP) for the US Navy.  This report presents the findings from this assessment. 

1.1 Background 
The Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility (RHBFSF) site is located approximately 2.5 miles northeast of Pearl Harbor 
on the island of Oahu in Hawaii. The facility lies along the western edge of the Koolau Range and is situated on 
a topographic ridge that divides the Halawa Valley and the Moanalua Valley. The site is bordered to the south 
by the Salt Lake volcanic crater and occupies approximately 144 acres of land. The surface topography varies 
from approximately 200 feet to 500 feet above mean sea level. 
The facility consists of twenty 12.5-million-gallon underground storage tanks (UST) constructed in the early 
1940s. Currently, two USTs are permanently out of service (TK 101 and TK 119). The facility currently stores Jet 
Propulsion Fuel No. 5 (JP-5), Jet Propulsion Fuel No. 8 (JP-8), and marine diesel (F-76). Historic fuel storage has 
included diesel oil, Navy Special Fuel Oil, Navy distillate, F-76, aviation gas, motor gas, JP-5, and JP-8. 
There have been several prior petroleum, oil, and lubrication releases at the site and numerous environmental 
activities/studies performed for various reasons, including pipe and tank testing, release response, tank 
monitoring, long-term monitoring, and removal actions. 
In January 2014, up to 27,000 gallons of JP-8 was released from tank TK 105, which was being re-filled after 
having undergone inspections and repair. As a result of the fuel release from tank TK 105 at the RHBFSF in 
January 2014, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Hawaii Department of Health (DOH) 
brought an enforcement action against the Navy and the Defense Logistics Agency to address past fuel releases 
and minimize the likelihood and impact of future releases. 
Following a series of events starting May 6, 2021, through November 28, 2021, the State of Hawaii issued an 
executive order (EO) to: 

1. Immediately suspend operations including, but not limited to, fuel transfers at the Bulk Fuel Storage 
Tanks at the Facility. Respondent shall, however, maintain environmental controls, release detection 
and release response protocols, and compliance with applicable regulations. 

2. Take immediate steps to install a drinking water treatment system or systems at Red Hill Shaft to ensure 
distribution of drinking water conforms to the standards prescribed by the Safe Drinking Water Act and 
applicable regulations and minimize movement of the contaminant plume(s). The treatment system(s) 
shall be reviewed and approved by the Department prior to installation and shall be installed as 
expeditiously as practicable. 

3. Within thirty days of receipt of this EO, submit a work plan and implementation schedule, prepared by 
a qualified independent third party approved by the department, to assess the Facility operations and 
system integrity to safely defuel the Bulk Fuel Storage Tanks. Upon the Department’s approval of the 
assessment, work plan, and implementation schedule, conduct necessary repairs and make necessary 
changes in operations to address any deficiencies identified in the assessment and work plan. Corrective 
actions shall be performed as expeditiously as possible. 

4. Within thirty days of completion of required corrective actions under Item 3, defuel the Bulk Fuel Storage 
Tanks at the Facility. Any refueling shall be subject to a determination by the Department that it is 
protective of human health and the environment. 

5. Within thirty days of receipt of this EO, submit a work plan and implementation schedule prepared by a 
qualified independent third party approved by the Department to assess operations and system integrity 
of the Facility to determine design and operational deficiencies that may impact the environment and 
develop recommendations for corrective action. Submit the assessment, proposed work, and 
recommendations for corrective action to the Department with an implementation schedule. Upon the 
Department’s approval, perform work and implement corrective actions. Corrective actions shall be 
performed as expeditiously as possible. 
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1.2 Objectives 
The objective of the project is to address Actions 3 and 5 from the EO above.  Specifically, conduct operational 
readiness assessment to identify facility systems integrity risks that may impact the environment and to identify 
corrective actions to address any deficiencies.  This includes the following: 

• Assess the Facility operations and system integrity to safely defuel the Bulk Fuel Storage Tanks. 
• Assess operations and system integrity of the Facility to determine design and operational deficiencies 

that may impact the environment and develop recommendations for corrective action. 

1.3 Scope 
In addition to the specific actions required by the EO for RHBFSF, the team reviewed operational practices to 
assess the state of ongoing operations at Red Hill and Pearl Harbor. Facility systems integrity was evaluated to 
determine potential impacts to the environment, personnel health and safety, the public, and mission readiness.  
Assessments were conducted for defueling Red Hill and for ongoing operations at Pearl Harbor and Red Hill. 

1.4 Assessment Team 
The Risktec Assessment Team consisted of the following individuals: 

•  PE, Principal Consultant II; 
•  Principal Consultant II; 
•  Principal Consultant II; 
•  PE, PHA Facilitator and Technical Director; and 
•  PHA Scribe. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
The assessment was conducted onsite.  Methodology included completing the Occupational Health and Safety 
Administration (OSHA) Process Safety Management of Highly Hazardous Chemicals (29 CFR 1910.119) Audit 
Checklist and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Spill Prevention Countermeasures and Controls (SPCC, 
40 CFR 112)) Field Inspection and Plan Review Checklist.  These checklists are used by OSHA, EPA, and facilities 
to audit their PSM and SPCC programs against regulations and best practices.   
PSM and SPCC are two U.S. regulatory programs that are commonly in place at large marine bulk terminals.  
Regardless of regulatory applicability, these programs represent good industry practices and are also applied 
outside the United States through Risk Based Process Safety (RBPS) programs and through strong spill 
management and containment programs. 
A Hazard and Operability Study (HAZOP) was performed to assess the operational risks associated with both 
defueling Red Hill and for ongoing operations at Red Hill and Pearl Harbor.  The HAZOP is a baseline operational 
risk assessment for the facility and can be used to manage operational risks within a management system for 
continual improvement.   
The reviews resulted in evaluations of systems integrity and potential impacts to the environment, health and 
safety, the public, and mission readiness. 
A list of acronyms is included in Appendix A and definitions are included in Appendix B. 

2.1 Documentation Review 
The review of documentation consisted of: 

• Organizing all procedures, plans and evidence provided by the client; 
• Requesting additional procedures, plans and documents; 
• Reviewing each procedure and document and recording concerns; and 
• Generating recommendations. 
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3 OPERATIONAL READINESS ANALYSIS 
3.1 General Overview 

In conducting the Operational Readiness Assessment, the Risktec team included information from the HAZOP, 
the PSM and SPCC checklists, interviews, and field validations, in order to assess the facility’s risks and make 
recommendations for defueling Red Hill and for ongoing operations at Pearl Harbor and Red Hill. 
Although Risktec concurs with the facility’s determination that the OSHA PSM regulation does not apply to the 
facility for various reasons (not documented in this report), it is recommended that a “risk-based process safety 
management system” be implemented to reduce the likelihood of releases, quickly detect those releases, and 
mitigate the impact of releases.  This type of management system has been proven throughout industry to not 
only reduce releases, but to favorably impact bottom line results.  A model management system already exists 
for Navy facilities and is described in depth in the Navy Safety and Occupational Health Manual, OPNAV M-
5100.23.  Although this document doesn’t specifically address process safety, much can be leveraged to develop 
a risk-based process safety management system. 
A management system framework will allow the NAVSUP Fuels group to effectively manage the operations at 
Red Hill and Pearl Harbor going forward.  In facilities not applicable to OSHA’s Process Safety Management 
Program, the industry best practice is the implementation of a Risk Based Process Safety management system.  
A Risk Based Process Safety (RBPS) management system allows the facility to identify risks, implement programs 
to address the risks, and continuously improve.  This approach ensures the facility’s programs are suitable for 
the operational, environmental and safety risks at the Pearl Harbor Defense Fuel Supply Point. 
The Risk Based Process Safety approach recognizes that all hazards and risks are not equal; consequently, it 
advocates that more resources should be focused on more significant hazards and higher risks.  
Essential elements of a risk-based management system are shown in Figure 1 below. 

 

 

Figure 1: Risk Based Process Safety Management System 

(Ref: Risk Based Process Safety Overview, Process Safety Overview for Non PSM Facilities) 
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A strong RBPS management system, coupled with strong process safety leadership, is the only way to sustainably 
avoid large and small incidents alike. Loss prevention benefits include: 

 Lives saved and injuries prevented  
 Reduced property damage loss 
 Reduced business interruption loss 
 Reduced fines and litigation costs 
 Reduced regulatory attention 
 Reduced remediation costs 

Operating organizations around the world have learned that when they implement robust process safety 
management systems, their productivity and quality increase while costs decrease.  This can lead to improved 
quality and reduced rework. 

3.1.1 Jurisdictional Overlap 
3.1.1.1 Organizational Structure 

From the facility’s Operation, Maintenance, Environmental and Safety (OMES) Plan, the relationship between the 
various Government agencies and contractors are as follows (see Figure 2 also):  

 The JBPHH owns the fueling infrastructure (e.g., piping, tanks, etc.) and the fuel at the FLC Pearl Harbor.  
 NAVSUP Fleet Logistics Center Pearl Harbor (NAVSUP FLCPH) provides logistics, business and support 

services to fleet, shore and industrial commands of the Navy, Coast Guard and Military Sealift Command 
and other joint and allied forces.  

 The DFSP Pearl Harbor Bulk Terminal is a government‐owned/government‐operated (GOGO) facility that 
is operated and maintained by government civilian personnel.  

 Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam (JBPHH) is the owner of the property. The DFSP Pearl Harbor Bulk 
Terminal is considered to be a tenant on the JBPHH.  

 The Joint Base Security Department provides security and law enforcement to JBPHH.  
The United States Environmental Protection Agency and Hawaii Department of Health made the following 
determination in the 2014 Administrative Order of Consent (AOC):  

 Facility Owner:  NAVY (Commander Navy Region Hawaii)  
 Facility Operators: NAVY (Commander Navy Region Hawaii) 

The DLA’s current organizational structure and complex accountability/responsibility roles has created an 
environment where operational readiness is threatened.  The facility has not kept up with modern industrial 
trends for operational philosophy, technology, or safeguards.  For example, a standard set of piping and 
instrumentation drawings showing all installed equipment, including instrumentation, is not available.  Also, 
Control Room Operators (CROs) must rely on a single PIT to monitor the gravity pressure created by 3.5 miles 
of pipeline and approximately 200 feet of product head from any of the Red Hill tanks.  
In general, most federal and state safety and environmental programs are designed assuming that the facility 
“owner” and facility “operator” are one in the same.  In this configuration, there is no confusion as to who is 
responsible for the safe operation of the facility, and who is authorized to allocate necessary resources to 
maintain that safety. 
Risktec personnel are aware that other DOD Bulk Fuel facilities are managed differently.  For example, instead 
of GOGO, there are government‐owned/contractor‐operated (GOCO) and contractor‐owned/contractor‐operated 
(COCO) arrangements. 
Although strategic fuel management is critical to completion of the mission of the Navy, operating fuel terminals 
is not part of their core competencies.    In order to address operational and maintenance issues created by 
jurisdictional overlap, and to expeditiously restore the mission readiness of the facility, it is recommended to 
evaluate alternative operational arrangements such as Government Owned Contractor Operated (GOCO) or 
Contractor Owned Contractor Operated (COCO). 
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Figure 2: Organizational Overlaps at JBPHH DFSP 

3.2 Hazard and Operability Study 
A Hazard and Operability Study (HAZOP) was performed to assess the operational risks associated with both 
defueling Red Hill and for ongoing operations at Red Hill and Pearl Harbor. The HAZOP is a baseline operational 
risk assessment for the facility and can be used to manage operational risks within a management system for 
continual improvement.  
The HAZOP report documents a Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) for Pearl Harbor and Red Hill Fuel Terminal for 
NAVSUP FLCPH. The review was conducted using the Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) and What-If 
methodologies. The methodologies employed in this study meet the requirements of the Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (OSHA) rule, Process Safety Management of Highly Hazardous Chemicals (29 CFR 
1910.119) and the Environmental Protection Agency’s rule 40 CFR Part 68, Accidental Release Prevention 
Requirements, Risk Management Program Under the Clean Air Act, Section 112(r)(7). 
The PHA was conducted in-person on dates February 7, 2022, through February 11, 2022, and on February 21, 
2022, through February 25, 2022. The PHA Team met for a total of ten (10) days. The PHA was facilitated and 
documented by Risktec with key participation from Navy Supply Fleet Logistics Center Pearl Harbor personnel 
and support personnel. The multidisciplinary team identified process hazards associated with the Pearl Harbor 
& Red Hill Fuel Terminal. The team focused on those process hazards that could lead to significant impact on 
mission readiness, safety or health, public, and/or environment during routine and non-routine operations. 
The PHA Team identified one hundred twenty (120) recommendations for reducing the likelihood and/or severity 
of potential consequences associated with the Pearl Harbor & Red Hill Fuel Terminal.  Those recommendations 
are prioritized and segregated by affected facility in the tables included in Section 4. 
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3.3 Operational Readiness 
3.3.1 Employee Participation 

Employee Participation is an element of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (OSHA) PSM 
Standard as well as a good industry practice for managing process safety.  The regulatory language requires 
that: 

 Employers consult with employees, and their representatives, on the development of process hazards 
analyses and on the development of the other elements of process safety management. 

 Employers provide to employees, and their representatives, access to process hazard analyses and to 
all other process safety information. 

3.3.1.1 Observations 
Within the Fuels team, Employee participation opportunities include safety meetings, department meetings, and 
morning operations planning meetings.  Interviews with facility personnel indicated that Safety Councils are 
being formed in 2022. 

3.3.1.2 Opportunities for Improvement 
There were no opportunities identified. 

3.3.2 Process Safety Information/ Process Knowledge Management 
Process Safety Information (PSI) should be compiled before conducting any process hazard analyses. This data 
enables the owner/operator, employees and contractors involved in operating the process to identify and 
understand the hazards posed by those processes involving highly hazardous chemicals. 

3.3.2.1 Observations 
The following process information was observed: 

 Process Flow Diagrams; 
 OMES Manual; and 
 Various uncontrolled documents including pump curves, information on the AFFF system, and other 

uncontrolled engineering documents. 
3.3.2.2 Opportunities for Improvement 

Develop a Process Safety Information (PSI) policy which identifies the necessary PSI, how it will be maintained 
and where it will be stored and who will be responsible.  After implementing a Management of Change Program, 
ensure that documentation is updated or created as needed, and maintained in a document control system.  At 
a minimum, ensure that information includes: 

 Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (maintained “evergreen”); 
 Operating Procedures; 
 Safe Upper and Lower Operating Limits; 
 Materials of Construction; 
 Electrical Diagrams; 
 Electrical Classifications; 
 Relief Systems and Design Basis; and 
 Codes and Standards Employed. 

3.3.3 Process Hazard Analysis/ Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment 
A critical component to process safety and reliability is conducting through detailed hazard analysis and risk 
assessment.  Prior to undertaking this effort, a risk tolerability/acceptance matrix must be developed.  The matrix 
shown below is JBPHH’s current risk matrix.  It is included in each operating order. 
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Figure 3: JBPHH Risk Matrix 

This type of matrix is referred to as a “4 by 4” matrix, in that it includes four rows for consequence and four 
columns for probability.  The matrix is acceptable as is but does not reflect current industry best practice.  
Primarily, it is lacking consequences for environmental and public impacts and probabilities are qualitative, 
instead of quantitative.  Additionally, there are no definitions for the probability terms – “Likely, Probable, May, 
and Unlikely”.  Also, there are no criteria for Risk Levels – “1-Critical, 2-Serious, 3-Moderate, 4-Minor, or 5-
Negligible”.  Although, the Navy Safety and Occupational Health Manual included some information for risk 
assessments, it appeared that this information was not being utilized. 
Figures 4 through 7, below, provide a good example of a “5 by 5” matrix with definitions and requirements for 
all factors. 
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Figure 4: Industry Matrix (5 by 5) 
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Figure 5: Industry Matrix: Consequence Table 

 

 

Figure 6: Industry Matrix: Likelihood Table 
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Figure 7: Industry Matrix: Risk Ratings and Actions 

3.3.3.1 Observations 
JBPHH performed the initial Process Hazard Analysis for the JBPHH DFSP in February 2022, resulting in 120 
recommendations.  This was the first round of PHA to be performed and should be continued to be updated 
every five years. 

3.3.3.2 Opportunities for Improvement 
Consider repeating/revalidating the Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) every 5 years to assess the hazards 
introduced by implementing changes to the process.  The next PHA would be due in 2027. 
Develop a policy and schedule for PHA completion that includes techniques and methods to be used, personnel 
to include and information to be reviewed.  Include a requirement for all major projects to include a PHA as part 
of the project design. 
Evaluate JBPHH risk matrix to include expanded consequences for Environmental and Public Impact.   

3.3.4 Operating Procedures 
OSHA PSM requires written operating procedures to provide clear instructions for safely conducting activities 
involved in operating processes and to develop and implement safe work practices to control hazards during 
operations of covered processes.  Operating procedures are required for all operating phases including: 

 Initial startup 
 Normal operations 
 Temporary operations 
 Emergency shutdown 
 Emergency operations 
 Normal shutdown 
 Startup following a turnaround or after an emergency shutdown 
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3.3.4.1 Observations 
The OMES Manual contains Operating Procedures which are top-level documents explaining work processes for 
Red Hill and Pearl Harbor DFSP.  Beneath the OMES Procedures there are Operations Orders (Figure 8), second-
level documents, which explain detailed step by step instructions for carrying out work.  Per the OMES manual, 
“The Operations Orders are specific written orders to complete a task or operation. These orders include the 
delivery of fuel, repair and/or installation of equipment, etc. The order describes the “who, what, where, when 
and why” of a specific operation.   

 

Figure 8: Operations Orders are contained in the OMES 

All operations orders are incorporated into the DFSP Pearl Harbor Bulk Terminal Fuels Asset Management and 
Maintenance System (FAMMS) computer program. The FAMMS program is designed to provide most of the 
pertinent details needed by the operators.  

Two types of Operations Orders are used by the DFSP: Specific Operation Orders and Recurring Operation 
Orders.   Most of the Operations Orders were developed and implemented following the May 6, 2021, incident. 

Specific Operation Orders are used for the following operations and functions:  

 Receipts and issues to or from ships and other watercraft 
 Commercial pipeline operations 
 Tank-to-tank transfers 
 Issues to tank trucks (occurring at one time) 

Recurring Operation Orders are written for infrequent operations, such as: 

 Small issues at truck load stands, e.g., for calibrations of meters  
 Loading multiple trucks at the truck fill stand 
 Isolating tanks (e.g., for preventive maintenance) 

Recurring Operations Orders are reviewed each morning and modified to meet the operations for that day’s 
activities.   If the operator discovers that there is an inconsistency with the order, the supervisor approves the 
change and the operator proceeds.  All high-risk activities are signed-off by the Deputy Fuels Director. 

The template for Operations Orders does not contain detailed step by step instructions and other key information 
required to comply with OSHA PSM.   
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Operations orders for the following activities were reviewed: 

 F76 Fuel Line Pressure to Hotel pier for PPSI Pressure Testing 
 Repack F76 Pipeline from Upper Tank Farm Tank 54 to Hotel Piers 1 – 4 
 Loading Commercial JP5 Trucks from UTF TK 55 
 Loading FLC F76 Truck from UTF TK 47 
 Loading FLC JP5 Trucks from UTF TK 55 

Currently, the Fuels department performs simultaneous operations routinely.  At the time of the PHA, 
simultaneous operations must be approved by the Fuels Deputy Director.  The limiting factor is the number of 
available personnel. 

There is no training associated with operations orders.  However, ‘high risk activities’ do have a discussion before 
the order is initiated. 

3.3.4.2 Opportunities for Improvement 
Operating orders (procedures) should be established in writing for each work activity and all operational phases.  
A new procedure template with all industry best practice sections (like health and safety, consequence of 
deviation, etc.) included should be developed.  NOTE: During the HAZOP, a procedure template was provided 
to POND personnel.  Normal operations and emergency operations should be addressed; emergency operations 
should address loss of electricity, building ventilation, fire or explosion.  

Develop Operations Orders that include the following: 

 Ensure that the procedures describe the expected system response, how to determine if a step or task 
has been done properly, and possible consequences associated with errors or omissions.  

 Address safe operating limits and consequences of deviation from safe operating limits.  
 Address limiting conditions for operation. 
 Provide clear, concise instructions with a place for initialling critical steps. 
 Supplement procedures with checklists.  
 Make effective use of pictures and diagrams.  
 Develop written procedures to control temporary or non-routine operations.  
 Interlink related procedures.  
 Validate procedures and verify that actual practice conforms to the intended practice. 
 Signature block with date and approvals 

Ensure Operations Orders are reviewed annually and updated and maintained in a document control system. 

Ensure Operators are trained on the Operations Orders initially and with refresher training every three years. 

Ensure a section of the new procedure template discusses PPE required, the hazards of the fuels and what to 
do if you come in contact with the fuels. 

All operating orders/procedures should be version controlled within a document control system where 
changes/revisions to the documents are managed and to allow for yearly document review. 

As part of a Life Critical Safety Program, the following should be addressed.  Further Life Critical Procedures are 
addressed in the Hot Work Section 3.3.9.   

Develop a formal written procedure implementing a Lock-out/Tag-out (LOTO) process including training on the 
LOTO work permit. 

Develop a formal written procedure implementing a line opening process that address hazards and controls that 
must be in place. 
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Implement an access control process that includes electronic badging into and out of the facility.  This system 
should report real-time accounting for all personnel in the facility.  In lieu of an electronic system, implement a 
sign-in/sign-out process which is controlled by the Control Room Operator (CRO). 

3.3.5 Training/Training and Performance Assurance 
OSHA PSM intends for training to impart knowledge of the process and its hazards, teach skills in performing 
operating procedures including emergency operations and assure that employees understand and adhere to the 
current operating procedures and safe work practices of the process. 

3.3.5.1 Observations 
The basic training curriculum for Pearl Harbor DFSP is located in the ESAMs, My NAVSUP programs, and 
OPNAVINST5100.  At the time of the review, training records indicate that training is completed on-time.  
Supervisors and Work Leaders remind employees when training is behind schedule.  Due to Covid restrictions, 
some specialized training is past due, because in-person training was prohibited.   
Basic safety training is provided to all employees.   
Confined Space training for most operators consists of On-the-Job awareness level training. The Safety Officer 
and other key individuals responsible for Confined Space Entries receive specialized training. 
An Operator Competency-Based Training program is in place.  Control Room Operators and Roving Operators in 
the Fuels department, go through an initial operations-specific training program.  New employees shadow an 
existing operator for approximately 2 months.  During this time of On-the-Job (OTJ) training, the experienced 
operator uses a qualification checklist to mentor the new employee.  Upon completion of the checklist, the new 
employee is interviewed by the Work Leader or the Bulk Fuels Operations Supervisor, who determines if the new 
employee is qualified to work on his own.     
There is no training on routine or non-routine operations orders.  The supervisors and operators discuss high 
risk operations orders before work begins. 
A best practice in industry operator training is a competency-based graduated training continuum.  Training 
programs include a combination of simulators, emergency shutdown and response, OTJ training and computer-
based modules.  Testing includes a passing threshold.  Review boards (comprised of multiple people) review the 
training records and meet to determine qualifications and repeat training requirements. 

3.3.5.2 Opportunities for Improvement 
Implement a formal written program establishing operator initial and refresher training requirements.  Job 
shadowing can be one aspect of this training program, but should not constitute the primary training method.  
Consider operator pre-qualification requirements prior to employment.  Establish a training 
department/coordinator to be responsible for all training activities and consider using a process simulator for 
CRO initial and refresher training.   

 Ensure training programs include initial and refresher training on Safe Work practices for affected 
employees. 

 Ensure Operators are trained to reliably perform their roles including training on Operations Orders and 
formal verification of competency. 

3.3.6 Contractors 
Best practice for contract workers in a marine terminal will ensure that contract workers can perform their jobs 
safely, and that contracted services do not add to or increase facility operational risks.  Pearl Harbor DFSP 
addresses contractor safety expectations in the contract.  Project managers oversee contractors and their safety 
performance.   The US Army Corps of Engineers Safety and Health Requirements Manual EM-385-1-1 (November, 
2014) is used to manage contractor projects; compliance with this manual is a contract requirement.  Under EM-
385, contractors must submit an Accident Prevention Plan (APP) or Project Safety and Occupational Health (SOH) 
Plan for each project.  The EM-385-1-1 references 29 Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) 1910, Occupational 
Safety and Health Standards for General Industry, among other safety and health standards. 
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3.3.6.1 Opportunities for Improvement 
No further opportunities were identified. 

3.3.7 Pre-Startup Safety Review (PSSR) 
A Pre-startup Safety Review is a final check to verify readiness of a process and help to ensure that the process 
is safe to start (if new or modified) or restart (if returning to service after a shutdown). 
A Pre-Startup Safety Review verifies that significant hazards arising from plant or equipment modifications have 
been eliminated or minimized to an acceptable level and ensures that all elements relevant to safe operation 
have been addressed prior to the initial startup of new or modified facilities.  This includes verification that the 
construction and equipment are in accordance with the design specifications, the facility is prepared to safely 
start up, operators have been adequately trained, a process hazard analysis (PHA) has been performed with all 
pre-startup action items complete, and operating procedures have been updated to ensure continuing safe 
operation.   
A PSSR should be conducted by subject matter experts with representatives from the operations, maintenance 
and engineering groups.  Templates for PSSRs are publicly available.  A best practice is to edit the PSSR template 
prior to use with process-specific questions or process-specific issues to be addressed prior to start-up/restart. 
A PSSR should be performed for: 

 New facilities, 
 Modified facilities when the modification is significant enough to require a change in the process safety 

information. 
 Startup following an extended shutdown.  

3.3.7.1 Opportunities for Improvement 
Develop a formal written procedure implementing a Pre-Startup Safety Review (PSSR) program. 
Develop a written plan for conducting Prestart-up Safety Reviews including the use of a PSSR template. The 
plan should include roles and responsibilities, approvals, conditions that must be met prior to startup, 
communication requirements to affected people, and update of affected records, like piping and instrumentation 
diagrams.    
The PSSR template will help to identify actions that must be completed before start-up as well as actions that 
may be completed after start-up within 30/60/90 days.  Follow-up actions should be tracked in an action tracking 
tool. 

3.3.8 Mechanical Integrity/ Asset Integrity and Reliability 
The asset integrity element is the systematic implementation of activities, such as inspections and tests 
necessary to ensure that important equipment will be suitable for its intended application throughout its life. 
Specifically, work activities related to this element focus on: (1) preventing a catastrophic release of a hazardous 
material or a sudden release of energy and (2) ensuring high availability (or dependability) of critical safety or 
utility systems that prevent or mitigate the effects of these types of events. 

3.3.8.1 Observations 
Personnel interview indicated Mechanical Integrity (MI) procedures existed for some equipment, but no 
procedures were provided or reviewed.  The Recurring Maintenance Minor Repair program is used to manage 
maintenance of equipment.  Based on personnel interview, training of personnel involved in maintaining the 
ongoing integrity of process equipment is primarily done as "on-the-job training". 
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3.3.8.2 Opportunities for Improvement 
 Develop and implement detailed MI procedures for all equipment subject to test and inspection 

requirements.  
 Develop structured written procedures for training personnel involved in maintaining the ongoing 

integrity of process equipment. 
 Develop a list of critical operating equipment and instrumentation as well as a plan for stocking of this 

critical equipment. 
3.3.9 Hot Work Permits/ Safe Work Practices 

Hot work permits are intended to control hot work operations to minimize ignition sources for potential fires and 
explosions resulting from releases of flammable materials.  Hot work operations apply to electric or gas welding, 
cutting, brazing, and similar flame or spark producing operations such as grinders, welding burning, or brazing. 
A program covering Life Critical Safety procedures should focus on the higher risk activities which have been 
shown to most likely result in fatalities. These procedures contain actions individuals can take to prevent a work-
related fatality. While some of these are covered in the OMES and the OPNAVINST 5100, they should be 
enhanced to contain requirements of OSHA PSM as well as good industry practice. 

3.3.9.1 Observations 
Five sample hot work permits were reviewed, and the Fire Chief was interviewed.  The Fire Chief is responsible 
for issuing hot work permits at Pearl Harbor DFSP.  According to the OMES the facility complies with NFPA 51B 
“Standard for Fire Prevention During Welding, Cutting, and Other Hot Work”. 
The OMES does not describe the requirements for conducting hot work and the requirements for hot work are 
not readily available to the operators or other workers at RHL and PRL. 
There is not a Safe Work Permitting procedure for work other than hot work.   

3.3.9.2 Opportunities for Improvement 
The following opportunities exist for improving the hot work program at PRL and RHL. 
As part of a Life Critical Safety program, the following should be addressed.  Further Life Critical procedures are 
addressed in the Operating Procedures Section 3.3.4. 
Develop and implement a hot work program that is owned by the Operations / Fuels group.  This program should 
meet the criteria of OSHA PSM.  It should ensure that Operators know what hot work is being performed in their 
area, and that operators are trained to write hot work permits. 
In addition, develop and implement a Safe Work program that includes procedures and controls for confined 
space entry, energy isolation, elevated work, and other Life Critical procedures. 
Consider the Operations Department (Fuels) to be the owner of the Life Critical Standards.  The owner will issue 
the permits for work conducted within their area, be trained to issue hot work permits, and shall be responsible 
for monitoring hot work being conducted in their area of operation. 

3.3.10 Management of Change 
The MOC element helps ensure that changes to a process do not inadvertently introduce new hazards or 
unknowingly increase risk of existing hazards. The MOC element includes a review and authorization process for 
evaluating proposed adjustments to facility design, operations, organization, or activities prior to implementation 
to make certain that no unforeseen new hazards are introduced and that the risk of existing hazards to 
employees, the public, and/or the environment is not unknowingly increased. It also includes steps to help 
ensure that potentially affected personnel are notified of the change and that pertinent documents, such as 
procedures, process safety knowledge, and other key information, are kept up to date. 
The JBPHH does not currently have a formal Management of Change program.  As a result, changes to equipment 
and procedures do not undergo a systematic hazard review along with documentation of the changes in the 
process safety information (drawings, procedures, training, set point limits, etc.). 
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An MOC is used to ensure that the environmental, health, and safety risks are carefully evaluated and controlled 
prior to implementing significant changes. The MOC process gives employers a chance to identify potential new 
hazards that could result from these changes. 
The MOC process should be conducted in a systemic way. The basic steps to follow include: 

1. Recognize the proposed change(s). 
2. Evaluate the hazards and risks. 
3. For a simple change, a simple MOC checklist can be completed. 
4. Determine if the hazards and risks can be reduced, controlled, or eliminated. 
5. Assign actions if hazard control measures are required. 
6. Determine if the change(s) can or should be made. 
7. The person who is authorized to approve a change (for example, Deputy Director of Operations) should 

be identified who can approve changes to proceed. 
8. Implement change(s) if determined safe to do so. 
9. Conduct Pre-Startup Safety Review (PSSR). 
10. Ensure actions required for Startup are complete.  A separate PSSR checklist is provided. 
11. Train workers on the implemented changes. 
12. Approve change for Startup. 

A Management of Change program can be either paper-based or electronic, and a simple way to initiate a new 
MOC program is to use a paper-based system.  A paper-based MOC template is provided in Appendix D, along 
with a What-If template for evaluating medium complexity changes. 
Ideally, a dedicated person should be assigned to be the MOC Coordinator for the facility to ensure that changes 
are properly evaluated, actions are followed up in an action tracking system, and documentation is complete.  
Training and implementation will be required to have an effective MOC program. 

3.3.10.1 Observations 
Different organizations at Pearl Harbor DFSP are responsible for implementing projects including the following: 

 NAVFAC – owners of facilities, roads, fences.  Engineering support for large projects. 
 EXWC – Technical experts for construction 
 POL (Petroleum, Oil, Lubricants) specialists – Implementation of large projects, pigging, tank 

inspections. 
 Fuels Organization #700 –Maintenance and improvement projects (RMRR) 

A Management of Change program is not in place at Pearl Harbor DFSP. 
3.3.10.2 Opportunities for Improvement 

Develop a formal written procedure implementing a Management of Change (MOC) process.  The process should 
be paper-based initially with the goal to move to an electronic system once the program is fully implemented 
and understood.  Implement a Management of Change program that includes: 

 Training for all employees. 
 Define the scope of the MOC system.  
 Manage all sources of change. 
 Ensure that MOC reviewers have appropriate expertise and tools. 
 Levels of review and authorization/approvals are defined. 
 Update records.  
 Communicate changes to personnel. 

As part of the MOC and PSSR procedures, require operator training before any process change is made. 
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3.3.11 Incident Investigation 
Developing, sustaining, and enhancing incident investigation competency allows an organization to learn from 
experience. Incident investigation is a process for reporting, tracking, and investigating incidents that includes: 
(1) a formal process for investigating incidents, including staffing, performing, documenting, and tracking 
investigations of process safety incidents and (2) the trending of incident and incident investigation data to 
identify recurring incidents. This process also manages the resolution and documentation of recommendations 
generated by the investigations. 

3.3.11.1 Observations 
Incidents or “Mishaps” at Pearl Harbor DFSP are reported in the Enterprise Safety Applications Management 
System (ESAMS). ESAMS is an application that houses the safety training modules, records, collects data for 
“mishaps”, fire and emergency services response as well as equipment and vehicle tracking.  According to the 
OMES Manual Section 8.4, training is ‘periodically’ provided for hazard/mishap incidents. 
Incident investigations are completed by the Safety Officer.  He does not use any tool or investigative methods.  
He uses an ESAMS screen (template) to complete the data input and ‘lead’ him through the investigation.  Near 
misses are generally not reported, investigated, or communicated. 
Interviews also concluded that incident investigation results, may be discussed in a Safety Stand-down or 
Operational Pause.  Employees that do not attend this stand-down may not receive this information.  
OPNAVINST 5102 Navy and Marine Corps Mishap and Safety Investigation, Reporting and Recordkeeping Manual 
describes the incident investigation program requirements. 
On May 6, 2021, a major incident occurred at the Red Hill facility.  The event was investigated by Austin 
Brockenbrough and Associates (ABA), LLC and an investigation report was issued on September 7, 2021.  
Personnel interviews indicated that Fuels organization personnel received a debrief on the incident conclusions.  
However, some operators interviewed did not recall receiving the debrief or indicate an understanding of the 
root causes. 
Although the 07 September, 2021 Red Hill Fuel Facility Pipeline Failure Full System Integrity Report showed a 
root cause of “incorrect sequencing of valves” and “procedural error”, a modern incident investigation technique 
would look closely at the organizational procedural issues, including why the procedures were deficient and how 
the management system should be improved to address procedural issues.  It was also observed that the 
investigation report did not utilize an industry accepted incident investigation tool.  Focusing on human behavior 
as a root cause is not part of a modern incident investigation technique. 

3.3.11.2 Opportunities for Improvement 
Consider updating OPNAVINST 5102 to reflect modern incident investigation tools and techniques that are fit for 
purpose, and scalable for the level of incident (such as Source, Tap Root, Apollo, 5 Whys and Fishbone for simple 
investigations, and others).   
Ensure training is provided in selected incident investigation techniques.  Lessons learned should be 
communicated at all levels for serious incidents. 
Develop a systematic and in-depth approach to safety, health, and environmental event/incident investigations 
and reporting with an emphasis on the following: 

 The policy should address roles and responsibilities, communications, and incident documentation. 
Investigations should follow formal methodologies to identify root causes.   

 Verify that all incidents and near misses are reported. 
 Ensure the investigations are timely, thorough, effective, and efficient. 
 Communication of mishap/incidents should include a discussion of the root cause, contributory causes 

as well as corrective actions for all employees involved. 
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Figure 9: Incident Hierarchy 

3.3.12 Emergency Planning and Response/Emergency Management 
The team completed the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (OSHA’s) Process Safety 
Management (PSM) of Highly Hazardous Chemicals (29 CFR 1910.119) Field Checklist.  This review process 
included the review of relevant documents and validation with field observations and interviews. 
The team reviewed the following Joint Base Pearl Harbor Hickam plans addressing Emergency Planning and 
Response: 

 JBPHH Core Contingency Plan,  
 Emergency Response Procedures (Section 7 of the Operations, Maintenance, Environmental and Safety 

Plan, Defense Fuel Support Point, Pearl Harbor Bulk Terminal, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii), and  
 Red Hill Fuel Storage Facility Response Plan. 

3.3.12.1 Observations 
Observations regarding JBPHH practices are shown in the OSHA PSM Field Checklist provided in Appendix E. 
The Emergency Planning and Response Program is a robust program with some best practices.  Areas of best 
practices include the following.  Also, personnel are trained in their roles. 

 Robust spill response equipment is available at storage locations including Ford Island SMT, Fire 
Department, Fuels Building, and field locations. 

 Contracts are held with emergency response contractors and the contractor contact information is 
contained with the FRP. 

 Maintenance is conducted on critical emergency response equipment including alarm system, oil tight 
door, and fire response equipment. 

There is currently no formal access control system to track all workers inside the facilities. 
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3.3.12.2 Opportunities for Improvement 
Some opportunities exist for improvement including the following: 
Typically, facilities have alarms for local emergencies (leave the work area and muster at a safe distance) and 
evacuation alarms (evacuate the facility).   

 It is recommended to distinguish between local emergencies with muster points, and evacuation 
emergencies. 

 All employees entering the facility should be trained on the types of alarms and muster/evacuation 
routes 

 It is recommended that alarms are tested weekly to ensure alarm operability and to raise awareness of 
employee understanding of alarm types. 

Ensure personnel are trained and there is a system in place to carry out and document head count following a 
local muster or evacuation. 

 Implement an accountability system to track personnel inside the facility. 
Ensure an emergency response critique is carried out, documented, and that actions are followed up after each 
actual emergency response or drill. 

3.3.13 Compliance Audits 
Compliance Audits are an element of OSHA’s Process Safety Management (PSM) Standard and are a good 
industry practice for managing process safety.  The audit element is intended to evaluate whether management 
systems are performing as intended. 
Risktec did not review or conduct any compliance audits during their assessment.  Facility personnel interviews 
indicated that an annual self-assessment if performed for safety programs. 

3.4 Preparedness and Prevention (SPCC/FRP) 
The Preparedness and Prevention review compliments the PSM Emergency Planning and Response element in 
Section 3.3.11 above.  The JBPHH DFSP relies on several emergency preparedness and response plans to ensure 
effective actions are taken for any emergency.  These plans meet US Coast Guard and US EPA requirements, 
are thorough and detailed and are listed below: 

 Commander Navy Region Hawaii (CNRH) Integrated Contingency Plan (ICP) 
 Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) Plan for Commander Navy Region Hawaii (CNRH) 
 Red Hill Fuel Storage Facility (RHFSF) Response Plan 

Each plan has been reviewed and verified in the field.  Personnel interviews were also held to validate roles and 
responsibilities. 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency SPCC Field Inspection and Plan Review Checklist for Onshore Facilities 
has been completed and is attached as Appendix F. 

3.4.1.1 Observations 
See Observations in Section 3.3.11 above. 

3.4.1.2 Opportunities for Improvement 
Like many large complex facilities, understanding roles and performing duties in an emergency situation is critical 
to minimizing the impact of the emergency, mitigating the consequences and expediting the recovery and return 
to normal operations.  Drills and exercises ensure all organizations and personnel are prepared and understand 
their assignments.  

 Conduct drills and exercises, both table-top and field, periodically to ensure all personnel are prepared 
and equipped to perform in an emergency.   
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4___ RECOMMENDATIONS
ThePHAteam issued aseparate reportforthe HAZOPprocess and120recommendations. The
recommendations are included hereforcompleteness:

+ SafelyDefueling Red Hill (Table2, section 4.1.1)
+ Ongoing Operationsat Red Hil (Table 3, section 4.1.2)
+ Ongoing Operations (Not Including Red Hil) at Pearl Harbor DFSP (Table 4, section 4.1.3)

Recommendations for Operational Readiness are shown in Section 4.2.
A proposed high level implementation plan is included in Section 5.
For some recommendations contained within the tables below, isk ranking is not provided (i.., the cells are
white"). The PHA Team determinedthatavailable information was insufficient topermitan informed evaluation
ofthe risk. Additionally, recommendations 103 through 120 were not risk ranked as part of the supplemental
Human Factors and Facilty Sting checklists However, the PHA team and Risktec personnel completed these:
checklists and associated recommendations to accompany the PHA.

4.1 HAZOP Recommendations
41.1 To SafelyDefuelRed Hill (ToBe Implementedprior to Defueling)

Table 2: PHA Recommendations to be Addressed Prior to Defueling

Recommendations to be Addressed Prior to Defueling ]
1. To increase the reliabilty of operator response to norma, retum to service, and
emergencyoperations, developwritten procedures detailing operatoractions including
whichsteps should be ied verified by two individuals, in order to reduce the likelihood
oflossofcontainment. Training and refresher training should address bothwhat and
why. Ensure operating procedures, traning material, and training records are part of
document control system. (High Priority) Thi recommendation align with 2018 Phase:
1.QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent (Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

6. Install additional PITs in piping in Red Hil Tank Gallery (at a minimum, on each
side of sectional valves) and Harbor Tunnel to better detect potential vacuum
conditions and/or loss of product. Ensure new and exitingPITsare in scheduled PM
program for improved relabiity of critical instrumentation. (High Priority)
25. Include verification step in Operations Order that piping is restrained before
Starting any evolution involving transferring liquid from any tank in Red Hill Tank
Galery. (High Priority)
27. If possible, dd a equalization line across the outboard main tank valve
ior to defueling to reduce the fikeiiood of sudden opening of large valve and
resultant surge. Add equalization ines across both main fuel valves after defueling
prior to reuse. Consider tank to tank slicing when sizing equalization line. (High
priority)
28. Ensure Oil Tight Door 1) wil remain functional during loss of power and 2) is part
ofaPM program to improve relabiityofclosureon demand. (High Priority)
31. Evaluate underlying cause(s) of line sag creating vacuum and modify as
‘warranted. (High Priority)
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Recommendations to be Addressed Prior to Defueling or
32Eulatethe esd DresaCoupeoffaffrndsoing
in Red Hil Tank Gallery between TK 114 JP Taf (Red Mh) and TK 116 F-76 Tank
(Red Hi), shown onDivingQE I rey can be removed say remove the
Dresser Couplings. JP-5 Emergent PipdineRepairs were underwayatthetimeofthe
PHA and wil include eliminating old Dresser Coupling on fff JP-5 piping. This
recommendation should be completed prir to retuming JP-5 ping to service. (High
priority)
8. Consult manufactureron reverse pressure capabilty(vacuum)ofDresserCouplings
installed around pumps installed in UGPH and Red Hil Tank Gallery. Consider
modifying design f manufacturer ha altematesealing system and Dresser Couplings
remainpart ofdesign. (High Priority)
5. Consider adding observer and/or remate camera observation at Dresser Couplings
during inital pressurization prior todefueling. (High Priority)
36. Developacar-sea olock administrative control systemandidentify safety-critical
‘manual valves which should be controlled to reduce the likelihood of human error.
Valvestoconsider include but are not limitedto24”buttrfytankvent valvesatRH,
‘manualblockvalves o theinletodischargeofrelief devices, manual blockvalveson
bleed of body cavity of twin-seal DBB device, key frewater supply and distribution
valves, (igh Priority)
14. Evaluate the current ratingsofall piping and hoses between RHL and piers and

docks to identify areasof concern due to deadheadpumps andstaticpressurewhentransferringordefueling RHL. (High Priority)
99. The Novy policy i to use the Incident Command System (ICS) Urified Command
(UC) for structuring Navy spill response management organizations. The NAVSUP
FLCPHfuelpersonnel managesthe nta response. If additonal resources are needed,
the Federal Fire Department Incident Commander will establish an emergency
command post and assume responsiifty for the response. The Emergency Spi
Coordinator or the Commanding Officer can contact the Region Navy On-Scene
Coordinator to activate the Region Spil Management Team (SHT). The Region ST
will then establish ther ICS functions. Port Operations is the coordinator for the
Facity Response Team (FRT), an on-iater contractor resourcebasedon Ford Island.
The roles, staffing and resources for each organization needs to be dearly defined,
riled and aligned prior to defueling operations. (High Priority)
107. Consider additional operators and technical support for defueling operations.
(igh Priority)
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4.1.2 IfRedHillOperations Resume

Table 3: Recommendations fo Ongoing OperationsatRed Hill
TT Fisk Ranking

5 Cosi cqupping Uo,QI Pumps, Lover ord Tunnel (87), Haar
‘Tunnel, Surge Tank Tunnel, Us ccess Tunnel, LowerAccess Tunnel, and enclosed
valve statons/chambers EE EL of ful or i detection and alarm
instrumentation and evaluat ESD and/or initiation of Aqueous FilmRomig Foam (FPF) re Supression System. (veg Pon)
1 raat £5 funciona to both scion and decharge Hous

SE
Juce TIkelr 'signinicant release of flammable liquid on loss of

containment at Dresser Coupling(s) adjacent to pump. (High Priority)

16. Evaluate alternate design to eliminate use of Dresser Couplings throughout PRL
and RHL. (High Priority)

17. Equip UGPH Sump, all five AFF Sumps, and all other sumps currently without
level indication, withlevelalarm high andpumprunstatus instrumentation and ensureinsumenation i in hedied Ph ysten us cerdied and carted skcat: Comin Toaaden aca of Hh ove lam ' beTtRe ill Hain Sump. (Fig Priory)
18. Evaluate the need for emergency electrical supply to ESD MOVs and OCVs (if not{al sae) ot PRL 1 ede he Innoof gibcnt releaseoffaranabl iid on
loss of containment at Dresser Coupling(s) adjacent to pump. (High Priority)

19. EnsureOCVsonthedischargeofeach] (b)(3)(A) (b)(3)(A)
Po)

eT Sr ST CC DICS FCTaa TOT SUCING:Teom Priority)
21. Modify CIR contacts to nce retaling ie bebe barked sectors when
taking tank out of service for maintenance or Ppection, (High Priority)
26. Consider utilization of Product InterfaceDetectorto supplement detectionofthe
‘presence of vacuum/lack of lid in pipeline. (Medium Priory)
25. Consider stalin a lation syste on the S315 ai nfake to the ventatin
Seem to ede ok sccmulation fr Upper and Lower Tmt hat my recs
reliabilityofsafety systems such as Oil Tight Door closure. (Medium Priority)

0. Evsate he lecsion of seca ar hic opti Canora, prydisconnect, ana MGC owth gor and considerTocaton o an area otal to rARNERCIL] |Car voomRenton rjc HILCON P-8006. (ih Pry]
45. Ensure run status indication on all pumps inside all AFF Sumps (20 pumps) is
integrated with the AFHE SCADA to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential
releaseoffuel and/or AFFF. (High Priority)

46. Equip all non-fuel sumps (including five AFFF Sumps, Adit 3 Groundwater Sump,RSSere Some paoTot Sump re Al Say awithor oh dete
instrumentation and alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to potential release of fuel.

(Medium Priority)
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Recommendations for Ongoing Operations at Red Hill EL)
47. Evaluate the designofthe 14 AFFF discharge lie piping on the discharge of 20
AFF. Sumps pumps 2s part of the current project to upgrade PVC to CS. The PHA
Team is concemed about 1) the volume flow and separately,
2) line slope or configuration to trap liquid in retention ine, and 3) lack of damage
control isolation in long-run of piping. (High Priority)
4. Evaluate the maintainabiity of the AFFF System to ensure adequacy for relbilty
needed. (High Priority)
49. Train al affected personnel on the design, intent, and operation of the AFFF
System, including refresher training. (High Priority)
50. Consider equipping AFFF Retention Tank with reiable level indication and level
alarm to alert Control Room Operator (CRO) to presence of level in AFF Retention
Tank. (Medium Priority)
51. Consider designing a systemtoseparate oil and water to reducethelikelinood of
discharging flammable iquid to environmentfrom Adit 3 Groundiater Sump. (Medium
Priority)
53. Evaluate an emergency breathing air supply for Harbor Tunnel due to ts long
length, limited egress, and reduced ventiation. (Medium Priority)
66. Design and instal interlock and permissive systemsforal fuel movements to/from
RHL and UGPH, to reduce the likelihoodof human errorofsequencing valves during
lineup. Design should consider use of the manual clutch to bypass MOV operation.
(HighPriorty). Some action s already underway as the result of ABSA Root Cause:
Analysis into the May 6, 2021 Mishap.
7. Perform a Pipe Collpse Pressure Study to determine the pressure required to
collapse the existing pipe and identify and instal safeguard(s) as warranted. Consider
integrating this recommendation with upcoming APL 570 Assessment. (High Prioity)

76. Develop full documentation package with PADS for the fire suppression system
for RHL. (High Priority)
77. Ensurefirewater and AFFFmainandjockeypumps are on aPMschedule and
automatic transfer switch to emergency diesel-driven generators are tested
periodically at oad to meet requirements of NFPA. (Medium Priority)
79. Evaluate the available inventory of AFF on site and determine if additional
quantities are desired. NFPA30Chapter 16 requires 15 minutesoffoam concentrate:
inventory based on design flow rate. (Low Priority)
80. Evaluate combining the SCADA systems for AFHE and fire suppression for ease of
‘CRO monitoringorconsider aSmartGrid system solution. (Low Priority)
82. Identify an alterative to AFF that does not contain PFAS or PFOA to eliminate
exposure potential to humans or environment. (High Priority)
11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on al tanks equipped with overfil
protection and reduce where appropriate to reduce the quantity of liuid that may be:
released on overfil. (High Priority)
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Recommendations for Ongoing Operations at Red Hill [re
22. Ensure new replacement pumps for|

are equ
SPpIOprINe S281materia or th res eS Of periodsoflover

than normal flow operation and 2) minimum flow recirculation protection to reduce
the likelihood of increased temperature during periods of lower than normal flow
operation. (High Priority)

33. Evaluate lighting at the discharge location of the 24" horizontal vent pipe to
increase the likelihood of detection by camera in area, and improve lighting if
warranted. (Medium Priority)

34. Consider equipping 24" horizontal vent pipe discharge with fuel or oil detection
andalarm instrumentation to detect the presenceof liquid fuel. (Medium Priority)

36. Consider implementing four-gas personnel monitor PPE requirement for personnel
working in any tunes. (Medium Priority)
37. Evaluate use of panic button and man-down feature of intersite radio system.
(Medium Priory)
39. Evaluate the rlabity of the heat activated water deluge in Upper Access Tunnel
in Red Hill Tank Gallery in conjunction with the evaluation of AFFF in Lower Access
Tunnel (LAT). Develop recommendations for improved reliability. (High Priority)

40. Improve the reliability of draining condensed/accumulated liquid in Red Hill Tank
Gallery manifolded vent piping. Optionstoconsider include 1) manually checking and
draining low point per scheduled interval, and 2) adding a level detection and slarm
instrumentation to alert operations to abnormal accumulation of hydrocarbon and/or
water. Include al instrumentation in PM program with caiorated testing equipment.
(Medium Priory)
42. Consider adding cameras toth folowing locations: 1) AFFF Retention Tank area
to increase th likelihoodofobserving an overil at AFFFRetention Tank, 2) between
upper portion of Harbor Tunnel and lower portion of Harbor Tunnel to increase the
likelihood of observing an overfill of Harbor Tunnel, and 3) near Adit 3 to increase the
likelihood of observing an overfill at TK 311 Slop Tank. (Medium Priority)

43. Install a second and independent high level indication and alarm on TK 311 Slop.
‘Tankto reduce the likelihoodofoverfillng TK 311 unknowingly. (Medium Priority)

44. Review current practices and operability of TK 311 Slop Tank with groundwater
treatment equipment and personnel adjacenttoTK 311 to evaluate the interaction of
the two operations and modify practice if warranted. (Low Priority)
65. Develop a SOP for dewatering Tank 47/48/54 F-76 Tank (Upper Tank Farm), Tank
46/53 F-24 Tank (Upper Tank Farm) and Tank 55 JP Tank (Upper Tank Farm) to
increasetheikelinoodofcomplete dewatering no partial devitering. (High Priory)
67. Investigate anchor chair requirements for al tanks in the UTF and FORFAC, and
Tank 311 at RHL. (Medium Priority) This recommendation may be similar to a
recommendation from SGH.

93. Consider incorporating visual strobe light with the alarm system to further increase
avireness of fire suppression activation. (Medium Priority)
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Recommendationsfor Ongoing Operations at Red Hill Risk Ranking
35. Evaluatetheventpiping between °Ptraps” in groupedtanks todetermine if low
point piping coud accumulate trapped liu over time due to condensing and/or
undetected overfil; and if credible identify method to remove accumulated liquid if
warranted. (Medium Priority)
57. Considerinstling small platform in leu ofportableladders forsafer access to
HPBforeachofthethree products OR relocate HP togroundlevel.Hard pipe the
dischargeofthe HPS to Main Sump, Ensurethe endofth discharge piping i visible
to person) performing task. (Low Priory)
61. Consider using nitrogen to relieve vacuum inside piping insteadof ir to reduce
the likelihood of producing 2 flammable mixture. (Medium Priority)
3. Ensure Operations Order for ine pack inlude specific step to cose high point
bleed valve (HPB) before completely opening ball valve. (Low Priority)
9. Develop unique work orders for vessel to vessel fuel transfers (High Priority)
23. Perform a hydraulic surge analysis. Consider Integrating this recommendation with
upcoming APY 570 Assessment. (High Priority)
54. 1f defusing to PAR is pursued, coordination with PAR to develop an Operations
Plan which reviews safeguards at PAR for 1) maximum pressure of ~130 psig, 2)
‘maimum flowrate, 3) overil protection, and 4) ransient surge when isolated at PAR
is required. (High Priority)
81. Understand the multiple roles of nitrogen inthe AFFF fre suppression system and
evaluate safeguards andaddadditional safeguards if warranted. Considertheimpact
of nitrogen leak and potential asphyxiation. (High Priority)
54. Collaborate withvendorof AFFFsystemtodetermineal purposesof nitrogen
system, capabiityofnitrogen system (pressure), and safeguards nthe current design.
Ident and install atonal safeguards f warranted. (High Priory)
55. Ensure the AFFF 175 paig components (F there are any) are adequately designed
anddocumented for maximum pressureof~220 psi fir water. Ithey are not, add
additionalsafeguards as warranted. (High Priority)
86. Ensure re-design of fire suppression system addresses deadlegs which prevent
complete transferof foam|water mixture afer activationoffire suppression system
and alow potential future fuel and foam releases upon loss of containment. (High
Priority)

7. Implement a Mechanical Integrity Inspection Program for al identified deadHlegs
infuelhandingand ire suppression systems (Medium Priority)
86. Equip AFFF sump pumps with remote stat from the fire suppression SCADA

systemtoallow foroperation incase AFFFpumpscannotbeoperated local dueto
lacko access (OPD or fire rated door closed). (High Priory)
105. Ensure the dosing of the ol Gght doors splays on the control oom display.
(High Priority)
115. Consider reinforcing the window/wal facing the UGPH. (High Priority) |]
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4.3 To Safely Continue Ongoing Operations at Pearl Harbor DFSP
Table 4: Recommendations for OngoingOperations (Not Including RedHillat Pearl Harbor DFSP.

Recommendations for Ongoing Operations at Pearl Harbor DFP Risk Ranking
1.To increase th relabityofoperator response to normal, return to service, and
emergency operations, develop writen procedures detailing operator actions
including which steps should be fed verified by two individuals, in order to reduce
the likelihood of lossofcontainment. Training and refresher training should address.
‘both what and why. Ensure operating procedures, training materials, and training
records are part of document control system. (High Priority) This recommendation
aligns with 2018 Phase 1 QRVA of the Administrative Order of Consent
(Recommendations 7, 8, 9, and 11).

2 Ene the ITocr I CY CON
2 scheduled PM system using 200 Collate {8equipment. Thecatraton
‘should meet the requirementsof OPNAV Instruction 3960.16B. (High Priority)

3. Consider nstaling loca ESD on refueling piers anddocksat PRL Ensure ESD
‘actions are consistent with Coast Guard requirements and donotcreate additional
hazards. (Medium Priority)
4. If additional safeguards are warranted, design and install automation to safely
shutdown refueling piers and docks at PRL in eventof amergencyo loss of
containment, including isolationofsectional valves to minimize quantityoflossof
containment. (High Priory)
5. Consider cuppingUGP [QI Fume Lowes Yard Tunnel (UT), Harbor
Tunnel, Surge Tank Tunnel, UBpSt Access Tunnel, Lower Access Tunnel, and
enced valvesaors/chanersECHR i LEL or fue of detction
2nd alarm instrumentation and eval ‘automated ESD and/or initiationofAqueous
Film Forming Foam (AFFF) Fr Suppression System. (Medium Priory)
10. Ensure the PSL. PSH, PIT, VSs, TTCTsandFS: on

res ng ana canoes
SQUpment (on Priory)
21. Consider equipping all french crains atPRL and RHL vith check valve/non-return
valve to reduce the likelihood of backflowofflammable liquid as a resultofloss of
containment. (Medium Priory)
41. Add testing for sulfur compounds (or other credible toxic compounds) as part of
pre-offoading analysis for fuel receipts at PRL (Medium Priority)
52. Providemeansto remove contamination from water supply. (High Priority)

74. Remove electrical connections and sockets fom the inside of FORFAC
containment area toreducethe ielhoodof electrocution during periods of heavy
rain or spill in secondary containment.Ifnot feasible, install protective safeguardsto
reduce the riskofelectrocution. (High Priory)
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Recommendations for Ongoing Operations at Pearl Harbor DFSP | Risk Ranking
75. As an interim recommendation, 1 replace sockets with GCI sockets inside the
FORFAC secondary containment, 2) develop anSOPto engage NAVFACprior to
predicted heavy rainfall and include emergency phone numbers orpower company
‘contact, 3) provideaccessto breakerbox near Tank 1301 Reclaim (B1) Tank, and 4)
install signagethatspecifies "do notenterduring periodsofheavy rain or standing
water” and includesa phone number contactto de-energizethe area. (High Priority)

13. Changethe tet pressureused fortesting all hoses from 150 psig to 330 pig to
comply with 33 CFR Part 154 Coast Guard and worst credible case scenario
deadhead pressureof 219 psig. Duetothe significant change in test pressure, the
test procedure and equipment must be reviewed and revised as warranted for
adequacy prior to use. I hoses vith a allowable operating pressure of 330 psig are
‘not commercially available, the deadhead pressure must be limited on sources above:

300 psig. High Priory)
20. Repair and seal containment around Tank 1301 Reclaim (B1) Tank and Tank
1302 Reclaim (B2) Tank to reduce the likelihood of soil contaminationresultingfrom
an overil in Tank 1303/1302. (Medium Priory)
75. Establish» stand-alone maintenance contract apart from other base facies
with documented maintenance standards. (High Priority)

83. Considera SOPforall individuals intunnelstohave a 15 minute escape air
‘bottlesystemfor emergency egress during activationoffire suppression system,
which shuts down ventilation. (Medium Priory)
11. Evaluate the duration of the time delay on all tanks equipped with overfill
protection andreducewhereappropriatetoreduce the quantityofliquid that may
be released on overt (High Priory)
64. Consider testing for fluorides and chlorides in all liquids eitherbeforedefueling if
possible or ate receipt and consider atematives o receiving defuels from Navy
vesselsifdata warrants. (Medium Priority)
7. Investigate anchor chai requirements for all tanks in the UTF and FORFAC, and
‘Tank 311 at RHL. (Medium Priority) This recommendation may be similar to a
recommendation from SGH.

69. Install PIT on the suction and discharge of GIR Pump oallow CRO to
‘monitor [GEIR performance. (Medium Priority)
71. Consider installing a second dissimilar check valveadjacent to 6" check valve onte dischargeofI Pump to reducth kelnood and uantty of reverse lon:
(Low Priory)
72. Use the existing level switch to activate a new, local audible and visual alarm
‘with LSH-1328. (Medium Priority)

92. Consider treating the engine compartment as a confined space which would
include controlled access, deactivationoffire suppression system while inside, and
reactivationofsystem when entry is complete. (High Priority)

56. Perform Job Safety Analysis (J5A) on high-risk tasks to address human factors
and PPE requirements. (Medium Priority)

59. Ensure seals and enclosures necessaryto maintain electrical rea classification
(Class 1 Div I are included in PM program. (Medium Priority)
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Recommendations for Ongoing Operations at Pearl Harbor DFSP___ | Risk Ranking
60. Ensure transformers, switch gear, automatic transfer switch (ATS), and other

equipment in Switch Gear Room meets requirementsofClass 1 Div I. (High Priority)

68. Install adifferential pressure transmitter/switch and alarm across Duplex strainer
an the suctiono ERPump odecrease the kenoodofcovtatino ISTRY
edu prio
70. Include all PRL cameras in scheduled PM program. (Medium Priority)

re
documentedforblockedoutletanddischargesto asaf 1. (MediumPriority)

56. Implement a document control system to generate unique, trackable operations
orders and log revisions.

90. Ensure scupper plugs in secondary containment coamings are verified in placeSonora 22RLwerk nde or et vers oven SRTYON
‘shoretransfers. (High Priority)

1. Developaprocedurefo verifyingthepresenceofwater inal cargotanks, andif
‘waterispresent, aprocedure forremovingwatercontaminatedfuelwithvacuum
truck. (High Priority)

12.Due to variabilityofshipsthat can come to PRL to unload, the Pre-Plan Meeting
‘must include gathering information about the deadhead pressure (not safeguarded

pressure)oftheoffloading pumpstoensure marine transfer hoseisadequate forrr hsb fait
55.DeterminethemaximumpressurethatcanbeprovidedbyPARifthepressureConover ope a snaresppgPRL re RL Iade fo
resultant pressure, and if not implement safeguards to reduce the likelihood of
‘overpressuring PRL and RHL piping. (High Priority)

62. Ensure Area Classification boundariesareclearlydenoted in written PSI and
understoodby impacted personnel. (High Priority)

94. Develop a procedure that outlines the specific manpower requirements for
‘multiple, simultaneous operations as the numberofoperations increased and that
requires written approval for SIMOPSby appropriate levelofmanagement. (High
Priority)

95. Consider adding additional AFHE workstations and largermonitorsto accomplish
‘need for visibility of more quadrants simultaneously. (Medium Priority)

96.Evaluatethe size and locationofcurrent backup control room to betterScammodits addons CROs andreduceacces nd asactons (gh priory)
97.Providegovernmentsmartphonesto all Roversfor improved communicationsee
‘suitedforcell phone insteadofradio. (High Priority)

98. Create a fatigue policy for all Fuels Distributions System workers, operators, andisaimsPetre m3 oy arsecomer
Priority)
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TTT
100. Review current sampling schedule and identify opportunities for optimization
and eliminating non-required sampling and analysis. (Medium Priority)

101. Improve communications between fuel laboratory andCROsafter analysis is
‘complete for increased efficiency during multiple simultaneous operations. (Medium
Priority)

102 Ener segurasie rl=o
Safeguards as warranted. (Medium Priority)
FT
environment. (High Priority)

0% Consider ntling amergency PPE raughonhoy (igh ror) ||
106. Consider inventorying spare parts/replacements for critical instrumentation to
reduce thewaittime for repairs. (Medium Priority)

TT —
109. Develop Incident Investigation Program that includes Incident Investigation
techniques and near miss reporting and investigation, and sharingoflessons. (High
Priority)

110. Implement a tunnel sign-in/sign-out process to be able to account for all
personnel within the tunnel at any time. (Medium Priority)
111. Require guides and all groups to have at least one form of emergency
‘communication likely a radio. (Medium Priority)

112. Post signs periodically indicating the distance to the nearest emergency phone
and instructionsto dial "99"then “911”. (Medium Priority)

113. Locating and tracking people is crucial for undergroundworkingconditions.
Traditional technologies such as GPS and WiFi tracking do not work underground.Ton
‘the tunnel. (Low Priority)

14 Consider requiring SCO, emergency a packs, naling SCOR Sons) o
breathing airline throughout tunnel. (Medium Priority)

116. Consider providing appropriate PPE, for example bunker gear, and safeguards
to allow CROs ample time to escape the area during an emergency. (High Priority)

117.ConsiderrelocationofthecontrolroomfromtheUGPHtothebackcontroli aTSBa rE
118.Reviewtheneedforemergencystations (safetyshower andeyewash)andfirst5d ations throughoutrafeciy ih prom1 oe Png. (Low Prony)
55. uc tomgrapes ests of ieFolgemond orrig
alarms onsafetyshowers and eyewash stations. (Low Priority)

120. Implementa formal safe work system, which includes coordination and control
‘of all “intervention” work on the process and references all Life Critical standards,
‘such ashotwork, confined space, lock-out/tag-out, etc. (High Priority)

Von ot: me 3540
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42 To Improve Operational Readiness
Table 5 below contains the 23 recommendations that were generated specifically from the completion of the

‘OSHAPSH Field ChecklistandtheEPASPCCFieldChecklist. Thefourrecommendationsbelowthataredenoted
With an “asterisk” are also made in the HAZOP recommendations.

‘Table 5: Operational Readiness Recommendations

LT
DevelopaProcessSafety Information (PSI)policywhichidentifiesthe necessaryPSI, how it villbe.

maintained and where it wil bestored andwhowill be responsible.
Considerrepeating|revaldatingthe ProcessHazard Analysis (PHA) every 5 yearstoassessthe.

hazardsintroducedby implementingchangestotheprocess. ThenextPHAwouldbeduein2027.
Develop apolicy andschedule for PHA completionthatincludestechniquesand methods to be used,
personnel to include and information to be reviewed. Include arequirementforalmajorprojectsto

include aPHAaspartoftheproject design.
Operating orders (procedures) should be establshed in writing for each work activity and all
operational phases. A new procedure template with all industry best practice sections (lke health
and safety, consequence of deviation, etc.) included should be developed. NOTE: During the HAZOP,
a procedure template was provided to POND personnel.
Ensure asectionofthe new procedure template discussesPPE required, thehazardsofthefuels and
whattodo if you come incontactwith thefuels.
“All operatingorders/procedures should be version controlled withina document control system where
changes/revisons to the documents are managed and to allow for yearly document review.
Develop a formal written procedure implementing a Lock-out/Tag-out (LOTO) process includingtraining on the LOTO work permit.
‘All areasshouldbeevaluatedastowhether or not theyareconfined spacesand signageshould be
provided. Develop aformal writtenprocedure implementing aconfinedspace permitting systemand
training for all employees.
Develop a formal written procedure implementing a line opening process that address hazards and
controls that must be in place.
Implementan access control process that includes electronic badging nto and out ofthe faciity. This
system should report real-time accounting for al personnel in the faciity. In lieu of an electronic
System, implement a sign-in/sign-out process which is controled by the Control Room Operator
(0).
Emergency responsesectionson the current operating orders address spills and leaks. They do not

have anyoperationordersoremergencyactions thataddresslossof electricty,building ventiation,
fire or explosion.
Implement a formal witten program establishing operator initial and refresher training requirements.
Jobshadowingcanbeoneaspectof thistrainingprogrambutshouldnotconstitutetheprimary‘raining method. Consider operator pre-qualficaton requirementsprir to employment. Establish a
training department/coordinator to be responsible for all training acthites and consider using a
process simulator for CRO initial and refresher training.
Developaformal written procedure implementing aPre-Start-up Safety Review (PSR) program.
Develop a formal written procedure implementing a Management of Change (MOC) process. The.

process shoudbepaperbased initially withthe goaltomovetoan electronic system oncethe
program i fll implemented and understood*

Hain Body: Page 36. of 40
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Operational Readiness Recommendations
AspartoftheMOCandPSSRprocedures,requireoperatortraining beforeanyprocesschangeis
made.
Develop and implement detailed Mechanical Integrity procedures for all equipment subject to test
and inspection requirements.
Develop structured writen procedures for training personnel involved in maintaining the ongoing
integrity of process equipment.

Develop and implement ahotwork program thatisownedbythe Operations / Fuels group. This
program shouldmeetthecriteriaofOSHAPSM. It should ensurethatOperators know whathotwork

isbeing performedin their area, andthatoperatorsaretrainedtowrite hotworkpermits.

In addition, develop and implement a Safe Work program that includes procedures andcontrolsfor
confined spaceentry,energyisolation,elevatedwork,andotherLifeCritica procedures.

Develop and implementa written processforincident investigation including reporting requirements,
data tracking, training, and thorough incident investigation tools, etc. The level of incident.

investigation maybefitforpurpose forthe incident severity. Incidentinvestigationsshouldbe.
completed ina timely manner and communicated across the affected organizationsto share learnings.
Obtain training for specific employees on the use of incident investigative tools (ike TapRoat, Apollo,
etc).

Ensurepersonnelare trainedandthere is asysteminplacetocarry out and documentheadcount
following 2 local muster or evacuation.
“Typically, faciites have alarms for local emergencies (leavethe workarea and muster ata safe
distance) and evacuation alarms (evacuate the facilty).
tisrecommendedtodistinguish between local emergencies with musterpoints,andevacuation
emergencies.

All employees entering the faciity shouldbetrained on the typesofalarms and muster/evacuation
Foutes via an intial orientation.
tisrecommendedthatalarmsar testedweeklytoensure alarm operabityandtoraise
awareness of employee understanding of alarm types.

Ensure an emergency response critique is caried out, documented, and thatactionsare followed up.
after each actual emergency response or drill.

Hain Body: Poe 37of40
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5 PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

tis notexpectedthatallrecommendationsmadeasaresultofthisassessmentbeimplemented. Priorityshould
be established by Navy leadership taking into consideration, among other things, the following:

em ieii enen,cc
negligible)

+ anticipated schedulefordefueling Red Hill

+ expected future useof the facility (will fuel storage at Red Hill resume)

+ technical feasibilityofthe recommendationys
«other efforts underwayorplannedtoaddresstherisk.

Typically, aworkshopwouldbeheldto engage allstakeholdersinthereview andselectionofrecommendations
tobeactioned. At this workshop, engineeringsolutionswould not be discussed, but appropriate responsibility
and schedule would be determined.

Risktechasattempted inthis sectiontodevelop apreliminaryimplementationplan(Table6)forthose
recommendationsconsideredcritical. This implementationplandoesnotconsiderothereffortsthatmaybe
underwayorplannedbutcanbeusedasago-by forthestakeholderworkshop.

Table 6: Proposed Implementation Plan

Hold stakeholder meeting toreviewdefueling recommendationsandonion, [DL
A TIEIr

RT]
engineering changes)

Trainall employees on risk awareness

Develop/update "lfe-critical” safety standards (selected for defueling
operations) and other selected programs:

+ hotworkandsafe work permitting
O-12months | + lock-out/tag-out (energy isolation)ent3 Tr

«plant access and securityia
fe
«incident investigation

Implementselectedlife-criticalsafetystandardsandotherselected

programs prior to defueling

tomti
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Timing Recommendation

Trainallaffected employeeson life-criticalsafetystandards, defueling
‘operatingordersandotherselected programs

‘Safely defuel Red Hill tanks

Provide oversight, coaching and mentoring for defueling activities as
1-2 years. required

Hold stakeholder meeting toreviewall other recommendationsand
assign accountability for those to be actioned

shedereeoTT
Pearl Harbor DFSP (including administrative and engineering changes)

i
+ safe work authorization/permitting
+ confined space entrypry| on
+ process hazard analyses
+ corrective action trackingLo

Implement EHS standards, new and existing

Train all affected employees on EHS standards

‘ConductProcess Hazard Analysis to review cumulative effectofall
changes on process integrity

“On-going and |Auditprocesssafety managementsystemto identrycontinuous
periodically as| improvements
rei
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APPENDIX B DEFINITIONS 
HAZOP - A hazard and operability study (HAZOP) is a structured and systematic examination of a complex 
planned or operation in order to identify and evaluate problems that may represent risks to personnel or 
equipment. A HAZOP is one form of PHA. 
Life Critical Procedures – Rules to provide workers in the oil and gas industry with the actions they can take to 
protect themselves and their colleagues from fatalities. 
PHA - A process hazard analysis (PHA) is a set of organized and systematic assessments of the potential hazards 
associated with an industrial process. PHAs may include HAZOP, What-If Analysis and other methodologies. 
PSM - To help ensure safe and healthful workplaces, OSHA has issued the Process Safety Management of Highly 
Hazardous Chemicals standard (29 CFR 1910.119), which contains requirements for the management of hazards 
associated with processes using highly hazardous chemicals. 
Risk Based Process Safety – a process safety management framework to help drive operational excellence and 
reduce major accidents. 
SPCC – The purpose of the Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure (SPCC) rule is to help facilities 
prevent a discharge of oil into navigable waters or adjoining shorelines. This rule is part of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency’s oil spill prevention program and was published under the Clean Water Act. 
What-If Analysis - A What-if Analysis consists of structured brainstorming to determine what can go wrong in a 
given scenario. 
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PSM Compliance Audit Worksheets

Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

1 Employee 
Participation

119(c)(1)
68.83(a)

R

1.1  Does a written program exist addressing 
employee participation in PSM/RMP?

The Site is not covered under the OSHA Process Safety 
Management regulation and therefore, a written employee 
participation program is not required.  However, as a best 
practice, employee participate in the process safety of the 
facility should be incorporated in the other programs.

1 Employee 
Participation

119(c)(2)
68.83 (b)

R, I

1.2  Does the written plan address consultation 
with employees and their representatives on the 
conduct and development of PHAs?

1 Employee 
Participation

119(c)(2)
68.83(b)

R,I

1.3 Does the written plan include consultation 
with employees and their representatives on the 
development and implementation of other 
elements of the PSM/RMP standard?

1 Employee 
Participation

119(c)(3)
68.83( c)

R, I

1.4  Does the written plan provide for access to 
PHA and other PSM/RMP information by 
employees, contractor employees and their 
representatives?

1 Employee 
Participation

GMP
R, I

GMP1 Is there a confidential process for informing 
management of violations of the PSM/RMP 
program?

1 Employee 
Participation

GMP
R, I

GMP2 Is there a mechanism to continuously 
involve employees in the PSM/RMP process?

1 Employee 
Participation

GMP
I

GMP3 Based on a representative number of 
interviews, is there sufficient involvement of 
employees and contractors in the PSM/RMP 
program(s)?

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

119(d)
68.65(a)

R, I

2.1  Has the owner or operator compiled written 
PSI before conducting any PHAs required by 
PSM/RMP, which includes information pertaining 
to the:

The initial PHA, although not required by regulation, was 
conducted in February 2022.  Recommendations to improve 
the Process Safety Information were made by the PHA Team.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

  a)    Hazards of the regulated substances used or 
produced by the process? Yes, Safety Data Sheets were available for all products.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   b)    Technology of the process? Only flow diagrams were available.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   c)    Equipment in the process?

Major equipment was listed in the flow diagrams, but 
equipment specific data was difficult to find since the 
equipment is very old.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

119(d)(1)
68.65(b)

Note – MSDS meeting 
1910.1200 may be 
used if they include 

this information
R, O

2.2  Based on review of a representative sample 
of PSI, does the PSI include information 
pertaining to the hazards of highly hazardous 
chemicals used or produced by the process, 
including:

Page 2 of 31
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PSM Compliance Audit Worksheets

Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   a)    Toxicity information? Yes in the Safety Data Sheet

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   b)    Permissible Exposure Limits? Yes in the Safety Data Sheet

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   c)    Physical Data? Yes in the Safety Data Sheet

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   d)    Reactivity Data? Yes in the Safety Data Sheet

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   e)    Corrosively Data? Yes in the Safety Data Sheet

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)    f)    Thermal & Chemical Stability Data? Yes in the Safety Data Sheet

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

  g)    Hazardous effects of inadvertent mixing of 
different materials that could foreseeably occur?

No concerns since there are only three fuel products.  Mixing 
will only cause off-spec product which would be used as 
marine fuel.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

119(d)(2)
68.65(c)(1)

R

2.3  Based on review of a representative sample 
of PSI, does the PSI include information 
pertaining to the technology of the process, 
including:

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   a)    Block Flow Diagrams or simplified PFD Yes, flow diagram available, however it would be beneficial to 

have the AFFF system on the same drawing.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   b)    Process Chemistry Yes

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   c)    Maximum Intended Inventory Yes, 

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

  d)    Safe Upper and Lower Limits for items such 
as temperatures, pressures, flows, or 
compositions

No.   Pressures, temperatures, limits not available

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

  e)    Evaluation of the Consequences of 
Deviations? Yes, developed in the HAZOP Feb 2022

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

119(d)(3)(i)
68.65(d)(1)

R

2.4  Based on review of a representative sample 
of PSI, does the PSI include information 
pertaining to the equipment in the process, 
including:

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   a)    Materials of construction? Yes

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   b)    P&IDs? No

Page 3 of 31
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PSM Compliance Audit Worksheets

Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   c)    Electrical classification? Yes a map is available

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   d)    relief system design and design basis? No

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   e)    ventilation system design? No

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)    f)    design codes and standards employed? Design codes for the old equipment is not available.  For 

newer equipment it is available

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

  g)    material and energy balances for processes 
built after 5/26/92 for PSM, 6/21/99 for RMP? N/A

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

  h)    safety systems (e.g. interlocks, detection or 
suppression systems)? Information is available for the AFFF system

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

119(d)(3)(ii)
68.65(d)(2)

R, O, I

2.5  Based on review of a representative sample 
of PSI, has the employer documented that 
equipment complies with recognized and 
generally accepted good engineering practice, 
codes and standards? 

Original equipment from the 1940's is not required to comply 
with today's codes.  However, newer equipment is in 
compliance.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

119(d)(3)(iii)
68.65(d)(3)

R, O

2.6  Based on review of a representative sample 
of PSI, has the employer determined and 
documented that where equipment is designed, 
and constructed in accordance with codes, 
standards, and practices that are no longer in 
general use, the equipment is designed, 
maintained, inspected tested, and operated in a 
safe manner? 

No, the HAZOP identified several instances where 
preventative maintenance is not completed.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

GMP
R GMP1  Are there written procedures in place to: 

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)   a)    Manage PSI as below; and No, there is no written policy for how to manage PSI data.

Develop a Process Safety Information (PSI) policy 
which identifies the necessary PSI, how it will be 
maintained and where it will be stored and who will be 
responsible.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

  b)    Maintain PSI on file for the life of the 
process?

NAVSUP documents are stored in the library.  However, 
critical PSI data is most likely be stored on servers and 
personal computers as well.  

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

GMP
R

GMP2 Are other occupational hazards (besides 
toxicity) included in process safety information 
(e.g. radiation, noise, etc.)?

Noise areas are also included.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

GMP
R

GMP3 Is process safety information available 
electronically, such that it is available at all times; 
versus hard copies stored in one or more 
locations?

PSI data is available in both hard copies and electronic in 
some cases.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

GMP
R

GMP4 Are there written process descriptions 
available for each facility process? Yes, written descriptions are available.
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PSM Compliance Audit Worksheets

Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

GMP
R

GMP5 Do procedures exist that identify the safety-
related design basis for equipment and if so, are 
these procedures documented for the equipment 
“owners” so design intent may be preserved as 
modifications are suggested?

There was no information available for design intent.  The 
majority of the equipment is from the 1940s.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

GMP
R

GMP6 Does instrumentation documentation 
include items such as:

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

  a)    Instrument alarms – including their set 
points? Not easily available.  NIWC, a contractor, has this information.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

  b)    Interlocks – including their set points and 
actions? N/A

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

  c)    Control valves – including type, size and 
action (e.g. air to open, air to close, etc.)? No.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

  d)    Transmitters – including range and 
equipment location? No.

2 Process Safety 
Information (PSI)

GMP
I

GMP7 Based on interviews of a representative 
number of employees, are personnel aware of the 
location and content of Material Safety Data 
Sheets (MSDSs)?

Yes, every person interviewed was able to tell us where the 
safety data sheets were located.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(1)
68.67(a)

R

3.1  Has a priority order been established for 
conducting process hazard analyses on the 
processes covered by the PSM/RMP program? 

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)   a)    Initial PHAs The initial PHA was held in Feb 2022.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)   b)    Revalidated PHAs N/A

Consider repeating/revalidating the Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA) every 5 years to assess the hazards 
introduced by implementing changes to the process.  
The next PHA would be due in 2027.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(l)
68.67(a)

R,I

3.2  Based on a review of documentation, was the 
priority order based on a rationale that 
considered relevant issues including:

No plans have been made for the revalidation of the PHA.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)   a)    Extent of process hazards N/A

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)   b)    Number of potentially affected employees N/A

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)   c)    Age of the process N/A

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)   d)    Operating history of the process N/A

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(1)(i)-(v)
R

3.3 Is there a written schedule for completion of 
process hazard analyses which meets the 
schedule established for:

N/A

Develop a policy and schedule for PHA completion that 
includes techniques and methods to be used, 
personnel to include and information to be reviewed.  
Include a requirement for all major projects to include 
a PHA as part of the project design.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(l)
R

3.4  Are PHAs being conducted as soon as 
possible? N/A
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PSM Compliance Audit Worksheets

Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(2)
68.67(b)

R

3.5.  Is an acceptable methodology being used 
for PHAs?

The initial PHA was conducted using HAZOP for normal 
operations and What If? for defueling operations.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(2)
R,I

3.6  Based on review of a representative number 
of completed PHAs, were the methodologies 
appropriate to the complexity (to determine and 
evaluate the hazards) of the process?

Yes

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(3)
68.67( c)
R, O, I

3.7  Based on review of a representative number 
of completed initial and revalidated PHAs, do the 
PHAs address:

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)   a)    The hazards of the process? Yes

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

  b)    The identification of any previous incidents 
which had likely potential for catastrophic 
consequences (i.e. including “near-misses”)?

Yes, the May 6, 2021, Sept 29, 2021, Nov. 20, 2021 incidents 
were considered.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

  c)    Engineering and Administrative Controls 
applicable to the hazards? Yes

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

  d)    Consequences of Failure of Engineering and 
Administrative Controls? Yes

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)   e)    Facility/Source Siting? Completed

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)    f)    Human Factors? Completed

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

  g)    Qualitative evaluation of a range of possible 
safety and health effects of failure of controls on 
employees in the workplace?

Yes

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(4)
68.67(d)

R,I

3.8  Based on review of a representative number 
of completed PHAs, did the PHA team have 
expertise in engineering and process operations?

Yes, participants are listed in the PHA report.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(4)
68.67(d)

R, I

3.9  Based on review of a representative number 
of completed PHAs, did at least one team 
member have experience and knowledge specific 
to the process being evaluated?

Yes, Deputy Director of Fuels, fuels engineer, and two 
operators participated.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(4)
68.67(d)

R

3.10 Based on review of a representative number 
of completed PHAs, was at least one team 
member knowledgeable in the specific PHA 
methodology being used?

Yes, Risktec provided the facilitation and scribe.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

40.68.50
R

3.11  Based on review of a representative 
sampling of completed PHAs, in addition to OSHA 
documentation requirements, is there a written 
report prepared for each PHA?

Yes, Risktec prepared a report for this initial PHA

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(5)
68.67( e)

R,I

3.12  Based on review of a representative number 
of completed PHAs, is a system in place to 
promptly address the team’s findings and 
recommendations? 

Prioritized findings and recommendations will be included in 
the report.   The Navy will be responsible for implementation.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(5)
68.67( e)

R, O

3.13  Based on a review of a representative 
number of completed PHAs, are 
recommendations resolved in a timely manner?

Data unavailable.  This is the initial PHA.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(5)
68.67( e)

R

3.14  Based on review of a representative number 
of completed PHAs, are resolutions and their 
rationale documented?

Data unavailable.  This is the initial PHA.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(5)
68.67( e)

R

3.15  Based on review of a representative number 
of completed PHAs, are the actions to be taken 
documented?

Data unavailable.  This is the initial PHA.
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3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(5)
68.67( e)

R

3.16  Based on review of a representative number 
of completed PHAs, do actions appear to be 
completed as soon as possible?

Data unavailable.  This is the initial PHA.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(5)
68.67( e)

R

3.17  Is a system in place (including a schedule) 
to track the status, resolution and implementation 
of PHA recommendations and action items?

Data unavailable.  This is the initial PHA.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(6)
68.67(f)

R

3.18  Is there a written procedure in place to 
update and revalidate PHAs within 5 years of the 
initial PHA?

There is no policy is in place to require a 5 year review or 
PHAs for projects.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(7)
68.67(g)

R

3.19  Based on a review of a representative 
number of completed PHAs, are initial PHAs, 
updates and revalidations of PHAs, and 
documented resolutions of recommendations kept 
for the life of the process?

Data unavailable.  This is the initial PHA.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

119(e)(5)
40.68.67 ( e)

R,I

3.20  Based on records review and interviews 
with a representative number of employees, are 
PHA recommendations and actions communicated 
to employees whose work assignments are in the 
process and who may be affected by them? 

Data unavailable.  This is the initial PHA.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

GMP
R

GMP1  Is there a written PHA policy and 
procedure? No

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

GMP
R

GMP2  Is there a written procedure in place 
addressing the requirements for conducting PHAs 
and how they will be performed?  

No

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

GMP
R

GMP3  Have PHAs been completed in accordance 
with the schedule? Data unavailable.  This is the initial PHA.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

GMP
R

GMP4  Is there a tracking system in place to track 
progress on completing PHAs? Data unavailable.  This is the initial PHA.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

GMP
R

GMP5  Are the qualifications of team leaders 
documented? Yes, Risktec provided the facilitation and scribe.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

GMP
R

GMP6  Based on review of a representative 
number of completed initial and revalidated PHAs 
do the PHAs:

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)   a)    Describe the PHA techniques used? Yes, HAZOP and What If?

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

  b)    Identify the team members and their areas 
of technical expertise? Included in the PHA report.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

  c)    Categorize and prioritize the PHA 
recommendations? Included in the PHA report.

3 Process Hazard 
Analysis (PHA)

GMP
R

GMP7  Is there a system for management review 
of the PHA findings and recommendations? Data unavailable.  This is the initial PHA.

4 Operating 
Procedures

119(f)(1-2)
68.69(a-b)

R, O, I

4.1  Based on a representative sample of covered 
process(es):

4 Operating 
Procedures

  a)    are there written operating procedures for 
the processes and do they provide clear 
instruction for conducting activities safely?

There are operating orders for many routine activities 
involving the fuel system.  The orders are updated each 
morning for the day's activities.  Existing orders are "red 
lined" if there is a change.  The operators call their supervisor 
for approval to proceed.   Each step in the process is not 
included in the order.  There are no consequences of 
deviation.  There are no orders for sampling tanks, relieving 
line pressure, etc.

Operating orders (procedures) should be established 
in writing for each work activity and all operational 
phases.  A new procedure template with all industry 
best practice sections (like health and safety, 
consequence of deviation, etc.) included should be 
developed.  NOTE: During the HAZOP, a procedure 
template was provided to POND personnel.
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4 Operating 
Procedures

  b)    are these procedures accessible to 
employees who work in or maintain the process?

No.  All orders are generated and sent each morning to the 
control room operator.

4 Operating 
Procedures   c)    are these procedures followed? Yes, the CR operators have copies of the orders and they 

initial the steps.

4 Operating 
Procedures

119(c)(2)
68.83(b)

R, I

4.2  Were employees involved in the preparation 
of the written operating procedures? 

The operators are not involved in writing the orders.  The 
supervisors review the orders.  The orders are written by the 
operations engineer.

4 Operating 
Procedures

119(f)(1)(I
68.69(a)(1))

R, I

4.3  Based on a representative sample of written 
operating procedures for the covered processes, 
do they address the following operating phases:

4 Operating 
Procedures   a)    Initial start-up? No.

4 Operating 
Procedures   b)    Normal operations? Yes, for all valve and fueling activities.

4 Operating 
Procedures   c)    Temporary operations? No.

4 Operating 
Procedures

  d)    Emergency shutdown including the 
conditions under which emergency shutdown is 
required, and the assignment of shutdown 
responsibility to qualified operators to ensure that 
emergency shutdown is executed in a safe and 
timely manner?

No.  There is an emergency response plan section on the 
operating orders.  But the section does not define in detail 
what must be done.

4 Operating 
Procedures   e)    Emergency operations? No

4 Operating 
Procedures    f)    Normal shutdown? Yes, but the orders need more information

4 Operating 
Procedures

  g)    Start-up following a turnaround or after an 
emergency shutdown? No.

4 Operating 
Procedures

119(f)(1)(ii)
68.69(a)(2)

R, I

4.4  Based on a representative sample of 
operating procedures for the covered processes, 
do they address the following information about 
operating limits:

4 Operating 
Procedures   a)    Consequence of Deviations? No

4 Operating 
Procedures

  b)    Steps required to correct or avoid a 
deviation? No

4 Operating 
Procedures

119(f)(1)(iii)
68.69(a)(3)

R, I

4.5  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of operating procedures for the covered process, 
do they address the following safety & health 
considerations:

4 Operating 
Procedures

  a)    Properties of, and hazards presented by the 
chemicals used the process?

No,  The hazards of the chemicals (fuels) are not mentioned 
on any of the operating orders.  There is a tools and 
materials section, but no mention of PPE or what to do if you 
are exposed to fuel.

Ensure a section of the new procedure template 
discusses PPE required, the hazards of the fuels and 
what to do if you come in contact with the fuels.

4 Operating 
Procedures

  b)    Precautions necessary to prevent exposure, 
including engineering controls, administrative 
controls and personal protective equipment?

PPE is missing.  The orders mention "point and call" as an 
administrative procedure as well as dual operators.  There are 
very few engineering controls on the system.

4 Operating 
Procedures

  c)    Controls measures to be taken if physical 
contact or airborne exposure occurs? None mentioned.

4 Operating 
Procedures

  d)    Quality control for raw materials and control 
of hazardous chemical inventories?

Yes, quality control is specifically addressed in the orders for 
loading and unloading the ships.

4 Operating 
Procedures   e)    Any special or unique hazards? Nothing mentioned.
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4 Operating 
Procedures

119(f)(1)(iv)
68.69(a)(4)

R

4.6  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of operating procedures for the covered 
processes, do they address safety systems (e.g. 
but not limited to, deluge systems, PRVs, 
combustible sensors, fire monitor systems, etc.) 
and their functions? 

No.  There is an AFFF system.  This system is not mentioned 
in the procedures.

4 Operating 
Procedures

119(f)(3)
68.69( c)
R, O, I

4.7  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of operating procedures, are the operating 
procedures:

4 Operating 
Procedures

  a)    Annually certified that they are current and 
accurate?

They have not had operating orders in place for a year yet.  
They started writing them after the May 6, 2021 incident.

4 Operating 
Procedures

  b)    Reviewed as often as necessary to assure 
that they reflect current operating practice (See 
10.9)?

The orders are in the process of being written. If the order 
identifies that a change needs to be made, he contacts his 
supervisor before proceeding.

All operating orders/procedures should be version 
controlled within a document control system where 
changes/revisions to the documents are managed and 
to allow for yearly document review. 

4 Operating 
Procedures

119(f)(4)
68.69(d)
R, O, I

4.8  Are written safe work practices developed, 
implemented and followed, including:

4 Operating 
Procedures   a)    Lockout/tagout? OMES section 4.7 discusses LOTO. There is no specific LOTO 

procedure.

Develop a formal written procedure implementing a 
Lock-out/Tag-out (LOTO) process including training on 
the LOTO work permit.

4 Operating 
Procedures   b)    Confined space entry? OMES section 4.3.3 defines entrances into confined spaces.  

There is no specific confined space procedure.

All areas should be evaluated as to whether or not 
they are confined spaces and signage should be 
provided.  Develop a formal written procedure 
implementing a confined space permitting system and 
training for all employees.

4 Operating 
Procedures

119(f)(4)
68.69(d)
R, O, I

  c)    Opening process equipment or piping? No order written specific to opening process equipment.
Develop a formal written procedure implementing a 
line opening process that address hazards and 
controls that must be in place.

4 Operating 
Procedures

  d)    Control over entry into a process by 
maintenance, contractor, laboratory or other 
support personnel?

No process to control entry.  There appears to be an out of 
date badge scanning system but it is not in service.  The 
operators have camera systems that could be used to identify 
visitors to the area.

Implement an access control process that includes 
electronic badging into and out of the facility.  This 
system should report real-time accounting for all 
personnel in the facility.  In lieu of an electronic 
system, implement a sign-in/sign-out process which is 
controlled by the Control Room Operator (CRO).

4 Operating 
Procedures

GMP
R

GMP1  Is there a written program in place to 
develop and implement written operating 
procedures?

No.  The OMES manual talks about the existence of operating 
orders but does not provide any guidance to the content of 
the orders, the templates or the requirements.

4 Operating 
Procedures

GMP
R

GMP2  Do operating procedures include 
emergency actions required for events such as:

Emergency response sections on the current operating 
orders address spills and leaks.  They do not have any 
operation orders or emergency actions that address 
loss of electricity, building ventilation, fire or explosion.

4 Operating 
Procedures   a)    Loss of steam or other heating system N/A
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4 Operating 
Procedures   b)    Loss of electricity No

4 Operating 
Procedures

  c)    Loss of cooling water, process water, or 
refrigerant N/A

4 Operating 
Procedures   d)    Loss of plant or breathing air N/A

4 Operating 
Procedures   e)    Loss of instrument air N/A

4 Operating 
Procedures    f)    Loss of building or spot ventilation No

4 Operating 
Procedures   g)    Loss of nitrogen or other inerting system N/A

4 Operating 
Procedures   h)    Loss of chemical injection system N/A

4 Operating 
Procedures    i)    Uncontrolled reaction N/A

4 Operating 
Procedures    j)    Fire or explosion? No

4 Operating 
Procedures

GMP
R

GMP3  Do operating procedures include, or at 
least point to, comprehensive spill control 
measures for each chemical handled?

Yes, in the Emergency Response Section they state, "	Notify 
the chain of command of the emergency and respond to the 
emergency with clean-up material and containers and drip 
pans as required by the emergency."

5 Training
119(g)(1)(i)
68.71(a)(1)

R

5.1  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of training records, have employees involved in 
operating the process received initial training?

Training requirements are outlined in the OMES manual 
section 8.3.  All new employees are paired with an 
experienced operator for shadowing.  Once the employee 
training checklist is complete, the work leader reviews the 
checklist and interviews the new employee and determines if 
the new employee is approved to work on his own.

Implement a formal written program establishing 
operator initial and refresher training requirements.  
Job shadowing can be one aspect of this training 
program, but should not constitute the primary 
training method.  Consider operator pre-qualification 
requirements prior to employment.  Establish a 
training department/coordinator to be responsible for 
all training activities and consider using a process 
simulator for CRO initial and refresher training.  

5 Training

119(g)(1)
119(n)

1910.38(a)
68.71(a)(1)

(RMP allows owner to 
certify knowledge, 

skills and abilities for 
those employed 
before 6/21/99)

R, I

5.2  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of training records and interviews with a 
representative number of operation employees, 
does training cover:

5 Training   a)    An overview of the process? Yes as part of shadowing.  No 'formal' training.

5 Training   b)    Operating procedures? (see 4.4, 4.6 & 4.8) Yes as part of shadowing.  No 'formal' training on operations 
orders.

5 Training   c)    Emphasis on the specific safety and health 
hazards? OMES section 8.4, Yes as part of shadowing

5 Training   d)    Emergency operations including shutdown? Yes as part of shadowing

5 Training   e)    Safe work practices applicable to the 
employee’s job tasks? Yes as part of shadowing

5 Training    f)    Emergency evacuation and response? Yes as part of shadowing
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5 Training
119(g)(2)
68.71(b)

R, I

5.3  Based on a review of a representative 
number of training records, is refresher training 
provided within three years of the date of last 
training or more often if determined to have been 
necessary?

Some  refresher training is offered.  Due to covid, all training 
and refresher is overdue.

5 Training R, I
5.4  Based on interviews with operation 
employees, were they consulted regarding the 
frequency of refresher training?

No

5 Training
119(g)(2-3)
68.71( c)

R,I

5.5  Based on a review of a representative 
number of training records and interviews with a 
representative number or operation employees, 
did the employer ascertain that each employee 
involved in operating a process received and 
understood the training?

Yes, the work leader reviews the checklist and interviews the 
new employee to confirm understanding before approving 
him to work alone.

5 Training
119(g)(1)
68.71( c)

R

5.6  Based on a representative sample of training 
records, do the records document:

5 Training   a)    Identity of employee(s) receiving training? Yes, records have been provided.
5 Training   b)    Date of the training? Yes, records have been provided.
5 Training   c)    Description of training? Yes, records have been provided.

5 Training   d)    Means used to ascertain that employees 
understood the training?

Very few training classes are provided in person.  Most are 
passive, that is, read on your own and sign.  I was told that 
some training requires a 70%+ to pass the test although no 
one could give me an example.

5 Training   e)    Name of persons conducting training? Yes, records have been provided.

5 Training GMP
R

GMP1  Is there a written program addressing the 
training of employees involved in operating 
processes?

Training requirements are outlined in the OMES manual 
section 8.3.  This is minimal training.  Confined space training 
for the workers is only awareness only.

6 Contractors 119(h)(1)
R

Employer Responsibilities
6.1  Does the employer have a written plan 
describing their program for contractors 
performing maintenance or repair, turnaround, 
major renovation, or special work on or adjacent 
to a covered process?

6 Contractors
119(h)(1)

R, I

6.2  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of contractor records, has the employer applied 
its contractor program to contractors performing 
work on or adjacent to a covered process?

6 Contractors
119(h)(2)(i)
68.87(b)(1)

R, I

6.3  Based on the written program and a review 
of employer’s documentation, is information 
obtained and evaluated when selecting a 
contractor regarding the contract employer’s:

6 Contractors   a)    Safety program and Although contractors are heavily utilized, they were not made 
available for interviews due to contractual complexities.

6 Contractors   b)    Performance/ injury and illness rates and 
experience? 

Although contractors are heavily utilized, they were not made 
available for interviews due to contractual complexities.
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6 Contractors
119(h)(2)(ii)
68.87(b)(2)

R, I

6.4  Are contractor employees informed, prior to 
the initiation of the contractor’s work at the site, 
of the known potential fire, explosion, or toxic 
release hazards related to the contractor’s work 
and the process?

6 Contractors
119(h)(2)(iii)
68.87(b)(3)

R, I

6.5  Are the applicable provisions of the 
emergency action plan explained to contractor 
employers prior to the initiation of the 
contractors’ work at the site?

6 Contractors
119(h)(2)(iv)
68.87(b)(4)

R, O, I

6.6  Are there written safe work practices 
a)developed and b) implemented that control the 
access of contract employers and employees to 
covered process units? (See 4.11d)

6 Contractors
119(h)(2)(v)
68.67(b)(5)

R, I

6.7  Is there a written program in effect by the 
employer to periodically evaluate the contract 
employers’ responsibilities under the PSM/RMP 
standards? (see below)

6 Contractors 119(h)(2)(v)
R, I

6.8 Has the employer ensured, through periodic 
evaluations, that the training provided to 
contractor employees by the contractor is 
equivalent to the training required for direct hire 
employees?

6 Contractors 119(h)(2)(v)
R,I

6.9  If the evaluation determines that the 
contractor is not meeting their responsibilities 
under this section, is responsive action taken?

6 Contractors 119(h)(2)(vi)
R

6.10  Does the facility maintain a contract 
employee injury and illness log?

6 Contractors
119(h)(3)(i)
68.67(c)(1)

R, I

Contract Employer Responsibilities
6.11  Does the contract employer have a written 
program describing the training required to 
perform work practices necessary to safely 
perform the job?

6 Contractors
119(h)(3)(i)
68.67(c)(2)

R, I

6.12  Based on a representative sample of 
contract employee records and interviews, does 
the contract employer assure that each contract 
employee is instructed in the known potential fire, 
explosion, or toxic release hazards related to 
his/her job and the covered process, and in the 
applicable provisions of the emergency action 
plan?

6 Contractors
119(h)(3)(iii)
68.67(c)(3)

R, I

6.13  Based on review of a representative number 
of contract employee records, does the contract 
employer document the:

6 Contractors   a)    Identity of the contract employee Although contractors are heavily utilized, they were not made 
available for interviews due to contractual complexities.

6 Contractors   b)    Date of training Although contractors are heavily utilized, they were not made 
available for interviews due to contractual complexities.

6 Contractors
  c)    Means to verify that the contract employees 
have received and understood the training 
required by this paragraph?

Although contractors are heavily utilized, they were not made 
available for interviews due to contractual complexities.
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6 Contractors
119(h)(3)(iv)
68.67(c)(4)

R,O, I

6.14  Is there evidence that contractors ensure 
their employees follow facility safety rules and 
work practices required by the PSM/RMP 
standards including:

6 Contractors   a)    Lockout/tagout? Although contractors are heavily utilized, they were not made 
available for interviews due to contractual complexities.

6 Contractors   b)    Confined space entry? Although contractors are heavily utilized, they were not made 
available for interviews due to contractual complexities.

6 Contractors   c)    Opening process equipment or piping? Although contractors are heavily utilized, they were not made 
available for interviews due to contractual complexities.

6 Contractors   d)    Control over access to process areas? Although contractors are heavily utilized, they were not made 
available for interviews due to contractual complexities.

6 Contractors
119(h)(3)(v)
68.67(c)(5)

R,O, I

6.15  Does the contractor advise the facility 
employer of unique hazards presented by or 
found during the contractor’s work?

6 Contractors GMP
R

GMP1  Based on a review of the employer’s 
records, are contractor work methods and/or 
experience evaluated?

Although contractors are heavily utilized, they were not made 
available for interviews due to contractual complexities.

6 Contractors GMP
R, I

GMP2  Is process safety information available to 
contract employees? 

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

119(l)(1)
68.77(a)

R

7.1  Is a written procedure in place that 
addresses  a) documentation and b) 
implementation of PSSR for new facilities and for 
modified facilities when the modification is 
significant enough to require a change in the 
process safety information?

There is no evidence of a pre-startup program in place. Develop a formal written procedure implementing a 
Pre-Startup Safety Review (PSSR) program.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

119(i)(2)(i)
68.77(b)(1)

R, O, I

7.2  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of PSSR documentation, does the review confirm 
that construction and equipment is in accordance 
with design specifications?

The AFFF project was originally designed with a steel pipeline.  
Due to cost cutting, the system was installed with a partial 
PVC line.  It does not meet the original design specifications 
but was allowed to start-up.  Because of recent events, the 
PVC line will need to be removed and replaced.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

119(i)(2)(ii)
68.77(b)(2)

R, O, I

7.3  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of PSSR documentation, does the review confirm 
that safety, operating, maintenance and 
emergency procedures are in place and are 
adequate? 

It is apparent that projects have been completed without 
consideration of safety, operating and environmental 
concerns.  An example would be installing ground water 
monitoring wells under a pipeline in the tunnel.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

119(i)(2)(iii)
68.77(b)(3)

R,I

7.4  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of PSSR documentation for new facilities, does 
the review confirm that PHAs have been 
performed and recommendations have been 
resolved or implemented before startup?

There have been no PHAs performed on any project.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

119(i)(2)(iii)
68.77(b)(3)

R, I

7.5  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of PSSR documentation, for modified facilities, 
does the review confirm that the process meets 
the requirements contained in the management 
of change program?

There is no management of change process.

Develop a formal written procedure implementing a 
Management of Change (MOC) process.  The process 
should be paper-based initially with the goal to move 
to an electronic system once the program is fully 
implemented and understood.
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7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

119(i)(2)(iv)
68.77(b)(3)

R, I

7.6  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of PSSR documentation, does the review confirm 
that operator training has been completed?

Operator training on projects and changes is not evident. As part of the MOC and PSSR procedures, require 
operator training before any process change is made.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

119(i)(2)
68.77(b)

I

7.7  Based on a representative number of 
interviews, are PSSRs conducted prior to the 
introduction of highly hazardous chemicals to the 
process?

No PSSRs are completed.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

GMP
R

GMP1  Do the PSSRs include general safety issues 
such as:

Although contractors are heavily utilized, they were not made 
available for interviews due to contractual complexities.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

  a)    Fire protection facilities No PSSRs are completed.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

  b)    Means of egress No PSSRs are completed.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

  c)    Availability and location of safety equipment No PSSRs are completed.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

  d)    Equipment guards No PSSRs are completed.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

  e)    Electrical classification No PSSRs are completed.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

   f)    Ventilation No PSSRs are completed.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

  g)    Tripping hazards No PSSRs are completed.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

  h)    Proper drainage to avoid icing conditions in 
winter? No PSSRs are completed.

7
Pre-Startup 
Safety Review 
(PSSR)

GMP
R

GMP2  Does the PSSR process allow the review 
team to judge whether or not the facility is ready 
for startup?

No PSSRs are completed.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

119(j)(1)(i)
68.73(a)

R, I

8.1  Based on a review of the mechanical integrity 
procedures, do the procedures include the 
following process equipment:

Interview indicated MI procedures existed for some 
equipment, but no procedures were provided or reviewed.

Develop and implement detailed MI procedures for all 
equipment subject to test and inspection 
requirements. 

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

  a)    Vessels and storage tanks (pressurized or 
not)

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

  b)    Piping systems including valves and other 
piping  components

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   c)    Relief and vent systems and devices

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   d)    Emergency shutdown systems

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

  e)    Controls (including monitoring devices and 
sensors, alarms, and interlocks)

8 Mechanical 
Integrity    f)    Pumps 
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Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

119(j)(2)
68.73(b)

R, I

8.2  Are there written procedures established and 
implemented to maintain the on-going integrity, 
i.e. preventive and turnaround maintenance, of 
covered process equipment which includes:

Interview indicated MI procedures existed for some 
equipment, but no procedures were provided or reviewed.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Fixed equipment

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   b)    Rotating equipment; and

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   c)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

119(j)(3)
68.73( c)

R, I

8.3  Based on a records review and interviews 
with employees and contract employees, are 
written procedures established and implemented 
to train personnel involved in maintaining the 
ongoing integrity, i.e. preventive and turnaround 
maintenance, of process equipment as follows:

Based on personnel interview, training of personnel involved 
in maintaining the ongoing integrity of process equipment is 
primarily done as "on-the-job training".

Develop structured written procedures for training 
personnel involved in maintaining the ongoing 
integrity of process equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Overview of the process and hazards?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   b)    Procedures applicable to job tasks for:

8 Mechanical 
Integrity i)      Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity ii)     Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity iii)    I&E equipment

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   c)    Maintenance procedures?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   d)    Safe work practices?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

119(j)(4)(I)
68.73(d)(1)

R

8.4  Are there written procedures for 
performance of tests and inspections (for 
preventive and turnaround maintenance) on 
process equipment which includes: 

Interview indicated MI procedures existed for some 
equipment, but no procedures were provided or reviewed.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   b)    Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   c)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

119(j)(4)(ii)
68.73(d)(2)

R, I

8.5  Based on review of a representative sample 
of test and inspection documentation, are tests 
and inspections (for preventive and turnaround 
maintenance) performed in accordance with 
recognized and generally accepted good 
engineering practices for:

Based on a record review from FAMMS and personnel 
interview, tests and inspections are performed in accordance 
with RAGAGEP.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   b)    Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   c)    I&E equipment.
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Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

119(j)(4)(iii)
68.73(d)(3)

R, I

8.6  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of test and inspection documentation (for 
preventive and turnaround maintenance) are the 
frequencies consistent with applicable 
manufacturers’ recommendations and good 
engineering practices, and more frequent if 
determined to be necessary by prior operating 
experience for:

Based on a record review from FAMMS and personnel 
interview, tests and inspections frequencies are consistent 
with applicable manufacturers' recommendations and good 
engineering practices.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   b)    Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   c)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

119(j)(4)(iv)
68.73(d)(4)

R

8.7  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of mechanical integrity records, are the results 
documented for:

Based on a record review from FAMMS and personnel 
interview, tests and inspections results are documented.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Preventative maintenance:

8 Mechanical 
Integrity i)      Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity ii)     Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity iii)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   b)    Turnaround maintenance:

8 Mechanical 
Integrity i)      Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity ii)     Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity iii)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

119(i)(4)(iv)
68.73(d)(4)

R
8.8  Does the documentation include:

Based on a record review from FAMMS and personnel 
interview, tests and inspections results are documented with 
the required information.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Date or inspection or test?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

  b)    Name of person performing the test or 
inspection?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

  c)    Serial number or other identifier of the 
equipment?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   d)    Description of the test and inspection?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   e)    Results of the test and inspection? 

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

119(j)(5)
68.73 ( e)

R, O, I

8.9  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of mechanical integrity records and interviews 
with employees and contract employees, for the 
following, are equipment deficiencies that are 
outside acceptable limits (e.g. as defined by PSI) 
corrected before further use or in a timely 
manner to assure safe operation?

Based on personnel interview, equipment deficiencies and the 
results of tests and inspections are not always captured.
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Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Preventive maintenance:

8 Mechanical 
Integrity i)      Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity ii)     Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity iii)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   b)    Turnaround maintenance:

8 Mechanical 
Integrity i)      Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity ii)     Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity iii)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

119(j)(6)
68.73(f)
R, O, I

8.10  Based on a review of a representative 
sample of written procedures and interviews with 
employees and contract employees, is there a 
quality assurance program which assures:

No quality assurance program exist to ensure equipment is 
suitable, installed properly and consistent with design 
specifications or manufacturer's instructions, or maintenance 
materials and spare parts are available.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

  a)    that new equipment as it is fabricated is 
suitable for the intended process application for 
new plants and equipment?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity i)      Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity ii)     Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity iii)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

  b)    appropriate checks and inspections are 
performed to assure that the equipment is 
installed properly and consistent with design 
specifications and the manufacturer’s instructions?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity i)      Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity ii)     Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity iii)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

  c)    maintenance materials, spare parts and 
equipment are suitable for the process application 
for which they will be used?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity i)      Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity ii)     Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity iii)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

GMP
R

GMP1  Are there written procedures for fixed 
process equipment to:
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Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Determine coverage; and

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

  b)    Is there a listing of equipment to be 
included in the program to maintain the on-going 
integrity?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

GMP
R

GMP2  Are there written procedures for rotating 
process equipment to:

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Determine coverage; and

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

  b)    Is there a listing of  equipment to be 
included in the program to maintain the on-going 
integrity?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

GMP
R

GMP3  Are there written procedures for I&E 
process equipment to:

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Determine coverage; and,

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

  b)    Is there a listing of equipment to be 
included in the program to maintain the on-going 
integrity?

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

GMP
R

GMP4  Does the company obtain and keep on file 
equipment vendor technical manuals and other 
documents that show any vendor’s 
recommendations for preventive and turnaround 
maintenance including test and inspection 
frequencies for:

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   b)    Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   c)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

GMP
R

GMP5  Does the employer certify annually, or at 
some other frequency, that the mechanical 
integrity procedures (8.5 & 8.7) are current and 
accurate for:

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   b)    Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   c)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

GMP
R

GMP6  Are mechanical integrity procedures (8.5 & 
8.7) readily accessible to employees as 
appropriate for:

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   a)    Fixed equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   b)    Rotating equipment;

8 Mechanical 
Integrity   c)    I&E equipment.

8 Mechanical 
Integrity

GMP
R, I

GMP7  Has a predictive/preventive maintenance 
program been established for the site?
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Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

9 Hot Work Permits 68.85(a)
R

9.1  Is there a written program in place that 
requires a hot work permit for hot work 
operations conducted on or near a PSM/RMP 
covered process?

Section 4.5.4 OMES refers to NFPA 51B.  OMES 5.2.4 says hot 
work must be conducted through the Fire Chief and Safety 
offices.  OMES Section 5.2.7 addresses fire watches.
Five sample hot work permits were reviewed.  

Develop and implement a hot work program that is 
owned by the Operations / Fuels group.  This program 
should meet the criteria of OSHA PSM.  It should 
ensure that Operators know what hot work is being 
performed in their area, and that operators are trained 
to write hot work permits.

In addition, develop and implement a Safe Work 
program that includes procedures and controls for 
confined space entry, energy isolation, elevated work, 
and other Life Critical procedures.

9 Hot Work Permits
119(k)(1)
68.85(a)

R, I

9.2  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of hot work documentation, other documentation 
identifying tasks required to be performed, and 
interviews with a representative number of 
employees involved in hot work operations, are 
hot work permits issued for all hot work 
operations conducted on or near PSM/RMP 
covered processes?

Contractors are responsible for requesting their own hot work 
permits so it is possible that hot work could be performed 
without a permit.

9 Hot Work Permits
119(k)(2)
68.85(b)

R

9.3  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of hot work permits, do the permits indicate the 
date(s) authorized for the hot work?

How work permits indicate the date of the permit.

9 Hot Work Permits
119(k)(2)
68.85(b)

R

9.4  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of hot work permits, do the hot work permits 
describe the object on which the hot work is to be 
performed?

Four out of five hot work permits reviewed described the 
object on which the hot work is being performed.   One 
permit number 468708 only stated the description of FORFAC 
with no additional description of the welded object.

9 Hot Work Permits
119(k)(2)
68.85(b)

R, I

9.5  Based on a review of the written hot work 
procedure, a representative sample of hot work 
permits and interviews with a representative 
number of employees involved in hot work 
operations, are hot work permits kept on file until 
the hot work operations are completed?

According to the fire chief hot work permits are kept for three 
years. Also they are entered into the E SAMS system.  
(Enterprise Safety Application Management System)

9 Hot Work Permits
1910.252(a) (2)(i)

68.85(b)
R,I

9.6  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of hot work permits, do the permits identify 
openings, cracks and holes where sparks may 
drop to combustible materials below?

Checklist questions 7 and 8 address this.

9 Hot Work Permits

1910.252(a) (2)(ii)
68.85(b)

R

9.7  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of hot work permits, do the permits describe the 
fire prevention and or protection measures 
required to handle any emergencies?

Fire prevention and protection measures are addressed.  

9 Hot Work Permits
1910.252(a) (2)(iii)

68.85(b)
R,I

9.8  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of hot work permits and interviews with a 
representative number of employees involved in 
hot work operations, do the permits assign 
firewatchers whenever welding is performed in 
locations where other than a minor fire might 
develop?

Fire watches are assigned but may have other responsibilities.
It is recommended that the fire watch is dedicated 
and cannot perform duties other then being the fire 
watch.
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9 Hot Work Permits
1910.252(a) (2)(iv)

68.85(b)
R, I

9.9  Based on a review of a representative sample 
of hot work permits and interviews with a 
representative number of employees involved in 
hot work operations, are the permits authorized, 
preferably in writing, by an “individual” 
responsible for welding and cutting operations, 
and is authorization preceded by site inspection 
and designation of appropriate precautions?

The checklist states that the PAI must verify that the 
questions are as stated before issuing the checklist.

9 Hot Work Permits

1910.252(a) (2)(v & 
ix)

68.85(b)
R, I

9.10  Based on a review of a representative 
sample of hot work permits, do the permits 
address precautions associated with combustible 
materials on floors or floors, walls, partitions, 
ceilings or roofs of combustible construction? 

This is addressed in the checklist.

9 Hot Work Permits
1910.252(a) (2)(vii)

68.85(b)
R, I

9.11  Based on a review of a representative 
sample of hot work permits, do the hot work 
permits require relocation of combustibles where 
practicable and covering with flame proofed 
covers where not practicable?

This is addressed in the checklist question number 10.

9 Hot Work Permits
1910.252(a) (2)(viii)

68.85(b)
R, I

9.12  Based on a review of a representative 
sample of hot work permits, do the permits 
identify for shutdown any ducts or conveyor 
systems that may convey sparks to distant 
combustibles? 

This is addressed in the checklist.

9 Hot Work Permits

1910.252(a) (2)(x & 
xii)

68.85(b)
R, I

9.13  Based on a review of a representative 
sample of hot work permits, do the permits 
require precautions whenever welding on 
components (e.g., steel members, pipes, etc.,) 
that could transmit heat by radiation or 
conduction to unobserved combustibles?

This is addressed in the checklist.

9 Hot Work Permits
1910.252(a) (2)(xi)

68.85(b)
R, I

9.14  Based on a review of a representative 
sample of hot work permits, do the permits 
identify hazards associated with welding on walls, 
partitions, ceilings or roofs with combustible 
coverings or welding on walls or panels of 
sandwich-type construction?

This is addressed in the checklist question number 13.

9 Hot Work Permits
1910.252(a) (2)(xiii)

68.85(b)
R, I

9.15  Based on a review of the hot work 
procedure, related documentation and interviews 
with a representative number of employees 
involved in hot work operations, have areas and 
procedures for safe welding and cutting based on 
fire potential been established?

According to the fire chief NAVFAC can authorize low risk hot 
work without the Fire Department.  This can include hot work 
in staging areas or in the open.  NAVFAC then submits these 
hot work permits to the fire department.

9 Hot Work Permits

1910.252(a) 
(2)(xiii)(B)
68.85(b)

R, I

9.16  Based on a review of the hot work 
procedure and related documentation, has an 
“individual” responsible for authorizing cutting 
and welding operations in process areas been 
designated?

The fire chief is responsible for authorizing hot work.

9 Hot Work Permits
1910.252(a) (2)(xiii)

68.85(b)
R, I

9.17  Based on a review of relevant documents 
and interviews with a representative number of 
employees involved in hot work operations, have 
welders, cutters and their supervisors been 
appropriately trained in the safe operation of their 
equipment?

Contractors are responsible for being trained on the safe 
operation of their equipment.
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9 Hot Work Permits

1910.252(a) 
(2)(xiii)(D)
68.85(b)

R, I

9.18  Based on a review of relevant hot work and 
contractor related documentation, are outside 
contractors informed of hot work permit 
requirements?

Contractors performing hot work notify the fire department 
that they are going to conduct hot work.  The fire department 
reviews a hot work checklist with the contractor performing 
the hot work.

10 Management of 
Change

119(l)(1)
68.75(a)
R, O, I

10.1  Has a written procedure been established 
and implemented to manage changes to process 
chemicals, technology, equipment, procedures, or 
process conditions and changes to facilities that 
affect a covered process?

No, written policy or practice.  It became apparent that 
employees in various departments were not aware of changes 
made to the process or projects in various stages of 
implementation.

10 Management of 
Change

119(l)(2)(i-v)
68.75(b)(1-5)

R

10.2  Does the MOC procedure address the 
following prior to any change: N/A

10 Management of 
Change   a)    Technical basis for proposed change? There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change   b)    Impact of change on safety and health? There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change   c)    Modifications to operating procedures? There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change   d)    Necessary time period for the change? There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change

  e)    Authorization requirements for the proposed 
change? There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change    f)    Provide for the tracking of changes. There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change

119(l)(3)
68.75( c)

R, I

10.3  Based on a review of representative records 
and interviews with a representative number of 
employees, do procedures exist to a) inform and 
b) train employees whose job function will be 
affected by the change prior to the start-up of the 
process and is this being done for:

N/A

10 Management of 
Change   a)    Operating employees? There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change   b)    Maintenance employees? There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change   c)    Contract employees? There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change

119(l)(4)
68.75(d)

R

10.4  Does the MOC procedure require update of 
the process safety information affected by the 
change?

N/A

10 Management of 
Change

119(l)(5)
68.75( e)

R

10.5  Does the MOC procedures require updates 
to the operating procedures if they are affected 
by the change (i.e. process chemicals, 
technology, equipment, facilities, etc.)?

N/A

10 Management of 
Change

GMP
R

GMP1  Does the written MOC procedure address 
both temporary and permanent changes? There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change

GMP
R GMP2  Do the procedures address: There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change

  a)    What constitutes a temporary or permanent 
change? There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change

GMP
R   b)    Time limits for temporary changes? There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change

GMP
R

  c)    Requirement for extensions of the time 
period for temporary changes? There is no management of change process.
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10 Management of 
Change

GMP
R

  d)    Restoration of equipment and procedures to 
their original or designed conditions at the end of 
the change?

There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change

GMP
R

GMP3  Are provisions made in the MOC variances 
procedure for various situations that may be 
encountered, for example, changes during 
emergency situations?

There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change

GMP
R

GMP4  Based on a review of a representative 
sample of completed MOC documentation, are the 
a) documentation and b) implementation 
requirements of the MOC procedure being met?

There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change

GMP
R

GMP5  Does the MOC procedure address when a 
PHA is required for a “change”? There is no management of change process.

10 Management of 
Change

GMP
R

GMP6  Are changes in personnel, staffing levels, 
etc. included in the MOC procedure? There is no management of change process.

11 Incident 
Investigation

119(m)(1)
68.81(a)

R, I

11.1  Is there a written procedure addressing the 
requirements for investigating each incident 
which:

The OMES manual section 7.13.2 Pipeline Accident 
Investigation and Reporting requires investigation and 
reporting of pipeline incidents using PHMSA Form 11, Pipeline 
Failure Investigation Report (available at 
http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/) to investigate the accident; 

11 Incident 
Investigation   a)    Resulted in;

There is no written policy or procedure for incident 
implementation.  Incident reporting is required in the Facility 
Response Plan B.2.3,  Table C.1,  as well as PHMSA pipeline 
spill reporting.

11 Incident 
Investigation

  b)    Or could reasonably have resulted in (“near 
miss”), a catastrophic release of a highly 
hazardous chemical; and based on interviews with 
a representative number of employees, is this 
being done?

There is no written policy or procedure for incident 
investigation.  Investigations are done by the Fuels Safety 
Officer.  He does not use any tools and uses a template in 
ESAMS to document.  ESAMS then is used for the OSHA 300 
log.

Develop and implement a written process for incident 
investigation including reporting requirements, data 
tracking, training, and thorough incident investigation 
tools, etc.  The level of incident investigation may be 
fit for purpose for the incident severity.  Incident 
investigations should be completed in a timely manner 
and communicated across the affected organizations 
to share learnings.

11 Incident 
Investigation

119(m)(2)
68.81(b)

R, 

11.2  Does the procedure require that incident 
investigations be initiated as soon as possible, but 
no later than 48 hours following the incident?

There is no written policy or procedure for incident 
investigation

11 Incident 
Investigation

119(m)(3)
68.81( c)

R, I

11.3  Does the procedure require establishment 
of a team consisting of at least one person 
knowledgeable in the process involved, a contract 
employee if the incident involved work of the 
contractor, and other persons with appropriate 
knowledge and experience to thoroughly 
investigate and analyze the incident?

There is no written policy or procedure for incident 
investigation

11 Incident 
Investigation

119(m)(4)
68.81(d)

R

11.4  Based on a representative sample of 
incident investigation reports, do they document 
that a report is prepared which includes at least 
the following:

The only documented RCI that was provided was for May 6, 
2021

11 Incident 
Investigation   a)    Date of incident? 6-May-21

11 Incident 
Investigation   b)    Date investigation began? Per the final RCI report, June and July 2021 personnel were 

on-site for the investigation
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11 Incident 
Investigation   c)    Description of the incident?

The following is what appears to have happened on May 6th. 
Towards the end of Evolution 3, the valve lineup below Tank 
20 was set as described above for a period of over five 
minutes creating a vacuum with a volume of 23 bbl. 
Operations then moved to Evolution 4. As Tank 12 was being 
prepared for use in Evolution 4, the valve lineup was again 
set to allow for another five minutes of sag creating an 
additional 16 bbl. of vacuum. When Tank 12’s skin valve was 
opened, the inrush from the head in Tank 12 collapsed the 39 
bbl. of vacuum. This created a calculated transient surge 
pressure of approximately 350 psig in only milliseconds, or 
almost instantaneously, near Tanks 18 and 20. This energy 
displaced the  JP-5 mainline piping near Tank 20 at 
least 16 inches laterally and separated the Dresser couplings 
at Tanks 18 and 20

11 Incident 
Investigation   d)    Factors that contributed to the incident? Human error as they did not follow the instructions per the 

evolution, leaking butterfly valves, dresser couplings, etc.

11 Incident 
Investigation

  e)    Any recommendations resulting from the 
investigation?

Development of operations orders, better training, piping 
restraint

11 Incident 
Investigation

119(m)(5)
68.81( e)

R, O

11.5  Is there a written procedure in place to 
promptly address and resolve incident report 
findings and recommendations?

There is no written policy or procedure for incident 
investigation.

11 Incident 
Investigation

119(m)(5)
68.81( e)

R

11.6  Based on a representative sample of 
incident reports, are resolutions and corrective 
actions determined and documented? 

We were provided only one RCI.  It is not apparent how 
many incidents are actually investigated nor are documented.  
There is no database which tracks corrective actions.

11 Incident 
Investigation

119(m)(6)
68.81(f)

R, I

11.7  Based on a representative review of 
applicable records and interviews with a 
representative number of employees, are incident 
reports, findings, and recommendations shared 
with personnel whose job tasks are relevant to 
incident findings, including contract employees?

Interviews with employees identified a lack of timely 
communication.  The results of the May 6th incident were not 
communicated until after the Sept 29th incident.  Even in the 
Feb 2022 PHA, the operators present were unaware of the 
root cause of the incident.

11 Incident 
Investigation

119(m)(7)
68.60(f)

R, 

11.8  Are incident investigation reports retained 
for five years?

There are some incidents on a server, but there is no policy 
to maintain the reports.

11 Incident 
Investigation

GMP
R

GMP1  Does the procedure require employees to 
report all such incidents? No policy/procedure has been identified.

11 Incident 
Investigation

GMP
R, I

GMP2  Are employees in process areas where the 
incident occurred consulted, interviewed, or 
included on the investigation team?

The operator and the rover write in their respective log book 
after the incident that they are aware of the incident. 

11 Incident 
Investigation

GMP
R

GMP3  Does the report identify the team 
members and their background/expertise? No policy/procedure has been identified.

11 Incident 
Investigation

GMP
R

GMP4  Is there a management review of the 
incident? Yes, management reviews reported incidents.

11 Incident 
Investigation

GMP
R

GMP5  Does the accident investigation provide for 
an objective determination of root cause? No.  They do not use any tools to identify root cause. Obtain training for specific employees on the use of 

incident investigative tools (like TapRoot, Apollo, etc.).

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

119(n)
68.95(a)

R

12.1  Has a written emergency action plan been 
established and implemented for the entire plant 
per 1910.38? 
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PSM Compliance Audit Worksheets

Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

119(n)
R

12.2  Does the emergency action plan include 
procedures for handling small releases and spills?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

1910.38(a)(1)
R

12.3  Does the action plan cover those designated 
actions employers and employees must take to 
ensure employee safety from fire and other 
emergencies?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

38(a)(2)(I-vi)
R, O, I

12.4  Does the emergency action plan include the 
following elements:

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

119(n)
68.95(a)

R

12.1  Has a written emergency action plan been 
established and implemented for the entire plant 
per 1910.38? 

ICP Core Plan for Spills
OMES Section 4 (Fire), 7 (Emergency Response Procedure)

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

119(n)
R

12.2  Does the emergency action plan include 
procedures for handling small releases and spills?

Small/Medium/Worst Case identified in ICP Appendix D
RFP Tab A-1

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

1910.38(a)(1)
R

12.3  Does the action plan cover those designated 
actions employers and employees must take to 
ensure employee safety from fire and other 
emergencies?

Actions for Response in Section 7 OMES

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

38(a)(2)(i-vi)
R, O, I

12.4  Does the emergency action plan include the 
following elements:  

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  a)    Emergency escape procedures and 
emergency escape route assignments?

ERP 7.2 says on-scene commander can evacuate the facility.  
Assembly locations in Appendix L of ICP 
Facility Response Plan describes 6 emergency evacuation 
zones within the Red Hill Storage Facility, each with a primary 
and alternate escape route.

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  b)    Procedures to be followed by employees 
who remain to operate critical plant operations 
before they evacuate?

OMES Section 7
FRP Tab 2.0 shows Immediate Response Actions, as does FRP 
RP.1

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  c)    Procedures to account for all employees 
after emergency evacuation have been 
completed?

FRP Section 12.3 states, "Supervisor must conduct a Head 
Count and report to the CRO when his/her employees have 
cleared the facility and if anyone is missing."

Ensure personnel are trained and there is a system in 
place to carry out and document head count following 
a local muster or evacuation.

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  d)    Rescue and medical duties for those 
employees who are to perform them?

FRP Site Safety Plan requirements in Section 9.7 include 
rescue and medical facilities.

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  e)    The preferred means of reporting fires and 
other emergencies?

OMES Section 7
FRP Section 2.0 and Appendix A Notifications

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

   f)    Names or regular job titles of persons or 
departments who can be contacted for further 
information or explanation of duties under the 
plan?

Contact information in Section 10.3.1 of FRP
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PSM Compliance Audit Worksheets

Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  g)    Employee alarm systems?

Fire alarm, Voice
FRP Section 4.2 describes Class A detection and Mass 
Notification system controlled from UGH and Lower Tank 
Gallery Gauger Station.

Typically facilities have alarms for local emergencies 
(leave the work area and muster at a safe distance) 
and evacuation alarms (evacuate the facility).  
It is recommended to distinguish between local 
emergencies with muster points, and evacuation 
emergencies.

All employees entering the facility should be trained 
on the types of alarms and muster/evacuation routes 
via a initial orientation.
It is recommended that alarms are tested weekly to 
ensure alarm operability and to raise awareness of 
employee understanding of alarm types. 

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

1910.165
R, O, I

12.5  Is an alarm system established and 
implemented which complies with 1910.165? Are 
the alarms:

Fire alarm signals referenced in ERP Table 7.1 and FRP 
Section 4.2

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  a)    Distinctive for each purpose or the alarm? Notification devices, manual page and pre-recorded message 
all available in the fire alarm system

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  b)    Capable of being perceived above ambient 
noise and light levels by all employees in the 
affected portions of the workplace?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  c)    Distinctive and recognizable as a signal to 
evacuate the work area or perform actions 
designated under the plan?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  d)    Maintained in operating condition?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  e)    Tested appropriately (non-supervised every 
2 months; supervised annually) and restored to 
normal operating condition as soon as possible 
after testing?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

   f)    Serviced, maintained, and tested by 
appropriately trained persons?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  g)    Unobstructed, conspicuous and readily 
accessible, if they are manual alarm systems?

There are pull to activate alarms in the tunnels (visual 
verification).

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

38(a)(5)(i)
R

12.6  Has the employer, before implementing the 
emergency action plan, designated and trained a 
sufficient number of persons to assist in the safe 
and orderly emergency evacuation of employees?

Roles and numbers on Spill Management Team are shown in 
Table 10.9 of FRP.

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

38(a)(5)(ii)
R, I

12.7  Is the emergency action plan reviewed with 
each employee covered by the plan:

Plan is reviewed for new employees in Fuels Department as 
per OMES Section 7.

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  a)    Initially when the plan is developed?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  b)    Whenever the employee’s responsibilities or 
designated actions under the emergency action 
plan change?
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PSM Compliance Audit Worksheets

Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  c)    Whenever the emergency action plan, itself, 
is changed?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

38(a)(5)(iii)
R, I

12.8  Does the employer review with each 
employee upon initial assignment those parts of 
the plan which the employee must know to 
protect themselves in the event of an emergency?

Operations and Maintenance and Fuels employees receive 
training, OMES Section 8.  New employees in Fuels receive 
training.

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

1910.120(q) (1)
1910.38(a)(5)(iii)

R,I

12.9  Has a written emergency response plan 
been developed and implemented to handle 
anticipated emergencies and is it available for 
inspection and copying by employees, their 
representatives, and OSHA personnel?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

120(q)(2) (i-xi)
120(p)(8)(iv) (A)(1-2)

R, I

12.10  Does the emergency response plan 
address, as a minimum, the following:

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  a)    Pre-emergency planning and coordination 
with outside parties? Spill Response Contractors listed in Table RP.3 of FRP

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  b)    Personnel roles, lines of authority, training, 
and communication?

FRP Section 10.2.2 Spill Management Team - Navy uses 
Incident Command System for spill response organizations
Appendix B of ICP

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  c)    Emergency recognition and prevention?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  d)    Safe distances and places of refuge? Facility evacuation escape routes and locations in ICP.

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  e)    Site security and control? Not addressed in ERP

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

   f)    Evacuation routes and procedures? ICP Appendix L
FRP describes 6 evacuation zones and procedures

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  g)    Decontamination? Site Safety Plan requirement to have decontamination 
methods, requirement of FRP Section 9.7

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  h)    Emergency medical treatment and first aid? Addressed in FRP Section 9.2 and FRP Section 9.7 Site Safety 
Plan

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

   i)    Emergency alerting and response 
procedures?

Fire alarms, notification to IC and outside agencies addressed 
Section 7.3 of ERP
FRP RP.1 - Anyone observing a spill or release notifies the 
CRO; the CRO notifies all workers and notifies the NAVSUP 
FLCPH Oil Spill Response Team

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

   j)    Critique of response and follow-up? No
Ensure an emergency response critique is carried out, 
documented, and that actions are followed up after 
each actual emergency response or drill.
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PSM Compliance Audit Worksheets

Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

  k)    PPE and emergency equipment?

PPE in FRP Section 9.8 and 9.7 Site Safety Plan
Oil spill equipment is shown in ICP
As per the FRP - 
Oil Proof Door holds the full contents of one of the RH Tanks 
in the LAT
Frame Foot mark spreadsheet shows equipment at each 
frame in the tunnel
Maintenance of OPD, ATG, Tank Tightness Testing described

 

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

   l)    Site topography, layout and prevailing 
weather conditions? FRP Section 2.0 Facility Information

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

m)    Procedures for reporting incidents to local, 
State and Federal governmental agencies?

Notifications in ICP and ERP
FRP Table A.1 Spiller Notification Check-Off list lists each 
Agency, phone number, and person/date notified
Internal notifications are also listed

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

1910.12
R

12.11  If applicable, has the employer addressed 
the requirements of 1910.120(p) for RCRA 
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal (TSD) 
Facilities?

ICP Appendix K - Waste Management and Disposal
FRP Section 11

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

1910.120(q)
R, I

12.12  Has training been provided to employees 
who are likely to discover releases or respond to 
them, based on the duties they are expected to 
perform?

RP Section Scenario Tab 2.0 describes the Immediate 
Response Actions.

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

1910.120(q)
R, I

12.13  Can employees who have received training 
in HAZWOPER in first responder awareness level 
or operations level, or as a HAZMAT technician 
demonstrate the competencies necessary for 
these designations?

FRP Section 10.2.1 Table 10.9 lists HAZWOPER training 
requirements for Response Team members.

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R

GMP1  Are procedures for containing and clean 
up of minor releases developed in advance?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R, I

GMP2  Is appropriate equipment provided for the 
control and clean up of minor releases?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R, I

GMP3  Are employees who will respond to minor 
releases appropriately trained?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R

GMP4  Are emergency drills or simulated 
exercises conducted on a periodic basis?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R

GMP5  Are analyses conducted of drills or 
exercises, the results documented, and actions 
taken, if needed, to improve the response plan 
based on the results?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R

GMP6  Are local community emergency response 
planners and responder organizations included?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R

GMP7  Are stationary and rolling stock emergency 
response equipment routinely checked and 
demonstrated when possible?
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PSM Compliance Audit Worksheets

Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R

GMP8  Are contract employees included in 
emergency drills?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

68.95 Does the emergency response plan contain 
the following elements?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

68.95(a)(1) (i)
R

12.23  Procedures for informing the public and 
local emergency response agencies about 
accidental releases?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

68.95(a)(1) (ii)
R

12.24  Documentation of proper first aid and 
emergency medical treatment necessary to treat 
accidental human exposure?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

68.95(a)(1) (iii)
R

12.25  Procedures and measures for emergency 
response after an accidental release of a 
regulated substance?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

68.95(b)
R

12.26  Was a written plan used that complies with 
other Federal contingency plan regulations or is 
consistent with the approach in the National 
Response Team’s Integrated Contingency Plan 
Guidance (“One Plan”)?  If so, does the plan 
include the elements provided in paragraph (a) of 
68.95, and also complies with paragraph (c) of 
68.95?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

68.95 ( c)
R

12.27  Has the emergency response plan been 
coordinated with the community emergency 
response plan developed under EPCRA?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

68.95(d)
R

12.28  Have local emergency response officials 
been provided information necessary for 
developing and implementing the community 
emergency response plan requested by the LEPC 
or emergency response officials?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R

GMP1  Are procedures for containing and clean 
up of minor releases developed in advance?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R, I

GMP2  Is appropriate equipment provided for the 
control and clean up of minor releases?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R, I

GMP3  Are employees who will respond to minor 
releases appropriately trained?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R

GMP4  Are emergency drills or simulated 
exercises conducted on a periodic basis?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R

GMP5  Are analyses conducted of drills or 
exercises, the results documented, and actions 
taken, if needed, to improve the response plan 
based on the results?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R

GMP6  Are local community emergency response 
planners and responder organizations included?

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R

GMP7  Are stationary and rolling stock emergency 
response equipment routinely checked and 
demonstrated when possible?
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Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

12
Emergency 
Planning & 
Response

GMP
R

GMP8  Are contract employees included in 
emergency drills?

13 Compliance 
Audits

119(o)(1)
40.68.79(a)

R

13.1  Based on a representative sample of 
previous PSM/RMP audits, have audits been 
conducted at least every three years?

Compliance audits are not part of this scope.

13 Compliance 
Audits

119(o)
R

13.2  Based on a representative sample of 
previous PSM/RMP audits, do the audits include 
the certification required?

13 Compliance 
Audits

119(o)(2)
68.79(b)

R,I

13.3  Based on a representative sample of 
previous PSM/RMP audits, did the PSM/RMP audit 
team include:

13 Compliance 
Audits

  a)    a person knowledgeable in the process 
being audited?

13 Compliance 
Audits

  b)    personnel with appropriate knowledge of 
auditing techniques and PSM/RMP?

13 Compliance 
Audits

119(o)(3)
68.79( c)

R

13.4  Was a report containing the findings of the 
audit developed?

13 Compliance 
Audits

119(o)(4)
40.68.79(d)

R

13.5  Based on a review of a representative 
sample of completed PSM/RMP audits, was an 
appropriate response to each of the findings of 
the audit promptly determined and documented?

13 Compliance 
Audits

119(o)(4)
40.68.79(d)

R

13.6  Based on a review of a representative 
sample of completed audits, are the actions that 
were taken to address “deficiencies” 
documented?

13 Compliance 
Audits

119(o)(5)
40.68.79(d)

R

13.7  Based on a review of a representative 
sample of completed PSM/RMP audits, were the 
two most recent PSM/RMP audits retained?

13 Compliance 
Audits

GMP
R

GMP1  Is there a written procedure in place to 
address PSM/RMP compliance audits?

13 Compliance 
Audits

GMP
R

GMP2  Based on a representative sample of 
previous PSM/RMP audits, were a sufficient 
number of processes selected for auditing to 
adequately assess the overall level of compliance 
with the standard?

13 Compliance 
Audits

GMP
R

GMP3  Does the report identify the team 
members and their background/ expertise? 

13 Compliance 
Audits

GMP
R

GMP4  Was the audit report issued promptly on 
completion of the audit?

13 Compliance 
Audits

GMP
R

GMP5  Did the audit findings identify areas that 
require responsive action as well as areas where 
the PSM/RMP system is well implemented?

13 Compliance 
Audits

GMP
R

GMP6  Based on a review of the written audit 
procedure and previous completed audits, is there 
a system in place to promptly address the teams 
findings and recommendations?

13 Compliance 
Audits

GMP
R

GMP7  Is there a management review of the audit 
findings?
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Element # Element Name Reference1 Question Evidence of Compliance/Findings Recommendation

13 Compliance 
Audits

GMP
I

GMP8  Based on interviews with a representative 
number of employees, were the results of audits 
communicated to affected employees?

1 GMP = Good Management Practice, R = Records Review, O = On-Site Conditions, I = Interviews
2 R = Regulatory, P = Policy, O = Observation
3 1 = Immediate Action Required, 2 = Priority Action Required, 3 = Action Required
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/77\ U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
(& )) SPCC FIELD INSPECTION AND PLAN REVIEW CHECKLIST
=” [ONSHORE FACILITIES [EXCLUDING OIL DRILLING, PRODUCTION AND WORKOVER)

Overviewof the Checklist
Thischeckiatfsdesgred 1 asi EPA inspectors in corduinga Perough and nara onsite inspectionofa
faci compiance uh the Sil Prevention, Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) ne a 40 CFR part 12. 1s 8
required colo help federal inspectors (or nei coniracor) record observations fo he sie inspection and reviewof theSPCC Plan, Whie ihe checks meanto be comprehensive, he inspector shod ahiays refer 0 he SPCC ve nfcrirey he SPGC Regional Inspecio Guidance Document, and ihr relevant quidancefo evaluating compliance. ThsCheckist mustbecompletedinorderfor an inspection fo count tovard anagencymeasure (16. OEM nspecionmeasuresorGPRA). The completed checks and upporing documentation 6. phot logs or dona notes) serve 25Ter
This checkist addresses requirements for onshore faites including Ter | Qualified Facies (excluding faciesvoid in oi Ging. production and workover aches) hatmeehe iiiceria set oth n §113-5GH).
Separate standalone checkists address requirementsfo.
Onshoreoiaing, production,andvorkover faciesincluding Ter | GuaifiedFaciesa5defied n §1123(0)2:
Offshoreling,productionandworkoveraces;and
Tier! QualifiedFacies (fo facies hatmeet the litycera dened n 1123011)

Guaifed facies must meet the rl requirements in 112.6 and other applicable sections specified n 5112.6, except fordeviations nat proce anironmenta! equivalence and secondary conanment mpractioaifty eterminations 2s lo edunder size.
The checkist is organized according the SPCC ue. Each fem in the checkisttiieth relevant section and
paragraph n 40 CER par 12 where ina requirement ited.

+ Sections 112.1 through 112.spectthe pplcabily oftheru andrequirementso the preparation,
implementation, and ameniment of SPCC Pans. For these sections. he checkist ncudes data ids beCompleted. a5 wel 2s several uestions with yes: "or ‘NA ansvers

+ Secon 112. incudes requirementsfor quale faite. These provisions ae addressed in Atiachment D.
+ Secon 112.7 incudes genera requirements that apply toa facie (nies oteruise excluded)
+ Sections 112.and 112.12 specirequirementsforspi prevention, coil,andcountermeasuresforonshore facies (excluding producion aces).

The inspector needs o evaluate vhther the requirement is adcressed adequately or inadequately in the SPCC Pian andWhether plemented adecuately nthe fed eer by fied bservation o cord review). Fo he SPCC Plan andimplementation n he field, a requirement = adresse adequate mark he ex” bx n ihe appropriate cola. 112Tequrementisnotaddressedadequately.markheNo"box. I3rEquremendoes no apply ne parciar cityor
he question asked snot appropriate forthe faciy, mark a5 "NA". Discrepancies or desarlons of napectorInterprtaton of-No"vs, NA”maybedocumented hecommentsboaubsecuenteachsecon. 118 provisionof he
uleappliesonyfo theSPCC Flan, he ied columnis shaded
Space provide roughout the checklist record comments. Addional space is avaliable as Aachen € at the endof he checklist. Comments shoud remain facua and support he valuation of compliance.
Atactrents+ tachmentAsfrrecoding information about containers andother locations at the faciity that require

Secondary contanment
+ Attachment B1 2 checksfor documentationofth fests and inspections he faciity aperator required foKeep wih the SPCC Pian
+ Attachment C is a checkis for oi il contingency plas folowing 40 CER 109. Unless a faci has

Submited a Faity Response Plan (RP) under 40 CFR 112 20.3 coningency plan flowing 40 CFR 109 sques f 2 fact determines that secondary containment is mpracicabe as provided n 40 CFR 112.70).
The same requirement or an oi pill contingency pan applies othe oumer or operator ofa aciiy wilh
Qualified i led peratonal squpment thar chooses t plementemai requrements nsead of
General secondary containment requirements 2 provided i 40 CFR 112.700.

+ Atachment Ds 2 checkistfo Te Il Quaified Facies.+ Attachment Es for recording adiional commentsofnoes.
© AttachmentF for recoding formation about phos.

Onshore Facies (cung 4rocicton) a sano z014
—
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|SPCCGENERALAPPLICABILITY—40CFR 112.1

15THE FACILITY REGULATEDUNDER40CFRpar1127
Toecomplete buriedofsrage capacity sou 42000 US,gor, OR aaqgagateaboveground [ves Cloragecapac or S3002salonAD. Dive Che
The ait sarnonspriatn-ate city engogednang producing.sather sn,
Feces ain Tans.GRU.Sin.oconsumo and oct,nhcao 8oonckroarany 5 §acod 0GLERM3E a ior anenovubl torsfh Uniefe
FECTED WATERWAYS Flavia nd Moanalua Seams, Pear arbor [oisTANGE”LessbanT4mie |
FLOWPATHTO WATERWAY:
Facity has mullflowpathsto ster Halawa Straor directlyto Peat Harbor. The most ely spl scenario vould
bea tank overfillat the Upper Tank Farm (UTF)intothecontainment area andthenfromthe containment area (via
dischargepipeoroverfill) toPearlHarbororfromthetruck loading rack orpier/dockdirectlyinto Pearl Harbor.

ies ie ton sag at ofcraosayoSCSoot
copra ctteuty eS Orr Camaroan55.goes;
avantStsotto ra ofUndone PoTpanl odcontr(5 trad 112.is To A
Erte) SH BBO rytep comers- Company rndnsscoaocistsof40
CFRpart 280or astateprogramapprovedunder40CFRpart281, Hadid i ororS 5090 S0loty 8 gh amt shionen;

+ impo otstant red 40Fpnt ostpptoptan tdicotaSeSonSS oyernie - -
‘sutyecttoany NRCprovisionregardingdesignandqualtycrtena, aiurensnces,
chic uresltd19.CF Repart50; Intra.aciitygatheringknossubjecttotheregulatoryrequirements.Hn tty pathtodcnrvstnara 98CARSpao comunewrevot es lsotteo,Ea oageto eedats

[Doesteacityhave an SPCC Plan? ves Oto

FACILITY RESPONSE PLAN (FRP) APPLICABILITY—40 CFR 112.20(f)

orraaporaton tedoorfaci eure opropre and plananFR a3odined 40GFR 112201
[Zhefcity transfersoilovervatar to orfomvesselsand has toll oi storagecapaclygreaterthanorequal008%.goons.OF
[Zefaci has atotal ofstorage capactyof at east 1milionU.S. gallons, ANDatleastoneofthe folowing is tre:

Jefacitydoesnot havesecondarycontainment sufficient largeto containthe capaci ofthelargestabovegroundTo eeincur espana or pinion
lefc cata a cistancschta charg cucaus keyoaandi andsenserams.
[Cretacit slocatedsuchthat a ischargewouldshut own apublicdrinkingwaterintake.
Dre acynasha reportable charg restrthnoroqo 10.000US.gaonsinhpst years

racyva pr: Eves Co Chun
[Facityhas a compietedandsignedcopyof AppendixC.AtischmentC1. ves Oocateo oe Apathyo  SarttHar Co”
Comment:
Certificationofthe Applicabilityofthe Substantial Harm Criteria is included in the Facility’s ICP.

raha Facies(Excuing OFPrades) pe— Sone zo1sa
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[SPCC TIER Il QUALIFIED FACILITYAPPLICABILITY—40 CFR 1123(9)(2)
he sregate abovegroundofstoragecapaci 1s 10.000U.S. galonsoress AND ves Co

Inthethreyears prior otheSPCCPlan sefcetficaton dat,or sincebecomingsuectto here(fhe
(cityhosbeen neporaton fo les han esyears). is facil hes HOT had:
+ Asingedischargeas describedin §112.1() exceeding 1.000 US, gals,OR. ves Ovo
+TwodischargesasdescribedIn §1121(5) eachexceeding 42 U.S. galonswitinanytwelve-monthperiod’ |Tres [no

CE
"SEE ATTACHMENT5 FOR TIER | QUALIFIED FACILITY CHECKLIST

REQUIREMENTS FOR PREPARATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A SPCC PLAN—40 CFR 112.3
Datefcitybegan operations: 1925 (approximately)

reerry Cre
[For acites (exceptfarms), including mobile or portable facies:

«In operation on o priortoNovember10,2011: Planprepared andlor amendedand fully [ves[Ino [Inaimplemeisdoy November10,2011
+ Begining operations fer November 10, 2011, Pianpreparedand uy implemented |Jves [ho [Tuabetesbeginning operations

Forfarms (ss defined in $1122):
+ Inoperationono pio to August 16, 2002: Plan maintained,amendedand [Clves Divo [aimplementedbyMay10,2013
+ Beginningoperationsafter August 16, 2002through May 10, 2013: Plan preparedand [ves [vo [nauty plementedbyMay10,3013
+ BeginningaperatinsaferMay10,201: lan preparedand uy implementedbefore [ves [Tho [na
bogimingsperaons

Planscoredby rogiterd Professional Engineer (PE)and ncludes statementshathe |[Jves [no LIA
FEatest

«PEs familarwith therequirementsof40CFRpart112 [EvesClvo Ona
+ PEoragenthas visted andexaminedth faci ves Ove Cina
+ Plansprepared inaccordancawith goodengineering practiceincudingconsideration [Eves Co Chaofappicani Indus sandards and in requirements of 40 GFRpart 113
+Provestorreshod apeciors ondtestng favebranesate Ives Ove Cha
«Plan isadequatefor the facilty [ves[lhoChun

"112.0)(1)| Pan's avaiableons f tended aleast 4 hours porday. facityis unattended,Pan's Cho L}avaiablea thnearestidofce
[Pleasenot nearestfled fice antctinformation ncommentssection below)

Oudschargo arufomnaddisasters,oct of wr,arorano clad  idominion, Thgoonamour)spac oer100043wrt anamo fohkaco each haviwisBoShin ot33 munfo7 Thokofndecor or dona,
Eo ommapuaorwhslLcorte a Ti | SPCCPamayico eect lnamasanorseca containmentracialGouaionswhi rovowsandcosiodby PC
Onshore Facile (ExcludingOf Production) | dune2014
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|AMENDMENTOFSPCC PLANBY REGIONALADMINISTRATOR(RA)—40 CFR 112.4

124010) ie eect dchrgs rs hn 1000. lon of tn nlrporaleascharg [ves Cloee Ss
YES| + WasInformaton submitedtotheRAasrequired i §112.4a)7* Eves Clo Cla

+ Wesinformation submited to theappropriateagencyoragencies inchargeofoi Dves Clvo Cla
‘pollutioncontrolactivitiesinthe State inwhichthefacilityislocated§112.4(c)ff Lm

«Were thedischargesreported heNRC? Tvs Ovo

eT2 iRGRATOR 72S
Fo rr——————————————— wy. Prney

1(YES| + Wes thePanamendedihnsxmonths ofthechange? Dves Ono
+ Were amendmentsimplemented withinsixmonthsof anyPlan amendment? Elves Clno

[Review andevaluationofthePlan completedatleastonceevery 5years? [Eves Ovo Ova
Foloning Pla review,was Plan amended vithin sixmonths to ncudemreeffective ClvesClo ThaFo eeSeeny,Crm
|Amendments implemented within sixmonths ofany Plan amendment? ID3ves OvoEna
Five yearPianreview andevaluationdocumented? Eves CIvo Ova
rotessional Engineer cortficationof anytechnical Plan amendmentsin accordancevi al |Llves LINo [ZINAre

fe fowen Jee few

rrrTmEEET EsAAEAny.LS oe
—
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GENERALSPCC REGUREMENTS40 CFRATZT [rm|mmo
Management pra a a ove of uh 0com ha necessary esutcesaman

Ee[BOrem aesmiotes s sre Sporn
Wri cals or ees.prosedres meats. oeagerTo eT operarah tro ala andsr ar Bocuse (it:Foran rapocionveteran cents

Tre lanncudesgevtonsfompeequremens or 551127) | ves LeEh
(n)(2) and (3).and(i)andapplicable subparts Band Coftherule.Core soca craeTogi n 8112 720daSOL2Ta SOE:and HL HO

otPaesepeeorirri panen Dlves ChoChat
© Atematemeasuresdecribedin deat anapotesouvient | ves io Cha|Clves ve Laeereema |IveCo CI oreathotha beret etoraanseso

“Mayboportf hePlnordomorsttedswore.
Orinors Facies (xciudng OfProduc) ea sno2014
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2700| landocsphycaoyfoisan nceaoa’ | Elves Lo Dives Ove
ectionstr crieeIrayonEcLEeascy arenSr——

0[Forsah container, typeofoiand sagecapacity soe | ives vo [Eves CloRETAreSO
typeofoil andstoragecapacityforeachcontaineroranestimateofATrRT!,

0|Discharge preventon measures,incudingproceduresfor routine | [ves [Tho ves CroTT
(| Dischargeor rainagecontrols,suchassecondarycontainment | [ves [No ves CheiFratat
(i)|Countermeasuresfordischarge discovery,response,and cleanup |[Tlves [no Eves OnoTY
(v)|Methodsofdisposalofrecovered materialsinaccordancewith ves OveLR

| Contac ist andphonermbers or thfciyresponsecacrnater,| Elves [NoSoparagonenner cy sprecarthaTraa
Dons notapply th ecthessubmtond an punter 11220. ves CieA

a er TSerrrlilSn 7 sanin ECBi, 2 yanfotBuETwas EIRa sRSes 2Pe,Bi Be
Doesnotapplyifthefacilityhas submittedaFRPunder §112.20: |) CineeetrvFr
Planincludesapredictionofthedirection,rateofflow,andtotal [ves Ono OnahE i AA

RameygeRA]ane he poe



—

112.7(c)|Appropriatecontainmentand/ordiversionarystructuresorequipmentare providedtopreventadischargeasdescribedoct os provided in 3113710of th section or coal quaipartons equipment.Toerivecolemansem. cud vals andToor. re capa coma of rtar Coase rorcape oa GargHo heconor aorCaan ets.To maidSosa ndcapac otSeconda comanentaos hetFre odsand othe)Qua fitnd beFog.SeAtachmntotecrac
Foronshorefacie,on fhaovingosexual:Des,bor,or segwal cny = Wesbors er bares:an va © Soadvaseniod+Cuneta © rersondsxSupeondcactus © Somerton©Cover,ators oe og sys
Kcentyi of he olin ar resent at hfacity and apraprtecata ancl dvrsonarysche o———promos 2Soot,
[2] Buik storage containers. [ves Ono Ona |Elves Cno [na

otieporave onsines [ves Cro Cla | ElvesTho Cn
[lon-ftedoperationalequipment as defined n 1122) [ves Clo Cla| EvesTv Cla

Clother oi fed equipment (Le.. manufacturing equipment) Cves [Ove [na|ClvesIno Ena
Pr nenmeins Elves Clo Cha |EvesCoCla|
Dobieretutersor non-sanspratonriedtankcars: Elves Clo Cla | ElvesCho Cn
[transferareas, equipment andactivities. [ves Ono Dna| ClvesCIno Clna

Dlisentyanyoerscupmentoactives thatarenoted Dives ho Ch EresCheCo|ove
Secondary contarman oan a ae)fa rowing ovens |Clves Keonedabe presse
Domo soondycmonmons Closro consors ans
Dlhonngmoading rack DwobieportasieBoris CE onymoh
© Towpracaseca carrer sGoa - ossity of secondary contr Dlves CoCe|Dives Te Cn
«For bukkstoragecontainers.”periodic integritytesting of os os]
Coates ndvie a okoofmescore vate [ves Eno us | Elves Dio Clin
rv a—

(Boosnotapply th aclty hassubmited a ERPunder§112201 | ygy[vo [na2 CortngeneyPa akongte roviionsof £0 CFRpart 103 fsioe (eaAmmen oficreteAD
+ Vite commiment of manger.spentandmaterialsinten cormimentf mae:squprent ans tre | es EloCl [Elves Dlne Cha
Gearedotmybshamid

vemsadnrotors oy uk rgcra,wh anpci Gain as onma yhPE
Orinore Facies (Eciudng Of Producion) — une 2014
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112700)| Inspections and testsconducted inaccordance wihwriten Dives Cho DvesChvo
Rocordof inspectionso tesssignedby supervisoror Inspector | les [vo ClvesCho

a EI vel

R270)| Personnel raining.andof dschargeprevention procedures
(1) Trainingof oi-nandingpersonnal in operatonandmaintenance of |[Ives Lo La|[ves Lo LNA

‘equipmenttopreventdischarges;dischargeprocedureprotocols;
‘appilcablepolutioncontrollaws,rules,andregulations:general{actoperations:andcontents of SPCCFlan

| Persondesignatedasaccountable fordischargepreventionatthe | ves [no [Ih | Evesvo Cla{acityand raportsto facity management
(3)|Dischargepreventionbriefingsconductedatleastonce a yearfor oi |[TTves [Ino [Ina|[vesTneCla

handingpersonnel toassureadequateunderstandingoftePlanBriefing noha: and descre known dchrges a cescrved
§112.(b) or fares,malfunctioningcomponents, andanyrecent
dovsopedprecautionarymeasures
Plandescribeshow to: res [No CIna|Eves Ono Cla.

+ Secure andcontrol accesstotheoil handling,processingand [2X [= 0
storageareas.

+ Secure masterfow anddrainvalves:~ Prevent unauthorizedaccess to starer conto onof pumps:© Secu aufseniceandoadingunoadingcomectonsofi
pipelines; and+ Rioss neapproprisenassofsecutyightng to both provent
acsofvandal and assist nthediscoveryof  dacharges.

127(1) |Tankcar and tank trck loadingunloadingrack ipresentathe facilty ves Ovo.
Loaingiiodng rockmoans a xdSchr(sucha lator,gang)ncossey oad or kon ookBucks arkCo hich oct a cht uctoefoqromont of par Aoad(cknchado nor kodam:nimayIncudoony combinatonof How.FO 0501000,VS,FATS, SloGos,over Sane, armel

YES (1)| Doesloadingunoadingrack drainagefw fo catchment asinor |[ves Lo LNA|[vesvoLareamant faciydesigned10hands schargesofuse8 ck
aranagesystem?
Containmentsystemhodsatfastthe maximum capacityoe | ves[no Cla|ElvesClo Cla
largestsingecompartmentof a tankcarruck loadedunioadedatna oct

(2)[An nteriockedwarning ightorphysica barers.vaming signs. |[IvesLINo INA‘heel chocks,orvehiclebrake merocksystem i he areaadjacenthe ladingor unloading ack t proven vehciasfom deparingbeforecompedisconnectionoffenseo fedolransier Ines
(3)| Lovermostdrains andai outets ontank carfrucks pectedpror_| Ives Lo LA|Elvesvo Cla10ingseparur,and.f necessaryensure htny ar sghienec.

adjusad,or replaced oprevent quid dischargewhi in transit

*RecordsofinspectionsandtestskeptunderusualandcustomarybusinesspracticeswilsufficeNeto aa ch dionrock tb usar 0311 10 99
OnshoreFacies (ExcludingOi Procucton) A ” une2014
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‘rte racur evaluationoffed consructed aboveground resClo Cv|Eves Co Cla
a ea eo ici,| DB Dh

orchangeinsenvics hatmightaffect he risk of acscharge orat
adischargartalureduefo bitefractureorofnercatastophe,and
appropriateaction takenasnecessary (applies fo onlyfit
constructed abovegroundcontainers)
Discussionof conformance wihapplicablemoresvingentSate osOvo Clamaeey |" 0
proventon and containmentprocedures stedin 40 CFRpart 112

112.7(K)|Qualified oikfled operationalequipment is presentat the facity"” Eves Ono.
Oldoperationaloqupmentmeanscqupmentthtcdsa ofsosgeconan ormulcontainer) whch aol
prosontsly 0supper ho uncom 1 apparatusof hodevi OF1 oparaonlcqupen fotcondor a uk41090Coianeravdos otnc tdaac)OqRMON(ow YoU proces) amples of fod opal
cqupmontcod,bu font0.youl Syst,DNC yom 03 hofo PDS, compressandohGlingcaspmen, ncudngpUTpRck bicaonyams, gorboxcs,machi coolant syloms, hotTairStas,
ronslormars, Crubreakslociical wichs, andhrSyiomsCoan 4 Sc 0ana Th opralonof he evi:

YES|Checkwhich app.
‘SecondaryContainmentprovidedinaccordancewith 112.7(c)
Ademati assure escoedew con gb)

Guaifed OI-FiledOperationalEquipment
+ Has asingle reportabledischargeasdescribedin §112.1(b)from anyoikfiled Dves [vo Ona

operational squipmentexceeding 1.000 US. gallonsoccuredwithinthe ee years
prior toPlancertificationdate?

«Have tworeportabledischargesasdescribedin §112.1(b) fiomanyoiled DOvesvoCaoperational sauipmentachaxceading 42 U.S. galonsoccurredwinany12:manth
periodwithinthetresyearsprior toFancetfcaton date?"

+ Facltyprocedurefo Inspectionsormonitoring programto |[Ives Io [Ja| ves[ho La.
dstoctsqupmentalursandor adischarge fs ssablshedand
documented

‘Does notapplyifthefacility hassubmited a FRPunder §112.20:
+ Contingencyplanfolowing 40 CFRpart 109 (see Attachment C

ofthischecklist) i povidedn lan AND i+ Wrtencommitmentofmanpower, equipment,and materialsTomatowpvanaiayconansanovayavyrcs |37es Eo Ea
ischarged hatmaybeharmsprovided in Pian

Comments:
Double walled tanks are used for some Qualfied Oi-Filled Operational Equipment.

he provi dossnkapy oc edmanufacturing opment (lowhugh process)208 charstht osufomnaturel dass. actsofwar,o ror reno cued es delorination.Th gallon moun)spec (her
10000r42)1los ohamountofo htocul oaches raviatswior ofad shorenthtalamcunt ofoi pa.Th oreVimoof he discharge oordotamanaton

OnshoreFacies (ExcludingOiProduction) [— dune2014
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‘ONSHORE FACILITIES(EXCLUDING PRODUCTION)
40 CFR 112.8/112.12

1128(0) 112.126)Facility Drainage
‘Drainagefromdikedstorage areasis: [ves CIvo Cla [Eves Ovo Ona

+" Restained by vive. exceptwhere acysystemsareGennes ocorr!suchakchargeOR.
+ Manual acthatedpumpsorofctorsaeused andthcondton
oftheaccumsanfs epacied priora dranng ake i ensureS00vitbe scharged

Dike storage area crnvivesaremanual cpan-andcosed |[ves Cle LIne|Cves lve LIne
‘design (notflapper-typedrainvalves)
arainagesraseddrecty to a vatarcourseandnot oan |[ves [Ino Cua|Elves [Ino Clanitewastovate resentpant retained rm vate napected
and dischargedper§§112.8(c)(3)(i.(i).and(iv)orS12 3c. (hy ang

Undid Ares | Drainage fom undlkedareas vith aportal ordschargedesigned|Eves Lv Lvs |Eves Eo Inn"8|10fo tapons. goons.or cacnmant basins to rtanof or
returnittofacility. Catchmentbasinlocatedawayfromfloodareas."

@[fact ranagentengineered as n () i. aranagefws |Ives Lo [Ina|Ives Lo [NaInoponds. lagoons. oaehmentbase) neh hs facCauppad yaavirn year fea of nh acy ntheSlenotantnconvoiea detrarge’
6)[ Ar tacit ranagawaters continuously vested nmretramone |Clves EnoLa|Clves Eve liareatmentuit andpump ranstersneeded”

HYES| + Toutpumpsavlatieandat eastanepermanent stad|[ves [Io[Ja|Ives Co Cla
+ Facilty drainagesystemsengineeredtopreventa dischargeas|[Jves (Ino[Ja|Clves Clo Clna

‘describedIn§112.1(b)inthe caseofequipmentfailureorRianaay

112.8(c)112.12(c) Bulk Storage Containers Cna
ukstogecota aan ary conorwd srof.The coarseusa ofPosesPci, kd1,00 roe 1frei hero ed eefoe Ye eH4
akstag crestxs,mk hs cto okpatio), Wes critsscosnd toch Aof hs chock

Containers matrits andconstruction arecompat wimater | ves Cle Ina|Ives lve LIneSored ana conatons of sioragesuch 2pressure and temperaire
Exceptionmobile usersandovron-vansporaton-sateatank|ves Lv Tt|Ives Lo Lonchecorsetah lksagean tls fhsacondaryContant1 holdcapaciof rges containerand suffcenbordorpracaton
Dikedareassufficient impervioustocontaindischargedol OR |[ves [Ino Cla|Eves CInoCn

Amatvel. any dschargs oadrainage ench ysemvitbe. |ves Ino Elna|Elves EnoClaSalconthed I afacitycatchment asinofhong pond

TT —— p————1000 3kt roo katysos Hoga welt.5BhShetek ool too Bo Toremol hadcorge ov osdomooe avonsap colwayA Sy 5 Fo tan,OB PKNA
OnshoreFacies (ExcludingOf Production) aa Lune2014
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Sry=r [Go Oe Im eCEE
YES| + Bypassvave normalysealedclosed vesOvoOna| ves Ovo Ona.EERE

notcause adischargeas descrivedIn §112.1(5) 2 Dh [Elves vo OI
+ Bypassvalveopened andresealed underresponsible [ves Clo Cua|Eves Ono Ca

«+ Adequaterecordsofdrainagearekept,forexample.records |[Zlves[Ino [Ina |[ves Co ClaSeerreTEEr
+ Providecarmosion protectionwithcoatingsorcathodic Clves Clo Ena| Clves Ovo naRR
+ Regularleaktestingconducted |ClvesClo [na|Clves Co [na

Ee PoEreEEE
+ Testor inspecteachabovegroundcontainerforintegrity ona |[-Jves[Ino[Ia|(ves[Oo Ca:SmEEREEEEERIE=
+ Appropriatequalifications forpersonnelperforming estsand | lve Co[na|Elves Clo ClaEomemerseemenSE
+ Thefrequency andtype of estingendinspections are [ves[vo Ca|Eves Cho ClaEEEERIE
+ Comparison tacosof abovegroundcontainer egy esg [ves Clo Ca|Eves Cn Cla
+ Containersupports andfoundationsregularlyinspected [ves ClvoCa|Eves Ono Ona
+ Outsideofcontainers frequent inspectedfor signs of Elves ClioCla| ElvesCle ClaEEEA i=
+ Records of al inspections andtests maintained [Elves Co Ina.[Eves Clive Cla

112.12] ConductformalvisualInspectionon aregularscheduleforbulk [ves Cv [na [Tvs Co Ena
(c)(6)(i)|storagecontainersthatmeetal ofthe followingconditions:IEER krhE

Inaiion.you must requently inspecttheoutsideofthecontainer |Jves Clo[Ina|Cves Co [naRRREE
Voumutcetamine and ocumet nth inth pprcprits [ves Chi Cla [Clves Evo EnErr

cont ofepocionsndets Kopt dorslan cso bssrcswi sfcTad on



——

[EE—————e-e|
Leakage throughdefective ntrmal heating cotscontroled:

+ Steamreturns andexhaustlinesfrom internalheating cols |[Tves[Io [na| ClvesLIne [na
htdischarge inoanopenwatercourse aremotoredfo
contamination,OR

+ Steamretumsandexhaust nespassthroughasetting | ves Cho Ena|ClvesCno[hua
tank,skimmer,or therseparationo retentionsystem

Eachcontainer sequipped withatleastoneofthefollowingfor [vesOvo COna [ves Cine Ona
Iau eve sensing:
+Hohbaudlvelorswih anablorvst»Detect audi codsnlcommunicationbetwencoin GrSonal 0 consanyaondodoperation andpopingsation,
survodlonc iabn,or culo of vont Smale Fst espana syst for deeming uid vel (suchas diolfacts Compr, louis, orGotVk000305)nd pron reson 10

+Hohbadlove pumpcoldovcossoto kop norGapandova ofbkconaners.oBowofpodotomindcontrcontent ov, garsbdove sensingdicesruproporcpa
Effuenttreatmentfacies cbservedfrequently enough fodetect Ove OJ Che OJ
posseyslam Upsets otcoudcause adischargeosdescribed in
Siz)
Visedischargeswhich resultin a ossofoifrom thecontainer. | [Ives LNo INA OO
Includingbut no med{0seams, Gaskets, ping.pumps,valves.
iets,andbotsare pomptycorrectedandof nakedareas is
prompt removed
‘Mobile orportablecontainerspositioned topreventa dischargeas | [-Tves [Ino [Ina | [ves CIno [nadescribedin §112.1(0).
Hobieorportablecontainers exching mabe etuslers andother |[ves Clo Cla |Eves Ono ClaPon ansportatonrte ark chs)havesecondarycontainment
With sufficntcapacity to containth largest single compartment or
containerandsufficientrosboardto contain recitation

12.80)112.12(d)Faciltytransferoperations, pumping,and facilyprocess
Buried piping nstaledo replacedonorafer August 16, 2002 has [ves LIneLI | Ives Lo La
protective wrappingorcoating
‘Buried piping installedorreplacedonoraterAugust 16, 2002s [ves CIvo [Ina |Eves CoCa
aso cainodicalyprotected o onerwisesatisfies corosionprotection
standardsfo pipingIn40 CFRpart280or261
‘Buried pipingexposedforanyreason i inspectedfordeterioration: [Ives[Ino[Ina |[ves Ono Cla
corrosiondamageis examined: andcorrectiveactinis taken
Pipingterminal connection a the transferpon markedas 0ogi [To Cha [Eves Co I
andcapped or blank flangedwhe natin service ornstandby
Serves fo an extendedtime
Pipesupports aeproperly designedfo minimize abrasion and Oh Oh
cormosion andallo or axpansion andcontraction
Aboveground valves,piping. and appurtenances suchas flange: Ldves Lino Dna [[dves Do Una
oii, pansion font.vane Glandsandbodies,cach pans.
pipelinesupports. locking ofvalves, andmetalsurfacesare
pectedequa 1assessther General condition

Integrtyand ea testingconducted on buriedpngattme of [ves [voCha.|Eves Clo Clainstalation,modification, consinucon,relocation, ofrepacement
‘Vehicleswamedsothatno vehicle endangers abovegroundpiping Co Dna [Eves Do [J
andotheroi ranser operations

OnshoreFacies (ExcludingOi Procucton) — dune2014
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ATTACHMENT A: SPCC FIELD INSPECTION AND PLAN REVIEW TABLE

Documentation of FieldObservationsforContainers andAssociated Requirements

ET ——————
SontainersandPipingChockcontainers oes, speHcal lookingor: df ats,dacaof rks, pusdes containing leestelaeorgantaresof ovotaton
Crock aboveground containerfoundation or: racks, decoraton.and dle taiSlecr alk er, stig, gsEomeen soinsoun. angsamats ses sept
Chockah pipingfr ltof sre mater decorators, boing of beSEs,ada of rsdrte Seopa Torsvaes sam:vai ofeae,dra oad veebi. Ft a Pov TE te 8ovrconduits.aean raodes,pare.Po UFO.Besserox)Ggvahe, an nrso sesaman samen socom of 31153012.1501)
Secondary Container (Reve and Passive)
Check secondary containmentfrotaant se (cling vland 15) bit cntn lfuchst ofvl otescapeFo EoAAo Wd ho bli bt ibiammnoataanonahicpr
Chocktkeofbum syfams forovelrecta fn hvala spac. paarstatus of drag ales ioe)privityubibai piping bos Ao ierrrine ran and bras cont. reance oOdetewin edrss
Chrackaramage ystems for: anametof 8tyhav resalebosary sal Gacarg, eluding eld ainagepst ioe ep Mg hi og iyMfSrCheckretention an crainagepodsfor cson, ala capaci,presence ofpie eke trlders,an sessedopto
CroeOEEero)irre od yaaSlta TaSpar FOSSaa earyeahs eta, ceo ncnacon. Hn soon osva.amines eames or aeae dean 118

Comane 2287 storagecapa andType| Typeof Conainmen|overt rectionandor tn or Era conv Teronoperons
Upper Tank Farm aboveground | 6.000.000 gallons cach | Lined dike vith valved | Lev indication vith dar
storage tanks dscharge ine in Gontol Room
FORFAC aboveground storage| Approximately 1,000 bbls| Concrete dike with valved | Level indication with alarm
tanks (Tanks B1 ana 2) discharge ne in Gontol Room

tysahihthra elcoertrcoytdOnivore PeisExuingOf Produton — sno2014
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ATTACHMENT A: SPCC FIELD INSPECTION AND PLAN REVIEW TABLE (CONT.
DocumentationofField ObservationsforContainers and Associated Requirements

Comeen |storage Capacity andType| TypeofContainment ‘Overtil Protectionand
ve aieTank ofoil DrainageControl Testing&Inspections

arity och ark wi tran A cals abovegrounda forcompabd
Onshore Facile (ExcudingOf Production) Pages2or2 dune2014
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ATTACHMENT B: SPCC INSPECTION AND TESTING CHECKLIST
RequiredDocumentationofTestsand Inspectio

Recordsofinspectionsandtestsrequiredby40CFRpart 112 signedbytheappropriate supervisororinspectormustbekeptby allsor tea C3 re prt mtesoie

me [rest
WE[mo]o]I
Br [ooo]

containersvithnosecondarycontainmentsystemandforwhichan impracticabiltyCE
|"|r maessvesrarens| @| 0|0pn ————
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ATTACHMENT C: SPCC CONTINGENCY PLAN REVIEW CHECKLIST NA
40CFRPart 109-CriteriaforState,Localand RegionalOilRemovalContingency Plans
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ATTACHMENT D: TIER Il QUALIFIED FACILITY CHECKLIST Ew
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